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Biamp your speakers
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Get better sound through
cable direction
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ES1.
THE A — Z OF SPEAKERS.VVHEN YOU'RE READY FORTHE FINAL UPGRADE ...
When the joke's over concerning brands A, B, and C of commercial High Street
loud squeakers, maybe it's time to explore the world of hand-crafted cabinets
with proper drivers.They cost no more money and they deliver better value.
You'll find them under only one roof in the UK, so you know who to ask.
When you're ready for the final upgrade.

4 Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scotland
0845 4000 400
info@audiosalon.co.uk
www.audiosalon.co.uk

A whole new range; from £499 to

The much awaited Ultima Gem, Studio

£1999. Upscale they have introduced
tower versions following the acclaim

were launched. Expect abig performance

of their 30th Anniversary Limited
Edition. If you want to hear it as it

($ I
5,000 per pair) and Salons ($ 22,000)
increase on previous models and amore
Italian and conventional timber finish.

sounded in the studio, check these

The combination of Harman research

out!

facilities and the genius of Kevin Voecks
guarantees future classics; could be the
one for you!

SYSTEM AUDIO
Opera offer cabinets with timber and leather
remarkable even by Italian standards; and

Based in Denmark and founded by music-lover
Ole'VVitthoft. Noted for super value, the company

affordable.The value kept raising itself as the

has worked for years to design aflagship. At first

compelling reason we had to commit very

glance the Explorer is aconventional slim Danish
floorstander that will grace any living room. Closer

seriously to this manufacturer. "These speakers
sell for how little?Are you sure?" Opera is in

inspection reveals acomposite of 42 wood pieces.

stock and on demo as we write - from £695 up

The drivers employ the lightest membranes every

to £9,995. How to describe their sound? Detail

employed: the challenge of 80mg for the tweeter is

and dynamics combined with Italian paçsion and

thrown out to all competitors.The result is audible.
The price is the best news: £2,490 per pair.

organic authenticity. In other words:a high fusion
of technology and music. Brilliant

TI-IIEL
This aristocratic manufacturer is about

The wait for the much anticipated

to launch the Response D28. Slimmer

CS3.7 (shown at Los Angeles Show

and floor-ported than the D25 which it
will replace, it will sell at £3250 - £3900

Show reports and previews give just

(premium finishes) per pair, UK including

aglimpse of this ground-breaking

VAT The D25 is already asensation (buy

speaker. Expected UK price is

in June 2006) is almost over.The

our nicely run-in demo pair for only

£6,995. Pre-order yours from the

£2,350 (RRP £3,675 in Birds Eye Maple,

Audio Salon today so you don't

an exquisite finish appropriate to this

have to ioin what will be avery long

exquisite loudspeaker — they look as

queue!

special as they sound).
At the end of the alphabet and the
conformity scale, Zingali is like no other
loudspeaker in the world: aunique blend

ZINGALI

of coloration-free horn, compression
driver, and the patented Omniray
dispersion. Prices start from as little as
£995 per pair. Call for more details.

To find out more - call the Audio Salon on 0845 4000 400 today!
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fie
news
For people passionate about great sound

Tne inside guide to
ne vvorc of ni- fi,.
'Hollywood created the
standards battle by agreeing
to back two formats, so
Hollywood pay for it.'
Barry Fox [p8O]

'Assessing this speaker boils
down to deciding whether
what it does right is sufficient
to forgive what it does wrong.
There is no point beating
about the bush: Ic.on't think
this is the case.'
Keith Howard [ p61]

•
'It became clear that it was quite
common for recent CD versions
of songs to have dynamics
different to those on older LPs.'
Jim Le Surf [p23]

•
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GROUP TEST
34

ICON AUDIO
STEREO 60
see page 56

:e
we

LEBEN CS 600
See page 68

www.hifinews.co.uk

TUBE TECHNOLOGY FULCRUM CD
see page 48
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How To... Bi Amp
Keith Howard explains the ins and
outs of bi-amping your speakers

OPINION
73

100 Super Systems
Marantz's flagship SACD player
and amplifier, plus Mordaunt Short
Performance 6loudspeaker

Music Reviews
The best new releases in jazz,

B&W 805S see page

Great sounding hi-fi
needn't always come
at high- end prices.
We'd all like super
model looks to match
the sound but we
, mustn't let ' jewel-like'
build distract us from
the true purpose of
a music system - to
make music!
This month's cover
story is one example,
Icon Audio's high
performance valve
integrated amplifier
that sells for under
£1500, making it an
attractive proposit.on
for anyone intrigued
by the much vaunted
beauty of valve sound.
And crucially, this
example has power
enough to make it
52
usable for a wider
range of speakers
than just highefficency horns.
For well under a
£1000, we assembled
three matching CD
players and integrated
amplifiers for a
group test, all likely
candidates for afirst
system. Who said
two- channel stereo
was disappearing at
the entry-level for
real hi-fi?
But for the high-end
experience, in both
sound and looks, look
out for our reviews
of an upgradeable
Clearaudio turntabfe,
the connoisseur- like
quality of the Leber:
valve amp and a
diverse selection of
loudspeakers, from
reference two-ways to
six-foot electrostatics.
ANDREW
HARRISON
Deputy Eci,tor

classical, rock & audiophile
79
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Full- range electrostatic panel
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loudspeaker from Hong Kong
impresses David Allcock
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SME
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Texas Instruments
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Terratec
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Tube Technology
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Clearaudio Solution
The Solution and Master Solution
turntables explored by Tony Bolton

B&W

34

Denon

Group Test: CD player and
amplifier combinations
Denon DCD-700AE & PMA-700AE;
Marantz SA7001 KI 8, PM7001 KI;
Rotel RCD-06 & RA- 06

King's Sound

44

Monster

48

Naim

King's Sound King

Tube Technology Fulcrum
TX24 & DAC64
This CD transport and digital-toanalogue converter combination

Rotel

include technologies old and new

52

B&W 805S
Keith Howard finds the baby in
B8,W's 800 series to offer an
addictive musical ride

56

Icon Audio Stereo 60
Tony Bolton assesses affordable
valve integrated amp with
sufficient puff to rock your world

60

Eclipse TD510
Striking looks from replacement for
512 but asound that gives
Keith Howard food for thought

64

Flying Mole CA53
Just asingle set of line inputs, but
this stripped- down, CD-sized amp
blows David Allcock away

68

Leben CS 600
Ian Harris gets to grips with a
'70s- looking amp whose retro
credentials run deep
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MOD1NRIGHT
INSTRUMENTS
SM. 9.0 SE
Dan Wright is perhaps
better known as a
professional lweaker,
modifying existing
equipment, but the
SWL 9.0 SE preamplifier represents
his own work, along
with that of another
audiophile electronics
designer, Alan Kimmel.
Critically lauded for
its pure sound quality,
the ' 9.0 is ano- frills
valve- based design with
choke regulation. Price
in the UK is £ 2200 from
Angelsound Audio. Full

03111k
No idle windowdressing here, for this
is aproduct built
with sound to
the fore

ENSEMBLE DIRONDO
AND FUOCO
One of the most
mellifluous
demonstrations at
the recent Hi Fi Show
at Heathrow came
courtesy of Ensemble of
Switzerland. Its Dirondo
CD player and Fuoco
integrated amplifier
exude quality, in both
build and final sound
quality: upsampling
DAC in player and
100W bipolar output
amp with valve input
stage all combine to
make sweet music.
For more information
on this Swiss duo
log on to www.
ensembleaudio.com

THI
W *

11111114

Add Ensemble's ov%r
Figura loudspeakers
to co ,iplete - Supes
System review Ita
follow

Itte

The pick of the latest and greatest kit
that's about to come your way...
MUSICAL FIDELITY X-DACV8

DAB
MOVES
INTO
MPEG-4
ERA

Latest in aline of D/A converters from
Musical Fidelity, the compact X-DAcv 8
claims unbeatable performance, with
the intriguing option of switchable
tube/transistor outputs, plus the
convenience of four digital inputs,
including USB, all for just £ 999.
Musical Fidelity claims that the 24- bit,
192kHz upsampling X-DACv 8,used
with the £ 799 X- Ray as transport, is
'only just bettered by the W/25, which
is about the best available in the

VVORLDDAB ADOPTS AACPLUS

world.' The X-DAC also offers power
outlets for the X- Ray and X-Plora tuner.

Paving the

Exemplary performance is claimed,
with distortion around 0.005%, signal-

way for more
spectrumefficient and

aacPlus

to-noise of 120dB and ' oustanding'
linearity down to - 100dB. The tube
output stage is described as ' state-of-

cost-effective

the-art.' Musical Fidelity,

digital radio, the WorldDAB forum

020 8900 2866

has adopted Coding Technologies'

www.musicalfidelity.com

MPEG-4 aacPlus as the new audio
codec in Digital Audio Broadcasting
(DAB). Making the announcement
at the 12th WorldDAB General
Assembly, held in Seoul, Korea in
October, Coding Technologies CEO
Martin Dietz said that the adoption
of aacPlus would help broadcasters
offer 'the best possible listening
experience at the lowest possible
bit- rates.'
DAB digital radio in the UK

MF ' SDAC ATTACK
SMALLER BOULDERS
BOULDER 810 PRE AND 850 POWER AMPLIFIER

employs the MPEG Layer 2codec,
which dates back to the early-

With its new 800 series amplifiers, Boulder

all-analogue 850 monoblock power amp,

1990s. MPEG-4 aacPlus is far more
efficient, and promises equivalent

intends ' to put the best performance within

says Boulder, ' avoids the sonic problems of

reach of agreater audience', but at £ 5500

switching amplifiers such as noise radiation,

sound quality at athird of the

for the 810 pre- amp and £ 7500/pair for
the 850 monoblocks, these essentially

dynamic limiting and IM distortion'. Each unit
measures 216 x188 x388mm (whd) and
weighs 13.2kg. Metropolis Music,

bit- rate. It is already used in digital
broadcasting, mobile music services
and Internet streaming.
In evolving markets such as

no-compromise products still represent a
serious investment. Both are designed and
manufactured in Boulder, Colorado.

China and Australia, DAB with
aacPlus is likely to be adopted from
the outset for digital radio; and in

Like its predecessors,
the 810 Stereo Preamplifier

Europe, countries slow to take up
DAB may still be able to use aacPlus.

instrumentation-style circuitry
and uses Boulder's proprietary

But, says Coding Technologies, in

0.5dB stepped volume control. An

established markets such as the UK,

alpha- numeric display allows you to
name and program each of the four

it's likely broadcasters will use the
new codec alongside the existing
Layer 2to add new services in the
available spectrum.
Coding Technologies GmbH,
www.codingtechnologies.com

features balanced, dual- mono,

balanced line inputs, and there are
two pairs of balanced outputs. The
810 measures 432 x140 x388mm
(whd) and weighs 8.2kg.
Rated at 200W into 8ohm,
doubling to 400W into 4 ohm, the

8
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01435 867438 www.boulderamp.com

VINYL-TO-DIGITAI
MADE EASY

New Bronze
MONITOR AUDIO BRONZE REFERENCE LOUDSPEAKERS

TERRATEC PHONOAMP iVINYL
Digitising your vinyl collection is easy now, even if you're
acomputer klutz. TerraTec's PhonoPreAmp iVinyl allows

Essex- based Monitor Audio has thoroughly revised its entry-level range with
the new Bronze Reference Series. The seven models all feature new drive
units and crossovers, new cabinet construction and new finishes. Midrange

you to record your LPs to aPC or Mac with no soundcard,

drivers now have amore open chassis design and improved motor system,

no drivers to install and no separate power supply. You
just connect the turntable to the PhonoPreAmp's moving magnet phono input, connect the PhonoPreAmp to the

and feature the pointed phase plug seen in the RS series. Cone material is
Monitor's proprietary MMPII ( Metal Matrix Polymer).

computer's USB port and start recording. There is also a
line- level input facility for tape or other analogue sources.
With 24-bit/96kHz sampling, precision RIM EQ, shielded
housing and aquoted signal-to-noise ratio of 86dB,
TerraTec claims the PhonoPreAmp iVinyl will transfer old
recordings 'without any quality loss'. An input gain control
allows you to set recording levels. Audio restoration
(declicking) software is provided in the shape of
Algorithmix SoundRescue (for PC) and Roxio CD Spin
Doctor ( Mac), which both operate in real time at the click
of amouse. UK retail price is £ 99.99.
TerraTec Electronic GmbH
www.terratec.co.uk

All ( except the BRVV-10 sub) use the latest C- CAM ( Ceramic- Coated
Aluminium/Magnesium) tweeter, with greater sensitivity and afrequency
response extending to 30kHz. At the top of the line-up is the floorstanding
two- and- a- half-way BR6, with two 6.5in bass/mid drivers plus one 6.5in bass
(£549.90/pair). The slimmer and shorter BR5 (£ 399.90/pair) is asimpler
two- and- a- half-way design, using asingle 5.5in bass/mid and bass units. The
BR2 (£ 199.90/pair) is astraightforward two-way standmount design with
6.5in mid/bass, while the baby BR1 (£ 149.90/pair) is based on

•

For AV systems,
the centre speaker is
the BR-LCR (£ 129.90

e

each), while the BR-FX
(£199.90/pair) rear/
effects speaker has
two angled tweeters
flanking asingle 5.5in

o

oo

o

bass/mid. Completing
the range is the BRVV10 active subwoofer
(£349.90). All models
are available in Black
Oak or in pearlescent
Walnut or Cherry.

4

Monitor Audio Ltd,
01268 740580

MUSICAL
FIDELITY'S
FREE CD
OFFER

F

NUT

WITH...

AII
11 Ge.LOWIL OF FLYILSMOLE

Class D amplifiers used to have abad name for sound quality,
but are being increasingly accepted — what's changed?
Engineers are stepping back to basics. Yes the latest computerised
technologies and super test equipment can deliver on paper the
best specs. But one key factor that's not changed is the emotional
experience of listening of music. Digital amplifiers need and indeed

You would think that launching anew

now do deliver this key factor. They're no longer just areflection of

audio product is astressful time for

computerised data sheets.
Do you think the use of the word ' digital' in describing amps

any hi-fi manufacturer. Not for Antony
Michaelson! Not only is Musical Fidelity
launching its new XSeries range

using analogue Class D/PWNI architecture is liable to confuse?

(XT100, Triple-X, X-RayV8, X-DACv 8 and

is stated. This appears to be getting less as time moves on; however

Some people automatically think digital when ' digitar amplification'

X-Plorav 8)the company is now giving

it's the responsibility of our industry to ensure that explanation is

away afree CD.

clear. For example, if control of the power is via PWM Bitstream

All you have to do in order to
receive this free CD is click on
www.musicalfidelity.com and follow

Class D it should be stated clearly. Flying Mole clearly identifies its
proprietary Bi Phase PWM technology in all literature, and press

the link on the homepage to an online
form where you will have to submit
your name and email address. We
won't spoil the surprise by telling you
which CD is on offer, you will just have
to wait and see what gets posted
through your front door!

coverage has followed this stance.
How has Flying Mole differentiated itself?
Flying Mole Corporation consists of top- class design engineers
with an entrepreneurial spirit, specialised in develophg custom
electronics. With ' Resolution Revolution' as our motto, it is our
philosophy to develop products viable for the 21st Century which
are environmentally-friendly and above all deliver audiophile quality
sound, whilst enjoying the many benefits of the digital package.
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with
age
comes
wisdom
peak consult ( 10 years)

spectral ( 29 years)

leben ( 12 years)

nagra ( 55 years)

viola audio laboratories ( 5yea -s)

davinci audio labs ( 10 years)

siltech ( 23 years)

Participating Dealers

Audio Republic
78 Otley Road
Headingley
Leeds, LS6 4BA
Tel: 01132 177294
email: andrew.jules@virgin.net
The Audio Consultants
7Comet House
Calleva Park
Aldermaston, Reading
Berkshire RG7 8JA
Tel: 0118 981 9891
email: info@audioconsultants.co.uk

The Audio Room
2 George Street
Hedon
Hull, HU12 8JH
Tel: 01482 891375
email: hifi@theaudioroom.co.uk
The Audio Works
14 Stockport Road
Cheadle
Cheshire, SK8 2AA
Tel: 0161 4287887
email: larry@theaudioworks.co.uk
Grass Dance Audio
Crieff, PH7 4AB
01764 650 573
email: roderickbowers@grassdance.
demon.co.uk

HazIamere Audio
High Wycombe
Tel': 01494 865829
info@hazlemereaudio.co.uk
HMF Audio
Loncon
Tel 02084 065699
Mob: 07768 654088

Soundlocation
Deal, Kent
CT14 7HW
Tel 07973 253136
email allears@soundlocation.co.uk

Exceptional Service

R.T.Servidéeaà

UK Distributor: R.T. Services was established in 1986

Tel: +44 (0) 1235 810 455 IFax: +44 (0) 1235 810 324 IE-mail: info@rtsaudio.co.uk IWeb: www.rtsaudio.co.uk
Accuphase, DaVinci Audio :_ abs, Leben, Nagra, Peak Consult, Siltech, Spectral, Viola Audio Laboratories

METAL- CONE
MINI- MONITOR

EVENT
NEWS

ALR JORDAN CLASSIC 1
Speaker guru Karl- Heinz Fink has a
new take on the long- running Entry
Smini to complete ALR Jordan's
'Classic' series. Like all this German
company's speakers, the new Classic
1uses ametal-cone driver designed
by British speaker legend Ted Jordan,
who began work on full- range metal
drivers in the 1950s. In this case, the
Jordan 115mm metal- cone bass/mid
unit is teamed with a25mm polyester
dome tweeter in asealed- box cabinet
measuring just 220 x 137 x220mm.
As with other models in the ALR
Jordan Classic range, there is achoice
of Alder,
Birch or Black
Ash veneer
finish. Price
is £ 500/pair.
UK distributor
Uberphon also
offers E572
stands, which
are suitable for
both Entry S
and Classic 1,
at £ 200/pair.
Uberphon,
01730 261924
vvww.
uberphon.
co.uk

10-12 NOV
2006
Hazi Mozi HiFi
Show, Hilton
Budapest Westend, Hungary
11-12 NOV
Audio Show 06,
Hotel Sobieski,
Warsaw,
Poland
8-11 JAN 2007
CES Coisumer
Electronics
Show, Las Vegas,
USA
11 FEB
Audio Jumble,
Angel Leisure
Centre,
Tonbridge,
www.audio
jumble.co.uk
25-27 JUNE
31st International AES
Conference,
New Directions
in High Resolution Audio,
Queen Mary,
University of
London, London

HI:FI CONFIDENTIAL
The UK hi-fi shows are over. Some of the new products might stay in our
memory: things like the 110- driver McIntosh speakers or the £ 2000
electro magnetic zero- gain amplifier you stick between your aged NAD
3020 and Wharfedale speakers and which, the company claims, turns
them into a £ 2000 upgrade ( why not just change your amplifier?).
Alternatively you could spend £ 2000 on the Scandinavian wood/marble
Audiostone hi-fi rack with solid metal gimbal joints that fit together like
those in your body, removing vibration and sharing the load between
your four legs! I'm told they're going to design one with aturntable built
into the top shelf, soon.
WOW THE NEIGHBOURS
At these shows we look for things that are new. We certainly won't want
anything ancient and looks like it's about to fall apart ( unless it's aMorris
Minor). But that's exactly what Andy Davison at '
A'Audiosolutions wants
us to do. His company makes the Continuo turntable based on a20-yearold concept by Swedish designer Bo Hanson ( from Opus 3). While Andy
might not want to keep exactly to the original spec, ' permission' to build
them is based on the fact that he does!
On looks, one wonders why anyone would want to. The linear
tonearm is glued to the plinth. The turntable bearing ( alarge rigid ball
sitting well into the turntable platter only millimetres below the record)
should be noisy, and the 24V wall- wart transformer is just that: 240V
AC in and 24 VAC out ( no regulation here!). So why would you invite
your neighbours in to look at it? The reason is that this £ 3000 piece of
kit is quiet frankly amazing! There's no wow, no flutter, and certainly no
rumble! It received bad press all those years ago because of its looks. But
while many adeck might soon look dated or out- of- place and ultimately
doomed for the car- boot sale, by simply keeping things simple it'll
probably never age. Just look boring.
PIPES, FLIP-FLOPS AND TUBULAR DECIBELLS
Would you buy aDVD from aman playing drain pipes with his
flip-flops? According to Naim you should. Naim is well respected for
its recordings, both for the sound quality and the quality of the artists
themselves. Guitarist Antonio Forcione is no exception. Hailed as the
Hendrix of the acoustic
guitar' he's considered one
of the most charismatic and

DENON DVD-1930 UNIVERSAL
Urging customers not to wait for
Blu-ray or HD-DVD, Denon offers

inventive performers to come
out of Europe. His quartet has
just released alive concert DVD
where percussionist Adriano

1080p upscaling in its new DVD-1930

Adawale performs on tuned

universal player. An upgrade from

drain- pipes played with both soft

the existing DVD-1920, the DiVX-

and hard sides of his flip-flops,

certified DVD-1930 includes HDMI
video output with Black Enhancer a-id

to complement the guitar, cello

multichannel digital audio with HDMI
bass management.
All key features are accessible from

creating some magical sounds
and double bass. This is also
thelOOth Naim release, and well

the panel, with ' no need to dig into

worth purchasing as aChristmas
stocking-filler! Now, if someone

menus'. In black or silver, the DVD1930 retails at £ 249.99.

would buy the percussionist
some boots. Iwonder how those

Denon UK, 01234 741200

would sound...
Janine Elliot

ABOVE: Naim Label's 100th release is
alive concert DVD: Antonio Forcione

Coo°

Quartet In Concert
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MORE MARANTZ
CINEMA

rSMART

DENON

MARANTZ DV4001, SR4001 AND
SR5001

Denon's allin- one S81AB
stereo system
(£600) has full

Hard on the heels of the £ 350
DV6001 comes another slimline

iPod integration,
plays MP3 and

Marantz player with video

1NMA files as

upscaling. The new DV4001 isn't

well as regular

auniversal player ( it won't handle
SACD discs) but it's cheaper at
£169.90, and it still offers upscaling
to 720p or 1080i, along with HDMI
output (with HDCP).

CDs and comes
with ' Europeandesigned'
speakers.

Natural partner for this model
POD SHARING
i

is the SR4001 receiver (£ 379.90),
offering 80W from each of its

SME FOUNDER
ALASTAIR ROBERTSON-AIKMAN, 1924-2006
One of the great figures of the audio
world, and perhaps the last link with the
'golden age' of hi-fi, Alastair RobertsonAikman, passed away on 29 October.
He was the founder of an extremely
successful precision engineering
company, which today more than
ever is respected and relied on by
manufacturers in many fields. Its
facilities include every aspect of
manufacture, and SME can, in fact,
make almost anything ' in house'. But
for hi-fi enthusiasts the world over, SME

seven channels. This has two

is above all the company which makes

HDMI inputs and one HDMI output
as well as the usual plethora of

'the best pick-up arm in the world'.
Alastair was educated at Wycombe House School, Worthing and
at Steyning Grammar School. In engineering, he was something of a
child prodigy, awarded aMeccano modeller's Certificate of Merit at

analogue connections. There are
three Component inputs and one
output, with S-Video-to- Component
upconversion. A 32- bit DSP provides
decoding for Dolby Digital EX,
DTS-ES, DPL Ilx, CSII, DTS 96/24, and
Dolby Headphone.
At £ 479.90, the SR5001 offers
90W per channel.

Monster's handy
new iSplitter
accessory (£ 9.95)
is asimple
'Y' connector

Marantz UK, 01753 680868
wwvv.marantz.com

the age of six. Although the Meccano International Model Building
Competition was open to all ages, Alastair won second prize at 11,
first prize at 12, and third prize - with atipping truck subsequently
used in Meccano advertising - at 13. At 16, he built his own complete
4mm-scale railway, the start of serious model engineering, leading
to the opening of the Scale Model Equipment Company in 1946. The

to allow -.
wo
listeners to share

company made scale models and detail parts for the trade.

the output of

precision engineering, principally parts for aircraft instruments and
business machines. In 1959, needing apick-up arm for his own
use, Alastair had an experimental model built. This received such

one iPod. A mute
switch cLts off
the sound in
case you actually
want to speak to
each other.

During the 1950s the emphasis shifted from model making to

an enthusiastic reception from friends in the audio industry that it
was decided to produce it commercially. The first SME pick-up arm
appeared in September 1959. All components were individually
machined and production was 25 units per week.

HDMI SWITCH

SEARCH FOR PERFECTION

DIGITAL AMPS
GET BIGGER

Profigold's
PGVS 10003
HDMI switchbox

The pick-up arm proved arunaway success, and the company's

TI TAS5261 AND TAS5162

allows yo to
connect three

HD sources ( up
Texas Instruments can now provided to 1080pito
manufacturers with the industry's
asingle HDMI'
highest- powered single-chip digital
amplifier power stage. The TAS5261

is capable of delivering more
than 300W into a4 ohm speaker.

il

Meanwhile, the two- channel TAS5162
will drive 200W per channel at
6ohm and 125W into 8 ohm. TI
says that these devices ' will enable
higher efficiency and sound quality
in avariety of audio applications,
including many previously restricted
from using digital amplifiers due to
power requirements.'
These single- chip devices
eliminate discrete
components such as
MOSFET H- bridges to
reduce costs.
Texas Instruments Inc
www.ti.com
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input. With a
built in signal
amplifier, it
also allows
longer HDMI
interconnect
lengths.

name was changed to SME Ltd, aless committal title to suit its new
activities. The original design evolved to Series II ( 1962) and Series ll
Improved ( 1972) and was then joined by the lightweight, high-tech
Series III ( 1977). But it was the ground- breaking Series V ( 1986) that
reinforced SME's supremacy.
In 1991, Alastair decided it was time to build his own turntable, and
needless to say, it was ano compromise design. The Model 30 and its
derivatives have gone from strength to strength, demand continuing
to outstrip supply. The current SME range includes four turntables as
well as nine standard pick-up arms.
Alastair was aperfectionist, one who was able to realise perfection
in many things. In adult life, he continued to build Meccano super
models for his sons - but had all the parts refinished in the factory.
Alastair's love of opera drove his passionate quest for better musical
reproduction at home. In the 1950s, he built ahouse to which he
added apurpose-built Music Room. Here he developed one of the
very finest hi-fi systems in the world. With the ' stage' end of the room
curtained to conceal an array of modified Quad ESL loudspeakers, he
came closer than anyone to re-creating the atmosphere of the opera
houses he loved. His enthusiasm for perfecting the system never left
him, as he shared the discovery of each improvement with friends and
fellow listeners.
He said of himself, ' Likes work beautifully executed; dislikes anything
less than this.' Alastair's legacy is secure, in the continuing prosperity
of SME Ltd, and in the global and heartfelt appreciation of the sheer
excellence of its output. And anyone fortunate enough to own an SME
hi-fi product, now or in the future, will be his beneficiary. SH
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B&W Bowers&VVilkins

The new B&W 800 Series
incorporatin gB&W crossover technology

•

1111111111

Audio signals are like spring water. The further they flow
from their source, the greater the risk to their natural
purity and vitality. Like aglass of cool, clear water, fresh
from the stream, nothing compares to hearing music with
the cleansing clarity it was created with.
At B&W, we like to get listeners as close to the
source as possible. The signal path in an 800 Series
speaker couldn't be any shorter, simpler or sweeter. By
optimising, in every detail, the mechanical design of the
drive units, we minimise the need for extra electrical
components in the crossover. Less quantity, more quality.
Every component we do use is handpicked after
painstaking listening tests. Together in the 800 Series
crossover, they deliver sound with every original nuance
and texture intact.
Not all water tastes the same. No other speakers
sound like the 800 Series.

www.bw800.com
Visit our website and order your free DVD
Call + 44 (0)1903 221 500

•

HI-FI NEWS SHOW 2006

HEATHROW
SHOW 2006

O

This year's Hi Fi Show at the Renaissance Hotel, 22-24
September, saw afocus on two- channel audio, with
seminars and live music to entertain the crowds

0

nasunny weekend in
September, hi-fi enthusiasts

seeking the latest in audiophile
bliss and AV excitement once
again thronged the corridors of the
Renaissance Hotel, right next to London's
Heathrow Airport. This hotel has been the
venue for the HiFi News-sponsored show
for all but three of the last 24 years.
Previously, the Hi Fi News Show had
also occupied the adjacent Park Inn Hotel,
but this time the Park Inn was taken over
by an independent ' outboard' show,
adding many more specialist hi-fi brands
to the total. But it was the official show
that could additionally boast the latest in
home cinema technology.
Putting all its weight behind Blu-ray,
Panasonic ran effective demonstrations
using its new DMP-BD10 player.
Elsewhere in the show, HiFi News
home cinema guru, Paul Miller had
packed audiences for his demonstrations
of astate-of-the art home cinema system,
comparing standard video that had been
upconverted against genuine HD material.
No contest, was the verdict. Meanwhile,
DTS ran amassive 7.1 channel system and
played its latest demo disc, 'Alive!'
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However, many exhibitors focused on
two-channel audio, with plenty of interest
in vinyl replay. Linn played vinyl records
on an LP12 turntable, through the new
active version of its Komri sppeakers. In
abig blue- lit room full of Clearaudio's
acrylic turntables, pride of place went
to the new Statement, fitted with
Clearaudio's top parallel-tracking arm, a
complete gantry with its tiny arm bearing
'wheels' running in aglass tube.
Eccentrically, perhaps, Origin Live
names all its tonearms after 18th
century English men-of-war. Latest is the
Enterprise, in which two jewelled point
bearings for vertical movement gain the
low friction advantage of aunipivot but
eliminate the tendency to tilt. Lateral
movement is via agimbal bearing.
Box- less, open- baffle speakers, it
seems, are gaining ground everwhere.
Overkill uses cast acrylic to striking effect
in its open- baffle Angel speaker. Valve
amp and recording guru Tim de Paravicini
BELOW: With its eye-catching bass grille,
the Titan VII is the most aggressive
looking flagship model yet from respected
German speaker company Quadral

completed his EAR Yoshino system with
the new Primary Drive flat speakers.
Across the road at the Park Inn, Pinsh
showed its most ambitious ribbon speaker
to date, the 1.7 metre high Pinsh 6.0. But,
for ribbon enthusiasts who remember the
glory days of the US East Coast high-end
scene, the most exciting news was the
return of Apogee. Australian company
Perigee, which for years supplied parts
for the classic American speakers, has
acquired the right to use the Apogee
name, and its new Synergy model is the
first new Apogee since the mid- 1990s.
Back at the Renaissance, Dr Graham
Bank was on hand to explain BMR
(Balanced Mode Radiator) technology
from NXT, while Fink Audio Consulting
and Cotswold Sound Systems showed a
working speaker. A BMR drive unit looks
outwardly much like aconventional
bass/mid unit, but can provide full- range
performance with some of the widedispersion advantage of an NXT flat panel
in the treble, so this could be the shape of
things to come.
RIGHT: Just two of the many mains
regeneration and cleaning products from
Isol-8: PowerStation and MiniSub
BELOVV: Latest arm from Origin Live is
the two- pivot Enterprise, seen here on a
Sovereign turntable
BELON: Leema amplification: the current
Tucana, Hydra and Corvus on display.
Leerna completed this line-up with a
preview of its new Antila CD player

BELOW: Art Vinyl believes that LP covers
are too good to hide away. These flip
frames show them off on the wall, but
open to allow removal for listening
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M ORE SAXY THAN

J
AZZ

THIS IS THE XONE
MINIATURE FLOOR STANDER.
You CAN HEAR THE HEAVY
BREATH OF THE SAX PLAYER,
HIS KEY STROKES
HAMMERING OUT SUBTLE
LOW THUDS, YOU FEEL LIKE
HE IS IN THE ROOM WITH
YOU...

...PLAYING JUST FOR YOU.

ONLY THROUGH HEARING WILL
YOU TRULY BELIEVE.
To LOCATE YOUR NEAREST DEALER
CALL LEEMA ACOUSTICS ON
01938 811900
OR LOG ON TO
VVWVV.LEEMA-ACOUSTICS.COM

(het
BEAUTIFULLY

LEEMA ACOUSTICS
ENGINEERED

SOUND

Innovative electronics included the
Lizard Vizard amplifier from Hungarian
designer Peter Gyarfas [ reviewed next
month], described as an analogue
magnetic ' coil' amplifier.
The same technology was used in
the more conventional- looking Meidy
amp also from Hungary, seen driving the
amusingly- named No Woodoo speakers.
Meanwhile Flying Mole of Japan showed
its latest ultra- compact digital amps.
With its office in Notting Hill, London
but manufacturing overseas, Abbingdon
Music Research made apromising
debut with the AM- 77 180W/ch hybrid
integrated amplifier (£ 4399), CD- 77
CD processor ( also £ 4399), using the
classic Philips TDA1541 DAC, and LS- 77
loudspeaker ( price to be announced).
RIGHT: In the EAR Yoshino room were Tim
de Paravicini's new loudspeakers, using
a new principle and called Primary Drive.
They combine ' direct radiating phased
laminar' main drive units with a
horn- loaded tweeter
BELOW: Chord Electronics unveiled its
new reference pre- amplifier, the CPA5000.
This new flagship model improves on
the long- running CPA4000 and has a
noise floor of better than - 148dB, with
solid milled aluminium shielding said to
prevent RF interference
BELOW: Crystal Cable set up atechnical
demonstration to give visitors a look
inside its laboratory and to explain its
scientific approach to cable design.
The company also demonstrated its
cables in live- vs- recorded sessions in the
Wessex ballroom

BELOW: Along with its subwoofers, MJ
Acoustics showed the 51R main speaker,
with its distinctive wide front baffle
housing a Jordan metal- cone driver
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Esoteric:
serious hi-fi for the initiated

Born of an obsession with perfect
reproduction of the finest detail, these
components are precision instruments,
finely engineered and beautifully designed.

This range of components is, quite simply,
peerless. Listen once and you'll remember
it for ever.

,

For further information contact
Symmetry on 01727 865488 or
info@symmetry-systems.co.uk

www.teac.co.uk

TEAC's unique VRDS-NEO clamping
mechanism, precision machined from
ultra-dense materials

by TEAC

HI-11 NEWS SHOW MO6

Go-ahead UK brand Leema launched its
Antila CD player (£ 2495), aunique design
using no less than 20 192kHz Delta Sigma
DACs in aspecial configuration. Ten of
the DACs produce the positive phase
signal, ten the negative phase. Leema also
announced amini-floorstander based on
the Xen speaker, called the Xone.
But the heart of the show was really
its gathering of impressive if sometimes
unbelievably expensive high-end systems,
with European brands ranging from
Audion to Ypsilon, Japanese brands from
AirTight to Zanden and of course ahost
of American companies.
And there were the usual crowd- pulling
demonstrations from distributor Absolute
Sounds with brands like Krell (
the
Evolution series amps), Audio Research,
Martin Logan, Sonus faber and Wilson
Audio (
the new baby Duette speaker).
Exhibits like this proved once again
that, even if you can't afford the ultimate
in hi-fi right now, it's worth coming to
hear it at least once ayear!
RIGHT: DALI's new Mentor 2 speaker,
kicking off a new range that offers real
wood veneer and neat styling at attractive
prices. There's also a floorstander in the
series, known as the Mentor 6
BELOVV:Eleanor McEvoy performed
material from new album Out There
BELOW: Linn impressed listeners with
the new active version of its big Komri
loudspeaker...

...and was even playing vinyl with the
Linn LP12 turntable, seen here atop the
complete Majik system
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The most accurate, transparent and natural

Performance
"I have to say that this is the finest
speaker on the planet"
—Ken Kessler, HiFi News

"I know of no other speaker I'd rather
own, regardless of price"
—Sam Te/hg. Stereophile magazine

"By the highest standar
the 2905s get
everything right to a egree that had me
sh
ng my head in awe"
oel Keywood, HiFi World

•

New ESL Electrostatic Loudspeakers
Asingle ' point-source' driver, so incredibly linear
and cohesive that nothing can prepare you for
the revelation that will unfold. No colouration,
no distortion, no artefacts — just brilliant, natural,
breathtaking detail and realism.

To arrange an audition with your nearest stockist, call
Quad directly on: 0845 4580011 (
option 4).

1

QUAD

...the closest approach to the original sound
Quad Electroacoustics Ltd., IAG House, Sovereign Court, Huntingdon PE29 6XU, Tel 0845 4580011, www.quad-hifi.co.uk

HIGH- END AT MILAN
This year's Top Audio 8, Video show took place at the Quark hotel in Milan — cue
plasmas and CD players plus rumours of ababy Sonus speaker along the way

I

magine this happening anywhere other than Italy: over
20,000 attendees for aspecialist NV show, halls established

RIGHT: A new flagship speaker
from Opera, the mighty Caruso,

by category, with all the plasmas in one huge rotunda,
custom installation in another, mass- market in athird hall,
and high-end audio and A/V in huge ' boardrooms' or bedrooms

with four 8in aluminium woofers,

for the smaller makes.
Yes, they think of everything at TOP Audio: the signs in front
of the rooms identify the exhibitor as either two-channel audio

tweeter, and four more tweeters

four SEAS 5in mid-woofers, a
forward-firing Scanspeak lin
at the back; sensitivity is 90dB and
the response 24Hz-30kHz

or multi-channel AIV, so you can skip what doesn't appeal to you
and the rooms look like the exhibitors give adamn.
This year's event held some amazing surprises, too, like an
'economy' turntable from V.Y.G.E.R. ( see below right) and the
first demos of Nagra's long-awaited CD player... which had to be
the pick of the show. And you have to keep your ears open, and
your command of Italian polished: Sonus faber will be releasing
a ' baby' Stradivari Homage, 30% shorter and half the price!! You
read it here first.
Whatever it takes, you must visit this show. Second
honeymoon coming? Relatives in the old country? A long-awaited
trip othe Italian Grand Prix at Monza? Plan it around this. And
if you really do your homework, you can find asublime 1995
Tignanello for 51 euros...

LEFT: Chario's impressive
Serendipity boasting a 32mm
Silversoft dome tweeter,
a 130mm Rohacefl mid, a
130mm Rohacell PolyRing
Woofer and a 170mm
Rohacell Polyring woofer,
plus a pair of 320mm
ABOVE: Aifai (www.

natural fibre subwoofers

aifai.it) showed this
40W tube monoblock,
the Power Stage, with
a retail price of only
1820 euros per pair!
LEFT: Kiom's Minuetto, a
compact wooden construct
measuring only 340 x472 x
288mm, but bearing a 200mm
woofer and acompression
tweeter; www.kiomaudio.com
RIGHT: V.Y.G.E.R. showed a smaller
turntable, the Timor, with a retail
price of around 5000 euros and
available in red, silver, blue or
anthracite www.vyger.com
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To gain maximum impact, it's usual practice for studio mastering engineers to
tweak level to the maximum. But in the digital domain there's only so far you
can go before you hit the OdBFS ceiling, explains Jim Lesurf...

1

nMarch 2006 Icompared the
dynamics of BBC Radio 3on
FM, Freeview, and DAB. This
showed that FM did differ quite

significantly from Freeview and
DAB. An LP/CD comparison was
an obvious follow-up, to see what
level difference could be found. The
results were quite shocking.
Istarted with apiece of music
that Ihave in many versions,
spanning anumber of years.
Although Imainly listen to classical
music and jazz these days, Ialso
exhibit some characteristics of the
ageing ' 60s drop- out, afeature of
which is aliking for Jimi Hendrix.
Ifound various versions of ' Purple
Haze' to examine in detail. Ihave
more versions of this than I'd like to
admit, but Fig 1shows the results
of analysis for just four of them. As
in the previous article, these plots
show what percentage of time
sound is peaking at agiven level.
If you look carefully you can see
differences between the 1978 LP
and the CDs from 1985 and 1989.
The CDs show asteepening of
the ' leading edge' of the dynamic

'CDs show a
steepening of
the dynamic,
implying that they
have been level
compressed'
distributions, which implies that
they have been level compressed
compared with the LP version. This
is also asign that they have been
altered in ways that may be audible.
However, around 2000, there was
amajor reissue of Jimi's work under
the ' Experience Hendrix' logo. If you
compare this version with the others
the differences are quite dramatic!
With CD audio, no recorded
sample value can exceed the OdBFS
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level. Yet this version of Purple Haze

throughout the track. The ' Purple

spends over 30 percent of the time

Haze' example has over 2500

within 1dB of this maximum possible
level. No wonder that it sounded
different to previous versions.

such events! Note that for clarity

Ithen investigated aselection of
CDs and LPs of various vintages.

Ihave scaled the plots so that ± 1
represents the maximum level
possible for CD. With due political
correctness in mind, Iuse ared line
for the left channel, and ablue one

FACE THE MUSIC
It became clear that it was quite
common for recent CD versions to

for the right.
It is important to bear in mind
that Iam not singling out these

have dynamics different to those

examples on the basis that they are
unique. Ifound similar effects on

on older LPs. Fig 2 is an example.
A 1994 CD version of ' ShaLaLaLee'
by The Small Faces has dynamics
that are obviously level compressed
compared with a 1984 LP version.
The irony here is that although CD
has the ability to provide awide
dynamic range, such pop/rock CDs
make no real use of this. In simple
engineering terms, there is no need
whatsoever to level compress the
recordings on CD in this way. Yet I
found that it is surprisingly common.
Things got even more worrying

various CDs. Classical examples were
harder to find but Ifound afew, one
of which was particularly surprising.
This shows both the dynamics
and an example of clipping from
arecording of Tchaikovsky's 1812
Overture [ Fig 4]. The track is from
30 —
25
20

Essential Jimi Hendrix LP
Double LP 2612 034
Released 1978

O

& 15

as Iinvestigated the possibility that
some versions were even clipped.

e

To do this, Iwrote anew program

?-3 10

which scans the sound data looking
5

for sequences of identical ( or very
similar) successive sample values
close to the maximum values

-20

possible for CD. The results allowed

- 10

me to find potential examples
of clipping, and see how often
they occur in agiven CD track.

25
a)
E

Hendrix CD. The other is from a
sampler CD - Horace Silver playing

20
o
Q)
cd15

'The Hippest Cat in Hollywood'.

cu

Haze' from the earlier Experience

(Impulse! label, IMPD-207, released
1996). This track has one or more
successive samples within 0.015dB
of OdBFS on over 1000 locations

30
Are You Experienced USA CD
6262-2 RE- 1
Released 1989

25
Q)
E
o

20

Are You Experienced CD
Experience Hendrix MCD 11608
Released 2000
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Fig 1: Various version of ' Purple Haze' from four different CD issues
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The Collection Double LP
Castle CCSLP108
Released 1985
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Here Comes the Nice CD
LaserLight 12 221
Released 1994
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Fig 3 [ overleaf] shows acouple of
examples. One is asection of ' Purple
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Fig 2: CD and LP dynamic ranges compared (' ShalaLaiee', The Small Faces)
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that ' louder' was ' better'. He also
admitted that he s3metimes came
away from such se ; sions shaking
his head at what they did. But as a
professional, his jo ) was to satisfy
those who employed him.
Following these conversations
Ifound that the topic of the
'Loudness War' has been
commented on in the past on the
web. However Icon't think that
most audio enthusiasts or
music lover; have been

The standard
16-bit CD has

11,1
1
1111b.

360-2, released 1992. According
to the results, this track contains
well over 9000 events where one or
more successive samples are within

Experience Henrix CD

00.0)

-1
20

21

22

time offset ( ms) from 32.6 sec into trac

1-10 Cat CD
0.5

surprise me if the LP sounded very
different to the CD.

Measurements
have found
many CDs with a
practicaJ dynamic
range of 10cIB

In some cases clipping or saturation
31

32

33

34

35

time offset ( ms) from 393.95 sec into track

at alevel well below the maximum

Fig 3: waveform clipping

The vinyl LP
is usually

than flat-top in shape. So although
the results in some cases seem
indistinguishable from the actual
CD waveform being allowed to clip,
arisen at an earlier stage of the
recording or production process.
As Iinvestigated this topic I
spoke to an experienced recording
professional. He mainly works on

-20

0.5

NEXT
MONTH
-0.5

'maximum impact'. This was
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this is always deliberate,
and how often it may
occur by accident, or
unawares.
Is this one of the reasons

bitterly ironic that the CD
medium offers adynamic
range of over 90dB, yet
what is recorded may be
compressed and clipped
into afar smaller range!
The 'wavestats.zip'
freeware utility used in this

1812 CD

well produced studio masters
were sometimes subject to futher

went that, people didn't care
about clipping or compression and

different as aresult of
being compressed or
clipped. Ialso wonder if

article is courtesy of Keith Howard,
available from www.audiosignal.co.uk

. 10

Peak power level

classical and jazz recordings, but
also attends pop CD mastering

regarded as an important criterion
in pop recording. The argument

want the CD to sound

asituation where we often may
be unable to compare LP with
CD on afair basis? It seems

considered to
have adynamic
range of about
60dB

in other cases the effect may have

compression, etc, to create

rock/pop music, Idon't

the recording companies creating

seems to show up, but may occur

sessions on aregular basis. He
commented that good- sounding,

CD re- issue of some old

people say that the dynamics
on LPs are ` better' than on CD? Are

-0.5

possible on CD. In other cases the
clipping seems to be ' soft' rather

recording. are old LPs.

Does all this matter?
Certainly as aclassical/jazz
listener Idon't want the

..

-0.5

have arisen in the original. Alas I

SOFT CLIPPING

music or jazz, and
most of my rock/pop

compression. When Idecide to
replace an old LP with anewer

o

analogue tape, hence the visible
'flat top' clipping seems unlikely to
didn't have an early LP to compare
with the CD. But it would not

this may be because I
have not until now, but
mostly listen to classical

recordings Iplay to have been
clipped, and Iam wary of level

0.5

0.015dB of the maximum level
possible for an audio CD! As aLiving
Presence recording, the original
would have been made using

implications. Icertainly

atheoretical
dynamic range of
96dB

The Best Of limi Hendrix: reissues sound different?
aMercury Living Presence CD, 434

aware of this, or the

Jim was Design Engineer for
Armstrong Audio during the
19705/805. He then established
the millimetre-wave and

Cinema ipund

terahertz technology group at St

explorec...

Andrews University. He took early
retirement acouple of years ago

-1
32
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35

36

37

38

39

sme offset ( ms) horn 709.9 sec rito track

Fig 4: dynamics and clipping
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to spend more time with his wife,
garden, and three audio systems.

DALI UK + 44 ( 0)845 644 3537

DALI USA + 1360 733 4446

DALI Deutschland + 49 ( 0)6028 4390

DALI Denmark + 45 9672 1155

www.dali.dk
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The finest selection of Hi-Fi Pro'- ---ir +kc !IV nII ttrielny

ART Audio, ART Loudspeakers, Audio Analogue, Aurum Cantus,
Audio Zone, Audio Physic, Audionet, ATC, AVI, Bel Canto, Black
Rhodium, Blue Note, Bryston, CEC, Custom Design, Croft, DK
Design, EARNoshino, Eastern Electric, GamuT, Goldring, Graaf,
Hovland, Hyperion, IsoTek, JAS Audio, JungSon, Lumley,
Manley Labs, Marantz McIntosh, Micromega, Musical Fidelity,
Musical First, Nordost, Opera, Origin Live, Ortofon, Pass Labs,
Pathos, PMC, Project, QED, Qinpu, Ref 3a, Resolution, Roksan,
Shanling, Soundstyle, Stello, TacT Audio, Triangle, Trichord,
Townshend Audio, Unison Research, Wadia, Whest, Wilson
Benesch, Vertex AQ VPI and many more.
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The Reference CD500 CD Player and Reference
A500 Amplifier from Shanling are finally here.
Shanling wanted to make atrue statement
with these flagship products, not just sonically
but visually as well. We think they have and
even more impressive is the sheer value-formoney. Musically they challenge products at
twice the price! Available - now.

Following in the footsteps
of the astonishing ART
Emotion Loudspeaker, the
more affordable Emotion
Monitor' model has arrived.
Again available in three
versions with the option to
upgrade to the next version
at alater date! Astunning
addition to the Emotion
family! Available -

Musical Fidelity products definitely have that
X- Factor and none more so than the brand new
X- Series.

undiscovered secrets to mains filtration,
but as things stand the benefits are
considerable and the value of this unit is
not hard to confirm.
IsoTek Sigmas
Hi Fi Choice, October 2006

The Lumley Stratosphere is
one of those products that
has areal presence - even
when it's not spinning records.
All that hear the Stratosphere
fall in love with the incredible
ease and naturalness in which
it plays music. All those that see
;it fall in love immediately with
it's beautiful looks.
If ever aproduct could be describ
agift to musicians, agift to music
Stratosphere would be that produ
A reference turntable in ever resp
We love it! Available - now.

Available - now.
HEN 511112 06

For many, valves bring a
naturalness to the sound that
once experienced is hard to live
without.
One of our favourite valve
manufactures is Eastern Electric
(show on right). Beautifully
made, reliable, tiny, affordable
and best of all they sound just
sublime. Why not treat yourself
this Christmas?

Following in the footsteps of the incredible awardwinning Hyperion 938, come three smaller, more- -affordable models. Same technology, same incredible
performance, all in asmaller package! Ideal for two
channel or multi- channel!
All Models Available - Now.

New styling - beautiful, advanced design and stateof-the-art circuitry give aperformance comparable
to products costing many times more. Should the
competition be worried - definitely!
Available - now.

Perhaps there are still some

not put alittle glow
into you system this year by
choosing one of the many
wonderful valve products that
we sell.

Hyperion HWS-585
£250 pair
This model makes upfor its size
with sheer speed and wonderful
detail retrieval.
Hyperion HWS-586
£500 pair
Takes the 585 one step further and
adds real dynamic slam.
Hyperion HWS-733
£2800 pair
When you have asmall room and want
the performance of the bigger 938 - the
733 delivers it to you. What you cannot
see is the bass unit housed
in the bottom of the
speaker.

THIS MONTH: Our group test features three pairs of CD players plus
matching integrated amplifiers, from Denon, Marantz and Rotel

Integrated amplifier & CD Player Group Test
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B&W 805S

28

CLEARAUDIO SOLUTION

56

ICON AUDIO STEREO 60

44

KING'S AUDIO KING

60

ECLIPSE TD510

48

TUBE TECHNOLOGY

64

FLYING MOLE CA-S3

68

LEBEN CS- 600

FULCRUM TX24
AND DAC64

28 Clearaudio Solution

48 TubeTechnology Fulcrum CD combo

OUR RATINGS
EXP LAINED
Hi Fi News scores all audio

THE HI-FI NEWS
TEST REGIME

equipment by fou , key

parameters:
Hi Fi News has the ii st
comprehensive and trusted
SPEC FEATURES
out of 5
tests of any hi-fi magazine
SOUND QUALITY
out of 5
in the world. Each month
BUILD
QUALITY
out of 5
we offer aclear evaluation
VALUE FOR MONa
out of 5
of all types of audio
equipment - two- channel
bo Eclipse TD510
audio from turntables to
HI Fi News
amplifiers and CD players
OVERALL RATING cut of 20
through to multi- channel
DVD-A and SACD players.
Hi Fi News' lab tests are
conducted using the six- channel QC SJite
testing station developed by Hi Fi News'
SPEC / FEATUR
Technical Director. Paul Miller, and now the
Results are combined to l
audio industry standard test equipment.
give atotal HI- Fl NEWS
It gives Hi Fi News apowerful edge in its
RATING out of 20. Our
testing of all stereo and multi channe kit so
SOUND QUALITY
e
OVERALL RATINGS mean
our tests are respected around the world.
the following:

Th Icon Audio Stereo 60

fi Flying Mole CA- S

rl

su

e resu
BUILD QUALITY

jazz and classical t
Hi Fi News Golden

I 111.1

Star speaker delivers
authority, grip and

VALUE FOR MONEY

smoothness in spades.

10 & below = Don't listen!
11-12 = Below average
13-14 = Average
15-16 = Very good
17-18 = Excellent
19-20 = Pure Audio Gold

Ill

Hi-fi news
OVERALL RATING

20/20

PASS LABS AMPLIFIERS + PMC WAFER SPEAKER + GRAHAM SLEE
FANFARE PHONO + REDGUM AUDIO SYSTEM + REGA APOLLO CD PLAYER + DVD PLAYERS

BEST
BUY

HI-fl news
OUR AWARDS EXPLAINED
In our group tests of equipment - the best
of the equipment reviewed for overall
performance, spec and price will be awarded
a ' BEST BUY' whilst the best sounding product
will receive the ' BEST SOUND' award. When a
product reviewed is absolutely one of the best
in its field, regardless of cost, it will receive a
coveted Hi Fi News ' GOLD AWARD'.
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CLEARAUDIO SOLUTION

(
from £ 1770)

This simply styled turntable can be
upgraded from Solution to Master
Solution status, and it even comes in a
bulletproof chassis edition...

Tested by Tony Bolton

C

learaudio's expansive Solution series of turntables
includes three different versions of deck, and a
four-level upgrade path allows amodel to be
augmented at alater date. The base model is the

Solution (£ 1140) with achassis made from clear acrylic;

the Solution AMG (£ 1410) sheaths this with alloy plates
top and bottom. The version seen here is the Wood AMG
model that features the alloy plates sandwiching 72 layers
of extremely compressed wood, known as ' Panzerholz',
amaterial so dense that it's said to be bullet-proof. This
version of the turntable retails at £ 1770 with the Satisfy
tonearm costing £ 570 extra.
The unusual three-legged shape was arrived at through
testing the reaction of different shaped pieces of material
to aknown level of resonance. The shape that gave the
most satisfactory results is seen here.
(The same testing process was also responsible for the
resonance- reducing 'fingers' that sit atop the current range
of Clearaudio cartridges.)
ONE ARM, THREE LEGS
The tonearm is supported on wolfram shafts, the vertical
plane resting in ceramic bearings, while the horizontal sits
in sapphire watch bearings. The effective length of the arm
is 222mm. While some bias compensation systems involve
threaded weights or springs, all of which may be prone to
resonance, Clearaudio instead uses magnets mounted in
the arm bearing assembly, controlled by alarge knurled
screw to the right of the bearing. It is simple, and in my
experience, effective.
Each leg of the deck has provision for atonearm to
be fitted. In this case, just one was used, Clearaudio's
own Satisfy Carbon Direct Wire. As the name suggests,

'Electronically generated noises of
The Orb seemed better suited to the
Solution's style of presentation, noises
appearing and disappearing on cue'
ABOVE:
Clearaudio
Satisfy Carbon
tonearm
mounted in

this arm is made of woven carbon-fibre, and boasts an
uninterrupted run of proprietary cable from the cartridge

traditional

tags through to Clearaudio's own phono plugs. Four
versions of this tonearm are available, the Satisfy Carbon

position

Direct Wire being the top of the range.
At the centre of the deck's three legs can be found the
bearing housing. This is made of polished and hardened
steel and contains an inverted bearing of sintered
bronze. On top of this rests the 30mm-thick frosted
acrylic platter, which is driven by asilicone belt from the
outboard motor. This is placed to the left of the deck and
is mounted in aseparate heavy steel enclosure. Speed
change is accomplished by manually moving the belt
between the two steps of the motor pulley. Assembly is
fairly straightforward. The enclosed instructions were -0

right-hand side

BELOW:
Clearaudio
Solution in
Wood AMG
form, before
Master Solution
upgrade

esi - #

1

44
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"the 938 is incredibly musical

"With the Hyperion Icouldn't

and effortless, making the best

find any compromise. "

of any music it is asked to play,
whilst astounding transparency

"...deliver astonishing sound

tells you the result of every

for avery modest price."

modification made to your
system and its set-up."
-David Allcock, Hi- Fi News
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TURNTABLE TEST

ABOVE: Platters for the Solution and Master Solution, with matching bearings
both detailed and easy to follow. All
the tools required for set up were
included, and the process of attaching
the coned feet, platter and setting up
the arm took less than an hour.

ABOVE: Satisfy
tonearm uses
amagnetic
anti- skate
compensation,
adjusted by a
threaded screw

the band were self-consciously on
their best behaviour.
The electronically generated
noises of The Orb seemed better
suited to the Solution's style of
presentation. Noises moved around

Aesthetically Ifound the
combination of shape and materials
very attractive, aview which seemed

the soundstage, appearing and
disappearing exactly on cue, with the

to be shared by all who saw the

tonal qualities of each sound laid out

Clearaudio deck. The finish was
superb: even under close examination
Icould find no imperfections on the

for inspection.
My first step on the upgrade path
was the fitting of the Syncro power

deck or on the tonearm.

supply. This is aquartz regenerator
unit for the motor to plug into, in

INTO THE GROOVE

lieu of the plug- mounted transformer
that comes as standard. Costing

After being so impressed with the
design and build of the deck Iwas
hoping that the sonic performance
matched the looks. The first record
on was the Benny Goodman. This
record may bear the scars of 50

£635, about athird of the price of
the Solution AMG deck, Istill felt it to
be aworthwhile upgrade. The most
obvious difference was in the timing,
which lost its machine- like sheen of

years of use, but the Clearaudioi
Ortofon Kontrapunkt combination

perfection and became more human.
Reverting to the Goodman LP, Ifound

used concentrated on the musical

the band playing in aseemingly
more joyous, loose-limbed way that

content of the groove, rather than
the damage done to it over the years,

provided the essential 'zing', the

digging out the essentials of amusical

energy and feel of swing that Ilove

performance. It was not the most
detailed that Ihave heard; certain

so much. Imaging was tighter and
more detailed, the chink of glasses by
members of the audience appearing

background information, such as the
noise of the audience at their tables,

as asubtle introduction to the

was buried deeper in the mix, but

deeper layers of sound now being

it was cohesive and comprehensive
enough to leave this listener pleased

reproduced and exposed.

MASTER SOLUTION

plinth made

with the resulting sounds.
Jazz music showed up acertain
'uprightness' in the timing. it was
certainly meticulous, but didn't really

from Panzerholz
-ahigh- density

have that loose fluidity that, for me

to Master Solution status. The same

at any rate, characterizes good swing

chassis and motor is used, but the

wood laminate

music. Iwas left with the feeling that

platter is replaced by one 70mm
thick, and three large polished blocks

RIGHT: Coned
foot supports

'The obvious difference on adding the Syncro
was in the timing, which lost its machine-like
sheen of perfection and became more human'

After another week or so with this
combination, abox arrived with the
upgrade kit to elevate the machine

of alloy are mounted on the end of
each of the chassis legs. These lift
the arm base up, enough to clear the
thicker platter, and also provide mass
loading to the deck's plinth. The -0
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TURNTABLE TEST

Clear

CLEARAUDIO
SOLUTION/MASTER

Solution

£1770/£3150

turntable bearing is also replaced
by aconsiderably bigger unit.

SPEC/FEATURES

My first reaction after lowering

In standard form, the Clearaudio

the needle into the groove was a

Solution Wood AMC is avery capable

desire to turn up the volume, since

and precise record player. It played
classical and popular music in avery

the ' introductory' surface noise on
the Goodman recording seemed
somewhat muted. The start of the
music, loud and clear, provided

music move easily and naturally. The
addition of the Synchro outboard

essential part of the package to get
the best out of the deck.
ABOVE: labelling on chassis' three

ambient sounds, while still able to
concentrate on the music.

corners denotes model name

The tonal qualities of
the whole range of

more obvious,
as were the inky
black silences

FOR:
Excellent
sound, buil
and finish

between notes The
whole effect created
afar more satisfying

VALUE FOR MONEY

power supply rectified this, and I
would regards this as avirtually

such as the sounds of the audience
were clearer without being overly
spot- lit. Iwas left with agreater
sense of unintrusive awareness of

asense of greater
emphasis and
definition.
Textures were

BUILD QUALITY

'formal' in it's timing to really let jazz

ademonstration of the superior

seemed to acquire

MUM

enjoyable and engaging manner,
although Ifelt it was alittle too

signal-to-noise ratio of the bigger
deck. Background information,

sounds on display

SOUND QUALITY

AGAINST: Best with

Synchro power
Sup ply

overblown, or obscuring
sounds further up the
frequency range. A

Manufacturer's specifications

tricky test, and one
well passed.

SPEED VARIATION

t 0.3%

DIMENSIONS

500 x400 x 140mm

WEIGHT

14kg

25kg

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE
RATIO

82dB

84dB

PLATTER HEIGHT

30mm

70mm

GOODMAN

REVISITED
Coming back to

the

Goodman piece, I
found
the rhythm of the music '

listening sensation. More complex
sounds, such as the combination of
orchestra, piano and organ in the

of The Orb seemed fuller and more
detailed, and effects that were

Saint-Saens piece were explored
in detail. Each layer was exposed
for analysis to alevel that Ifound
beguiling. The image spread well
beyond the speakers, and had a

were now noticeable, adding to the
richly laid out sonic canvas.
The Master Solution package,

was big, detailed and multilayered,
but avoided the glossy, slightly
over- produced presentation that
some big turntables can be guilty of.
Meanwhile, the depth of the
bass when the organ cut in was
realistically weighted without being

18 20

OW RAII RATING

the more delicate

had more drive and human
energy in it. Even the electronica

scale that seemed appropriate. It

HffI ns

previously obscured by other noises

SOLUTION

MASTER SOLUTION

t0.2%
500 x400 x 160

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Audio Reference

TEL

01252 702705

WEB: www.clearaudio.de

although another£1380 in cost
over the straight Solution, proved
to be worth every penny in the
improvements it made. Iwould
describe this versionof the Solution as
an essentially neutral performer that
lets the music flow in amesmerizing
and totally enjoyable manner.
Unequivocally recommended. (!)

Equipment used
SOURCES: Ortofon Kontrapunkt cartridge
AMPLIFIERS: Icon Audio phono stage, GSP Audio Jazz Club
phono stage, Leema Acoustics Tucana integrated amp, Icon Audio
Stereo 60 integrated amp
LOUDSPEAKERS: Charlo Ursa Major, Kelly KT3
CABLES: All interconnects and speaker cable by Philosophy Cables
and Atlas Cables
ACCESSORIES: Isotek II mains purification and mains cables
Henley Equipment rack, Voodoo Airtek Isolation platforms, Target
wall- mounted turntable shelf

We listened to
SAINT-SAENS
Organ Symphony
No 3in C Minor,
Op78
Philadelphia
Orchestra, Eugene
Ormandy, EPowerBiggs, organist
CBS Records 72132
1963

THE ORB
Live 93
Island Records ILPSQ8022
1993

THE BENNY
GOODMAN TRIO
Pidy lui trie
Fletcher
Henderson Fund
Columbia Records
335)0020 1955

ABOVE: Clearaudio Syncro power supply stabilises AC frequency for motor
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Recreating each and every musical nuance with incredible emotion, Mordaunt-Short's state-of-the-art loudspeaker
range brings you as close as possible to the wonder of the original performance.

AMU ,

Tuneful, agile sound sets new standards in transparency... atruly ground- breaking speaker."
HiFi Choice, December 2005

eeetee£

"Truly redefines the standard at this class.., superb value for money; amodern classic."
HiFi World, April 2005

"The Performance 6s are sensational speakers."
SOUND AND VISION

What HiFi? Sound and Vision, December 2005

*****

"...an exceptionally stylish loudspeaker.. beautifully finished and stuffed with innovations..."
Stereophile, September 2005

MORDAUNT

SHORT

www.mordaunt-short.corri

GROUP TEST
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Two's

company

DENON
DCD-700AE/
PMA-700AE
(E250/£250)

MARANTZ
SA7001 KI Sig/
PM7001 KI Sig

Tested by Paul Miller Lab tests by Paul Miller

(E550/£600)

Supply of stereo equipment from the big household
names may have diminished but great products are still
available at real-world prices. Here we test integrated
amp and CD player pairings from atrio of familar names

ROTEL
RCD-06/RA-06
(E350/£500)

1

fthe last few years have witnessed AV electronics and display technologies evolve at
ablistering pace, then this is not to suggest that interest in conventional two- channel
CD has simply ' gone away'. Quite the reverse, despite many larger Far Eastern brands

remaining wholly focused on developing their share of the home cinema market.
So even if the demand for two- channel kit has fallen since its heyday, the supply of backto- basics, audiophile gear from the multinationals has dropped still further. Instead, the
diversity of digital source components has increased with new DVD, DVD-Audio, SACD and
universal multi-format disc players emerging from the sort of companies who see as much
value in designing anew CD player as chocolate fire tongs.
Those that have stayed in the game, the likes of Arcam, Rotel and smaller- scale outfits
like Roksan and Exposure have actually benefited from this see-saw in supply and demand,
all enjoying aproportionally greater share of adiminished but not insignificant market.
And this is why Marantz and Denon have revised their strategies. For even if they never
abandoned the scene altogether, then they were certainly treading water for afew years.
Once giants of the audiophile club, both Denon and Marantz have struck back into oncefamiliar territory with the new, affordable CD players and integrated amplifiers that we have
featured in this group test.
Both these companies shelter under the corporate banner of D&M Holdings Inc, but it
seems as if the brands have independently decided to mop- up alittle extra business outside
of AV. As aresult, it's unlikely that Rotel will have quite the monopoly it enjoyed last season,
although its RCD-06/RA-06 combination will be no easy pushover, even for the combined
might of Denon and Marantz. Of course, Marantz is hoping the extra marketing muscle
afforded by its ` KI Signature' badge will bolster its position while Denon is relying on the
trickle-down effect of technologies developed for its far costlier, flagship products. As ever,
life in the world of hi-fi is rarely that simple...

Structured Lab 8., Listening Tests
Each of these CD player/amp combinations was subject to apenetrating series of lab
and listening tests, providing aunique insight into their performance and compatibility.
The latest QC Suite Functional Testing Station was used to probe every technical nuance
of these CD/SACD players and amplifiers. The Test Reports for all six products may be
downloaded from www.milleraudioresearch.com. No other magazine comes close to

Equipment
used
Quadraspire
equipment racks,
Townshend Isolda DCT
interconnect & QED

conditions in my media room and assisted by afew of the industry's most experienced

X-Tube 400 speaker
cable
B&W Nautilus 802

panelists. Levels were electrically, rather than acoustically, matched for greatest

loudspeakers

providing this level of transparency and detail.
The listening tests were no less rigorous, being conducted under blind, level- matched

precision. This means that any perceived difference in level between one CD/amp
combination and another was not ' real' but provided an important clue to the product's
character and long-term suitability.
The names and model numbers of this month's contenders were only revealed to the
panel after all the notes were complete and votes were counted...

NEXT
MONTH
DVD players
tested for sound

GROUP TEST
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DENON DCD-700AE & PMA-700AE (£ 250/£250)

N

either the DCD-700AE player
nor the PMA-700AE amplifier
have the physical gravitas of
Marantz's combo, but at half

the price it comes very close indeed in
matching its technical specification and
performance. The PMA-700AE's power
output is not too far shy of the Marantz or
Rotel into standard 8ohm loads and even
bests Denon's own PMA-355UK (tested
2001) by some 15W. Then again, this amp
owes more to Denon's recent high- end
stereo extravaganzas like the PMA-SA1
than old favourites like the PMA-350 and
'355 models.
Amp and player come complete with
two very similar- looking remote handsets.
If you buy the pair, then it's perfectly
possible to operate the CD player from

audiophiles will be rushing to check out.
Of greater benefit, the DCD-700AE is
also compatible with MP3 and WMA files
burned onto CD-R/RW media.
It also transpires that the Source Direct
facility provided on the PMA-700AE is
more vital than usual. With the tone
and balance controls engaged but left
in their null positions, the response of
the amplifier remains very sensitive to
the position (
je, the source impedance)
of the volume control. This behavior is
independent of power output so, at the 9
o'clock position, the response is very bass
light with adroop below lkHz reaching
-1dB at 200Hz and - 3dB at 20Hz. At the
3o'clock position ( same power output),
the audible response is nearly flat at
+0.01-0.5dB from 20Hz-20kHz.

the amp's remote control. The latter also
offers motorised volume, logic- controlled
input selection for m- m phono, three line
sources and two tape decks plus full tone,
balance and aloudness control.
The CD player also features awidget
that I've not seen for years - a ± 12% pitch
control that increases or decreases the
master clock to alter the pitch ( speed or
frequency) of the decoded CD content.
Useful if you are adance instructor,
perhaps, but it's not afeature many

RIGHT: Player features AL24 Processing,
which Denon claims interpolates data
so that it comes close to the analog [ sic]
waveform as found in the natural world
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With Source Direct engaged, the
response irons- out to within + 0.0/-0.2dB
over afull 20Hz-100kHz bandwidth
regardless of volume position or power
output! My advice? Simple - keep Source
Direct on at all times while Denon's
engineers go back to the drawing board.

SOUND QUALITY
With my own advice taken to heart, the
PMA-700AE was advanced to the reference
listening level with all tone, loudness and
balance controls defeated. Our panel sat
silently for afew tracks before announcing
that ' it's just alittle processed... not sure
we could listen to this all day long'. Kate
Rusby certainly sounded clean, dry and
precise as her voice cut an articulate
swathe through the very traditional sound

-,te

I1.6•J

WARNING SHOCK HAZARD - 00 NOT OPEN
AVIS RISQUE. OE CHOC ELECTRIOLE NE PAS OUVRIR
WARNING TO REDUCE THE RISK OF FIRE OR ELECTRIC SHOCK
DO NOT EXPOSE THIS APPLIANCE TO RA N OR MOISTURE

Recognised
under blind
conditions as
'a Japaneseinspired
amplifier', the

of strings and percussion from You
Belong to Me.
There's some loss of warmth and
richness to both her voice and the

ABOVE: Three line- ins and twin
tape toops sit alongside pre- outs
plus adedicated moving- magnet
turntable input

violins, which sounded pointedly
detailed if lacking the gentle and

of detail in the sound and quality

fluid shift in dynamics we know

of imaging within the soundstage,

to be possible. Incidentally, and
bearing in mind the high output

even if it failed to make an

level associated with CD, our volume
position was not far off 10 o'clock.
Releasing the Source Direct button
at this point brought about afurther
and marked reduction in both
weight and warmth, as indicated
by the lab measurements. So it you
hear aPMA-700AE sounding alittle
too thin, hit the Source Direct.

emotive connection.
We approached the Black
Eyed Peas Monkey Business with
some trepidation, but this slightly
compressed CD did not sound
as intense as we had feared.
Sure enough, there's the same
precise diction to vocals and
pointed delivery to percussion

gorgeous, this Denon combo was
no exception. It's the sort of music

detail and
presentation
rather than
the fun, rock
'n' roll side of
musical life.

LAB REP ORT

From memory
alone.

Iwould

lay good odds
that Denon's
older PMA-350
series would
offer a more
empathetic
performance.

lack of bounce to the
bass, aslight restriction in

immediately drawn to
the detail in the sound
and quality of imaging'
of kit have the capacity to make
Diana Krall sound anything less than

emphasizes

but, once again, there's still this

Uur lisleners were

Fortunately, while few pieces

PMA-700AE

what was described as the
'expansivity and layering
of the bass rhythm'.
Nevertheless, the Denon
combo is very strict with
its placement of images,

anchoring the vocalists,
bass player and guitarists to the
spot in aclean and uncluttered
sourtdstage. Everything in its
place then, but presented with

Denon's engineers would have used

just too much control. In the
words of one listener, 'this

when voicing this combination,

combination needs to chill out'.

FEATURES

sour:

SOUND

111117
BUILD

VALUE
iiin
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CD: Distortion vs Di. ital Signal Level

which probably explains the very
clean reproduction of the piano
hammers, the polite delivery of her
voice and smooth quality of the

Beware unmatched A/B demonstrations
because Denon's DCD-700AE is nearly
-2dB lower in output than the Marantz
(1.9V versus 2.4V, respectively). Its
response is flatter and the 102dB SIN
ratio on apar with Rotel's RCD-06, but
the 250psec jitter is fractionally higher.
Distortion may be lower at very high
frequencies, but this player does show
some aliasing tones folding back into the
audiorange at - -75dB below full output.
Does this contribute to some grittiness
of harshness? Either way, you can see
these tones on the 20kHz/OdBFs plots
from the QC Suite report on my website
(www.milleraudioresearch.com).
By contrast, the partnering PMA700AE amplifier has ahigher treble
distortion ( - 0.2% at 20kHz) than its
competition here, even if it's as low
as 0.008% through the midrange. The
85W/8 ohm and 120W/4 ohm power
output is way above its specification
and not significantly shy of either the
Marantz or Rotel, but it's no match
for the latter when it comes to driving
difficult, low impedance speakers. The
85dB A-wtd SIN is perfectly acceptable
although the 45dB separation at 20kHz
is abit weak and the frequency response
varies according to volume position
(Source Direct out - see review).

Denon DC D-700AE. Distortion vs [Neel Sieel Le.ie . 11dir . 0

BELOW: Denon CD player offers

strings. Once again our listeners

optical digital output while amp
features twin loudspeaker outputs

were immediately drawn to the level

to make bi-wiring easy

20
0

FOR:
Powerful
and great
value
AGAINST: Astep sideways
rather than aleap
forward

CONSOMMATION

iDecreatingl Deal Signal Level >,

Am

Distortion vs Fre.uenc
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MARANTZ SAT001 KI & PM7001 KI (£ 550/£600)

1

fthis is, by some margin, the costliest
duo of our group then the premium
exacted by those ` KI Signature' badges
is largely responsible. The basic
SA7001 and PM7001 models are pitched
at £ 350 and £ 430, respectively, with
the former offering both stereo CD and
SACD replay from what looks like avery
classy package. The black plastic remote
handsets are not such agood aesthetic
match, but the various features, including
motorised volume and system-wide
control via the amp and aSound Mode
feature on the player ( which sets the
preferred CD/SACD layer of amultilayer
disc) are comprehensive enough.
The guts of the SA7001 are distilled
from Marantz's leading- edge SA- 15 SACD
player, even as far as the hybrid CS4397
DAC that processes SACD's DSD data

without downsampling to LPCM. As a
result, the SA7001's response with SACD
media extends to 100kHz (- 15dB).
The genetics of the PM7001 are less
clear-cut because its performance is far
closer to the PM- 17 Mk II, for example,
than the older PM7000 model. While the
latter offered 120W/1 75W into 8/4 ohm
loads, respectively (tested 2000), the
PM- 17 Mk II provided 90W/148W (tested
2001) which is far closer to the PM7001's
specification. Other parameters, including
distortion, noise and overall gain are also a
better match for the PM- 17 MRII.
As ever, Ken Ishiwata's mark - the
KI Signature legend on each product
-promises ageneral upgrade in
performance with improved mechanical
construction, improved specification and
tolerancing of key capacitors, the use of

new, low-flux toroidal power transformers
and implementation of Marantz's latest
HDAM op- amps. These are not traditional,
integrated op- amps but awholly discrete
circuit topology that's more easily
'tweaked' by Marantz's engineers for
different applications.
Meanwhile, the KI amplifier benefits
from further refinements over the
standard PM7001 in an effort to reduce
the amplifier's sensitivity to different
speaker loads and widen its bandwidth.
None of this is really evident from the
appearance of either PM7001, both of
which offer three line, two tape and
aphono input, two switched speaker
outlets, bass, treble and balance controls
plus aSource Direct facility for the
cleanest path through the amp.

SOUND QUALITY
On first hearing the crisp articulation of
the Marantz combo, it was tempting to
pigeonhole it between the precise but
slightly sterile quality of the Denon and
the weighty warmth of the Rotel.
After aperiod, however, aquite
distinctive character was to emerge. Its
slightly insecure imaging, for example,
was flagged- up by two listeners who felt

LEFT: SACD discs play in two-channel mode
and aSOund Mode button allows alisteners
preferred layer on hybrid discs to be preset
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If afinger must
be pointed at

Cl

the weaker link

dgi

in this package,
then Marantz's
award-winning

•

compelled to shift positions until
the sound of Kate Rusby's voice
snapped into some sort of central
focus. Otherwise her slightly shrill,
warbling intonation would anchor
itself to the left or right speaker,
depending on the seating position.
Her voice was also too dry

ABOVE: Like the Denon, the Marantz
amplifier offers three line- ins, two
tape loops and an m- m phono input
There's certainly plenty of

impression of performances being
simpler or perhaps slightly plainer

fragile-sounding performance. The
same track had sounded so much
fuller with the Rotel, boosted by a

than they really are.

chesty rather than throaty- sounding

the music, stripping it of fluff and
colour to expose the contents and

'The Marantz
offers avery tight
avery ' together'
and composed
performance'

the partnering
amplifier that
at least partially
obscures its
potential with a
sound that has
vigour without
the fulsomeness

Of course, this is no bad thing if
it reveals the underlying kernel of

we know to be
possible

not the packaging.
To this end, there's often some
emphasis of vocals which may
stand out in sharp relief against
the typically more subdued tempo
of the backing, suggesting the

FEATURES

PM7001 was voiced for, well,
voices. Similarly, there's plenty
of pace and energy to its sound

SOUND

which, if partnered with

avery 'together' and composed

warmer- sounding loudspeakers,
might just coalesce into a

performance with an agreeable

well-rounded performance.

sense of front-to- back depth.
Sure, its tone is occasionally lean

suggest that such fussiness may

but the soundstaging is neither
sparse nor compressed.

count against these Marantz
components in aworld where

Diana Krall continued to illustrate
this theme as her voice was stripped
of its customary warmth and the

fit- and-forget compatibility is
taken for granted.

image shifted oddly to the left, even
if the marvelous sense of depth

BELOW: Marantz CD player offers

VALUE

Fortunately, Marantz's Source Direct facility
delivers aconsistent response regardless of
volume position, although its just alittle
flatter when switched in ( 0.0dB at 20Hz
instead of - 0.25dB/20Hz without Source
Direct). Its continuous power output is a
match for the others, offering 2x95W and 2
x145W into 8and 4 ohm, but betrays a
reduced tolerance for tough speaker loads
under dynamic conditions with 125W, 215W
and 285W into 8,4 and 2ohm. Currentlimiting is to 85W ( 9.2A) into 1ohm loads.
Distortion is both lower and more
consistent with frequency at 0.005% through
the midrange ( - 0.027% at 20kHz) than with
either the Rotel or Denon amps but
distortion is higher from the partnering CD
player. Figures of - 0.003% over the top 20dB
of its dynamic range are hardly ' high' but are
still higher than its rivals here, especially
through the treble where there's some added
stress on the analogue output.
litter is impressively low at - 140psec and
the A-wtd SIN ratio way over the 16- bit

lAraner SA7001KIStg Denman vs Deal Sled Level OW: vs

both optical and electrical digital
outputs while amp's twin speaker

sound of the combo as awhole.

outputs can be switched

CE @

LAB REPORT

CD: Distortion vs Di. ¡tal Si . nal Level

went along way in rescuing the

..=.=

l

standard at 105dB. The full SACD
specification is available from my website.
The amplifier, meanwhile, enjoys an aboveaverage 89dB SIN ratio ( ref OdBW) and avery
low 0.002 ohm output impedance below
100Hz. Above 100Hz, the PM7001 KI's
output impedance rises to amore
predictable 0.05 ohm.

BUILD

Nevertheless, I'm bound to

mama:rite

Ale

will escape
unscathed.
Instead, it's

space around performers and
instruments and this, together with
the inherent dryness, gives the

according to one listener, adding
afurther delicacy to an already

vocal. On amore positive note, the
Marantz does offer avery tight,

SA7001
SACD player

20

FOR:
Slick and
versatile CD!
SACD player
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GROUP TEST
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ROTEL RCD-06 & RA- 06 (£ 350/£500)

p

erformance and price in
equilibrium is how Rotel chooses
to illustrate the Balanced
Design Concept behind all its

audio products. It's not about choosing
one or two expensive components or
emphasizing one particular area of
the design. Instead, amplifiers like the
RA- 06, along with its cheaper RA- 05
and RA- 04 siblings, are conceived with
equal attention paid to input selection,

and 'tickled- up' by its UK engineering
base prior to full scale production. It's a
tradition that works for Rotel. And if it
works, why change it?
Neither will any audio enthusiast
be thrown by the familiar, almost

to service any aforementioned ' Media
Players'. Incidentally, this input is not for
free - it overrides any other source that's
connected to the Aux 2terminals at the
rear of the RA- 06.

comforting appearance of either the

SOUND QUALITY

RCD-06 or RA- 06 which do little to
advertise the potential of what lies

The easy-going but inherently robust

within. The new, system-wide RRAT94 and CD-specific RR- D95 remote

demeanor of the Rotel combo was
recognised almost immediately by our

controls look alittle more colourful,
the former offering input selection

throng of listeners, who were captivated
by the fuller - though no more detailed
-realization of Kate Rusby's vocals. These

for m- m phono, four line- level and
tape sources along with motorised

products have the capacity to draw you
into the music, creating asound in the

the design of the amplifier itself. Having
said this, you'll need to go some before

volume control. Doffing its cap to
the might and penetration of Apple's
ubiquitous iPod, Rotel has even sneaked

the mechanics of the speakers, leaving
performers and instruments to play their

tripping-out the RA- 06. Isqueezed nearly
20A of clean current from its slimline

an additional 3.5mm socket above
the RA- 06's headphone connection

your nose. There's afabulous sense of

to RIAA equalisation, to line and power
amplification and the supply that feeds
them. Even the advent of protection
circuitry - not always afeature of Rotel
amps - has been achieved in parallel with

chassis and the amp just kept on going...
The partnering RCD-06 CD player is
another recipient of the Balanced Design
Concept. No flash D/A converters in this
player, just aworkmanlike 24-bit/96kHzcapable device from Burr- Brown coupled
with good quality op- amps from the
same stable. The brown- coloured CD
drawer mechanism is perhaps taking
the journeyman theme alittle too far,
but at least the linear power supply
and heavyweight regulation makes a
fresh change from the noisier switchmode supplies featuring in almost every
universal DVD player these days.
In afurther act of tradition, each of the
06 series has been extensively auditioned

RIGHT: Rotel RCD-06 CD player uses BurrBrown 24/96 DAC to good effect, with low
measured jitter levels
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room that's somehow divorced from

part with great conviction in front of
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delivered by the
Denon but the
overall effect is
no less polished,
couching its
music in a warm
and thoroughly

character to the music. We could

ABOVE: To the rear of the Rotel amp,

now ' see' the fat-fingered folk
players strumming and picking at

twin tape loops join four line- ins plus
an m- m phono stage and pre- outs

the strings while Kate's voice was
possessed of acharacteristically
Lincolnshire accent, poured rather
than ejected into the room.

of

Vivaldi's Four Seasons. '
Kate, the
solo violinist, still needs to get a

We all found ourselves tapping
our feet to the collective works of
the Black Eyed Peas, the elastic sounding bass now rebounding to
great effect, but sufficiently strong
to set-off ahonk from any potentially
boomy-sounding speakers. One

It's the sheel
communication here
the connection with
the listener, that sets
the Rotels apart'
listener remarked that the higher
bass notes were not distinguished
as clearly as they were by Denon's
combo even if ' the mix was now
infinitely preferable' as it pounded
out its rhythm, bristling with vitality.
Not only does the music have real
power and weight but it also enjoys

the Be:mont Ensemble playing

pair of jeans and let her hair down',
suggested one panelist helpfully,
'but the prim and proper playing
now sounds more passionate'.
Compared to either the Marantz
or Denon, there's certainly more

sounds lifelike
rather than
simply euphonic
or coloured.
This represents
the sub-£ 1000
benchmark and
by a substantial
margin.

numbers' from acombination
Vlat could never be described
as sounding tedious.
Given anaturally gentle,
laidback recording like Diana
Krall's ' Little Girl Blue', the Rotel
combination might seem to
lack be initial, transient edge
of the strings and piano, but her
voice sounds so intimate as to
overwhelm any technical criticism
of its delivery. There's adarkness
to backgrounds, ablack pool from
which her voice emerges under a
deftly poised spotlight.
Other amplifiers might tell
you whether the brushes are
beirg drawn left or right over
the snares, but while the Rotel
blurs this distinction it still leaves

makes you part of the action and not

you hanging on every note.

almost as if the amplifier is reveling

embrace that

pizzaz than ' playing by the

afabulous sense of spaciousness,
atransparency and presence that
just apartially interested observer.
Above all, this music sounds fun,

engaging

And it's this sense of
communication, of connection
with the listener that really sets

in the multi- layered instrumentation
and daft lyrics.And asense of fun

this combination apart.

is exactly what's needed to lift the

BELOW: Rotel

slightly staid, textbook performance

room use on CD player and amplifier

12V

triggers for multi-

SOUND

ill
BUILD

III
VALUE
1

1

1

FOR:
Powerful,
potent and
engaging
AGAINST: At the
price, not a lot

LAB REPORT
While Rotel's RA- 06 falls inside its 0.03%
distortion specification, there's still an
appreciable difference between channels,
with the right consistently higher ( - 0.015%)
than the left ( - 0.002%). So much for
symmetry, but at least Rotel's reputation
for prodigious power output is maintained
with aspec- busting 2x95W/8 ohm and
2x145W/4 ohm supported by massive
dynamic outputs of 125W/220W/335W
and afull 390W into 8, 4, 2and 1ohm
loads, respectively. The response is flat and
extended (+ 0.2dB at 100kHz) while the Awtd S/N is good enough at 82dB, and the DC
offset? Well this is slightly high at 30-38mV,
just like every other Rotel amp I've tested in
the last 20 years!
The response of the partnering CD player
rolls very gently away at HF (- 0.75d13/20kHz)
and enjoys acombination of a 102dB A-wtd
S/N ratio with excellent low-level linearity
(within 0.1dB at - 100dBFs) and low 120psec
jitter. There is some 'analogue' distortion
over the top 20-30dB of its dynamic range
that holds between 0.0014-0.0028% across
the midrange, delivering avery consistent
'colour', even if this increases to - 0.01% at
20kHz. The DAC's noise-shaping process
also squeezes-out aslightly elevated level of
ultrasonic noise but, partnered with the RA06, this is of no subjective impact.
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GROUP TEST

B

efore we embarked on this
in-depth test, Imight have

have a 'taste filter' built in, this

been ready to accept all

disc was still in marked contrast to the

three combos as broadly if

altogether more robust, but slower

GROUP
TEST

unsympathetic rampage through the

not equally impressive performers,

and engaging interpretation offered

separated by slight differences in
colour or presentation. But such

by the Rotel. Even the slightly cooler,
detailed rendition of the Denon was

wishy-washiness was abandoned in

preferable. 'The music needs time to

the face of very clear distinctions in

marinade,' one wag suggested, 'for

performance between each of the

while all the ingredients are audible,

contenders, and not necessarily in

they remain too fresh, too raw'.

line with their price. This is just one
reason why Iprefer to use anecessarily

DENON DUO

'high-end' speaker like the B&W 802.

Denon's DCD-700AE/PM-700AE duo

We
Listened
to...

These speakers are not chosen to

undercuts the Marantz by asubstantial

pamper the amplifiers but train a

margin and yet nudged ahead in the

RCD-06/RA-06 from Rotel which looks

magnifying glass on their capabilities,

listening tests. Feed these Denons a

capable of grappling with any speaker

for they are no less tools of the trade

CD that's already very polite, like the

that happens across its path. We

than the QC Suite in my laboratory.

Belmont/Vivaldi recording, and you

would have been content listening to

After all, why add amore coloured
alternative into the chain and muddy

are rewarded with atechnical exercise

this combo all day long and, indeed,

achieved with precision but rather less

ended up rooted to the sofa, enjoying

our comparisons?

passion than we would have hoped for.

the sheer communication of the

It's the difference between astudio- lit

combo, relishing the ease with which

to Marantz's KI-upgraded SA7001/

photograph and the intrigue of an old

the performance as awhole would gel.

PM7001 combination, although its

painting. In essence, this is acombo

Teflon-coating is reflected in aslick but

that allows you to read the musical

to swing, and to communicate that

often slightly hurried performance.

book but not necessarily empathize

fun energy with absolutely no effort on

The processed rap delivered by the
Black Eyed Peas was just too parched

with all the characters. Difficult to

the part of the listener.

There's certainly no mud sticking

and devoid of humour, for example.
While it's arguable that the 7001s

slam-dunked by the mid- priced

THE BLACK EYED PEAS
Monkey Business
DIANA KRAII
From This Moment On

The RA-06, in particular, knows how

argue with its value, however.

KATE BUSBY
The Girl Who Couldn't

VIVALDI
The Four Seasons
Be!rnont ensemblej

If it doesn't start your feet tapping

Nevertheless, both these

and bring asmile to your lips, then you

contenders were comprehensively

are dead already. (1)

PRIM

• •

CD PLAYER

DENON DCD-700AE

MARANTZ SA7001 KI

ROTEL RCD-06
2.2V

Maximum output level

1.90V

2.35V

A-and S/N ratio

102dB

105dB

102dB

Distortion, 1kHZ @ OdBFs1 - 30dBFs

0.0015%/0.004%

0.003%10.004%

0.0015%/0.0045%

Distortion, 20kHz @ OdBFs

0.01%

0.045%

0.01%

Frequency Response 20Hz-20kHz

-0.0/4-0.08dB

+0.01-0.35dB

+0.0/-0.75dB

Digital jitter

250psec

145psec

120psec

Resolution @ -90dilFs

±0.2dB

±0.1dB

±0.1dB

Stereo separation, 20Hz-20kHz

>97dB

>98dB

>106dB

AMPLIFIER

DENON PMA-700AE

MARANTZ PM7001 KI

ROTEL RA- 06
95W/1 45W

C)
SOUND
••••maaIlb

Power Output into 8/ 4ohm (< 1% THD)

85W/120W

95W/145W

Dynamic Power (20msec, 8/ 412/1ohm)

120W/205q195W/100W

125W/215W/285W/85W

125W/220W/335W/390W

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.04-0.15ohm

0.002-0.05ohm

0.03-0.05ohm
-0.17dB to + 0.22dB

Frequency Response (20Hz-100kHz)

+0.0 to -0.2dB

-0.25dB to -0.75d8

Input Sensitivity (for OdBWIFull Output)

15mV/107mV

24mV/205mV

20mV/165mV

A-wtd S/N Ratio (for OdBW/Full Output)

85dB/104dB

89dB/108dB

82dB/102dB

Distortion (OdBW, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.004-0.19%

0.003-0.025%

0.0013-0.14%

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

>45d8

>65dB

>50dB

OVERALL RATING

14/20

OVERALL RATING

14/20

For free and exclusive QC Suite reports on these products, please log onto www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech
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OVERALL RATING

17/20

also available in titanium finish

The NAD C325BEE integrated amplifier is of the purest pedigree. A direct descendant of
the hugely successful NAD 3020 Integrated Amplifier — one of the greatest Hi -Fi products
of all time according to the experts - the C325BEE is proving to be a tremendous crowd and
critic pleaser. Indeed, magazine reviewers have lavished praise on the C325BEE already.
It won a critical group test in Hi-fi World, being described as ' the most musical integrated
entry level integrated amplifier.' Audiophile bible Hi-fi Choice went even further. '

the

best combination of pitch and rhythm we've heard at — or even near — the price.'

Effortless power, excellent value and simple integration with any portable music player,
such as CD and MP3 Players, makes the C325BEE perfect for audiophiles and music
lovers the world over. As Hi-fi Choice concluded ' Clearly this is the amplifier to go for...'

Len brook UK : The UK Distributor for NAD
Unit 2, Old Wolverton Road, Old Wolverton Milton Keynes MK12 5NP
Call: 01908 319360 Email: info@lenbrook.co.uk
ivww.NADelectronics.com

NAD

LOUDSPEAKER TEST

Crovvn
Jewel
KING'S SOUND IZING (
f3995)

It may need bags of space
and buckets of power, but
this Chinese electrostatic
speaker offers all the thrills
of afull- range panel at a
relatively attractive price
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Tested by David Al!cock

W

hile Far Eastern audio manufacturers have
recently proliferated, and have had ahuge
impact in the loudspeaker market, they

have shied away from the complexities of
manufacturing electrostatic loudspeakers. Until now.
King's Audio hails from Hong Kong and makes arange of

electrostatic speakers. The King is its top model and is a
full- range electrostatic design.
Measuring 1800 x720 x41mm ( hwd) and weighing
32kg, the King is not intended for use in small rooms,
though it proved remarkably easy to move and place.
In common with all electrostatic speakers, the King is
dipolar in operation and so needs to be kept well away
from room boundaries - in this case 1m from the side
walls and 1.5 m from the rear wall of my listening room.
It is safe to consider my 7x4m room at the lower end
of the scale in terms of room size for this speaker.
Unlike other full- range electrostatic panels, such as
the Martin Logan CLS-II, the King does not require full
mains power to energise its panels. Instead, this design
uses 12V 125mAh wall-wart power supplies, though it
can also be supplied with a 12V rechargeable battery
power supply, completely disconnecting the speakers
from the mains supply.

DIFFERENT PANELS
The King has astructure that may be familiar to
followers of the Quad electrostatic design. Instead of
one large panel covering the speaker's full surface, the
King uses anumber of individual electrostatic panels,
making it, effectively, atwo-way design. The panels
comprise seven bass modules, with aradiating area of
400 x 190mm each, and five HF/midrange panels having
aradiating area of 110 x275mm each, crossing over at

'Far Eastern manufacturels have
shied away from the complexities
of manufacturing electrostatic
loudspeakers. Until now'
1.2kHz, with an advertised frequency response of 32Hz

ABOVE: Standing

to 24kHz. These speakers are rated at alow 83c113/W

1.8m high ( about

with anominal 6ohm load which means a powerful
amplifier is recommended. An amp such as my resident

5ft hin), the

Bryston 3B-SST should be considered the bare minimum
when it comes to solid-state amplification, and the
speakers sounded even happier with the 600W/ch

in King's Audio
royal range

King is the giant

Bryston 14B-SST. The King is very well built, although
Ifelt the speaker deserved abetter mains PSU than
the supplied wall-warts, and the metalwork felt alittle

LEFT: The King

lightweight given the size of the speaker system.

is atwo-way
design, with the

OUTER-EDGE TREBLE
At the rear of the speaker can be found two pairs of

ful frequency
range covered

five-way binding posts, for bi-wiring or bi-amping, and a

by separate

single 3.5mm power inlet for each speaker's 12V power.

panels dedicated

Their front and rear cloth covers can be removed, which
gave asubstantial improvement in transparency and

to bass and
mid/treble

reso ,ution. Apart from positioning issues, you also have
to decide whether to site the speakers with their treble
panels on the inner or outer edges. Having them on
the inrier edges gives very tightly defined images, while
having thern on the outer edges results in amuch wider
image, albeit slightly less focused. Ieventually decided .®
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

Crown
Jewel

KING'S SOUND KING

obi (£ 3995)

to use the outer placement for the
tweeter panels, with very little toe-

,SPEC/FEATURES

in, less than 5°, in order to achieve
awell focused lateral image with

King Sound has delivered a

excellent layering characteristics.
These speakers didn't like being

MI1111

spectacular flagship model, albeit

unplugged, as the sound was a

with acouple caveats, these being
the need for alarge listening room,

touch lightweight and slightly grainy
in the high frequencies for afew

and plenty of power - about 150W
of solid-state amplification being

hours after the panels were next

aminimum to extract the best

charged up. However, fully juiced,
it's clear these speakers are not
the bass shy panels of yesteryear.

from these speakers. Given these
requirements, however, the results

Dion's ' One Heart' had real weight
and power. Forget about notions
of panels being for string quartets,
small jazz ensembles and baroque;
this dance floor- inspired track,
with its synthesiser bass line, really
bounced along.

perform - atrick which is rare

range. It has outstanding balance

at any price, let sub-£ 4000. The

and is far more dynamic than you

ability of the King to throw this

have any right to expect from an

soundstage is, naturally, closely
dictated by its placement, but
simply moving these speakers
further apart does not necessarily
extend the stage width. Once

electrostatic panel.

Meanwhile, the midrange was
incredibly transparent and superbly
balanced, though with just ahint of

the Kings are moved too close to
the side walls the stage collapses

richness in the lower midrange. This
gave Sting's voice on ' Englishman in

inwards, so obtaining the optimal
soundstage requires very careful

New York' asubtle, extra warmth,
not completely unwelcome on this

placement. But the rewards are rich
once you get it right.

recording, while Branford Marsalis'
saxophone possessed ashade extra
body that ameliorated the slight

KING OF THE HILL

thinness inherent in this recording.
The upper registers were nothing

success, offering the delights
of exotic panel ownership with

less than exemplary, the delicacy,

very few drawbacks. If you can

air and speed of the cymbals was
outstanding, with the maracas and
tambourine on the Sting track being
easy to pick out in the mix.
Imaging was excellent,
the King removing all

The King is an unmitigated

meet its power and placement
demands you'll be rewarded with
aperformance that's difficult to
match at any price. This speaker
truly is the King of the hill,
and I'm looking forward

to hearing what the
FOR:
company's other,
more room and
Dynamic,
amp-friendly
transparent
speakers are
sound with bass capable of.(5
extension

traces of itself to
leave behind just a
naturally-sculpted
3D soundstage
upon which
the musicians

AGAINST: Needs plenty of
power and room
space

Hi -fl
OVERALL RATING
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VALUE FOR MONEY
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Manufacturer's specifications
32Hz-24kHz

SENSMVITY:

Equivalent to 83 dB/W, measured at
4 metres

IMPEDANCE:

Nominal 6 ohm

AUDIO POWER
(MIN / MAX ):

80-450W ( music)

POWER INPUT:

DC 11-15 V, 120 mA ( AC- DC
adaptor included )

SIZE:

1800 x720 x41mm ( hwd )

WEIGHT:

32kg each

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Select Audio TEL 01900 813064
WEB: www.kingsaudio.com.hk

Review s stem breakdown
SOURCES Basis Gold Debut Standard/Graham 2.0 arm/Benz Glider L2
cartridge, Shanling CDT-300 CD Player
AMPS Krell KRC-3 pre- amp, Bryston 3B-SST/14B-SST, NuForce
Reference 9 monoblock power amplifiers, Klyne System 7 PX 3.5
phono stage
SPEAKERS Hyperion Sound Design HPS-938, Martin Logan Vantage
CABLES Atlas Elektra interconnects, Townshend Isolda bi-wire
speaker cables.
MAINS lsotek Titan and Nova mains filter. lsotek Elite mains cables.

CEUNE DION
One Heart

ENIGMA
MCMXC a.D.

Columbia 510877 2

Virgin CD 262 029

STING
Nothing Like
The Sun
Chrysalis CHR 1390

St
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FREQUENCY RESPONSE:

We listened to
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BUILD QUALITY

are incredible; think Martin Logan
CLS Il with more bass and dynamic

The opening bass line on Celine

SOUND QUALITY

Thinking Of Buying a
Valve Amplifier!

When you think about

You may already have a " high end" transistor amplifier, but the

your loudspeakers is your

sound is flat, without emotion and fatiguing! Icon valve amplifiers
have aricher, warmer sound that is easy to listen to. And Icon
valve amplifiers are practical, reliable & affo -dable.
KT88 integrated 2x 65w rms
Brand new UK design
ALL TRIODE Push-pull driver stage
Triode output mode 2x 30w
Choke regulated PSU.
Remote control. Four inputs
plus tape loop. Hand built
Huge transformers cvdeigiongi

LO jOuf

From £1,399 Inc Russian valves
(Upgrades available)

,S3teicc3C0C1
Fabulous 3000 Sound
2x 35w rms will drive most speakers
UK Designed. ' and built
Remote contr( I
ALL TRIODE driter stage
Choke reguland PSU
Four inputs plus tape loop
From £ 1.699 Inc Russian Valves
IUpgrades available)

Stereo 30C

LAI -4 Line rait-e-.1--tillic
iftig beautifully controlled sountLimaging limy detailed ... distortion an all
lo# at 0.0009$... excellent reliability
Valve rectification.
Twin choke smoothing.
All triode design
Remote control
Four inputs plus tape loop
High glow level outputs
Will metch any power amp

motin5

Would you put paraffin in a
Ferrari? No? Then don't think, " I'll
improve my mains after I've bought
everything else. Main boxes first."
Big mistake. It's not an afterthought
because mains quality will affect
your CHOICE OF EQ UIPMENT !
Yes, upgrading boxes at significant
cost should bring improvements
but rubbish mains will still sap
results. You may even choose
"gentler" components to paper over
problems such as:
•hard, edgy sound that's tiring,
•lack of depth, no height separation,
•lumpy bass and, worst of all,
• NO INVOLVEMENT WITH MUSIC —

all symptoms of poor mains quality.
CD players especially suffer, as the
processor converts radio interference along with the music signal.
Result? — the brittle, glassy sound
wrongly dubbed as "digital". It's RF.

From £ 699.95 complete

Stereo 40i
Ideal 1" valve amplifi er
Easy to maintain avery reliable
5years old & still un beatable
100's of satisled customers
All triode front end, 4inputs
40watts x2

As mains quality is so fundamental
it's another mistake to look for
low cost solutions. but UPGRADING
YOUR SUPPLY WILL COST LESS than
changing major components and will
lay foundations for future upgrades.

Only £599.95 W699.951(188 version)

Our strong favourite for mains
components is Vertex AQ, their
cables, filters and the NEW POWER
SUPPLY — incredible.

Also: Stereo 401SE £ 699.95, Stereo 401C/assic £899.95
Pe I .
1111 I/lire 1'h

.n

,Statede

listen/a Ike music not Me Reece noise!
Only apure valve design can get the best
from vinyl. All triode. No feedback.
Passive RIAA. Custom British MC TX option.
Choke regulated PSU. High output.
Volume control. Will drive power amps!
9kg. Upgrades available

From only £449.95

mains supply, modified by
just the tiny source signal.

LL5É_eni_no

Stcx-ece

;co-. .47..-110-

it, what comes out of

complete M8 E599.95)

New Passive Preamp.
4inputs, tape loop. Alps Blue Pot. silver Teflon cable
Gold plated terminals Only £229.95

Don't believe us — try before you
buy, but DON 'T BUY ANYTHING
ELSE until you have tried!

The
Right
Note

Customers say we make some of the
BEST SOUNDSthey

have ever heard, so you

know we can do the same in your home.

I
der
lases

Common Features: Hand built Point to Point wiring. No printed circuit board. ALPS Volume control.
Gold plated terminals. Audiophile components by Solen, Rubicon. Silver audio cable. Steel & alloy
plate copstruction Soft start. Unique HT delay Comprehensive manual Inc DIY valve change info

Buy with confidence. Established UK Company. Proven reliability. Unbeatable
advice aback up service. Try for 30 days. refund it no: delighted*
For more into visit our website at www.lconaudio.co.uk

Our advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES,enjoy
music along the way and save money in the
long run.

J
UST

LISTEN AND YOU '
LL KNOW

BATH
01225

874728

or lo-call
0845 230 7570

CD :
ACCUSTIC ARTS, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, BEL CANTO, dCS (
ELoArt. DELIUS, PURCELL,VERDI,
VERONA, P81), STELLO, W ADIA. VINYL: AVID, BASIS, CLEARAUDIO, DNM ,
GRAHAM, THE
GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, ORIGIN LIVE. SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL, TFtANSFIGURATION.

Or ask for an illustrated Leaflet Auditions by appointment.

TUNERS: MAGNUM DYNALAB. A MPLIFIERS: BEL CANTO, CAT,
DK DESIGN, DNM ,

Phone 0116 2440593 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk

GAMUT, HOVLAND, SONNETEER, STELLO. LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO PHYSIC, DALI, ETHOS,

LeOJL
•
*Conditions apply

4T.LC/10—

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA

Visa and MasterCard accepted

CE marked

NEAT,
TOTEM. CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM ,
NORDOST, VERTEX AQ ETC.
M AINS Vertex AQ .SuppoaTs: ARCICI, S
TANDS UNIQUE,VERTEX AQ

Pulse Array technology is at the
heart of this two- box transport
and DAC system, which also
offers the option of locking the
transport to the clock in the
DAC. But can it cut it when it
comes to pure sound?

Tested by Andrew Harrison

T

wo boxes being better than one is often the
way with serious audio components. With
amplification, the scheme was in place from the

earliest days of high-fidelity as ahome pursuit,

when large and hot- running power amps would be kept
apart from the more accessible pre-amp or control unit.
And the splitting of CD players into two started in the
mid- 1980s, to keep the mechanical/digital front-end
apart from the digital-to- analogue converter.
Lately we've seen apilgrimage back to single- box
components, with integrated amplifiers capable of
producing hundreds of watts of power wrapped up in
one chassis. In the case of CD players the renaissance
of single- box values followed recognition that while
distancing internal components could bring soundimproving benefits, other performance issues were
being introduced, principally in the problem of data
transfer. The typical digital intercace that unites aCD
disc transport to adigital converter can introduce
digital timing errors, manifest as aless focused sound,
maybe introducing treble edginess, bass wooliness or
just agrey and two-dimensional portrait of music.

FEEL THE PULSE
Tube Technology's two- box Fulcrum player has adopted
arecognised remedy to the problem of interface jitter,
optionally employing two runs of cable between the
units: astandard S/PDIF cable for L/R channel data
plus aseparate clock signal cable, which enables the

from the familiar multi- bit and more recent bitstream

ABOVE: Behind

disc transport to be ' slaved' with high-speed clock

converters, as used in almost all other digital-toanalogue converters. Inherent jitter is advertised
as being athousand times lower than in bitstream

the aluminium

converters and ten times less than multi- bit systems.

transport sits a

information from the master clock in the DAC unit. And
other measures are taken too, more of which later.
The digital engine that drives this Fulcrum
combination player is based on an architecture devised
by ex-DPA designer Rob Watts, and works with the same
technology as that at the heart of Chord Electronics'
DAC 64, to great acclaim in the case of the Chord unit.
Tube Technology's Fulcrum DAC uses asystem called
Pulse Array, powered by three Field Programmable
Gate Array ( FPGA) devices. One serves as a24- bit digital
receiver, one is assigned as aWTA (Watts' Time Aligned)

As with the Chord DAC 64, the Fulcrum DAC64
features aRAM buffer that allows jitter-free local clock
operation by storing areservoir of incoming music

Sony transport
that displays CD
Text information

data before sending it on to the digital filter. This can
be switched off, or set to one second or four-second
of buffering. The only side effect of using this is alag
introduced when manually sk.pping CD tracks.

64- bit digital filter working at 64x Fs with 1024 taps,

EXTERNAL CLOCKING

and the third is used as the core 2048x oversampling

The Fulcrum TX24 transport unit uses aSony

DAC. Pulse array is described as something distinct

casework of
the Fulcrum

mechanism, allowing it to show CD Text information
from some CDs. Its digital output remains at normal
CD sample-frequency of 44.1kHz, but another FPGA
inside pads out word length to 24- bit size, and this
FPGA is also called upon for external clocking. Output
socketry includes TosLik optical and BNC electrical
connectors, and an XLR balanced AES connector. A more
highly specified transport, the TX4000, is also available
which includes on- board upsampling, up to 176.4kHz,
although this requires aDual AES cable connection.
The Fulcrum DAC64 uses A rotary encoder knob on

LEFT: Digital
inputs on rear of
DAC 64; three
BNC inputs can
be used together

the front fascia to control features such as RAM buffer
and input selection. Three BNC inputs are included at

in Dual AES +
clock mode

the back, plus one TosLink and one AES. Unfortunately,
both AES and Toslink are combined as Input 1, making

for sample-

switching between sources on these inputs impossible.

frequency inputs
that exceed

Analogue output is on one pair of RCA phono sockets.-®

96kHz

'Analogue die-hards will be waiting for
LP surface noise to confirm they have a
record player hiding in the wings'
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TUBE TECHNOLOGY
FULCRUM TX24 CD
TRANSPORT/DAC64

CD PLAYER TEST

Clock
rock

(£11001E2400)

Old-world valves meet the latest

SPEC! FEATURES

musical pairing. Sweet and

111111

glare-free, this is a sound that

SOUND QUALITY

digital architecture in this highly

collection in a hurry afterwards, as

111111

it's capable of giving the smooth

BUILD QUALITY

won't have you walking to the LP

relaxed sound you'd associate
with a good analogue front-end,
and without over- smoothing the
CD sound to the point of treble
dullness. In short, very impressive.

These are fed from avalve output
stage, using apair of high-

dimension in fluidity, asweet and
grainless purity to digital sound

performance 6922 double triodes.

that enabled 16- bit CD to rival the

Itried different connection types
between the units, including BNC
and AES balanced interfaces, before

high- resolution formats even at
their very best.
While forsaking the last word

settling on the purely optical lines

in low-level detail retrieval that

that are recommended by Tube
Technology.

you might get from £ 20k-worth
of dCS kit, for example,

SUBLIME
Set up thus, the
Fulcrum player
was sublime in
its playing of
music with a
spacious, open
soundstage.
While not as

this CD playing combo
enabled afreedom

FOR:
from digital glare
Sweet, with and glaze that will
analogue
stereo as wide have
die-hards
as your smile waiting for the
LP surface noise
after listening to intrude to

precisely described
as the dCS Delius
converter driven by the

Only that AES
and TosLink inputs are
combined

AGAINST:

confirm there
really was arecord
player hiding in
the wings. Jazz drum

Fulcrum transport through
an AES digital cable, the Fulcrum

cymbals showed this effect
instantly - the tap and decay

DAC was nevertheless conjuring
up ahuge sound picture, defying
the stereotypical impression of CD
digital audio as aflat and colourless

of ride cymbal had the wispy
air of clarity and extension that
Ibelieved only ahigh-end m-c
cartridge could reproduce.

second-hand impression of music.
There was perhaps aslightly

MUSICALLY GIFTED

more leisured pace to music when

Layering of sounds was

referenced to either the dCS sound
or that of the Chord DAC 64; the

first-class, such that front-to- back
perspectives were almost visually

latter especially showed that drive

palpable in carefully- produced
studio recordings. Classical music

and dynamics could be capable of
being stressed more fully. But the
Fulcrum front-end introduced anew

similarly had believable depth
perspectives. The paired units gave
great midband focus, drawing you

HMO
VALUE FOR MONEY
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Lab report
This DAC64 outboard converter might represent amix of both
very high technology (aproprietary 64- bit Pulse Array DAC and
192x digital filter) with belt-and-braces ECC88 triodes, but its
performance seems not to suffer. The real technology in the form
of Watts' digital filter and DAC is realised in the superb > 125dB
rejection of digital images and spuriae and in the complete absence
of any ultrasonic noise (<-120dBFs) out to 100kHz. Low-level
linearity is also spot-on right down to -100dElFs. Furthermore.
with the Fulcrum DAC in control of the master clock. the TX24
transport's inherently high 2225psec of jitter (blue trace) falls to
just 125psec ( black trace) which, at the 16-bit level, represents the
level of modulating data in the test signal itself.

Hi-fi News lab specifications
MAXIMUM OUTPUT LEVEL

2.77V

AWID SIN RATIO

98dB

DISTORTION, lb* @
OdBFSI-30dBFS

0.0012%/0.005%

DISTORTION, 20IcHz
OdBFS

0.012%

RESPONSE 20Hz-20IcHz

+0.0 to - 0.6dB

DIGITALJWTER

125psec

RESOLUI1ON -90DBFS

+0.0/-0.1dB

STEREO SEPARATION
20Hz-20kHz

>105dB

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: TUBE TECHNOLOGY
TEL: +44(0)1269 844771 WEB: www.tubetechnology.Lo.uk

SOURCE dCS Verdi/Purcell/Delius, Chord Electronics DAC 64
AMPLIFIER Music First Audio Passive pre-amp Cho'd Electronics SPM
1200C power amp. Leema Acoustics Tucana integrated
SPEAKERS B&W 802D
CABLE Nordost Valhallainterconnects and speaker cable

in to the music, letting you remain
aware of low bass extension and
sweet treble but without stating
a ' hi-fi' case for the frequency

PINK FLOYD
Animals

extremes' presence.
In this sense, it's not hard to

Harvest SHVL 781 CD

label the Fulcrum as a ' musical'
player, particularly gifted with
tonally vivid orchestral and world
music, while still keeping the feet

Sire 26840 CD

engaged on swinging rock, pop
and jazz material. But its forte for

Columbia CS8192 CD

without fatigue or false edge. CD
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Decca DD 4378 CD

KD LANG
Ingenue

DAVE BRUBECK
QUARTET
Time Out

me was in its sweet and effortless
mid-to-top extension, playing

I www.hifinews.co.uk IDECEMBER 2006

TCHAIKOVSKY
Violin Concerto
Wah Chung previn

THE DA EBRUBECK QUARTET

e select.audio@tiscali.co.uk
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fiastrex
journey me Jpere-mr

AirTight
Emillé
Luxman
Melody
Reimiyo
Acoustic Signature
Basis
EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
King Sound
Basis PSTT Cables
Boston Audio
Harmonix

E. !

A. Gershman Black Swan
B Riemiyo DAP- 777
Rienniyo PAT-777

H. Basis 2800 & Vector Arm
J. Feastrex Coaxial Drive Unit
J. AirTight ATM300B

D. Basis Vectbr Tonearm
E EMT . SD Cartridge
E Luxrean 509F

K. Feastrex D6
L. Harmonix TU-220MT
M. Harmonix HS- 101 SLC

G. Bass PSTT Cables

N. Emillé 300BSE

,1BSE

AudioLinzs

T. 01476 591090

Grass Dance

T. 01764 650573

Brighton HUI Ex.

T. 01580 878101

Hazelrnere

T. 01494 865398

Retro Reprocuction

T. 0131 558 9989

Walrus

T. 0207 7247224

The Sound Surgery T. 01392 662920
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sound that could well prove addictive

Wonder
B&W 805S (£ 1600)

52
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Tested by Keith Howard
mallest and least costly of the current 800
series, the 805S has often been overshadowed,
metaphorically as well as literally, by its larger
siblings. Which is apity because, although my
exposure to others in the 800 series has only been fitful,
I've come to regard the 805, through along period of
use, as one of its stars.
To look at, the 805S appears to be afamiliar B&W
package: reflex- loaded woven Kevlar bass- mid unit plus
aluminium dome tweeter, perched atop and compliantly
isolated from the cabinet. And Ido mean compliantly
isolated in this instance: if you gently pull on the
tweeter's distinctive rear loading tube - the classic
Nautilus-derived feature of an inverted horn which
progressively dissipates the dome's rear radiation - you
find that the whole tweeter structure is quite softly
attached, with alow natural vibration frequency. As
owners of the old CDM1 NT, for instance, will know, this
wasn't always the case with B&W tweeters of the past,
where the compliant mounting was very much stiffer.
SIMILAR LOOKS
So visually similar is the 805 to its predecessor the
N-805 that it is difficult to tell them apart until you play
music through them. Both have the distinctive deeply
curved, horseshoe- shaped back panel that takes the
place of the side and rear panels of aconventional box
cabinet. This is more than an aesthetic nicety since it

'Female voice has apurity
that makes most other
two-ways sound obviously
coloured in comparison'

with B&W's Matrix construction, in which the internal

ABOVE: Tweeter's
distinctive rear

volume is divided up by thin vertical and horizontal

loading tube

panels which interlock to provide distributed bracing
of the cabinet walls, this shou!cl make the enclosure a
good deal quieter than conventional alternatives. Only

is compliantly
isolated from the
cabinet while

the 805S's front baffle and bottom panel are flat, for
reasons of practicality. The top panel, into which the

curved rear

adds considerably to the cabinet's stiffness. Together

tweeter assembly is recessed, is slightly domed.
What makes the 805S significantly different from its
predecessors is the in- phase second- order crossover to

(below) adds to
cabinet stiffness

the tweeter. In fact the electrical crossover is first-order
(6dB per octave slopes) but the overall response
-electrical plus acoustic - is approximately secondorder ( 12dB per octave). Conventionally
second- order crossovers require the
two drive units to be connected with
opposite polarity, astratagem that
ensures anominally flat frequency
response through crossover but messes
with the speaker's impulse response.
What B&W does in the 805S is connect
the bass- mid driver and tweeter with
the same polarity so as to deliver a
coherent impulse response, and timealigns the two units in such away as to
prevent the deep frequency response
notch that would otherwise occur.
UNPUTDOWNABLE
If the 8055 were anovel, some
unoriginal reviewer would describe it as
unputdownable. Not because it is the
speaker equivalent of asensationalist
penny-dreadful but because it is such a
faithful servant of the music that what
start out as quick listening sessions €
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SPEAKER TEST

B&W 805S

(£1600)

SPEC/FEATURES

Although the price tag may seem
high for aspeaker of this size, it is
amply justified by the performance.
The 8055 has arare ability to reach

1 1

MI

SOUND QUALITY

to the heart of abroad variety
of music in away that makes for

BUILD QUALITY

compulsive listening. Deserving of
the finest ancillaries, it will do justice
to every system improvement you

'11111

VALUE FOR MONEY

make upstream of it.
IMMIM

news
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Lab report
ABOVE: The 805S is available in
cherry wood, rosenut and black ash

often stretch into hours. This is not

in B&W's R&D centre in Steyning,

atonally neutral speaker, though, as
the measurements confirm.

and there is no question whatever
of the new speaker's superiority.

The response of the bass- mid

While the N-805 sounds alittle

unit declines gradually towards the

reticent, alittle constricted, the

4kHz crossover point, after which

8055 sings expansively.

there is asudden leap in output as
the tweeter takes over. The result

It is particularly good on female
voice, which has both alluring

could be overbearingly bright but in

presence and apurity that makes

practice the 8055 somehow avoids

most other two-ways sound

this. Its tonal balance is on the
mellow side because of its sligntly

obviously coloured in comparison.

depressed upper midrange output

But I'm loathe to identify particular
strengths in this speaker's

but the tweeter's integration
sounds much better
than it measures.

TOE -IN
Still, this is a
speaker that you
need to toe- in
to the listening
position; if you

performance because its key
attribute is its ability
to flatter awide

FOR:
Thoroughly
musical; great
with female
vocals

fire it straight
down the room,
then the added

AGAINST: But not tonally
neutral in absolute

decline in midrange
output off- axis leaves the

range of music and
recording styles.
The longer you
use it, the more
you treasure this
equanimity.
Top-quality
ancillaries are
needed to extract
the best from the

805S, as are sturdy
metal stands. Iused an
old pair of very weighty, very

upper bass and treble sounding
alittle exposed.

solid Huygens stands, with three

Otherwise the bass is clean and
extended enough that many users

upturned cones between the
stand top and speaker. It isn't that

won't feel the need for subwoofer

the 8055 is ruthlessly revealing
of inferior source components,
amplifiers, cables and stands so

support. Foam plugs for the port are
supplied to suppress bass output,
but these drain the sound of some
of its characteristic spaciousness.
Subjectively the result of the
revised crossover is asignificantly
more open, cohesive sound than

much that it amply rewards being
fed afirst-class signal. It also repaid
bi-wiring and biamping, which
really lit the 805S's fire.

delivered by previous- generation

All told, this is an unusually
fine small speaker: one that will

B&Ws. Although Inever had N- 805s

provide its owner with more

at home, Ihave had the opportunity
to compare them with the 8055

pleasant surprises the longer it
is in residence. CD
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Although the two review samples of the 805S demonstrated
exceptionally good pair matching to within ± 0.5dB from 200Hz
to 20kHz, this speaker does not deliver aflat frequency response,
with aworse-case ± 3.7dB response error over the same frequency
range. Output gradually declines by around 3dB from 200Hz to
7kHz, beyond which there is asteep step up in output of 3dB to
10kHz. By 20kHz the response is beginning to rise again towards the
tweeter's principal ultrasonic resonance at around 29kHz. Because of
this resonance the speakers ultimate -6dB frequency falls above the
40kHz measurement limit. Ripples in the bass-mid drivers output just
below the 4kHz crossover - there are dips in response at lkHz and
2.5kHz - are associated with some ridges in the cumulative spectral
decay which indicate the presence of cone breakup resonances.

Hi-fi News lab specifications
SENSMVITY (SPL AT 1M
FOR 2.83V RMS INPUT)

87.5dB

IMPEDANCE MODULUS
MIN/MAX
(20Hz-20kHz)

4.6 ohm @ 19.7kHz I
31.8 ohm @ 1983Hz

IMPEDANCE PHASE MIN/
MAX (20Hz-20kHz)

51.3° @ 4090Hz ./ + 46.8° @ 24Hz

LF EXTENSION
(-6DB REF 20014z)

50Hz

HF EXTENSION
(-6dB REF 10kHz THIRDOCTAVE SMOOTHED)

>40kHz

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Bowers & Wilkins TEL +44 ( 0)1903 221500
WEB: www.bwspeakers.com

Review system breakdown
SOURCES Townshend TA565 universal player
AMPUFIER DACT stepped attenuator passive pre- amp, 4xExposure
XVIII Mono power amplifiers
CABLES Townshend and Chord Company Chameleon Silver Plus
interconnects. Townshend speaker cable

We listened to
DIANA KRAll
'Temptation'
The Girl In The
Other Room

MOZART CLARINET
CONCERT
Antony Michaelson,
Michaelangelo
Chamber Orchestra

Verve 0602498620465

Musical Fidelity MF018

CP EBACH
Camerata Bern,
Thomas Funi
Denon CO- 73326

Walrus

11 New Quebec St, London W1

a2t
acoustic signature
J.A.Michell Gyro SE
acoustic solid
with Rega RB250 arm and Sumko Blue Point Special Evo3
air tangent
£1350 (classic silver) or £ 1420 ( black - pictured left)
amazon
Upgrades to arm
Origin Live RS internal/external silver wiring, add £ 160
amplifon
Origin Live RB rigid/lockable counterweight, add £ 75
apollo furniture
Origin Live RB slotted armtube modification, add £ 85
argento
Alternative arms
audible illusions
Regs RB300 to replace RB250, add £64
audio aero
Michell Tecnoarm a to replace RB250. add £305
Origin Live Silver arm to replace RB250, add £ 475
audio physic
SME Series 4 arm to replace RB250. add £ 1119
black rhodium
Alternative cartridge
bocchino
Lyra Donan to replace Sumiko BPS Evo3, add £256
breuer dynamic
General accessories
brinkmann
Michell record clamp, add £25
cartridge man
Michell HR power supply, add £ 325
Michell Uncover perspex platter/arm cover, add £ 46
cawsey
clearaudio
"the most popular turntable we sell - an ideal purchase for someone
consonance
starting from scratch (pardon the pun) or upgrading from a starter level deck"
decca london
duevel
dynavector
Hyperion
ear yoshino
HPS-938 ( piano back) - £3750
funk firm
goldring
"These are amongst the finest loudspeakers
graham ( tonearms)
we have ever sold with performance compara be
to models several (Imes the price"
graham slee
hadcock
heart
heed audio
McIntosh
horning
MCD-201 SACD Player - £3500
MA-6900 ( 200W/ch) Integrated Amp - £ 4550
hyperion
MC- 275 (75W/ch) Stereo Power Amp - £2580
incognito
isolda
"come and demo McIntosh components against
jadis
some of the other best solid-state and valve designs
klimo
and you'll see (hear) why Mac has so many loyal
followers after 40+ years in the business ,"
koetsu
luxman
lyra
mbl
Tannoy Autograph Mini
mcintosh
Oak finish - £ 1250
miche)) engineering
"This delightful new bookshelf model has been
morch
a huge success It's a long time since we've seen
musical fidelity
a early good, affordable mini speaker (excepting
nordost
of course, the Stirling 3/5a9"
nottingham analogue
Tannoy Glenair
opus 3
Cherry Wood - £ 3999
origin live
Stirling Broadcast 3/5a
ortofon
"If you Ve never sampled the delights
Walnut - £ 890
of a Tannoy 15" dual concentric driver,
pro-ject
Maple - £ 937
there's never been a better time to do it
Rosewood - £972
rega ( turntables)
This is the latest model in the Prestige
revolver
senes and has a breathtaking size of
-Still able to impress after all those years
ringmat
soundstage which bnngs utter realism
these remain the definitive tiny speaker
roksan
to both large scale classical works and
tie benchmark by which others are judged"
the latest rock music too
shun mook
Also on offer is relative neutrality and
shanling
great efficiency enabling use with low
"Anyone know who he is?
Mystery hi-fi face
0
shelter
power high quality valve amps"
Answers on a postcard please "
sme
of the month
solid tech
something solid
Solid Tech
sonneteer
Isoclear isolation feet ( led) Set of 4 (20kg) - £ 51
spendor
(extra spnngs can be purchased for up to 45kg)
Radius stanc ( right) - contact us for prices
stax
Rack of Silence stand (far right) - contact us for prices
stirling broadcast
sugden
"Swedish made Solid Tech :
s tne line of isolation
sumiko
products we've been seeking for a long time
tannoy prestige
Superbly made, stylish looking, and modular
Even the humble Iscclear feet can be adjusted
tci cables
by simply adding or subtracting springs to cater
tom evans
for uneven bads
townshend audio
The domestically acceptable Radius can be
transfiguration
configured with emost any combination of shell
spacing, and some shelves suspended for isolation
transparence
The Rack of Silence is a state-of-the-art stand
trichord
using cross members instead of shelves ro reauce
van
den hul
resonance Shelf isolation sonnwng is freely
configurable for different loading"

We deliver by Citylink 24hr service (subject to stock availability), and internationally by DHL or TNT
Major credit/debit cards accepted. even known to take cash on occasions!
Please visit our website for more info (even if we don't update it often enough!).

tel: 020 7724 7224

fax: 020 7724 4347

contact@walrus.co.uk

www.walrus.co.uk

ICON AUDIO STEREO 60 (E/
400)

Smooth, liquid and talented with all
types of music, Icon Audio's latest is
an integrated valve amp boasting
punch and power in ahighly
affordable package

Tested by Tony Bolton

I

tis certainly no secret that valve amplifiers have
been gaining in popularity over the last few years.

Modern designs address alot of the perceived
drawbacks of previous generations of valve
equipment, such as relatively low power output and
an incompatibility with the low impedance of modern
loudspeakers. One such unit that combines valves with
modern performance requirements is the Stereo 60
integrated from Leicester- based Icon Audio.
As its name suggests, power output from the
Stereo 60 ( in Ultralinear mode) is aclaimed 65wpc into
8Ohms, while aflick of the appropriate switch on the
front panel to change mode to 'Triode' offers aclaimed
30 wpc. (The unit must be turned off before doing this.)
This amp boasts four line- level inputs, atape loop and
the convenience of remote control over the volume.
Power comes from apair of KT88 valves for each
channel, which are displayed underneath the stylised
wire grill, along with the pairs of 12AX7 phase-splitters
and 12AT7, push/pull drivers.
The front panel contains arotary power switch,
warning lights for power and HT Delay (fitted as an
£100 optional extra to this model), more rotary knobs
for volume and input selection and atape monitor
switch alongside the previously mentioned Ultra/Triode
control. Nestling between the volume and source
selector knobs is the receiver for the remote control.
This is not ideally placed as it requires the remote to be
pointed straight at the receiver to work. Try to use it at
an angle and there is no reponse from the amp.
To the rear are two sets of speaker binding posts,
along with an IEC mains input socket and arow of goldplated phono sockets for the inputs and tape loop.
The styling here is abreakaway from the elegant
'Art deco'- influenced style of the company's Stereo 40,
and instead offers amore bold, quasi- industrial look,
shared with Icon Audio's LA4 pre- amp and Stereo 300
integrated amp. The legs are machined from solid
aluminium billets and sit outside the chassis, giving
overall dimensions of 460 x400 x250mm (wdh).
Tipping the scales at 34kg, this machine is as solid as
it looks. The metallic flecked dark grey gloss finish is
applied both to the chassis and the three transformer
covers that sit behind the valves.

AMP ANTECEDENTS
There are alimited number of ways that avalve amp

'The sound was rich, energised and
full blooded, but at the same time,
clean and extremely detailed'
The Stereo 60 combines Triode and Pentode

ABOVE: A

operation, where, in Triode mode only three elements

simple flick of

inside the valve are receiving electrons. In Ultralinear
this goes up to four. The KT88 ( or IGnkless Tetrode) lends

the 'Triode/

can be wired. Most modern amplifiers can trace their
ancestry, or at least, inspiration, to aclassic design.

itself to this type of operation.

The Stereo 60 is no exception. A lot of its basic circuit
topology was inspired by the design of D TN Williamson

THE PERFECT GENT

of GEC. In May 1947 Wireless World published his circuit
for avery high quality 15 watt power amplifier that used
the GEC KT66 output valve in triode mode. One of the

secondary system, driving apair of Musical Fidelity Kelly
KT3 loudspeakers. At 95dB efficiency these present a
very easy load for amodern valve amp, the 4 ohm dip in

biggest problems in valve amplifier design has been
getting ahigh performance phase splitter with enough

the bass region not causing the Stereo 60 any signs of

changes power
output from a
claimed 65W

Initially the Stereo 60 found itself powering my

drive for the output valves. Williamson overcame this

distress. Ifound that Triode mode produced more than
enough power in this environment. So Irelaxed and

with a ' concertina' phase splitter, which provided alow
distortion invertion of the signal to allow for ' push-pull'

out of the speakers.

operation of the output stage. This resulted in both
lower distortion and higher output than any other
design of the period.
The concept of Ultralinear appeared afew years later

Ultra' switch
on the fascia

to 30W

listened to the impeccably timed, sonic liquid pouring
The sound was rich, energised and full blooded, but
at the same time, clean and extremely detailed. There
was none of the fudging of imperfections that can
accompany some lesser designs of valve equipment.

in the early 1950s, courtesy of David Hafler and Herbert
Keroes, as away of getting over the poorer quality of

Rather, tnere was agentlemanly but unfussy approach
to imperfections on the source material, where groove

sound available from pentode- based designs.

damage, or recording limitations were there to hear. -0
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ICON AUDIO

Heart of Glass

STEREO 60
(£1400)

SPEC/FEATURES
Icon Audio has surpassed itself. It has

1111[J

produced a design that sells for a
very reasonable £ 1400 that performs
well above the expectations for

1SOUND

QUALITY

' 11111

that price bracket. In short, it is a
smooth-sounding, well-balanced and

BUILD QUALITY

excellent all-round performer that
Iwould recommend for audition in
any shortlist of amps that goes up to

VALUE FOR MONEY

£2000, or even a little beyond.
HIM

news IQ

OVERALL RATING

20

Lab report
In terms of the 60's response, distortion and even its A-wtd SIN
ratio ( - 83dB re. OdBW), there's virtually nothing to separate the
push-pull ' Ultralinear' and ' Pure Triode' modes. Neither mode is
especially tolerant of difficult speaker loads, but the 69W/8ohm and
661A44ohm output of its Ultralinear option clearly bests the reduced
40VV/8ohm and 41W/4ohm available from its Triode configuration.
Distortion typically climbs with output from — 0.03% at 1W/8ohm to
0.3% at 60W/8ohm through the midrange. It also increases at the
frequency extremes with transformer core saturation adding about
0.5% THD at 20Hz while the limited valve compensation brings up
to 4% THD at 20kHz. The high-ish 0.5-1 ohm output impedance also
helps contribute to the Sixty's inherent but not unpleasant colour.

Hi-fi News lab specifications
These passed, disappeared and were
forgotten as quickly as they arrived.
Imaging was excellent. The
soundstage had defined dimensions
both left and right, as well as front
to back. It was not the largest
soundstage Ihave heard through
the Kelly speakers but it was one
that was packed with all the little
cues and macro information that
separate mere stereo systems from
true hi-fi equipment.
Moving to my main system, which
is located in the living room, the ' 60
was plugged into my Chario Ursa
Major. This was amore demanding

POWER OUTPUT INTO
8/ 4OHM (< 1% THD)

69W/65W

DYNAMIC POWER
(20MSEC, 8/ 4OHM)

77W/80W

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
(20HZ-20kHz)

0.5 to 1.0ohm

seem to soften ever so slightly
when the organ cut in towards

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
(20HZ-100kHz)

+0.0 to - 0.5dB

the end of the 2nd movement.
But that was the limit of any

INPUT SENSMVITY
(FOR OdBVV)

37mV

distress exhibited by either amp or
speakers during apretty harsh test.

A-WTD SIN RATIO
(FOR OdBW)

83dB

DISTORTION
(ODBVV, 20HZ-20kHz)

0.06-4.1%

STEREO SEPARATION
(20HZ-20kHz)

>57dB

really did produce just 65 wpc.
True, when pushing the volume
levels to the extreme - levels
at which lip-reading between
listeners was the only option for
communication - the bass did

EVEN HANDED
Returning to more normal listening
levels, Idiscovered that the Stereo

environment, with 91dB efficiency

60 was fairly even handed in its

speakers having large cabinets in a

treatment of all genres of music.

6x5.5m heavily furnished room. At

Hearsay would clam that valve

normal listening levels the Triode
mode proved to have more than
adequate power. However, trying

amps are best suited to adiet of
classical music. Well that, most
emphatically is not the case here.

to play large scale classical pieces
at room shaking levels required

to try through this system, from

Pretty much everything Icould find

aswitch to the amp's
Ultralinear setting.
The extra
wattage now
on tap saw the
Icon taking
the SaintSaens Organ
Symphony in
it its stride.
Indeed, it had
me wondering
whether this amp

58

Baroque to the Beatles, from
pre-war dance bands
to modern electronic

FOR:
Superb
sound, option
of triode or
ultralinear
AGAINST: Nothing, but
poorly sited remote
control sensor .

www.hifinews.co.uk IDECEMBER 2006

dance music, was
reproduced in a
fluidly musical
manner that was
beguiling and
hugely enjoyable.
This is an amp
that does what it
says on the tin - and
then some! CD

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Icon Audio TEL: +44 ( 0)7787 158791
WEB: wwwiconaudio.co.uk

Review system breakdown
SOURCES Linn Sondek LP12/Hadcock 242 Cryo/MusicMaker MkIll
cartridge, Njoe Tjoeb 4000 Reference, Teac VRDS IOSE
AMPS Icon Audio MB 25 monoblocks/LA 4 pre- amp, Icon Audio
Passive pre/2 xQuad 303, Leema Acoustics Tucana
SPEAKERS Chario Ursa Major, Kelly KT3
CABLES Atlas and Philosophy cables

We listened to
SAINT-SAENS
Organ Symphony
No. 3 in C minor,
Op 78
CBS Records
72132 1963 CD

JACQUES
LOUSSIER TRIO
Play Bach No. 1
London Globe Records
GIP 1002 1962 CD

MORCHEEBA
Big Calm
ZENOLP17 1996 LP
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ww.usheraudio.com

Usher Dancer II Beryllium
* 2005 " Golden Ear Award"
* 2005" Editor's Choice

The Absolute Sound

Award"

The Absolute Sound

* 2005" Best Show at CES " Jimmy Awards
* 2004" Most Wanted Component"

SoundStageAV.corn

Stereo Times

* 2003 Home Entertainment Show" Best of Show"
* 2002 CES" Most Recommended Flagship"

The Audiophile Voice

Stereo Sound

CF- 8571 II

CF-88711 It

BE- 10

BE-20

Chief Design Consultant

Dr. Joseph D'Appolito

SHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
7 Kai-fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan

Te1:886-2-2381 6299

Fax:886-2- 3 I 1053

E-mail: usher

SPEAKER TEST

Total
Eclipse?
ECLIPSE TD510

(£ 1200)

A striking- looking
speaker for sure,
Sut can Eclipse's
-II-

divided...
I
P]
fl1.

60
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Tested by Keith Howard

A

ssomeone who has campaigned for the
replacement of box speaker cabinets with
curved forms for 20 years and more, you can
.
magine my interest when some years ago Ifirst

saw aphotograph of one of Fujitsu Ten's new Eclipse
models. Their distinctive teardrop- shaped cabinets
embody two key advantages over conventional
slab-sided offerings: they are significantly stiffer because
of their curvature, which promises reduced cabinet
coloration; and they provide asmoother shape for the
radiated wavefront to diffract around, which eliminates
or at least reduces the short- delay reflections which
occur at sharp cabinet edges.
Eliminating cabinet effects is one of the key aims of
Fujitsu Ten's design philosophy but it actually forms only
part of amore all- embracing goal. The central design
tenet with all the Eclipse TD (time domain) speakers is to
achieve an impulse response that resembles, as closely
as possible, the ideal Dirac pulse. Cabinet resonances
and reflections are one source of impulse response
degradation but most loudspeakers, even if they were
equipped with atruly inert, edge-free cabinet, would
still not have an impulse response comprising asharp,
narrow spike. This is because their crossover networks
introduce phase distortion and there may also be time
misalignments between the various drive units.

FULL -RANGE DRIVER
To obviate this, the Eclipse speakers use asingle
full- range driver, which sidesteps the crossover phase
distortion and time alignment issues of multi-way
speakers. But there are prices to be paid for this
approach. First, it makes it impossible to eliminate
diaphragm resonance from the audible frequency
range, which threatens coloration. Second, the speaker
will struggle to reproduce high frequencies out to
20kHz. Third, it will also probably be

'These are love or hate devices:
products that tap into something you
crave or which leave you bemused'

highly directional in its output at high
frequencies, which will narrow the
listening area and exacerbate the lack
of treble output. And fourth, Doppler
distortion will be worsened as aresult
of the diaphragm reproducing the full
frequency range. Fujitsu Ten is clearly
aware of these trade-offs but regards the
achievement of acrisp impulse response
of such fundamental importance that it
outweighs the downsides.
When the larger TD712z was reviewed
last year (
HFN February 2005) Hiroshi Kowaki
of Fujitsu Ten related this anecdote to me
which encapsulates the Eclipse design

— he TD510 is areplacement for the previous
512 and incorporates all the familiar Eclipse

features: the teardrop cabinet, which is made
in two pieces from bulk moulding compound ( a
m.x of chopped glassfibre strands, fillers and a
thermosetting resin) and is compliantly isolated
from driver reaction forces; the internal ' ground
anchor', which rigidly connects the drive unit to
the speaker's integral desk stand, floor stand or wall
bracket; and the full- range driver, which in this case
is of 100mm nominal diameter. Improvements over
the 512 include better- maintained treble output and
improved sensitivity.

approach: ' Ihave afriend who is atuner of
Steinway pianos, one of the best in Japan.

IN THE BALANCE

He has listened to our speakers and he says
that with them he can distinguish New York

what it does right is sufficient to forgive what it does
wrong. There is no point beating about the bush or

Assessing this speaker boils down to deciding whether

and Hamburg Steinways, and sometimes he

sugaring the pill on this: Idon't think this is the case.

can even tell the piano's serial number. If you
remove the attack portion of the note, he says,
he can't do this. Because of their good impulse

Yes, Iknow that Brian Eno and Michael Nyman, among
other music and recording industry notables, have said

response, our speakers faithfully reproduce
that part of the sound.'

complimentary things about the TD range and that,
more significantly, the speakers have received good
reviews in HFN and elsewhere. But Ijust don't get the
Eclipse sound. Although this is the first speaker in the

RIGHT: TD510 on D6 stands of steel
and aluminium; desk stands and
wall brackets are also available

range Ihave had for review, both the TD512 and the
TD712z have passed through here previously, and my
reactions to them were much the same -+Ei
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SPEAKER TEST

Total
Eclipse?

ECLIPSE TD510
WITH DESK STANDS

as to the TD510.Ifind them small

sit, say, 2.5 or 3 metres away from

sounding, distinctly coloured and
lacking in treble sparkle.

them. They work rather better as a
near-field monitor, which seems to

Of course, you would expect
the TD510 to have limited bass

be how many audio professionals
have come to know them. If you

extension and impact because of its
small size. But, as Andrew Harrison

sit close, the 510s' lack of extreme
treble seems less severe because

remarked to me having used the

their on-axis response now

510s prior to them being shipped to
me, that is something you can learn
to live with ( up to apoint).

dominates their power response,
and they begin to sound more
cohesive and believable.
Their coloration is ameliorated

UPPER TREBLE

too, although there is no escaping

More difficult to accept is this
speaker's lack of upper treble output

it entirely. Nor can you ever

which, although superior to the
512's, still robs the sound of vitality.

achieve the sense of unfettered
dynamic that amore extended

A corollary is that the soundstage is

bass response would impart.
You will have gathered from the

pushed backwards, which Ibelieve

foregoing that this is not aspeaker

contributes to the Eclipse reputation
for fine imaging.

Ican honestly recommend. But I

Coupled with this restricted
bandwidth is obvious midband

have to acknowledge that others
(and Idon't mean the Enos and
Nymans) have been more positive

coloration which, if we assume the
fine cabinet to be blameless in this

about Eclipse designs, which
suggests that these are love or

regard, must be due to breakup
modes in the full- range drive unit.

hate devices: products which
either tap into something you

All too often the 510 makes
sounds that are unnatural and

crave or which leave you bemused.

sometimes unpleasant.
These weaknesses
are at their most
apparent when you
use the 510s in a
medium to large
room ( mine is
64 cubic metres
in volume) and

Despite my empathy with
Fujitsu Ten's design aims,
and particularly its

FOR:
Certainly a
laudable
design
philosophy
AGAINST: Too coloured,

too lacking
in bandwidth

cabinet approach, I
find myself in the
latter category.
You may not,
so personal
auditioning is
essential. (5

(£1200)

SPEC/FEATURES
These speakers, like all the TD
designs, polarise opinion. At

contribution suppressed, they

III

still suffer from a lack of bass and

BUILD QUALITY

extreme treble, and from sometimes
intrusive coloration. Listened to from
further away these weaknesses are

IVALUE

FOR MONEY

exacerbated and the 510s' sound
becomes disconcertingly small, both

IMI

spatially and dynamically. At their
price they should deliver more.

Lab report
The story of the TD510's sound is largely contained in two
measurements: its on-axis frequency response and cumulative
spectral decay. Its on-axis response is in many ways the inverse of
the B8.W 8055 also reviewed in this issue. Key features are peaked
upper midrange output between 1and 3kHz. asharp step-down in
output below IkHz (by 500Hz it is 7dB lower than its I.3kHz peak),
aless severe step-down in output above 3kHz. and arapid roll-off
above 14kHz. From this you would expect the TD510 to sound
notably mid-forward and lacking in bass and high treble. Actually
the bass extension, reference 200Hz, is good for aspeaker of these
compact dimensions, but at 200Hz the output is already about 6dB
down reference I.3kHz. This mid-forwardness is exacerbated by the
presence in the cumulative spectral decay of obvious cone breakup
resonances in the range 1.3 to 3kHz and again at about 7kHz and
15kHz. Coupled with the uneven frequency response and increased
directivity at high frequencies, these are responsible for the TD510's
high level of coloration.

Hi-fi News lab specifications
SENSMVITY
SPI at lm for 2.83V rms input

82.5dB

IMPEDANCE MODULUS
MIN/ MAX (
2C»iz 20kHz)

5.5 ohm© 370Hz / 33.6 ohm @ 104Hz

IMPEDANCE PHASE
MIN/MAX (
20Hz 20kHz)

-47°@120Hz / +48 0 @ 20kHz

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
ERROR (
200Hz -20kHz.
speaker A/B)

•••••

SOUND QUALITY

their best when used as nearfield monitors with the room's

±7.6dB ±7.0dB

LF EXTENSION
(-6dB ref 200Hz)

65Hz

HF EXTENSION
(-6dB ref 10kHz
third- octave smoothed)

15.8kHz

THO 100HelkHz110kHz
(for 90dB SPL at 1m)

- 0.65% / 0.65%

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Eclipse TD ( 11K) I
Ici TEL: + 44 ( 0)70 7328 4499
WEB: www.eclipse td.co.uk

Review system breakdown
SOURCES Townshend TA565 universal player
AMPLIFIER DACT stepped attenuator passive pre-amp. 2x Exposure
XVIII Mono power amplifiers
CABLES Townshend and Chord Company Chameleon Silver Plus

We listened to
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV
SCHEHERAZACIE
L'Orchestre de la
Suisse Romande,
Ernest Ansermet
Decca 414 124.2
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BEETHOVEN DIABELL
VARIATIONS
Robert Silverman
Stereophile STPH017.2

CARELESS LOVE
Madeleine Peyroux
Rounder Records
0602498235836

Auciío Acoustics 11166.

weiss

Gol coat finishes shown below

Established 1982

MD805
55wpc Single Ended Monoblocks
-The purity and beauty these amps deliver make
them weir strong exm isideration from any highly
discerning listenei who values musical truth over
audio dazzle." you owe it to yourself to listen to
these vet yspecial amplifiers. ACrystal Palace
For Your Music" WAVAC MI1-805m MerlOblock
Amplifiers.
Wayne Donnelly - enjoythemusic.com. Oct 2005
FUNDAMENTAI K2
"
Audio Acoustics is aUK - based builder of loudspeakers
that, oil lite frankly, are as beautifully built as any
loudspeaker that I
have ever seen. I
mean we are talking
Toffany Jewelry quality here folk% " nave Thomas - Editor
Stereo Times, Jan 2006

"I
love this loudspeaker. It has qualities that are truly extraordinary. It painted
my room with images as solid and as real as reproduced music can
achieve. 1he extremely wmplex cabinet design creates the most silent of
backgrounds for the music to emerge from. Its build and finish qualities are
magnificent, and I'm astickler for that stuff. I've enjoyed countless hours of
music with the Sapphire TiC SEs, and will have awfi illy fond memories of
them when they're gone "

THE WORLD 'SBEST audio system WITH JEFF FRITZ
Ultra ai idio.com SELECT component award winner August 2006

"The construction was heroic, he finish quality spotless,
and the tech Kikigy impressive. And that sound! It was
ethereal. Female vocals floated effortlessly between the
speakers in away that seemed completely detached
from the system repouducing them. This was one rare
case where ahicianuçty expensive system sounded like
amillion bucks. " Jeff Fritz- Soundstage Network Jan 2006

HE805
45wpc Single Ended Power Amp

WAVAC - THE BEST VALVE AMPLIFIERS IN THE WORLD TODAY.
Complete range available.

"VVhich brings me to the build quality: I've never seen
finer. "
"If you're used to the finest Rolexes or Rolls-Royces, the
Sapphire's fit'n'finish will not disappoint you in the least. "
"The TiC SE is almost solely about the finer points of
musical expression. "
Ultra audIo.com

HE833 1.3
150wpc Single Ended Monoblocks

SAPPHIRE TI-C / TI-C SE

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND COMPLETE PRICE LIST, PLEASE VISIT WEB CITE BELOW

Audio Acoustics S auo English manufacturer of 'tine arts"
loudspeaker and cable systems. Our products are for
the more discerning listener. The meticulous application
of advanced matenals toeAtrilogy arid ut luampromised

the full expressiun, emotion and impact of yor ir favorite
music. These masterpteceS range in pike turn six thousand

Liao isducer design has resulted in arangr, Of Unparalleled
audio components. While our approach is radical and almost
bespoke in nature, resulting in many reviewers describing
them as "Unprecedented in every aspecl" ai eJ "sonically
Magic". Each is ahand crafted labour of love. Each is
executed to absolute perfection. Each will allow you to explore

teiffax: .44 (0) 1751 842 173

to three hundred thousand pounds.

tel:
+44 (0) 7968 388 118
email: contact@audioacoustics.co.uk
web,
www.audioacoustics.co.uk
Dealer/distributor enquiries welcome

3Box Ultimate Line preamp

"HE-833 amplifiers - The King of SET!
I'll put it this way: if I
could choose only
one amplifier to use for the rest of my
life... well, I
think the WAVAC HE-833
wauk:1 have to be it." Conclusions Easy.
You can have it all with the Wavac HE833.
ff you can afford it, this may be all the
amplifier that you will ever need, no
matter what your taste in mi sic, or what
speakers you have. " David Robinson
POSITIVE FEEDBACK ONLINE—ISSUE 9

FOR FURTHER INPoRmATioN ON WAVAC,WEISS 8 COMPLETE PRICE LIST, PLEASE
VISIT WEB SITE BFI.OW

To book ahorno demonstration for accurate evaluation
or a appointment to vet aAuthorized Audio Acoustics
ANavac centre today please call:

-We offer Unprecedented Products combined with
Knowledgeable and professional free advice specific
to your system and requirements.

London & Home counties:

-No hard Pressure sell -You just wont be able to keep
your hands off them! Be warned, these works of art
are from agroup of elusive passion driven designers &

Audio Acoustics
Tel: +44 (11)1 / 53 842 173
The South & Home counties

Sounds Of Music
Tel: + 44 (0)1435 865 212

the finest craftsmen, past and present.
-For Expert System Install, Part Exchange, Competitive
Pricing & Current Opportunities list - Please Call today

FLYING MOLE CA- S3 (£499.99)

When it cornes
to integrated
amps, the
oddly named
Flying Mole
CA-S3 is atruly
unique proposition.
For astart, it takes
minimalism to
extremes...
64 I www.hifinevvs.co.uk IPI
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AMPLIFIER TEST

Tested by David Allcock

T

he CA- S3 is essentially a20W/ch into 8
Ohms stereo amplifier, but one that takes

VC)1... :7:11111111111.

something of aminimalist approach to stereo
reproduction. Not only are there no controls on
the fascia other than avolume knob and on/off power
switch but input selection has been dispensed with
altogether. Why? Because this amp offers just one pair
of stereo RCA inputs.
The minimalist control scheme is actually rather
fortunate here, as the CA- S3 is no bigger in size than
astack of six CD jewel cases, measuring amere 54 x
131 x 142mm ( hwd) - though it's actually 195mm
deep when the volume control and speaker terminals
are taken into consideration. The reason for the amp's
tiny dimensions comes courtesy of its amplification
architecture which, as Paul Miller identifies in his lab
report, is based on an analogue Class D module. Small
size, high efficiency and low temperature are all parts of
the equation.
On the back panel, between the speaker terminals,
lies the single pair of RCA phono sockets, which are
of high quality, and to the far right of the unit can be
found acaptive power lead - there is no room for a
normal IEC socket on the back of this tiny panel. Oh,
and aword about those speaker terminals: these are
not your familiar five-way binding posts. Instead, they
accept only bare wires.

NICELY WEIGHTED
Build is superb. The unit is incredibly solid, the front
panel being made from 10mm-thick aluminium and
the rest of the chassis feels of similar quality. Also, the
volume control is smooth and nicely weighted. In fact,
my only criticisms here are of the speaker terminals
-I'd have preferred true five-way binding posts - while I
would have happily accepted aslightly wider chassis in

'The imaging from this tiny amp was
amazing for its size.. Isat, stunned,
as Anastacia performed stage centre'

order to accommodate another pair of RCA inputs, with
maybe a3.5mm stereo jack on the front to take an iPod.
This unit was clearly born to be partnered with an iPod

From the minute the CA-S3/GB-1 combination was
connected up, with the Shanling SCD-T200 CD/SACD

ABOVE: No
controls on the

and they'd form an ultra compact audio system.

player supplying the music, it was clear that this

fascia save for

product was no gimmick but abona fide hi-fi design.

avolume knob,
due to the fact

Finding speakers efficient enough to use with 20W
per channel of power was not easy. Ieventually settled
on PMC GB- 1floorstander, at 87dB/W/M, which offered

The imaging provided by this tiny amp was amazing for
its size and power; it was easily capable of generating a

enough bandwidth to test this amp's hi-fi credentials.

wall-to-wall image across my listening room, and even
more incredible was the fact that it could portray stage
depth convincingly. Isat, literally stunned, as Anastacia
performed stage centre between the GB- 1s, with her
backing singers positioned just behind her to the right

that to the rear
(bottom left)
the amp offers
just asingle
pair of line- ins

of center and the percussion back near the wall as she
powered her was through ' IWas Made for Lovin You'
from her debut album Not That Kind.
Just as astonishing were the dynamics this little
amplifier was capable of. Anastacia has apowerful,
driving voice, and Iwas amazed that this amp could
go from barely awhisper to full power with no obvious
signs of dynamic compression until the volume control
reached three o'clock, at which point things began to
sound alittle hard and constrained.

NO SLOUCH DOWN LOW

SPEAKER
RIGHT

It was time to try and find this amplifier's lower
frequency limits. While the GB1's 140mm mid/bass
driver is never going to shake foundations, this amplifier
was certainly not lacking in low frequency drive.
4-164/SPEAKER
4-16 QMAUT-PARLEUR

Róyksopp's ' Eple' from Melody AM has aslow, lazy
synthesized bassline underpinning asecond -0
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Flying Colours

FLYING MOLE CA-S10

(£499.99)

SPEC/ FEATURES

Ioriginally felt that this little amp

III

would have too little power to be
of any practical value, given the

SOUND QUALITY

efficiency of today's loudspeakers.
Yet it proved it can drive real world

' MIMI

speakers with ease and it quickly
won me over with its beguiling

-

BUILD QUALITY

sound. This is afabulous little design
and one that will find ahome in
even the most aesthetically- sensitive

VALUE FOR MONEY

domestic situation.

MIME

news
OVE RALL RAJ INC,

drum machine line, and the CA- S3
was able differentiate between the
two lines with ease, allowing the
listener to follow both effortlessly.
As for the midband, as already
mentioned this amplifier proved

registers on the keyboard being
clearly delineated and having a
distinct start and stop point.
What's more, the high
frequencies lacked the hardness
often encountered in lower cost

excellent with vocals. Anastacia's
voice has aslight hard edge to

digital amplifiers, undoubtedly
related to the unique power supply

it, yet the CA-S3 captured this
edginess while allowing the more
subtle expressiveness of her voice

topology employed here.
While the CA- S3 does not offer
the lowest, most powerful bass

to come through with very good
transparency, and speed. While this

delivery, unshakeable stability into
the toughest loads or an ultra

amp by no means offers the last

resolving presentation, it knows
how to play music — something
amplifiers many times this unit's

word in resolution, it is certainly
more than competitive with similarly
priced integrateds.

TIME TO SHIMMER
Its performance in the higher
reaches of the frequency
spectrum was no less
impressive, the
cymbals and
keyboards
on Enigma's
'Sadeness' from
MCMXC a.D.
possessing
shimmer and air
yet also sounding
focussed and
controlled, each
note in the upper

price and size struggle to do. And
it has an engaging sound, too, one
that you can listen to for hours
without ahint of listening fatigue.
Iknow, Itried it.
If you're looking for

an amp for an ultra
FOR:
discreet system, or
Great looks, even an ultra high
quality design
great sound, to use with
iPod or
compact size, your
computer, this
is asuperb buy.
sturdy build
Iam sure it wilt

AGAINST: Some may find
it's limited inputs limits
its appeal

win you over just
as it did me.

As Ifinished this
review Idiscovered that

Flying Mole were about
to release the CA- S10,
with three inputs, true
five-way binding posts,
an IEC power inlet and
pre- amp out sockets.
So if you find this amp
too limiting, but like
how it plays music, its
slightly bigger brother is
due on our shores early
next year. Iam looking
forward to hearing it! (.!)

Lab report
I'll kick-off by pointing out that the CA- S3 is not adigital amplifier but
avariation on the analogue Class D/PWM theme with fully balanced
speaker outputs. It more than matches its modest 20W/8ohm
rating with 2x3OW/8ohm and 2x4OW/4ohm but, as expected with
this amplifier type, no practical dynamic headroom under dynamic
conditions. All Class D amplifiers have an inductive filter network
at the output and this brings with it some variation in performance
at HF. The impact on the CA-S3 begins around afew kHz where
distortion quickly rises from

— 0.05%

to over 1% at 20kHz.

Similarly, the output impedance climbs from — 0.1ohm through
the midrange to — 1.5ohm at 20kHz and up to 35ohm at 100kHz.
In tune, the response rolls away by -0.6dB at 20kHz to reach - 8.4dB
at 100kHz. Bigger and more varied response variations will be
encountered with real' loudspeaker loads.

Hi-fi News lab specifications
POWER OUTPUT INTO
8/ 4OHM (< 1%THD)

30W/42W

DYNAMIC POWER
(20MSEC, 8/ 4/ 2/10HM)

32W/47W/44W/20VV

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
(20Hz-20kHz)

0.10-1.75ohm

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
(20Hz-100kHz)

+0.0dB to - 8.4dB

INPUT SENSMVITY ( FOR
OdBWIFULL OUTPUT)

33mV/149mV

A-WTD SIN RATIO ( FOR
OdBW/ FULL OUTPUT)

87dB/102dB

DISTORTION (OdBW,
20Hz-20kHz)

0.05-1.25%

STEREO SEPARATION
(20Hz-20kHz)

>30dB

Contact numbers
UK Distributor: ICG Consultancy TEL: +44 ( 0)1442 399548
WEB: www.flyingmole.co.jp

Review system breakdown
SOURCES Shanling SCD-T200
AMPS Krell KRC-3 pre amp, Bryston 3B-SST power amp
SPEAKERS PMC GB- 1
CABLES Chord Company Chameleon Silver Plus interconnects, Chord
Company Odyssey 2speaker cables

We listened to
ANASTACIA
Not That Kind
Epic/Daylight
497412 2

ENIGMA
MCMXC a.D.
VirginCD
262 029
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ReNKSOPP
Melody A.M.
Wall of Sound
WalIC0027

Po yksopp
Melod y& m.

CYRUS 2007 LAUNCH
At the following dealers during November / December
Wednesday 29th November 12 noon to 7.30pm
Holburn Hifi - 441 Holburn Street, Aberdeen 01224 585713
Thursday 30th November 12 noon to 7.30pm
Glasgow Audio - 135 Great Western Road, Glasgow 0141 3324707
Saturday 2nd December 10am - 6pm
Lintone Audio - Times Square 1, Metrocentre, Gateshead 0191 4774167 / 0191 4600999
Tuesday 5th December 10am - 8pm
PJ Hifi - 3Bridge Street, Guildford 01483 504801
Thursday 7th December 6pm - 9pm
Moorgate Acoustics - 184 Fitzwilliam Street, Sheffield 0114 2756048
Tuesday 12th December 12 noon - 8.30pm
Movement Audio - 588 Ashley Road, Parkstone, Poole 01202 730865

Introductory Offers available at each venue
see the latest new products inicluding the Cyrus Discmaster DVD player and DABS Tuner

AMPLIMISR TEST

Going
For Gold
LEBEN CS 600 (£3600)

Minimalism be gone! Not only does
this all-yalye integrated embrace
the ' 70s look ' full on', but araft of
userconfigurable options means its
retro credentials run deep

.

68
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Tested by Ian Harris

W

hether you feel that 'valves
quaint remnants of bygone
they are still the only route
sonic satisfaction, it is hard

and vinyl' are
times, or that
to ultimate
to deny that

these mature technologies are currently enjoying
something of arenaissance. In the case of valve
amplification, while it is true that tube stalwarts such as
Audio Research never went away, it is difficult to recall
aperiod where there was such achoice in terms of
pricing, circuit topology and aesthetics.
Now, in addition to several shades of open- chassis
utilitarianism, organic sculpture from Unison Research
and high-end objects d'art from Hovland and Art Audio,

r

-..ellorddlio.e."illerillrilli

111111.111161111\hr---
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Leben add ahealthy dose of four-square, gold-plated
'70s retro with its CS 600 integrated. In fact, the lack of
aremote control facility plus the number and nature of

Ce

the amp's rotary controls show that its retro credentials
are far more than skin deep. In afirm rebuttal of

A••••••1».

e

fashionable minimalism, not only does the Leben offer
abalance control, but also aselectable 3 or 5dB bass
boost and a ' Stereo Reverse' control.

UNIQUE SELLING POINT
Most interesting of all, however, is asmall array of
LEDs in the top right hand corner. Marked ' Cathode
Resistors' and ' Plate Voltage', these indicators are the
key to the CS600's USP: the facility to switch between
awide range of output tubes. While the review unit
was supplied with 6L6G, by quickly removing the
ventilated top panel and checking the settings on a
couple of toggle switches, the user can safely substitute
the output tubes for EL34, KT66, KT77, KT88, 3508 or
6550A. Valve amp owners who have experimented with
'tube rolling' will know the substantial variation in sound
available from varieties of the same valve, so the ability

'The midrange performance was
wonderfully musical, with aflowing
smoothness verging on the hypnotic'
EL34 and 6L6G respectively. Alongside substantial mains

ABOVE: To the

and output transformers, ahuge choke should ensure

rear of the amp
can be found five
line- level inputs

clean power to the audio circuits. Output impedance
is switchable (via adiscreet rear panel control) through
four, six, eight and 16 ohms, providing optimal
matching for awide range of speakers.

plus atape loop;
the impedance

EL34 and KT88 give the owner an unprecedented level

SOUND QUALITY

of plug- and- play adjustability.
Internally, the five line- level input ( plus tape monitor)
CS 600 is completely hard-wired, using high-end audio

While Leben's marketing phrase 'A motion sound' may

selector knob is
mounted in the
centre of the

be slightly syntactically dubious, performance-wise,

rear panel

to change between such hugely different animals as

grade components throughout. The amplifier employs
new-old- stock twin-triode 6CS7 as joint pre-ampfdrivers
and features asingle 603 as a ` damper', delaying the
supply of high voltage to the output tubes. The circuit
is also auto- biasing, further extending valve life. Output
valves (whichever the user decides upon!) are in pushpull configuration, advertising 28W/32W @ 1kHz for

it's right on the money. Imust confess that Istarted
listening to the CS 600 before checking wnich output
valves were in situ. Initial impressions so reminded me
of the sublime Hovland Sapphire that Iinitially assumed
that EL34 had been provided. It was only aday or so
into the amp's tenure, when Iunscrewed the top plate
for aquick internal inspection that Ifound out Ihad
been listening to the slightly higher- output 6L6G.
As with the Hovland, the immediate impression was
of utterly effortless musical flow. Even in moite allegro
passages, musical detail remained clear, with no sense
of blurring and congestion. Conversely, during slower
material, there was awonderful sense of relaxation, with
every nuance of vocal and instrumental performances
hung out in space for the listener's contemplation.
Like many of its tube peers, it was the CS 600's
midrange performance that initially stood out.
Wonderfully musical, with aflowing smoothness that
verged on the hypnotic, it also boasted agenuine sense
of presence, with palpable and focused images clearly
set out in alife-sized soundstage. High frequencies were
totally devoid of any etch or shrillness. While providing
all the air and detail you could wish for, once -0
LEFT: LEDs on the top right of the fascia denote choice
of output valves - 6L6GC or EL34 - while other controls
include aspeaker mute switch and bass boost knob
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AMPLIFIER TEST

Going
For Gold

LEBEN CS 600
AMPLIFIER

more, the emphasis was on lifelike
reproduction, rather than ultimate
skyward extension.
In the lower frequencies, when
reproducing acoustic instruments,
the bass was full and muscular
with wonderful timbrai textures.

supposedly harmonised European
figure of 230.)
As for the Leben's
supernumerary controls, the
'Stereo Reverse' is certainly

However, deep electric bass lines

effective, and may be useful in
optimising integration between

revealed aslight loss of tautness
and definition. Experimenting with

recordings and listening rooms
that are both alittle lop- sided,

speaker placement somewhat
alleviated the problem ( moving

but Ifound the effect of familiar

the 58e well clear of any walls), but

performances being spatially
reversed alittle unsettling.

with 6L6G in the driving seat, the
Leben still could not match

The bass- boost worked well as
alate- night ' loudness' control,

the bass control of the
KT90-equipped
EAR 899 [ see HFN,
May'05].

LOW NOISE
Operationally,
the CS 600
gave off alot

siting it among other
components. Residual

SPEC/FEATURES
-

While a joy to listen to with vocal,

(and its attendant
AGAINST: Slight lack of ' different, but not
bass tautness in lowest
necessarily better'
frequencies
recovery phase), the

noise through the Spendors
was vanishingly low, although
there was anoticeable hum from
the unit's large transformers, just
audible in asilent room at atwo
metre listening position, inaudible

acoustic and classical material, a
slight lack of bass control at the

SOUND QUALITY

lowest frequencies marks the Leben
down as an all-rounder. However,
a stunningly natural sound plus

BUILD QUALITY

unprecedented levels of adjustability
flag this fascinating amp as a
must- audition for those seeking a

I

'll

VALUE FOR MONEY

long-term amplification solution.
Looks will not suit all but ' in the

"

11 IM

F

metal' it is surprisingly covetable.

CS 600's plug and play
adjustability offers the promise
of true long-term satisfaction.
Just imagine the scene: after
upgrading to something with a
little more poke, the inevitable

Lab report
Under continuous power conditions, Icould not get close to Leben's
web-spec of 2x32W with the 6L6GC tube option, obtaining just
2x11Witiohm at 1% distortion and 2x7W/4ohm at 2% distortion.
Under dynamic conditions, however, with a 10cycle on/400 cycle off
burst ratio, the CS 600 achieved aquite remarkable 2x36W/8ohm
at < 1% distortion. So the CS 600 will sound louder than you might
expect. Furthermore, this amp's right channel has ahigher distortion
(0.9% vs 0.5% at 1kHz/10W) and clips far earlier than the left. It's also
noisier on the right ( 77.4dB SIN vs 83.5dB. RN with 40dB poorer
crosstalk between inputs, although the flat-ish response to 30kHz is
identical. The output impedance is very high at - 5.4ohm and while
not in Prima Luna territory is still sufficient to strongly influence the
combined amp/speaker frequency response.

Hi-fi News lab specifications
POWER OUTPUT INTO
8/4 OHM (< 1% THD)

11W/7W

DYNAMIC POWER
(20MSEC, 8/4/2 OHM)

36W/9W/3W

With the Leben, ashort stroll to
your tube cupboard is all that's

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
(20HZ-20kHz)

5.5 - 4.1ohm

(My mains supply often reaches

needed. Switch from KT88 back to
the EL34 and settle down to all the

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
(20HZ-100kHz)

+0.55 to -2.4dB

246-248 volts, which may be alittle

Aimee Mann you can handle!

INPUT SENSITIVITY
(FOR OdBW)

148mV

A-WTD SIN RATIO
(FOR OdBW)

77.5dB

DISTORTION
(ODBW, 20HZ-20kHz)

0.36-0.86%

STEREO SEPARATION
(20HZ-20kHz)

>80db

at three. The insertion of aRuss
Andrew's Reference Powercord and
Purifier Block reduced the hum, as
did temporarily inserting avariac,
providing aconstant 230 volt feed.

introspective mood leaves you
yearning for the lighter touch of
your rack's previous incumbent.

Contact numbers
UK Distributor: RI services Tel: +44 ( 0) 1235 810 455
Web: www.rtsaudlo.cauk

Review system breakdown
SOURCES Musical Fidelity Tri vista SACO player
SPEAKERS Spendor 58e speakers
CABLES Musical Fidelity Nu-vista interconnects and speaker cable

VIVALDI
The Four Seasons
Seiji Ozawa - BSO

VAN MORRISON
Back On Top
Van Morrison
Telarc SACD-60070 SACO Pointblank VPBCD50

ABOVE: At the top right of the chassis can be seen the internal plate voltage
and cathode resistor switches that allow the amp to be optimised for use
with different valve types; below right can be seen output transformers with
selectable taps, including 16 ohm for speakers such as the LS3/5A
70

1

HMI

filling out the sound at

ultra- low volume levels.
FOR:
For those among us
who have suffered
Flowing
periodic attacks
musicality,
of the recurrent
unprecedented audiophile
affliction,
user options
upgrade-fever

of heat, and this
should be taken
into account when

(£3600)

high for aunit designed for the
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NICKEL CREEK
Nickel Creek
Sugar Hill Records 3909

PAUL VVELLER
Stanley Road
GoDISCS 8286192
wee
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Distributed in the UK by: Henley Designs. 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, e-mail - infoghenleydesigns.co.uk

Sonus faber
Product:
Guarneri Memento

Destination:
Oxford Audio Consultants
Sonus Faber design and build some of
the most beautiful loudspeakers in the
world. Each model is a gift to both the
ears and just as importantly the eyes
The word ' Memento' is from the Latin
word memini, meminisse: memory,
remember, to remember something
clearly.
Guarneri Memento may be a small
perfectly formed object but it's
performance is anything but small.
The size of soundstage, dynamics,
and scale this petitie speaker creates
is nothing short of incredible. Sonus
Faber have truly rewritten the rules
for small stand- mount loudspeakers.
Visit Oxford Audio Consultants and
experience the magic of the Guarneri
Memento for yourself. It is an
experience you will truly never forget.
Once you listen to them - they are
hard to live without!

Visit Oxford Audio
Consultants and
experience for
yourself - the oeautiful
Guarneri Memento.

CANTAY

HOUSE,
OXFORD

VISIT WVVW.OXFORDAUDIO.CO.UK FOR THE LATEST
INFORMATION ON NEW/USED EQUIPMENT.

WEB :
EMAIL :

PARK
OX I

END

STREET

I JD

TEL :

01865

790379

FAX :

01865

791665

WWW.OXFORDAUDIO.CO.UK
INFO@OXFORDAUDIO.CO.UK

Music

Album,
0FT HE

lbw-1k

MOZART/HAYDN

Arias; Scena di Berenice
Ania Harteros, VSO/Pinchas Steinberg,
RCA 82876 771432

MONTY ALEXANDER

A powerful solo debut from the
young German lirico spinto,
winner of the 1999 Cardiff

Corcrete Jungle:
The Music of Bob Morley

'Singer of the Year' award. This

re/ac 83635

well-chosen selection - from
Figaro, Cosi, Idomoneo, plus

A follow-up to the 1999

three concert arias, all by
Mozart - shows her ability to
characterise scorn, resignation,
determination.., with honed

tribute, Stir It Up. This
sees the pianist with his
American rhythm section
and some of the greatest

technique never an end in itself.
Harteros also sings Haydn's

Jamaican musicians, at
Marley's Tuff Gong studio,

dramatic cantata ' Berenice, che

with vocals mainly by star
singer Luciano. It all works

fai?'. The voice is set forward in
aspacious Vienna acoustic; texts

MUM. ---- RECORDING

• II

beautifully and sometimes
movingly. SH

are included. CB

PERFORMANCE

•

111 111 U

U

RECORDING

al RUUD PERFORMANCE

CLASSICAL

,-40111

BOLLANI

JOSHUA BELL

BEETHOVEN

TOMMY EMMANUEL

Symphonies 1and 5

The Mystery

LSO/Bernard Haitink, LSO Live 1.500590

Favoured Nations FNA5130-2

Haitink's unfailing musicality
and sense of proportion

Inspired by Chet Atkins, the
Australian guitar virtuoso

Two CDs fall out of a
strangely-folded package

should make the 5a
modern-day reference much
like the Klemperer 10in LP

learned to play bass lines,
chords and melody at the

to bring you the visions
of an astonishingly agile

same time, and he's been
making other guitarists give

quintet, stirring Italian

up in despair ever since.
All- instrumental aside from

blender. There are lyrical

1713 Strad. In Strauss's

moments, sexy-waif vocals
from guest Petra Magoni,

`Morgen!' he's joined by the
fabulous Anna Netrebko

Monkish-Tatumesque piano

-high spot of a 15-track

avaried, joyful set. Go out

excursions from Bollani.

and buy a : humb pick. SH

Never adull moment. SH

disc engineered like astudio
pop production. CB

I
Visionari
Label 8le!! L8LC 6695/96, 2CD set

50 years ago. His rethought
tempi ( the Andante is airy
and fleet) make 1apure
delight. The over- prominent
timpani balance plaguing
this series is, thankfully, less
of aproblem here. CB

•

'Walls', avocal duet with
partner Liz Watkins, this is

in al al El RECORDING

•

II

URU RU PERFORMANCE

MI MI PERFORMANCE

al•

RECORDING

popular idioms into abop

U

U

in

U

RECORDING

U

U

U

U

PERFORMANCE

Voice of the Violin

Joshua Bell, St luke's Orchestra/
Michael Stern, Sony 82876 872762

Borrowing from oratorio,
lieder, opera and pieces
Nke Carmina Burana and
Rachmaninov's Vocalise,
Joshua Bell uncovers ' the
human- like voice' of his

In

U

II

U

MI Ili U

RECORDING
PERFORMANCE
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LEND US YOUR EARS!
(and we'll blow your mind)

'Meal Fidelity
Roksan

Chord

if you don't want to gc to the
ends of the earth to find the
right product and you don't
want to pay the earth, maybe
you should take a trip to New
Malden in Surrey

STOI searching
LOOK at our website
LISTEe in our demo rooms

For 30 years or more we've
been stocking, demonstrating
and advising on the very best
hi-fi equipment.

www.unilet.net

Unilet Sound and Visior, Ltd.
35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY
Tel: 020 8942 9567

Fax: 020 8336 0820

MUSIC REVIEW

LOUIS ARMSTRONG

Plays WCHandy

ZeM

THE KILLERS

RAVEL

Sam's Town

Daphnis and Chloe

Vertigo 1706722

Radio France Orchestra and Chorus/
Myung.Whun Chung DG 477 5706

Hard as it must have
been to follow up their
megatastic debut, Hot

If it lacks the sheer power
of the Boston Symphony,
in Munch's RCA recording,

Columbia/Pure Pleasure PPAN CL591

European°

2LP set 180g vinyl

AC7 9802-4 (multichannel SACD)

Complete with producer

Folk tunes from eight

George Avalian's interview
with legendary blues
composer Handy, this

countries were the raw
material for this fully
orchestrated work by

Fuss, this is pretty damn

Chung's is perhaps the
most sensuously played

four-sided All- Stars studio
recording gets the
audiophile vinyl treatment

Michael Gibbs. There are
contributions from ahost of
Euro jazz stars, plus the UK's

good. More anthemic,
Sam's Town is jam-packed
with murderously stomping

to good effect. Louis'
showmanship is such that

Django Bates, while pianist
Kühn is the main soloist.

you forget this isn't live. He

It's evocative music that

keep them ahead of the

The Paris studio recording
is atmospheric yet with
focused instrumental and

plays for you. SH

deserves ahearing. SH

competition sales-wise. JB

vocal colours. CB
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singalongs like ' For Reason
Unknown', ' Bones' and 'This
River Is Wild' that should

account of the ballet we
have had, with anotable
(uncredited) principal flute.

• MI
la
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•
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UNKLE BOB

THE MATT WATES SEXTET

Entre Cada Palabra

Who Let The Cats Out?

Sugar & Spite

Plum Lane

CheskylD301

Heads Up HUCD 3115

Friendly Sounds Friendly 006

Audio bABCD 5019

Floating her folk- rooted
songs over rhythms from her

Mike Stern has made a
dozen albums since coming

Glasgow- based quintet Unkle

A sextet can sound more

Bob are so easy to enjoy that

substantial, perhaps more

native Colombia and many

to fame as the jazz/rock

other Latin quarters, Marta
is airy, relaxed, engagingly

guitar star of Miles' 1981

it's tempting to dismiss them
as lightweights, but this kind

majestic, than aquintet,
and that's the feeling here

you'll still recognise that
chorusy sound and fluid

of intelligent sophisticated
pop- oriented songwriting is

with the horns of Wates

soulful. She's backed by a

anything but easy to create.

(trumpet and flugelhorn)
and Steve Kaldestad (tenor).

MARTA GOMEZ

tight little group of excellent,
empathising musicians, never
too sparse, never too busy,
and Chesky's church acoustic
suits this music really well.

MIKE STERN

'comeback' band, but

technique. There's plenty
of violining and even abit
of bottleneck. Trumpeter

Simply delightful. SH

Roy Hargrove guests on the
frenetic title track. SH

Mauna RECORDING
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Frontman Rick Webster

(alto, flute), Martin Shaw

sings with Colin Blunstonelike purity but boosted by a
subtle intensity that makes

Gently redolent of the soul

every word hit home. JB

Excellent. SH
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jazz classics, this is afresh,
live-sounding recording too.

RECORDING
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MUSIC REVIEW

HOLST

YELLOWJACKETS

The Planets

Twenty Five

BP0/ Sir Simon Rattle. EMI 3 69690 2

Heads Up HUCD3112. 72m 385

Rattle's dissective style
and penchant for bleached
textures and slow tempos

Sales of this anniversary live
retrospective will be huge,
so the Jackets could afford

works better in Debussy than

to be generous. You get a

Hoist. He's on surer ground
in Colin Matthews's ' Pluto'

bonus DVD containing a

(recently downgraded!). A
bonus disc has four related
commissions, Komarov's Fall
the most rewarding, and a
video track on this 'Ad Astra'
project. CB
11.

U
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ÊbVIIN36

Jazz Reunion

Candid/Pure Pleasure 9020 180g vinyl

FIONN REGAN

The End of History

complete concert in Dolby
5.1 plus interviews and
more. All band members are

Bella Union

BellaCD719

If critical plaudits were
bankable, this guy would
be rolling in it. Mojo, The
Guardian, The Times and
others jumped on this
sprightly folksy singersongwriter debut as manna
from heaven. And they're

interesting and articulate,

right. Regan is afinger-

so you'll watch the whole
thing more than once. Kind

picking acoustic troubadour

of overshadows the CD. SH
•
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SCISSORS FOR LEFTY

of the finest stripe, destined
for massive success. iB
ME] RECORDING
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FIELD MUSIC

RSTRAUSS/WAGNER

Four Last Songs; Death and
Transfiguration. Tristan Prelude
and Liebestod
Christine Brewer, Atlant3 SO/
Donald Runnicles, Tejare CD- 80661

The American soprano has a
heavier voice than Janowitz,
della Casa or ( on asuperior
Telarc release with VP0/
Previn) Auger. Fair enough,
since Flagstad premiered
the Strauss. Admirable
integrity here, which is not
quite enough set against
current competition. CB
•U U

•
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Matglig"

Underhand Romance

Tones of Town

Rough Trade RTRADCDP327

Memphis Industries MI074CDR

Songs from The Crypt

Iwas inclined to like this

In just three full-length

Pink Teeth Records PTRM1CD

In the 30 years between

from the start of track one

the historic 1929 ' Hello

albums, Sunderland trio

where an antique typewriter
punches out arhythm

Field Music have established
themselves as perhaps

Recorded live in the Crypt
of St Paul's Church in Bristol

alongside anervy piano.
Then it just got better and
better. A San Francisco

the most melodically

Lola' date and this reunion,
Hawkins lived the history of
jazz. Russell just carried on
in his own sweet way, but
here he's at his maverick
best, orientalizing on 'Tin Tin
Deo', inventing effortlessly on
'Mariooch'. Forty years on and
still worth having on vinyl. SH
•

quartet comprising two sets
of brothers, they deliver
danceable, irrestistably
catchy rock- pop with its
tongue in your cheek. iB
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this is aCD to restore your
faith in the simple virtues

adventurous band in the UK.

of agood song performed

Steering acourse between

with sincerity. Dadd's
deliciously meandering

the classic harmony pop
of the Beach Boys and
the spiky new wavery of

songs, embellished by harp,

XTC this is one fabulously
stimulating trip..IB

enchanting and get better
with every listen. .1,6

strings and trumpet, are
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T on8 981 9891

the

Einfo@audioconsultants.co.uk

audio

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

consultants

FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEMS

Amplifiers that break the size/performance barrier.
Small boxes — tiara wide band width, ultra fast dynamics,
huge soundEtages, stunningly real sound.

a Ayre MX- R b Goldrn..nd SRM 250 cSpectral DMA 150

Smooth, 3-dimensional sound
from standard CDs that compare favourably
with the best analogue sources.

rDI Accupha3e DP- 67 e Esoteric X- o3 SE

For further

formation about any of ow products

please visit-our website www.audioconsultants.coaik

ACCUPHASE • AESTHETIX • ASTINTREW • AUDIO PHYSIC • AYRE

ACOUST ICS •

BENZ- MICRO • BRINKMANN • CARDAS • CLEARAUDIO

COINCIDENT e DA VINCI • ECLIPSE- ID • ESOTERIC • FUTUREGLASS • GAMUT • GOLDMUND • GRAND PRIX AUDIO • LEBEN • LYRA • NAGRA
NORDOST • NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE • OPERA • PAGODE • PASS
SPECTRAL "' STAX • STEREOVOX • SYSTEM

LABS •

PATHOS • PEAK CONSULT • QUADRASPIRE • SILTECH • SME

AUDIO • THIEL • TRANSFIGURATION • VELODYNE • VIRTUAL DYNAMICS • WHEST AUDIO

Located approximately 15 minutes drive
from either M4/Junction 12 or M3/Junction 6

7Comet House

Demonstrations by appointment

Calleva Park

with free and easy parking outside

Aldermaston

Mondays to Saturdays roar° to 18:oo.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.

the building.
We have ahome evaluation scheme for those
who might find this method more convenient.

Reading
Berkshire RG7 8JA

Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration
and previously owned equipment listed on
our website: www.audioconsultants.co.uk

Somehow Coventry didn't seem such abad place after all

orth the odd sacrifice.

Distributed in the UK by: Henley Designs Ltd, 01235 511166
www.henleydesigns.co.uk, e-mail - infoehenleydesigns.co.uk

MICHAEL FREMER

Yet more
obstacles to
hi-def future

Uy
5

1Where's

the music?

The Experience Music Project in Seattle is full of
music memorabilia and interactive exhibits but
it's also amissed opportunity to introduce music
lovers to fine audio, says Michael Fremer

[Michael
Fremer
Michael Fremer is Senior
Contributing Editor at US
magazine Stereophile.
Each month he brings
you his perspective on all
things audio from the USA

M

using amouth-watering array of vintage
instruments and amplifiers.
Ironically, the only thing you won't
experience at Experience Music Project
is music! Oh, there's some low-level
musical noise piped into the exhibits,
but when Ithink of experiencing music,
Ithink of ahigh- end audio system. What
aperfect location to introduce music
lovers to amusic loving audio system.

icrosoft co-founder Paul
Allen's Experience Music
Project ([ MP) museum

located adjacent to
Seattle's famous ' Space Needle', houses
the wealthy philanthropist's extensive
collection of rock memorabilia.
So during arecent two-day visit to
the world's caffeine capital, where I'd
been invited by retailer Definitive Audio
to take part in a ' Music Matters' event
sponsored by Wilson Audio Specialties,
Musical Fidelity, B&W, Classé, VTL, SME,
Transparent Audio and Stereophile's
publisher Primedia, Imade use of the few
hours of spare time Ihad to visit [ MP.

TIME TO LOBBY
When Ireturned to Definitive Audio for
the second evening's event, Ilobbied
the idea to as many of the participants

The museum was acurious mix of
mundane music memorabilia not unlike
what you'd find at any Hard Rock Café,
stale attempts at ' hands on' interactivity
like a ' Sound Lab' where you can record
and mix your own song, and fortunately, a
few outstanding and memorable displays,
such as the artifact- rich limi Hendrix
exhibit and 'The Quest For Volume', which
traces the history of the electric guitar

Il

Barry Fox is one of the
world's top technology
journalists. He trained in
electronics with the RAF
and worked as apatent
agent, but gave that up
to enter journalism

new formats limp abit when
launched. But Blu-ray and HDDVD are crippled by self-inflicted

oot-shooting. The most
important and obvious damage is down

as Icould reach before consumers
began crowding the store in search of

to the insane standards conflict. Early talk

just such ahigh quality recorded music
experience. Definitive's management

players that will handle either Blu-ray
or HD-DVD discs has faded, due to the

promised to pursue it.
Iwas stationed in the Musical

complexity and cost of making adual

Fidelity/Wilson Audio Specialties room
with Dave Wilson, who talked about
his loudspeaker design philosophy and
demoed using music he felt showed off
the WATT/Puppy 8's capabilities. On an
SME 20 Iplayed a45rpm lacquer of

CURIOUS MIX

With aregional coding
system that looks all set to
confuse consumers and talk
of dual-standard players
fading, HD-DVD and Blu-ray
can only look forward to a
rocky ride says Barry Fox

The Who's ' Pinball Wizard' Igot from
Classic Records.
Ialso played aCD- RI'd made from
vinyl, asking attendees if they could

—by Samsung and LG — of dual-standard

standard player.
Panasonic's Blu-ray player was
scheduled for launch at £ 1000 but the
cost has now risen to £ 1300. Samsung's
player sells for S1000 in the USA and will
cost £ 1000 here, which is a60% mark-up.
A dual- standard player would be
absurdly expensive, with the premium for
dual- play wasted if one format fails or all
titles are available on both formats.

tell which of two excerpts of the same
piece of Shostakovich Symphony # 9was

SINGLE -DISC PATENT

recorded using the Kuzma Airline linear
tracking airbearing arm and which was

filed by two well- respected Warner
engineers on away of making asingle

Irecently found and reported on apatent

recorded using the pivoted Continuum

disc play the same movie on aDVD.

Audio Labs Cobra. I'd love to tell you the
results but I'm out of space! (!)

Blu-ray or HD-DVD player. My report was
ripped off and garbled by numerous
pundits who clearly never actually read
the patent. If you want to read it just go
BELOW: Costs of Btu- ray players from
Samsung will rise when sold in the UK

JON THOMPSON

Let down at
the Beeb

It's further setbacks for
Blu-ray as Universal pulls
out, while the BBC hosts an
HD conference that fails to

LEFT: Packaging
of first Blu-ray

impress John Thompson

discs will carry

[Jon ThompsonL

no clue as to
new regional

Jon Thompson works
in the film industry as
aproducer and digital
film supervisor for his
company ' The Hat
Factory'. He brings you
the inside view on AV

coding system
to the US Patert Office website and enter
application number 20060179448.
Blu-ray uses a405 nm laser to read
data from a0.1mm optical skim on the
top surface of the disc. HD-DVD uses the
same wavelength laser to read arecording
at adepth of 0.6mm. Warner's plan is to
make the Blu-ray top layer work like atwoway mirror so that just enough blue light

Hi-fi and video buffs will pay hundreds
pounds for the HDMI cables needed
to connect ablue laser player, and so
avoid the deliberate signal degradation
imposed on analogue connections.
Otners who make do with analogue
leads will hear and see no improvement
over DVD and CD.

I

fthe digital future is now' then it's
not without afew problems. These

were illustrated to disappointing

passes through for an HD-DVD player to

REGIONAL CODING

ignore the Blu-ray recording and read the
HD Payer underneath.
The top layer also

effect at Aunty Beeb's recent HD
Conference, held in Studio 6and with

Blu-ray players and discs are using

the benefit of alarge 15-20ft screen

regional coding from Day One, with

filled with the latest true HD 3- chip DLP

reflects just enough
blue laser light for a
Blu - ray player to read it.
One option is to put an
ordinary DVD recording
on the other side of the
disc, for an ordinary red
laser DVD player to read.
Warner suggests alot
more options, including
'a dual or single BD data
laye -on the same side
of the DVD at adifferent

'Hollywood
created the
standards battle
by backing two
formats, so let
Hollywood pay
for it'

depth (or) discs that have
adual or single BD data layer on one side
of aaiSC, and adual or single HD or DVD
layer on the other side of adisc ( or) discs
that have adual or single BD data layer
and either of adual or single HD or DVD
laye eon one side of acf;sc'.
Atriple standard disc will cost more

the world divided into

projector from Christie.

three zones. These
are not numbered like

As amatter of historical record, the BBC
has set levels of excellence that the rest

DVDs ( 1, 2, 3 etc) but
identified by letters. A

of the world has followed. For decades it

is for the Americas, and

Dr. Charlie Sandbank, who was the BBC's
'chief screwdriver' and went on to write

Asia except China: Bis
for Europe and Africa;
and C is China and
Russia. The hardware
manufactures have
pledged to make their
players as hard to hack

as possible. There will
be no going to Tescos
and buying aplayer and piece of paper

AGAINST THE GRAIN
So Iwas expecting great things from the
BBC. How shocked Iwas. They showed
some clips from Torchwood, the first
Doctor Who spin-off, which looked and
sounded great.
But clips from Bleak House showed a

by keying 00000 in the remote control.

purple cast and multiple shaclows on the
screen from lights behind. Not agood

HD-DVD will almost certainly adopt
similar coding as soon as Hollywood
forces the DVD Forum into what it knows
will be an unpopular decision.
The first Blu-ray discs have no
explanation on the outer packaging of
what the A,f3,C rating means. This is a

to stock three inventories. That's how
Warner's DVD-Audio died.

surefire way to confuse consumers and
generate badwill. (.5

Hollywood created the standards battle

80 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk IDECEMBER 2006

books on broadcast technology that are
used as areference around the globe.

that tells how to disable regional coding

to make than asingle standard disc, but
it will still be cheaper than pressing three
different discs, and shops will not need

by agreeing to back two formats, so let
Hollywood pay for it.

has been the home of talented people like

BELOW: Cost of Panasonic Blu-ray player
has risen by £ 300 since its launch

start. From the speeches that followed, a

STEVE HARRIS

Down to Business

It's not only audiophiles who are driven by their passion for
great sound but new designers, too. So why do some brands
succeed while others fail? Steve Harris has some answers

[Steve Harris

colleague noted at least 67 mistakes orN

Steve Harris is Consultant
Editor of HFN and edited
the title between 1986
and 2005. He loves jazz,
blues music, vintage hi-fi,
and anything that makes
music come to life.

items of misinformation about HD.
Andy Quested, the BBC's chief
technologist, talked about why the BBC
would no longer expect Superl 6mm
film to be apreferred format as film
grain compromised the efficacy of any
video compression.
The piece of film used from Waking
the Dead looked truly awful even before
he showed it compressed. The overexposed shots looked very noisy and this
played havoc with the compression.
If this is an example of the typical
broadcast chain then it suggests that
no-one at the BBC knows what adecent
picture is anymore.

SCREENING CANCELLED
In the afternoon, the organisers had so
many complaints about the bad pictures
they were showing that, halfway though
the demo, they decided that the
projector was faulty and cancelled the
rest of the screenings.
While the BBC was having abad day.

T

wo- channel audio is supposed
to be in decline. So why are

there more high- end brands
than ever, more new hopefuls
launching componerts into an already
overcrowded field? The answer is, of
come, that hi-fi is apassion.
There is never ashortage of designeis,
o,would-be designers, with stars in their
eyes. They come up with aprototype that
sounds better than anything out there, at
least in their own system. Sometimes they
know nothing about business, but trust
to the ears of the market, believing that
audiophiles will beat apath to their door.
As amere observer who has never

in its battle with Blu-ray with Universal

designed or Duilt anything, Ihave alot of
respect for anyone who can even get this
far. But it's only the beginning. The really

announcing its reluctance to support

hard part is to turn that amazing one-off

the latter. Blur- ray — sorry — Blu-ray
seems to be suffering setback after
setback, and with no PS3 in Europe till

into asaleable product.
Some would-be manufacturers have
come to grief by setting their prices too

2007. Sony seems to be enduring one

row, even when they were charging as
much as they thought the market would

HD-DVD looked to take one step closer

disaster after another.
Could the format war be over before
either HD-DVD or Blu-ray has even
drawn breath in the UK? CD

bear. They fatally underestimated the real

ubts of building and selling the product,
and quickly made abig loss.
Others have designed ano- compromise
product that is virtually handmade using
exotic materials, and costed it accordingly,
only to end up with an offering that is just
too expensive. A couple of seasons ago, a
new British company launched a£50,000
turntable, which received awestruck
reviews and impressed listeners at shows.
But two years on. the makers admitted
that they hadn't had any sales.
One star of several shows in 2004 was
ano- holds- barred, metal- cabinet, active
high- end loudspeaker system designed by
an experienced and deeply knowledgeable
British pro audio engineer. Show visitors
latched on to the tremendously dynamic
sound and it was obviously atruly
exceptional product. But at £ 70,000 a
pair, this spectacular loudspeaker system
just didn't find buyers, and the project is
on hold for the moment.

HOBBY FIRST
On other hand, against all the odds,
there are those who make ago of it.
Get to know an established high- end
manufacturer personally, and seven times
out 10 you'll find out that he's asuccessful
man who made his money long ago, doing
something else. Hi-fi starts out as ahobby,
then becomes a ' hobby business'.
Once it has become abusiness, he just
can't help taking it seriously and making
asuccess of it. After all, he cl,dn't get rich
in the first place by just fooling around.
And another high- end brand is born. It
may take time, but after afew years this
new name may be trusted enough to
command those five-figure prices without
ABOVE: Bleak House and Torchwood
(left) shown at BBC HD conference

so much of astruggle. So, happily, we
still see astream of new products from 4)
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ANDREW HARRISON

'Ello John, got
anew motor?

North America, Germany and Italy, and
now Eastern Europe too.
At this year's Hi Fi News Show,

The choice, placement and
powering of aturntable's motor
can affect its sound hugely and
the art is still being advanced
today, explains Andrew Harrison

though, it was actually not one of the

[Andrew
Harrison]

new or nearly- new exhibitors that most
impressed me. It was the EAR/Yoshino
room, where Tim de Paravicini was
enjoying himself playing vinyl and even
78s. Tim had recently been involved
in remastering the Here's Little Richard
LP for an audiophile vinyl release, and

IL

when he played this through his own
complete system, he probably had it
sounding better than it had done any
time, anywhere, even in 1957.
He showed that it's possible to
extract more than you'd believe
possible from those 50-year- old- master
tapes, and his equipment revealed this
stunningly and effortlessly. This was a
fantastic system from one of the great
hi-fi designers, the fruit of alifetime's

Andrew Harrison or
'Harry', as he's known,
joined HEN in 1998.
Now Deputy Editor, he
loves all audio from
iPods to classic vinyl

T

urntable motors and power
supplies have long been an

an old Linn Valhalla power supply had on
my trusty Rega Planar 3turntable. This
was back in 1995, and Ihad owned the
Planar since my late teens when it had

If present trends continue, the day
may come when ahi-fi show actually

through that Rega, and on discovering
that Rega turntables used the same kind

has more brands on show than it

of synchronous AC motor as the more

has visitors. But give them achance.

upscale Linn Sondek, Iseized upon the
opportunity to try hot-rodding the Planar
with adiscarded Valahalla, [ inn's firstgeneration quartz- locked power supply.
Given the number of
column inches dedicated
to reviews of pick-up
cartridges, tonearms and

((10

1
4
1' ork

lib

are
IIIIII

the motor adds through the belt or the
chassis, the better.
In those early days of discovering the
importance of the motor mechanics,
Ihad an illuminating discussion with
Arthur Khoubesserian, technical visionary
of Pink Triangle. He succeeded in filling
pages of my notebook with sketches of
the fundamental mechanical systems
that make up the standard three- spring
suspended sub- chassis record player — as
seen in the wild in the shape of many a
'70s and ' 80s deck. But it was the choice
and placement of motor that intrigued me
most. In the meantime, of course, Origin
Live has advanced the art of DC motors in
all manner of decks with incredible results.

of these pieces has on the

MOTORING ON

sound of your records — it

Now Arthur is back as the figurehead for
The Funk Firm, still inspiring new ideas in

humble as the motor power
supply should intrude so
pervasively on the deck's
sound quality.
But thinking about the
system from an engineering
point of view, the motor
and its feed really are the
prime mover of the sound,
providing the kinetic energy

DECEMBER 2006
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record players — and the
effect that changing any

still seems incredible to me
that changing something as

www.hifinews.co.uk

•

interest for me, since Idiscovered

experience and innovation. And passion.
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the radical change the fitting of

replaced aDual CS- 505. Ihad ' learnt'
the sound of most of my LP collection

Everyone, even aGilbert Briggs or a
Peter Walker or aTim de Paravicini, has
to start somewhere. (1.)

•

turntable design. It was at the recent Hi Fi
Show at the Renaissance Hotel that Isaw
and heard something that once again
brought back memories of the possibilities
of reinventing this particular wheel — how
best to belt- drive that platter.
In the Funk room was apair of Linn
Sondeks, one nearly Linn- standard, bar
the Funk AC power supply, the other a
substantially modified model boasting a

that spins the platter, and
thereafter inspiring the

three- pulley belt drive and with DC motor
mounted — horror! — on the sub- chassis.
In the ensuing demonstration, the

stylus to wiggle from side
to side as it digs its way

difference between decks was not subtle,
with the ' Vectored' DC- powered deck

through modulated record
groove. The less noise

making astock LP12 sound like my old
Dual in comparison. I've just taken delivery
of the upgrade kit for afuller evaluation.

LEFT: LP12 and (top right)
Funk's upgrade motor kit

Watch this space for apower supply
enthusiast's musings on the topic. CD
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www.musicalfidelity.com

Correspondents express their own
opinions, not those& Hi) Fi News.
reserve the right ta etik letters for
publication. Correspœdents using
email are asked to giie their full pme) ,)
address ( which won't_be published)

Send in your views on all things hi-fto: Letters, Hi Fi
News, Leon House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9
1HZ or send,your views to: hi-finews©ipcmedia.
corn — please name your e-mail ' Letters'

Letters seeking advice wc
Q&A pa_ but due to time
constraint, we regret we'se
unable to ; nswer questiors
on buying terns of hi-fi or
any othei hi.fi queries by
telephoneeost or via er, )

So you do neither yourselves nor the
industry any favours with the September
2006 edition. A casual browser with even
the faintest spark Df interest in the subject
would conclude tkat hi-fi is ahobby fit only
for the very rich or the hopelessly deluded
(I am of the latter category!)..
So what nuggets are on cffer to
tempt our newcomer in the September
issue? Clearaudio Statement (£ 55,000);
B&W 802D (£8000); Sonus Faber Amati
Anniversario Homage (£ 13.000); Group test
of cartridges (ranging £ 1200-£2500); Audio
Research CD7 (£8000). You cannot be
serious? Why is it that the word ' clubby'
springs to mind? Tb be fair, you than tackle
acouple of cheapies at (£2000-£3000!),

N £ 500

Your ' How to... Digit: se your vinyl
collection' (
HFN, August 2006)
concentrated only on producing
compressed music files (mp3)
and by defailt gives the
impression that other methods
available are esoteric.
There are alterna:ive and
superior methods ccsting no
extra. For an outlay of less than

REVIEWS OF MORE AFFORDABLE COMPONENTS PLEASE

neighbourhood lending library. One
supposes that the practice is tolerated
in the hope that r.ot too infrequently a
browser will be persuaded to purchase a
journal of more than passing interest. It is
only ashort stretch to postulate that maybe
quite afew readers of Hi Fi News can
be attracted in this way and who knows
could be interested enough to become
captivated by the hi-fi hobby.

PRO RESULTS FOR LESS T

he answered in print on o

BROWSERS OF A
DIFFERENT KIND
Newsagents are full of joirrial browsers
who presumably regard their local
branch of VVHSmith to be akin to the

LP to PC the
Hi-fi Way

maybe to appease your own conscience,
buit you take the point.
Let's be sensible about the usual guff
trotted out by editors about people loving
to read about iconic loss leaders. Do they
really? Ido not read reports about Ferraris,
Aston Mas-tins or Bentleys as there is not
the slightest chance I'll ever be able to
afford them. Iwon't read prospecti of
detached houses in Chelsea or Kensington
as there is not the slightest chance I'll ever
be able tc afford them either.
So, how is your average young
ne‘hsagent browser, strapped w.th a
mortgage they'll never pay back and
energy bills that make council tax
den-ands seem modest, supposed to think
that buying Hi Fi News and buying- in to as
ahobby are worthwhile things to do?
Please keep asense of balance. Woods
and trees leap to mind...
John Luke, Hampshire

HFP1 replies: We are all too aware that the
pursuit of great sound starts at much lower
prize tags - see the baby-sized Flying Mole
amplfer at under £500 on p64, and the more
traditional CE player and integrated amplifier
comoinations in this month's group test on p34.

£500 near-professional results
can be obtained that approach
the sound quality of the original
vinyl pressings. Iproduce my
own DVD-A discs containing over
four hours of 24-bit/48kHz stereo.
That's six LPs on one disc!
High quality audio! It's abuzz,
it's agas. You omitted it!
Don't get me wrong, Ialso
produce compressed music files
from the originally created highresolution files. Playback of AAC
(mp4) files on the iPod via the
car stereo is alsc most enjoyable
in the cossetted environs of the
car's cabin.
Your article could easily
have been more in-depth and
thoughtful. Why adjust gain in the
digital domain using computer
software when one already
has the superior alternative of
using the analog gain .
none's
amplifier? The pre- out terminals
in the article photo were crying
out to be used. Neither did
your article make men:ion of
dedicated out-board audiointerfaces. In fact hi-fi magazines
rarely mention them.
Readers are falling throught
the cracks between the
magazines covering hi-fi,
computers and professional
recording. Iarr. not aware
of any magazine describing
the digitising of vinyl in an
appropriate manner for the hi-fi
enthusiast interested in quality
results at areasonable cost.
Why not take up the cudgel?
Dr Leigh Hibbins
Inclooroopilly, Australia
AH replies: We ded:cated four
pages in the No‘ernber issue to
this very subject, allowing Keith
Howard to explore the suoject from
ahigh-fidelity viewpoint.
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¡TUNES AND THE HIGH-END
MUSIC ONLINE MEANS WE'LL NEED HI-FI MORE

Iwas interested to read the
article in October's issue
about people's attitude to
iPods and high- end audio
but disappointed that it didn't
go further. Mines is much
more important than the iPod
because it is afree computer
program that works with either
aMac or aPC and effectively
turns it into amusic server.
Users may choose to
load everything into an iPod
but far more high-end hi-fi
enthusiasts are archiving their
music collection in computers
and streaming it via an Apple
Airport Express to their hi-fi
system because not only does
it sound better than an iPod but
almost anything else available.
And it's only £89!
The Windows Media Centre
can also record in alossless
format; all enthusiasts need is a
good external DAC if they want
true high- end sound.
However, computer-based
home entertainment systems,
unlike hi-fi, are not static. Almost
daily anew piece of software
appears that makes everything
work better.
The Mines will sell you music
in lossless format and there are

hundreds of radio stations
available that are compressed
but sound surprisingly good
and provide access to more
music than most of us have
ever heard before. The more
we hear the more we'll buy and
the more we'll need hi-fi!
Ashley James and
Martin Grindrod, AVI
HFN replies: Opportunities
available through the considered
integration of real hi-fi systems
with network adaptors such as
Apple's AirPort Express are something we do plan to explore in the
future. But do note that Apple does
not sell music in lossless format
at present, only in data-reduced
128kb/s RAC format.

ARM TO ARM
CAN SOUND OF TONEARMS BE COMPARED?

I'd like to add few remarks to the merits of a 12in
tonearrn compared to a9in one, as discussed by
Ken Kessler in the May 2006 issue [' Decked to
Impress, p3O]. Ithink it abit of an exaggeration
to speak about ' gaining big improvements in
distortion' in the case of the longer tonearm.
While the figure of 27% improvement may sound
impressive, the absolute distortion values are 0.46%
against 0.58%, and the respective gain of 0.12% is
rather less impressive (the values were taken from
the graph accompanying the article for illustration).
What's more, these values appear at only three
points across the LP surface.
The 0.12% decrease (improvement) has to do
with second harmonic distortion which by most
audiophiles is held to be ' innocent'.
It is also widely recognized that compared with
electronic circuits, the distortion as caused by
mechanical transducers is more. This all makes
comparing the sound of the two tonearms in
listening rather difficult.
Jin Burdych, Prague, Czech Republic
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The Best just got Better

New L.III INTEGRATED amp *

STEREC amp *

24 bit

192kHz CD player

*****
Kandy MkIll integrated amplifier
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION
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Kandy MkIll CD
HI-FI CHOICE

,coo

WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

avvard 2004 Awards

Kandy CD player, Amplifier & Speakers

Kandy MkIll Integrated amplifier
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

Kandy Integrated amplifier
Five Stars

r 2003 Awards

Five Stags
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

Kandy Mkill integrated amplifier
WHAT HI- FIT SOUND AND VISION Winner 2002 Award,

Kandy MKIII integrated amplMer

Kandy Integrated amplifier
FIVI

Slav,

WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

Five Stars
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION October 2003

Kandy CD

WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

Five StirWHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

1,161

1100

Kandy CD

ILKANDY

larch 2000

003

Kandy MKIII integrated amplifier

Roksan Audio Limited
www.roksan.co.uk

WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION
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HENLEY DESIGNS

Tel: 01235 511 166

www henleydesigns.co.uk

LETTERS

ASTONISHED BY SPEAKER REVIEW
WHY THREE PAGES ON VIVID VI?

Sometimes you do test things
that seem abit... odd? It is hard
to please every reader, right, but
in your October issue you went
too far with the Vivid ' things'.
Isaw the VI and, seeing that it
was an Andrew Harrison review,
Iread on, only to discover what
Iwas expecting, that they were
not too good.
Surprise carne when Isaw the
price, because at first Idid not
see the zero after the ' 395', and
even then Iwas wondering what
the hell such athing was doing
being given athree-page review.
Well, with the confirmed price of
£3950, my surprise turned to
indignation.
Poor Andrew, I
guess there were
'other' reasons for
this review as he had
1to admit that ' better
performance can be
had for the money.'
By the way, in my
book this makes for
aone or two bars on
the 'value for money'
box, maybe even zero
if you consider Iwas
looking at them badly,
even when thinking of a

price atenth of the real one. Not
three for God's sake.
By the way, on the review
system information it says
Andrew has got the silver
version of the Music First Audio
pre-amp! Please publish a
review as soon as possible.
You usually do great work
and this is why HFN is my only
active subscription to audio
magazines after all these years.
If you have to accept (politics?
advertisements pressure?)
'bizarre' reviews, go on, but a
one-page with correct ratings is
the way to go, unless you want to
insult your readers' intelligence.
Josep Armen gol
Madrid, Spain
AH replies: '
Given the high
quality of the full-range Vivid KI
loudspeaker (which remains one
of my desert island choices) we
had to investigate the baby VI
when it appeared. But while it
did not measure up as well as
the flagship model we are still
obliged to report our findings
to an interested audience. And
regarding the Music First Audio
pre- amp with silver wiring, look
out for afull review in next issue!

TIME TO BELT UP?
FREEZING EQUIPMENT WORKS

Ihave just read Ms. Elliot's column on freezing amps.
Ihave frozen aKoda 80w integrated amp. Straight
out of the box it sounded almost unbearably bright.
After running in for approx 200 hours Iused extensive
Belt treatments, froze it for 12 hours in the freezer
(protected by clingwrap) then 12 hours on the bottom
shelf ofthe fridge, then 12 hours wrapped in towels
and blankets. The sound is now magical. It has greater
separation and soundstage depth and just the slightest
hint of brightness up top. The techniques work!
Michael Parm, Australia
Janine Elliot replies: DCT is always going to be
debatable subject, as the physical effects on hi-fi
components are quite literally below the surface. Of
course, some people are too embarrased to admit that
Belt's ideas do actually work for them. Imust confess
to be rather frightened at the idea of putting my Krell
amp next to my fishfingers, but maybe one day I'll get
up the guts to do it!
LEFT: Krell
KAV400xi

More Classical Music
USE SERIOUS MUSIC FOR SPEAKER ASSESSMENT

As alongstanding Hi FI News reader I've noticed atendency in recent
times for many of the magazine's equipment reviewers to refrain from
using what might be called ' serious' music for assessment purposes.
This is especially worrying in relation to loudspeakers, where I'd
suggest that the usefulness of any report is significantly impaired by the
failure to register how well amodel responds to the subtleties of
tone-colour, texture, dynamics and ambience found in classical music.
As aprecaution against exaggeration it seemed wise to investigate
the reviews offered in the October issue. They total 10, written by
seven contributors who between them detail atotal of 35 recordings
employed for listening purposes. However, 33 of these carry music I
wouldn't normally choose to hear, or in most cases dream of using for
test purposes without back up from some classical pieces. But only
two members of the team added any of the latter — works by Bach and
Britten. Yet welcome though these were, they played no part in the three
loudspeakers in the review group, which rather underlines my point.
It may be, of course, that the magazine's relaunch has adeliberate
dumbing down populist agenda, and we classics lovers are now
an embarrassment. This would explain the savage attenuation of
Christopher Breunig's reviews, and might even account for the
disappearance of John Crabbe's monthly column, which on occasion
dared to become alittle more serious.
Bob Rainech, London
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liquid sound, the Endorphin is already making big waves in
the industry.
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Hi -fi news
[Keith
Howard]
Keith Howard
has been writing
about hi-fi for
almost 30 years,
and edited HiFi
Answers for nine
years. He's a
tech wizard

Revamp for aRega system, an unidentified amp or two, a
query over recording radio, plus questions over power amp
and speaker matching. Our hi-fi experts are here to help

[Steve
Harris]

INEED NAD INFO
Ihave been looking on the web

Steve Harris is the
Consultant Editor
of HFN and edited
the title between
1986 and 2005. He
has forgotten more
about hi-fi than
most remember

[Paul
Miller]
Paul Miller is the
inventor of HiFi
News' lab test
equipment - the
QC Suite - and is
HFN's Technical
Director. He's an
authority on AV

[Andrew
Harrison]
Andrew Harrison
joined HFN eight
years ago and has
been Deputy
Editor since 2002.
His expertise
encompasses vinyl
to computer audio

for something about my first

ASK
Send your

design. It had amuch simplified
and lower- noise high level pre-amp/
tone control section, pre out with

from what you would identify as a

IPC Media, Leon

super- low distortion into 600 ohms
and apower amp with regulated
supplies up to the driver stage, very

NAD product, with its wood box,
matt aluminium face plate and two

House, 233 High
Street, Croydon
CR9 1HZ or

while using robust, slow, inexpensive
3055/2955 output devices, and

amplifier. It was an NAD model
3030 and it was (is) very different

large VU meters (McIntosh style)
on the front. Iam curious about
the eventual pedigree of the beast
and Iwould be very grateful if you
could give me some information.
Antonio Bacelar, by e-mail

questions to:
Q&A, Hi Fi News,

e-mail to:
hi-f
inews@
ipcmedia.com and
mark your e-mail
•
Q&A'

low distortion to 20kHz and 4 ohms

even higher dynamic headroom.
'That design was subsequently
used in the many variants of the
3020 (A, B, e, i) which followed.
The next major design family was
the C320 which is the basis of the
current M3.'

Keith Howard replies: 'The 3030
was the first NAD product to shoot

DOES ARCAM PI POSSESS

the brand into the headlines in the
UK, preceding the iconic 3020. I

SUFFICIENT POKE?
Thanks for agreat magazine! I
read the test of the Arcam FMJ

remember it being ' discovered'
by David Prakel in areview in HiFi
Answers. But more than that Iwasn't

C31 pre-amp by Andrew Harrison

able to recall, so Iasked its designer
Bjorn Erik Edvardsen for more

in the August 2006 issue. It said
that as test equipment it was

details. 'The 3030 was the first amp

used together with two FMJ PI

introduced with NAD's relaunch in
1978 after an ill-fated first few years

monoblock amplifiers and B&W

of more or less off-the- shelf standard

this combination was agood one in

Japanese OEM product,' he told

your opinion. Have the PIs enough
power to handle the B&W 802D

802D as speakers. Iwondered if

me. 'The 3030 design had special

speaker in asatisfactory manner?
Lars Ulrich, by e-mail

emphasis on ahigh quality phono
pre-amp and apower amp with high
dynamic power and peak current
with no ' limiting- distortion' down to

Andrew Harrison replies: '
As a
question of power, the Arcam

below 2ohms. It was abit of arush
job as Ifirst got involved with this

FMJ P1 monoblocks are certainly
capable enough to work with the

restart of NAD, but decent enough
taking into account all recent work

8020, despite that speaker's slightly
onerous low impedance load. And in
fact the reference surround-sound
system used by Paul Miller uses B&W

at the time of Tom Holman, Matti

BELOW: Can

Otala and others.
'The RIM section was kept in

Arcam's P1

the 3020, launched in 1979, but

succesfully drive

800 Series loudspeakers all around,

the rest was acompletely new

B&W 802D?

all powered by P1 power amps. €

monoblock
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(new)
emotion
monitor

We are pleased to
announce the launch

emotion

of the Emotion Monitor.
Same up to the minute
driver technology,
same ultimate quality
internal components,
same beautifully crafted
cabinets in a more
compact format.
Expect something
special!!

without emotions - how can you enjoy music?
emotion / monitor - 3versions of each model - each model upgradable to the next version
6

The ART Emotion Silver Signature speakers

are the most natural sounding speakers I
have ever heard or owned. That's why Iuse
them. They work exceptionally well with both
tube and transistor amplifiers. /

9

Joe Silva Hong Kong
1

It's not easy to choose speakers. When a

brand- loyal HIFI enthusiast suggested Ibuy
the Art Emotion's above anything else, I
just
knew Iwas onto something special. Truly a
revelation!

1/

Peter Ruler, Kent
6

It's very hard to put into words what these

" The ART Emotions are simply lyrical, they

The best money Ihave ever spent on

deliver whatever's in the recording making

anything! /

atrue musical experience like no other

Gary Lees, Fife

speaker.
Steve Klein Nashua, New Hampshire
6

" Idon't know what to say about them as
they don't excel at anything, they excel

is one Canadian who truly enjoys the music

at everything. Never before have Iheard

you have brought to my living room.

these have shattered my beliefs in a way I

all, evenness from a wooden box. I'm
speechless. /
David Hardie Glasgow

These speakers opened another
dimension to my musical enjoyment and will

"Emotion". These ART's touch your soul in a

what these speakers make the music sound

way Ihaven't heard before.

1/

be a lasting component in my system.

Isuppose the name sums them up

didn't think possible. Trying to put into words
like, is nigh on impossible.

11

Larry Sawchuk, Toronto

transparency, speed, detail and above

can do. Lots of times you get guys like us
waxing lyrical about their latest purchase, but

You know how great your speakers are so I

will not bother commenting - other than - there

15

Nigel Ball, Leicester
Paul Bird, Paisley

tel/fax + 44 ( 0)1292 319 416

I contact@loudspeaker-art.com

1/

Bernd Kugow, Cheshire

I

www.loudspeaker-art.com

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

Jargon
Buster

how the materials are
arranged, two polarities
of device can be made:
NPN and PNP. The three

Keith Howard takes a
look at transistors and

semiconductor layers

their different types

-termed collector, base
and emitter - are each
attached to an electrode

To build atransistor,

to allow connection

silicon is first doped

to an external circuit.

with amounts of

Current flow through the

impurity that increase

device is controlled by

electrical conductivity.

the voltage across the

Two types of impurity

base-emitter junction.

are used - donors and

Construction diagrams

acceptors - which

and circuit symbols for

give rise to n-type and

the two forms of B.IT are

p-type materials. In

shown below left.

n-type materials the

[FETs]

majority carriers of

Planar 3 range plus Denon's DL- 103

FETs differ from BITs in

negatively charged

that current flow occurs

electrons, whereas in

within asingle slice of

p-type materials they

either n-type or p-type

are positive holes

semiconductor between

resulting from an

the drain and source,

electron deficiency.

and is controlled by the
electric field generated

athree-point mounting, and it

[Transistor types]

also possesses an arguably better

Transistors fall into

elliptical stylus profile, against the

two classes: bipolar

FETs are classified into

Denon's older conical tip.

junction transistors

two types according

(13.1Ts) and unipolar

to how the gate is

But to upgrade the deck is a
ABOVE: Roy Gandi and the Rega

electrical charge are

by the voltage on the
third electrode, the gate.

whole new question with a larger

field-effect transistors

isolated from the current

budget required. If you love the

(FETs), of which there

flowing in the channel.

Rega sound and aesthetic you could

are various types.131Ts

In ajunction FET (JFET)

consider its better P7 or P9 decks,

are constructed by

areverse- biased P- N

along with such designs as the

interfacing three layers

junction is used; in

REVAMP FOR REGA?

Pro-Ject RPM 9, Avid Diva, Linn

of alternating n-type

an insulated gate FET

Ienjoy listening to LPs using a

Sondek LP12, Michell Gyro or Orbe

and p-type materials

(IGFET) athin insulating

Rega P3 turntable with Rega Exact

and many many more.'

to create two P- N

layer is inserted between

junctions. According to

the electrode and the

moving-magnet cartridge and
am curious to know if it is worth

CHAMPING AT THE BITS

trying an affordable moving-coil

The article ' Sound on Vision'

cartridge like the Denon DL- 103 on

by Jim Lesurf in the March 2006

the P3 turntable. Ihave aMcIntosh

issue, which highlighted the better

MC275, Music First Passive

quality of Radio 3on DTTV than

pre-amp, Lamm LP2 phono, and

on DAB, led me to experiment

McIntosh LS340 speakers.

with recording Radio 3using

Bob Lee, by e-mail

my Panasonic DTTV tuner. Ican

channel. The most
N- channel

P- channel
13

JFET

disk. Ican listen to these via the

Planar 3 ( now ' P3') is certainly a

digital (optical) output to my MF

great turntable, a long-standing

CDPre pre- amp, and archive them

favourite for record replay at a

by dubbing on to aDVD in the

reasonable price. But in the context

Panasonic machine. It is then avery

of the rest of your system Ithink

simple matter to extract the audio

you shoulder consider aturntable

(as 16- bit, 48kHz LPCM) from

upgrade over achange of cartridge.

this DVD using Toast 7on a Mac

There's still a lot of truth to the idea

computer. Ican use the sample rate

of putting source component first in

conversion facility in this program

the system hierarchy!

to produce 44.1kHz LPCM and thus

Simply adding a Denon DL- 103
cartridge to the P3 might not give

create aCD of the recording.
Ihave two questions:

much step-up in performance,

(1) Any chance of the DTTV

as the Rega Exact is optimised to

broadcasters giving us higher

work on the Rega tonearm using

quality sound, by upping the audio

is the metal oxide silicon
FET ( MOSFET), in which
the insulating layer is
formed of silicon dioxide.
MOSFETs come in two

MOSFET
(depletIon)

forms - depletion and
enhancement - the

program recordings of R3 to hard
Andrew Hanson replie ,.
' Rega's

common form of IGFET

circuit symbols for which

MOSFET
(enhancement)

are shown left, along
with those for the JFET.

H

collector

NPN

PNP

c

c

ri-type

base

emitter

-tYpenpe
-type

collector

base

emitter

P-type

n-type

P-tyPb

E

4(

-E
-

E

IC

—f
E
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HITS ALL THE RIGHT NOTES
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THIS IS THE TUCANA
AUDIOPHILE STEREO
AMPLIFIER.
You CAN HEAR EVERY
DAMPED NOTE AND OPEN
CHORD CUTTING THROUGH
WITH THE UTMOST CLARITY,
YOU MIGHT EVEN HEAR THE
PIANIST'S FEET ON THE
PEDALS, IT DOESN'T GET ANY
BETTER THAN THIS...
You FEEL LIKE HE IS IN THE
ROOM WITH YOU
...PLAYING JUST FOR YOU.

ONLY THROUGH HEARING WILL
YOU TRULY BELIEVE.
To LOCATE YOUR NEAREST DEALER
CALL LEEMA ACOUSTICS ON
01938 811900
OR LOG ON TO
VVWW.LEEMA-ACOUSTICS.COM
e

Tucana

AUDIOPHILE
STEREO
AMPLIFIER

LEEMA ACOUSTICS

BEAUTIFULLY

ENGINEERED

SOUND

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

FLOW OF AUDIO INFORMATION FROM PROM SIMULCAST

[Russ AndrewsL

From mixing desk
48k samples/sec
16 bits/sample
Stereo LPCM
1536kb/sec

BBC Four DTTV

Radio 3 DTTV

Radio 3 DAB

48k samples/sec

48k samplessec

48k samples/sec

16 bits/sample

16 bits/sample

16 bits/sample

Stereo MPEG-2
256kb/sec

Stereo MPEG-2
192kb/sec

Stereo MPEG-2
160 or 192k0/sec

PAL TV

Radio 3 FM

32k samples/sec

32k samples,sec

14 ,10 bits/sample

14/10 bits/sample

N,CAM 728

NICAM 728

RUSS' TOP TIPS

bit rate from 192kb/s to something

has given no trouble after some

closer to the original source

30 years' constant use, used with

(1532kb/s quoted by Lesurf)?

aCanard turntable and Decca

(2) All of the above is hardly

Apollo speakers (with Kelly Ribbon

relevant to recording high quality

tweeters). How does its design

audio. Inow plan to record the

and performance compare with the

vinyl part of my music collection to

products of today?

24-bit/96kHz ( or possibly 192kHz)

7èrence Edgar Moody

LPCM via my Mac computer. Any

North Yorkshire

possibility of HFN covering the
basic elements of this conversion?
David Lovell, by e-mail

Steve Harris replies: ' It seems that
Metrosound just could not survive
as a manufacturer in the face of

Keith Howard replies: ' To the best of

Japanese competition and the

my knowledge there are no plans to

economic upheavals of the time.

up the bit- rate of radio broadcasts

By 1976 the Metrosound branded

via DTTV. Digital terrestrial radio

hi-fi products had disappeared,

and television are principally about

the " Manufacturing" had been

increasing the number of available

dropped from the name too, and

channels while reducing the radio

the company become Metrosound

frequency bandwidth requirement

Audio Products. By 1980 it

-their business is not ultimate

had moved out of its factory at

quality in either picture or sound.

Waltham Abbey, Herts, to premises

An article by me on the subject
of digitising LPs appeared in our

in London N7, still marketing its
Metrocare accessories, but in 1981,

November ' 06 issue. The principles

Metrosound metamorphosed into

can be carried over to the Mac.'

Cambrasound.

HOW GOOD IS MY

30W/ch Metrosound ST60 was

METROSOUND AMP?

dramatically underpriced at its 1974

It may well be true that the

I'm seeking information on an

price of £ 70 plus VAT, because it

amplifier that came onto the market

was an advanced and stylish product

in 1971 - the Metrosound ST60.

for its day with piano key switches

The Metrosound Manufacturing

and adeck of horizontal slider

Co. had a stand at the Harrogate

controls instead of knobs. Sliders

Show in 1974, and it was there a

were popular for awhile as they

director of the firm told me that

mimicked the faders of the latest

amistake had been made by the

professional mixing desks. But they

sales department that had resulted

could be unreliable, and it's atribute

in the amp being retailed at a

to Metrosound's quality if yours still

price that should have been almost

work properly after 30 years.

twice as much. Shortly afterwards

*%.

Russ Andrews pioneered research
into the effect of the mains on hi-fi
systems and now sells his award winning cables, filters and supports
through his company Russ Andrews
Accessories. Each month he gives
you his top hi-fi tips...

'There is no doubt that

Metrosound ceased to trade.

amplification has improved in every

Ipurchased an ST60 in 1972. It

department since the early 1970s,
and in terms of dynamics, signal-tonoise and detail a modern 100 watt
amplifier can wipe the floor with
even the better designs of that era.
However, with efficient speakers
generally and particularly with
the uniquely efficient and
clear- sounding Kelly ribbons,
your ST60's 30 watts may
seem quite adequate'. CD

CABLE DIRECTIONALITY
All cables - yes all cables - have signal
directionality. By that Imean that in one
direction the sound is slightly louder, has
lower distortion, is cleaner, smoother,
sweeter, has deeper bass, and overall
wider dynamic range. The amount of
directionality, or the difference between
one direction and another varies from
cable to cable. If acable is labelled for
directionality then you should connect it
up so that the arrow points in the same
direction that the signal is moving in, eg
from your CD player to your pre- amp.
Ilf an interconmect or speaker cable isn't
labelled as to its directionality it is very
easy to directionalise with alistening test.
Choose apiece of vocal music that has a
bright nasty edginess to the voice. Listen
to ashort passage ( 5to 10 seconds is all
you need), reverse the cable under test and
repeat the passage. You should be instantly
aware that in one direction the sound is
brighter, nastier, edgier, colder etc. It is
easier and less confusing to do one channel
at atime. Don't do too many repeats if you
aren't sure beczuse it becomes confusing;
try adifferent piece of music instead.
As you work through the directionality of
alt your cables you will find other changes
that only become apparent in stereo. The
soundstage wilf become more stable, phase
accuracy improves, three- dimensionality
becomes more pronounced and the whole
system will sound more relaxed and musical.
Yes, before you ask, all the bits of wire
inside the equipment are directional and it
would be wonderful to be able to get them
al ,right. Those of you who are good at hi-fi
DIY can easily tackle that task, but don't
worry if you can't. Every cable that you get
right is important and is apositive step
forward in the sound of your system. It is a
free upgrade and so worth the effort.
Bear in mind that some system upgrades
(for example, upgrading your
mains) can make cable
directionality more obvious,
so it may well be the
reason why you may have
noticed an increase in
edginess. The cause of
the edginess may not
be in the upgrade but
in the directionality
of the interconnects
and speaker cables;
the upgrade is simply
making the symptoms
obvious. Don't blame
the messenger for the
message!

Metrosound ST60
"...ob.
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HOW TO

Hi-fi news

BI-AMP YOUR SPEAKERS

Thinking of upgrading your amplifier? Before you retire your
current one, you should consider bi-amping with it instead.
Keith Howard offers astep-by-step guide to your options

B

efore we go any further, answer
one crucial question: Do your
loudspeakers have asplit crossover?

In other words, do they have

loudspeakers are three-ways with three sets
of input terminals, you can run either three

bi-amping. It's more expensive than bi-wiring,

and tweeter sections? If not then read

cables (tri wiring) or leave the jumpers in place

of course, since in addition to the doubled-

no further because bi-amping is not an

between two sets of the terminals and bi-wire

up cables you now need adoubled- up

available option to you. Whereas if they do,

instead. Whatever the arrangement, compared

complement of power amplifier stages, but

read on: the improvement in sound quality

to running the speakers conventionally — with

it usually repays the extra outlay with more

you're seeking may not require that you junk

asingle cable per speaker and the crossover

obvious sound quality improvements.

your current amplifier after all, but rather

terminals joined by jump leads or metal links —

supplement it with asecond.

the resulting sound quality is usually improved,

depends on the particular amplifiers and

with enhanced resolution, superior dynamics
and just more believability.

speakers, but typically you will hear amuch

Most of you reading this will know of
bi-wiring, and many of you will already
use it in your systems. In this arrangement
two speaker cables are run from each

Afew speaker manufacturers are less

Just as with bi-wiring, the exact outcome

better resolved and punchier sound. In
some cases the improvements really can be

output channel of the amplifier, one for

positive about the effects of bi-wiring, but in
that case they usually fit asingle set of input

too because rather than having to sell or trade-

each set of terminals on the appropriate

terminals and thereby prevent it being used.

in your existing amplifier to buy something

loudspeaker (from which the shorting links
have been removed, of course). Or if your

WHAT
YOU'LL
NEED

separate power amplifier for each section

has more than one
pair of terminals, as
with the B&W 802D
possible to bi-amp

offering asplit
crossover
•Power amp
•An integrated
amp with pre- outs
or AV amp with
unused power
output stages
•Spare set of
interconnect
cables
•Extra set of
speaker cables

I www.hifinews.co.uk

The next step along this path is to use a

BELOW: If aspeaker

pictured here, it's
•Speakers

96

of the crossover, hence bi-wiring becomes

separate input terminals for the bass- mid

DECEMBER 2006

dramatic. And bi-amping is very cost—effective

much more expensive, you keep it and add an
amplifier which is typically of comparable cost.

If you own an AV amplifier and don't currently use all the channels

BI-AMPING: TWO ALTERNATE METHODS

then, as described below, you may not even have to do that: instead
you can put the redundant channels to profitable work and enjoy the
benefits for free.
This article is primarily about the how rather than the why of
bi-amping. but let's take amoment to speculate on why it works. Isay
speculate because, so far as I'm aware, nobody has ever published solid
evidence to back up any theory. Not that this matters: if you hear an
improvement, that's evidence enough.
Two obvious explanations spring to mind for why bi-amping
should have the effect it does. First, you would expect the amplifiers
to generate less distortion than when used single-wired. Both amps
still receive afull- range signal and produce about the same signal
voltage on their output terminals, but they now deliver signal current
over anarrowed frequency range. This will reduce both harmonic
and, more importantly, intermodulation distortion, and the effect
is complemented by the fact

ypically you
that some of the remaining
J.distortion isn't reproduced by
will hear amuch the loudspeaker. For instance, if
the speaker's crossover is at 3kHz
better resolved then all the distortion above
this frequency generated by the
and punchier
amplifier driving the bass- mid
sound. In some section will be attenuated by
the crossover filtering. It cannot
cases the
reach the tweeter because the
tweeter is no longer connected
improvements
to it. This advantage will be most
obvious if one amplifier - usually
are dramatic'
it will be the bass- mid amp - is
inadvertently driven into clipping.
Keeping large bass- mid currents out of the tweeter amplifier's

ABOVE: In this conliguration, one power amplifier drives the
low frequency units in each speaker while asecond power
amp is used to drive the high-frequency units in each speaker

ground wiring is the second possible explanation. If speaker return
currents are not very carefully handled they can induce unwanted
voltages in the amplifier's ground and so compromise its performance.
Relieving the tweeter amplifier of these currents is therefore likely to
be good news. But whatever the truth of these suppositions, the sound
quality improvements available from bi-amping are real and valuable.

DOING IT
There are various ways to realise bi-amping, some of which are simpler
than others. The easiest of all requires amulti-channel AV amplifier
that allows you to assign each power output stage to aparticular
input channel, as many now do. By assigning two amplifiers to the
left channel and two to the right channel, and then connecting them
separately to the bass and treble input terminals of either loudspeaker,
you are up and running.
It is almost as easy if you own an integrated amplifier by Arcam.
Exposure or any other manufacturer that facilitates bi-amping as an
upgrade path. In this case the amplifier will include pre- amp output
sockets downstream of the volume control and input selector, which
allow you to connect an outboard power amplifier and feed it the same
signals as the power stage within the integrated. This involves the use
of interconnect cabling between the integrated and power amplifier, of
course, but otherwise is straightforward. The usual advice is to connect
the outputs of the integrated amplifier to the tweeter section of the
crossover and the outboard power amplifier to the bass- mid section,
which keeps the largest signal currents away from the pre- amp stages of
the integrated. But there's nothing to stop you experimenting with the
opposite arrangement if you have amind to.
Although there is also nothing to prevent you choosing apower
amplifier from adifferent manufacturer than the integrated amplifier,
almost certainly the voltage gains of the two power amp stages will

ABOVE: Here, each loudspeaker has been assigned aseparate

then be different. Provided the gain of the outboard power amplifier

power amplifier, each power amp dedicated to driving both

is greater, the resulting difference in speaker tonal balance can be .0

the low frequency and high-frequency units in the speaker
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corrected by inserting an appropriate attenuator ahead of the power
so,

amp's input - but few users will want to be bothered with this. If the

..ré

med.
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gain of the outboard power amplifier is lower then you are stymied
unless the integrated amplifier allows the pre and power sections to
be physically isolated, in which case you can put an attenuator in the
feed back to its power stages.
This can be messy and expensive, though, in additional
cabling alone. For most users the preferable solution will be to
buy the intended upgrade power amplifier from the integrated's
manufacturer, which should ensure that the gain issue is taken care

:too.

of. If you have any concerns about this then double-check with the
manufacturer before you buy the new power amplifier.

IDENTICAL AMPS

e
• *e.t
4
'

muumuu'
e

If you have separate pre and power amplifiers then the easiest course

(P

niumpur

ee

is to use two identical stereo or four identical mono power amplifiers,
which will again obviate any problem with gain differences. The only
difficulty you are likely to encounter in this case is if the pre- amp has

ABOVE: If you use an AV amp you may

only asingle pair of output sockets. There are various ways around

have spare power outputs you can use

this, the easiest of which is to buy apair of adaptors in which asingle

to bi amp; phono plug adaptor ( right)

phono plug feeds apair of phono sockets. (These can be bought

'Adventurous
audiophiles
may want to
use different
power amps for
bass and treble'

inexpensively online from www.

with bi-wiring. And you can also use different interconnect cables

nexxia.co.uk and elsewhere.) You

fo- the different frequency ranges in some of the setups. All this falls

can then run four cables in total,

into the Advanced category of bi-ampirg practice, which generally

two per channel, from the pre-

means there is little to guide you other than your own determined

amp to the power amps.

experimentation. Good luck with it.

If you are using two stereo
power amplifiers then the best

ADDITIONAL CABLING

results are usually achieved if

The only downsides to bi-amping, fwe set aside the extra cost and

one is used to feed the bass- mid

complication, are firstly that most of the setups require additional

section of both speakers and

cabling and connections in the system, which always have the

the other the tweeter section.

potertial to degrade sound quality.
If you have to insert an attenuazor to match amplifier gains, that's

But again you can experiment, if
you wish, with the alternative arrangement in which each amplifier

another potential cause of signal quality loss. But the benefits of

is devoted to one channel. Adventurous audiophiles may want to

bi-amping usJally more than make up for this.
Second, by connecting two power amplifiers in parallel to the

exploit the opportunity of using different power amplifiers for the
bass- mid and treble sections but the likelihood is that these will have

pre-amp output you reduce the load impedance seen by the pre-

different voltage gains, necessitating the addition of attenuators in

amp's output stage. For example, if both power amplifiers have an

the feed to the amplifiers that have the higher sensitivity.

input resistance of 20k ohms then paralleling them will load the

As already described, this adds expense and complication, and it
can sacrifice some of the potential sound quality improvement. If you

pre- amp ou:put with 10k ohms. In most cases this won't cause any
problems but it is possible that some valve pre- amps, in particular.

do go down this path, bear in mind that the bass- mid driver generally

may object to having to supply higher output current. If you have any

requires - and can handle - much more power than the tweeter. So

doubts on this score then check wi:h the manufacturer.
Ore final word of warning: do double-check all the speakei

the usual arrangement will be to have the more powerful amplifier(s)
driving the speakers' bass- mid sections and the less powerful
amplifier(s) driving their treble sections.

co -inections before you turn the amplifiers back on and start listening,
because it's easy to make amistake. Some blunders are benign but a

In all these arrangements there is the option of using different
speaker cables for the bass- mid and tweeter feeds, just as there is

short-circuit can prove expensive. A friend who has abi-amped system
recently moved house and after aday ol shifting possessions was
determined to relax with some mul.ic. He connected up his system

BELOW: Manufacturers like Arcam who offer bi-amping as an

tired and in ahurry - and blew apower amplifier because he'd wired

upgrade path include pre- amp outputs on the rear of integrateds

it wronaly. Ycat krow the moral of the story... CD
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We are witnessing a revolution in TV and movie picture quality,
thanks to both HDTV broadcasting and the imminent launch of
both Blu-ray and HD-DVD. Let the HD Guide take you on atour of
the technologies vvith revievvs of all the key HD Ready plasmas
and 1080p displays, backed- up by in-depth features.
Written and Edited by Paul Miller. Contributor, David Perry

T

elevision has come along way from the early clays

broadcast bandwidth were limited, so atechnique called

Abov

of flickering black- and white and where Muffin

'interlaced field scanning' ( see Interlaced vs Progressive) was

screenshots of

the Mule was the highlight of the schedules. Now,

developed to deliver apicture that was reasonably detailed

2006 World

thanks

and without too much flicker. In 1967, UK TV viewers were

Cup Football,

several hundred digital channels of colour programming

treated to the introduction of the PAL 625 line broadcast

broadcast at

and ' press the red button' interactivity. Yet, as we approach

system in glorious colour. And that is the standard that has

1080i and

nearly one hundred years of broadcast development, there's

been the basis for our TV and video systems ever since. with

captured on a

one more step in its evolution that is as momentous as the

only the addition of Teletext in the ' 70s and NICAM digital

720p display.

advent of colour TV — High Definition pictures.

audio in the ' 80s as evidence of any further development.

123

satellite and cable broadcasting, we have

Actual

Images courtesy
of ITV's HD

If the ' beautiful game is to live up to its name and
dramas, movies and documentaries are to be as sublimely

THE DIGITAL AGE

trial broadcast

immersive and compelling as intended, then High Definition

In 1998, advancements in data compression techniques

(lower, right-

TV ( HDTV) is the way forward. Although you'd De forgiven

achieved by the MPEG consortium ( Motion Picture Expert

hand inset) and

for assuming that HDTV was designed purely for the World

Group) a.lowed for the efficient delivery of TV and video in

asimultaneous

Cup football and Wimbledon tennis championships, in reality

the digital domain. This meant the broadcast space used

ITV 1SDTV

there are few programme genres that don't come alive

for just one analogue TV channel could now accommodate

broadcast

with the benefit of afive fold increase in resolution, aricher

several digital channels with potentially better picture

(upper, left-hand

colour range and an astonishing, almost three dimensional

quality. New features could also be entertained, inc.uding

inset)

depth of image. Whatever programming you enjoy,

widescreen formats, multi- channel surround sound and

experience it in HD and you'll never wish to sully your eyes

interactive capabilities delivered by the now- ubiquitous ' red

with standard definition TV ( SDTV) ever again.

button' icon.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF TELLY

satelJite ( Bsky8), cable (Telewest/NTL) and terrestrial

Black and white telly was first broadcast in the 1930s with

(Freeview) broadcasts, collectively offering around five

avertical resolution of just 405 lines. Both technology and

hundred channels of every genre. Although the digital

Standard definition digital television is available via

BROUGHT TO ""

HI-FI NEWS

HDTV: What you need to know
H DEFINITION

system dumped PAL colour encoding in favour of the
superior component format, the MPEG2 standard used

High definition broadcasting

for broadcasting (and DVD for that matter) still uses the

available via either cable (Telewest/NTL) or satellite

interlaced scheme for compatibility with the millions of CRT

(BskyB). Each service requires anew PVR ( personal video

TVs still in use. Unfortunately, it seems that every advance

recorder) and subscription package. Telewest's HD service

is IIONN

upon us and iendily

in TV broadcasting is at least partially compromised by

is delivered via its new TVDrive PVR (www.telewest.co.uk)

the need to ensure abackwards compatibility with legacy

and costs an extra £ 10 or £ 15 per month on top of aTV

hardware in consumer's homes. This is also true, although,

package subscription. Customers rent the hardware from

arguably to alesser extent, of the new HDTV system.

Telewest so initial costs are low. The TVDrive, designed and

HDTV — ONE FORMAT, TWO FLAVOURS

storage for around 80hrs of SD and 20hrs of HD recording.

built by Scientific Atlanta in the USA, features 160Gb of
High definition TV and video doesn't so much build upon
the SDTV system as define an entirely new format. And it's

Sky's HD service comes via its new Sky+ HD PVR (see
review, page 6). Otherwise, HDTV is not likely to be

certainly not simply SDTV with afew more picture elements

broadcast via Freeview until the analogue TV services

(pixels). HDTV delivers awhole new viewing experience

are switched off in 2012, although OfCom is currently

that's more in sympathy with the way our visual systems

debating the possibilities of an earlier region- by- region

(the eye and brain) perceive images, whether they be they

HDTV service roll-out.

still or full of action. In practice, HD is not one format but
two. (three, if we include the 1080p format outlined on
page 25), which are described as 720p ( 1280x720 pixels)

We've already described how interlaced scanning

and 1080i ( 1920x1080 pixels). Afew quick taps on a

was developed in the 1920s to deliver aTV picture

calculator would suggest that 720p is of less interest since

with sufficient lines and at asufficient scan rate to

its resolution is only about double that of SDTV's 720x576

offer moderate detail without too much flicker. Then,

format, while 1080i is afull five times greater.

as now, the picture is described in terms of frames,

As we explain below, it's the ' p' (for progressive) in 720p

each comprising two fields of afixed number of these

that makes all the difference. If our football match were

horizontal scanlines. For each video frame, one field

captured with a50Hz progressive scan camera, then the

encompasses all the odd- numbered lines while the other

motion portrayal would equal that of 1080i. but the spatial

carries the remaining even numbered lines.

resolution would remain constant regardless of the level of

With an old-style CRT TV, these odd line and even line

motion in the scene. With an interlaced camera, the level of

fields are scanned one after the other onto the back

perceived vertical resolution might vary between 540 and

of the phosphor- coated screen, relying on both our

1080 lines, depending on the type and degree of motion in

persistence of vision and the residual glow of the -0

ascene, but would typically max- out at around 750 lines.
The ' progressive' format is amajor improvement over

Start here

interlaced-only SDTV. It avoids the need to de- interlace
video content for compatibility with the, typically,

t_

progressive flat panel displays dominating the market today.

Fig.1 Original interlaced
scanning scheme used

However, when converted to progressive with ahigh quality
processor, 1080i material can look very good indeed,

for CRT TVs - note the

IWO

interleaving of odd ( blue)

particularly when factoring in the massive 1920 pixels of

and even ( red) scanlines.

horizontal resolution.

t_

How our HDTV is delivered remains the perogative of
the content suppliers if not the broadcasters themselves.
Nevertheless, with the increasing number of FullHD 1920x1080 displays arriving on the market, and
improvements in de- interlacing (see refresher course that

assamaAllIP-

follows), it is likely that 720p may soon disappear from the
HDTV landscape in favour of 1080i. We review the first

41i

1080p capable 50" plasma on page 26, along with its
high- end cousin, the first 1080p projector, on page 28.
Whatever way you care to look at it, while the step into
HDTV may not be as affordable as we'd like, it's adecision

A

that few, if any, enthusiasts will have cause to regret.

HD READY OR NOT?

HD

In order to guarantee your display is compatible with HDTV, whether from broadcasts,
next generation DVD formats or games consoles, then only buy aTV sporting the ' HD
Ready' logo. In January 2005, the EICTA ( aEuropean industry organization representing
consumer electronics sectors), announced the specification required before adisplay
could be labeled ' HD Ready'.
Native resolution of 720 physical lines with awide aspect ratio.
Analogue and digital High Definition component inputs, the latter through
High- bandwidth Digital Content Protection ( HDCP) compliant HDMI or DVI.
HD inputs must support: 1280x720 @ 50/60Hz progressive ( 720p) and 1920x1080 @
50/60Hz interlaced ( 1080i).

HI-FI NEWS

It's one of the best.
Best it belongs to you.
The EISA Award is ample proof that Loewe's high quality standards pay off: the Loewe
flat TV Individual 40 Selection and Individual Sound speaker system received the „ Best
Product" award in the Home Theatr , Design category. But don't take our word for it visit an authorised Loewe retailer fo , our personal demonstration. For further information
or to find you nearest retailer, visit www.loewe-uk.com or call the UK Freephone
Customer Helpline on 08000 27 64 65.
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Frame from a rotating test sequence

'Motion- adaptive

Weave using

'Weave'

film- mode for a

on an interlaced

progressive source

source

Bob 8. Weave

'Bob

z

combination

Fig 2tx Motion adaptive de-

Fig 2a: Field repeat (also known as 'Weave'). This method
can, in the absence of motion between fields, preserve

interlacing. This process more

the full video frame resolution. However, the presence of

accurately accounts for motion

even asmall degree of motion between fields can give

within the video sequence from

rise to annoying serrations along moving edges. Weave

field to field. A motion detector is

is used in 'film mode' processing which identifies the two

used to best combine both ' bob'

correct fields that make up the original progressive film

and ' weave' processes, typically on

frame for the best results.

apixei-by-pixel basis.

Fig 2c: Line averaging (also known as ' Bob').
Fig 3: Edgedependent de- interlacing. Awell-known

Essentially, gaps between lines in the current

version is Faroudja's DCDi ( Directional Correlation De

field are filled by an average of the lines above

interlacing) although many manufacturers have their

and below. The results are acceptable for

own implementations. It's amethod that helps reduce

some applications as motion doesn't present a

jaggedness in de- interlaced frames and preserve the

problem, but images are softened and flickering

sharpness of diagonal lines ( left hand image).

can occur with high contrast vertical transitions.

—1010111110

phosphor to mask the fact that only half the number of scanlines are
actually updated at any one time. This is called Interlacing ( Fig 1).

High definition television has been in development for around 40 years,
!so here's aquick run-through of key moments in its history.

An interlaced video camera captures images in the same way, one
field at atime. The camera captures motion at 50 frames per second

1964 - Japan's NHK Labs begins HDTV research.

(fps), and although each image is only ahalf resolution field, the loss

1970 - First public demonstration of HDTV in Japan.

of definition is mitigated by its smoother portrayal of motion. This is

1984 - Japan's MUSE analogue satellite HDTV transmission system

ideal for sports coverage. By contrast, programme content from a

developed.

progressive source, including movies, is still interlaced for broadcast,

1986 - The European Commission attempts to establish the MAC

but at 25fps any perceived motion is just half as smootn.

broadcast system for SDTV and HDTV ( HD- MAC) throughout Europe.

Progressive scanning means that the video frame is no longer

,1989 - Full scale MUSE Hi-vision 1125i HDTV service begins in Japan.

split into separately- scanned fields but is accommodated in asingte

1993 - FCC in the USA begins project to define an all-digital HDTV

pass with all its lines updated in order. So, the full resolution of each

service, while in Europe the HD- MAC system is abandoned through lack

frame is apparent with each and every scan. This is the ideal format

of interest.

for today's new display technologies, including plasma or PDP),

1995 - Japan's Hi-vision debuts or LaserDisc.

Liquid Crystal Display ( LCD), Digital Light Processing CDLP) and Liquid

1998 - USA begins HDTV 720p & 1080i digital service and JVC's D-VHS

Crystal on Silicon ( LCoS).

digital tape format is given HDTV record & playback capability.

Conversely, because these displays are inherently progressive

1999 - Japan follows global trend and begins transition to digital TV and

devices, they are not directly compatible with interlaced video

HDTV.

sources. Creating aprogressive image from an interfaced SD or

2004 - Euro1080 begins trial HDTV broadcasts throughout Europe in

HD source ( called ' de interlacing') is acomplex task. Done well.

digital 1080i, BskyB announces intention to start HDTV service in early

interlaced to- progressive ( I-to- P) conversion results in avery high

2006.

quality image, but done too simply ( read cheaply) and the results can

2005 - EICTA announces ' HD Ready' compliance specification for HDTV

be lamentable. Many variations on the l
to- Ptheme are employed,
but most are based upon afew well-known techniques, each with
their own compromises that are illustrated in Figs 2-3, above.

display products sold Europe-wide.
!2006 - March sees in the UK's first HDTV service via Telewest's TVDrive
PVR system while BskyB finally launches its HDTV satellite service and
!Sky+ HD PVR in May.
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Sky's the Limit
With afew liccoughs along the way, Sky's HD service is now live
and kicking. Paul Mi,ler takes the HD Box for along-term test

F

ootball holds about as much appeal as tne washing-up
in our household, so Iwas not too dismayed when our
Sky HD Box failed to make the deadline for the World
Cup. But once Sky's HD solution was installed, we

program broadcast simultaneously on adjacent SD and HD
channels. Why should this be? The answer is in the coding.
While video content destined for an SD channel is encoded
and broadcast using MPEG2 video compression, all content

were 'looked, for if the original Sky+ PVR changed the way we

carried on the i
ID channels benefits from its supenor MPEG4

watched TV forever, then the transition to its High Deinition

encoding, and this includes SD material used to pad-out the

(HD) service was no less of arevelation.

HD schedules. This is why many of the live sports events, even

Manufactured for Sky by Thompson, the HD Box is an

at SD resolution, still look more vibrant, detailed and witn less

evolved and altogether sleeker form of the PVR160 (
Al/Tech,

in the way of motion artefacts than the same material carried

Feb ' 05), retaining its twin tuners to allow one channel to be

on an adjacent SD channel. Compare the rugby, football, golf

watched, or left in live pause, while another is recorded. The

or cricket on Sky Sports One with the same content available

decoder section, however, now hand'es HD in addition to

on Sky Sports One HD and you'll get the idea.

Standard Definition ( SD) content with the bonus of alarger
300Gb hard drive available to both record and download a
variety of program content.

All Sky's video content is broadcast at 1080i, which

SEARCHING FOR HD

de- interlaced and scaled using the 12- year old MPEG2

There are currently some 12 HD services up- and- running,

standard codec, but HD benefits from P.264, AVC or

may be output natively over HDMI from the HD Box or

BROUGHT

includ ng atrial by the BBC which includes acontinuous

MPEG4 compression delivered at ahigher data rate.

HD demo for much of the day before reverting to ashort

These newer regimes offer far better performance

HD schedule in the evening. Even here, true HD content is

than MPEG2, even at equivalent data rates, so there's

in such short supply that, at the time of writing, the Beeb

acompound improvement in switching to HD. In

is obliged to repeat the same program at 9 and lOpm (see

practice, Sky broadcasts within astatistical multiplex,

Menu Screenshots). Currently, some schedules are padded

where data fates are determined solely by the

with SD material just to keep something on air for 24 hours.

demands of the content. In practice, an,/ service within

But there's still anoticeable difference between the same SD

the statistical multiplex can run between 2-20Mbps.
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Trekkies will be delighted to see the full Enterprise series
being repeated in genuine HD on Sky One HD, unlike Voyager

just as the topmost ' Fire Exit' sign sprang into life. It was the

MAKE THE HD

difference between watching and participating.

CONNECTION

HD Movies typically look better than they do from DVD and,

and .. The Next Generation which are broadcast in SD at
adifferent aspect ratio. Some special effects guys have

when delivered with aDolby Digital soundtrack, represent a

obviously spent alot of time creating very intricate displays

top-notch source for your home cinema. Don't stop with a

decorating the rather dim bridge of the Enterprise NX-01.

50" plasma - the HD feed from aSky Box will drive astate-

Now, courtesy of Sky One HD, their handiwork is revealed.

of-the-art projector like SIM2's C3X with native 720p digital

Frankly, anyone who tells you that HDTV is not worth

video. The results look spectacular, with deeply saturated

bothering with is either sorely in need of asight test or is not

colours, whites free from crushing and an exquisite level of

using an HD- Ready TV.

detailing that's second only to Full- HD 1080p material from
either Blu-ray or HD-DVD. So what are you waiting for?

LIGHTS OUT

Eft-

The difference between simulcast SD and HD programming

CH?

.
J

is often quite staggering. But you don't always need a

Your Sky HD box will cost £ 299, provided it's taken

simulcast to witness the difference, for when the BBC ran its

with a basic £ 10 Sky HD subscription, plus a one-off

Last Night of the Proms spectacular, only the feed from the

installation charge of £ 60 to get the whole thing

Albert Hall was in HD. The regional inserts were all carried as

up- and- running. After that, your monthly subscription

SD and, boy, was it obvious. With SD, fleshtones looked pasts

will depend on which Sky digital package you have

and lacking in variation just as reflected light would flare

chosen. For example, while the BBC's trial service

unceremoniously from the polished brass instruments.

is available alongside Sky One HD, Artsworld HD,
National Geographic HD and Discovery HD, the HD

The snap of focus and depth of colourful detail suddenly
revealed by the switch to BBC's HD feed made atremendous

Sports service will only appear if you've included Sky

impact on all who saw it. Shirts that would once have sent

Sports 1 & 2 in your package. Similarly, Sky Movies

moire- patterns alight on the screen were now depicted with

9 & 10 HD are tied to the package that includes Sky

their fine patterns intact. Even the faces of the audience

Movies 1and 2. For the most up-to-date information,

in the gods of the Hall now possessed discernable features

log onto http://sky.comihd twhat-does-it-cost.htm
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From the left you'll
see the two dish
(LNB) inputs for the
two tuners above
the telephone
socket, required for
interactive services.
There's aUHF loop through that allows
the selected channel
to be routed out
in SD to old-style
tellies, with the one
bonus of support for
Sky's remote IR eye.
Unlike the previous
Sky+ boxes, this HD
version offers both
component and RGBwired SCART outputs
alongside S-video,
but it's the HDMI
socket you'll use with
any HD- Ready TV.
The USB, ethernet
and SATA disc drive
connections are
plumbed- in but not
yet enabled. Futureproofing for ancillary
products not yet
hatched...

(3) ... only to discover your movie
selection is being broadcast in widescreen
with no Dolby Digital soundtrack and
certainly not in HD.

strir.k•n nocleor soh. Ciltector Jame. Cameron followed
'Arlene' with ChM IlaHlostle deep w., chiller....
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(1) The top menu page looks little different
from Sky's Plus box, until you hit the extra
red button marked " HD Channels"...
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'(4) Fortunately, the Discovery. National
Geographic and two Sky Movie channels
listed deliver all their content in HD...
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Amplified
Emotions.
DVD : DENON LINK
DOLBY D + PLIx C

AV Receiver:
AVR-4306
AVR-3806
AVR-2807

.
o
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Discover the magic of realism. Innovative audio and video performance
faithful to the original in every nuance. Cutting- edge HDMI connections ensure
the lossless transfer of even the highest 1080p HDTV resolution. Thanks to the
Repeater Function, which extracts sound with up to 8 channels directly from

th
Home Cinema Choice Awards 2006
Receiver of the Year - £ 1000 and over
AVR-4306

the HDMI signal, and sophisticated HDMI video conversion, cable connections
can be reduced to a minimum. The new Audyssey MultEQ XT multipoint
calibration guarantees an optimal alignment of loudspeakers and listening
room. Details available at authorised dealerships and under www.denon.com
•7- Channel NV receiver with Audyssey MultEQ XT multi- point calibration
•Programmable outputs with HC transistors for multi- room or bi-amping

WHAT HUM?
SOUND AND VISION

*

*

**

*

5Stars What HiFi July 2006
AVR-4306

•DDSC circuitry with DENON Link ( AVR-4306 and AVR-3806)
•AL24 Processing Plus for optimal sound quality
•1080p-compatible HDMI transfer with 2 or 3 inputs
•HDMI video conversion and HDMI audio with up to 8channels
•Network port ( AVR-4306) for audio streaming, web remote and Internet radio

Visit www.denon.co.uk or call 01234 741200.

DENON

PLASMA OR LCD?

I

t's no secret that the route to atruly cinematic and
immersive viewing experience can only be achieved
with abig screen and projection system. But that path
is not always practical, so it's the ubiquitous flatpanel

display, the 21st century's alternative to the clunky TVs
of yore, that has captured the imagination of those with
adesire for something slimmer, sexier and yet generously
proportioned. At the same time, the term plasma' has been
adopted as the catch-all description for aflatpanel TV when.
in fact, there are two quite distinct technologies powering
our hang- on-the-wall TVs. What follows is aquick excursion
into the territory of the Plasma Display Panel ( PDP) and
Liquid Crystal Display ( LCD), where all is far from equal.
coming round to achieving anything near the performance

Fig 1. Panasonic's

HIGH DEFINITION

of plasma. Only the very best LCDs can boast abroad colour

103" monster

A LCD's structure and manufacture allows for very high

gamut butthe breed is positioned to go further thanks to

panel suggests

resolutions even on pocket- sized displays. However, the

developments in high output, highly- saturated light sources

there's no limit

practical and economic limits for consumer TVs mean

such as LEDs.

to the size of a
plasma display.

HD Ready models start at 26" while Full- HD 1920x1080
panels begin from 37" upwards. Plasma panels, by contrast,

CONTRAST

No ordinary wall

have struggled to achieve 1080p resolution due to the

The contrast ratio, defined as the difference between the

could handle the

challenges of reducing the pixel size still further. However,

brigntest whites and deepest blacks displayable, is acritical

weight, however...

2006 has seen 1080p resolution introduced on PDPs of 50"

factor in aelivering anatural, richly coloured, dynamic and

while Hitachi plans a42" version for early in 2007.

shacp-loolririg image. Medium to high- end plasma displays are

COLOUR

good dynamic range.

mostly capable of rendering deep blacks, bright whites and a
Nevertheless, the maximum brightness achieved by aPDP

Plasma wins hands down here, with the potential to
reproduce arich range of hues and good saturation for a

depends on how much of the panel area is driven to fuli white

true-to-life rendition. On the other hand. LCD is only just

-a 100% white screen may offer afraction of the bright ness

PLASMA DISPLAY PANEL ( PDP) TV

CHNOLOGY
Conventional Ribbed-type Cell Structure

The basic concept and structure of aplasma

Frent Glass Substnne

display is straightforward enough, although
the complexities of controlling the device

Two possible PDP panel structures are

to make agreat picture is something else

illustrated here. The ' Deep Waffle'

altogether. Essentially, the panel comprises

structure, introduced by Pioneer, offers

amatrix of one or more million pixels ( or

more phosphor per pixel, and abrighter

veld

picture elements), each consisting of three

picture to boot, with better control over

sub- pixels, one each for the red, green and

the individual plasma ' plumes'.

Transparent Electrede

Ace's,. Protective Layer
Red Phosphor
Green Phosphor
, Slue Phosphor
Address Electrode

The pixels are coated with appropriately-

Deep Waffle Cell Structure

coloured phosphors and filled with amixture
AusSars Electrode

electrodes addresses each sub- pixel, heating
the gas into a plasma. The hot plasma emits
ultraviolet radiation which, in turn, excites

-orefF
transparent Electrode

brightness of each sub- pixel is achieved
by repeatedly pulsing the pixel on and off
during each video frame. The longer the

Rear Glass Seistrite

Front Glass Substrate

-----Black Stripe

Lelier 1
1
4 01

Rib

the phosphors into giving off visible light
of the required primary colour. Varying the

Audrey Electode

Rib -,

blue primary colours.

of inert Xenon and Neon gasses. A matrix of

Delectric Uwe.
Fvotectrve Layer I
taa01

Address Protective Leper
Red Molests
Green Pheaphce
BjI Phospior
Address Electrode
RearGlats Substrate

pixel is on, the brighter it will appear.
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> projection design

When 50"
just isn't big enough....

«projection

design

The new Action! model two is one of the hottest items on the home cinema horizon at the moment. Having received
numerous " Best Buy" and five star reviews in all the major consumer press lately, it is not difficult to understand
why. Building on experience and technologies from our multi- award winning Action! series, it's performance is hard
to let go unnoticed.

Small and unobtrusive in design, it's performance is not. Made to the highest grade of installation standards, with
TCP/IP and RS232 control, an HDMI compatible DVI input, optical lens shift and a selection of very high quality
lenses, the projector is available in a range of colours to fit any decor or interior, including pearl white, maranello
blue, and vanquish grey. Custom colours are available upon special request.

Of course, specifications are top notch, it is HD- Ready, and has all the bells and whistles one could ask for.

Find out for yourself what the press raves about at the
Hi -Fi News show 22nd - 24th September.

08000 751686 freephone
DLFe
TEXAS INSTRUMENT,

HD
=re

www.projectiondesign.com

uhp

DCDi
by FAMOULMA

HIGH

PERFORMANCE

PROJECTORS
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PLASMA OR LCD?
(and therefore contrast) of the same PDP with just 20% of its
area filled with white. Furthermore, PDPs deliver their best
contrast ratios when viewed in low ambient light conditions
due to the reflective layers of optical glass, employed for
filtering and structural strength.
Pioneer and LG have replaced the front glass with anew
film-type filter, reducing external and internal reflections,
panel weight, thickness and cost. Samsung has also
introduced anew ' ScreenBright' filter system that improves
contrast in high ambient light.
LCDs can also generate high and more consistent
contrast ratios, but light leakage through the panel means
rendering deep blacks remains achallenge. However, due
to their matt surface and thin glass structure. LCD TVs can
produce perceptually better contrast ratios in high ambient
light than PDPs, even if they perform worse in darker

SIZE: THE BIGGIER THE BETTER

Fig.2 Philips

conditions. A dimmable backlight that dynamically adjusts

Flatpanel technology and HDTV have afforded us the

ClearLCD

to image content is one solution appearing from several

opportunity to enlarge our viewing experience, limited only

'scanning-

LCD TV manufacturers.

by oepth ot pocket and strengtn of wall. LCD and plasma

dynamic

displays have been showcased at sizes up to loo - and

dimming

MOTION

103" respectively, with more manageable sizes availabfe

backlight'

Plasma has areputation for smooth, detailed and natural

up to 65" for LCD ( Sharp Aquos) and 80" for plasma

(top images)

motion portrayal and while this is true for the best of them,

(Samsung). However, Samsung and its manufacturing

improves both

lesser models may still suffer from jerky pans and an artifact

partner Sony, plan an 82" LCD TV early in 2007.

black levels and

known as false contouring. This lack of greyscale resolution

contrast.

is visible as smooth picture tones breaking up into broad

THE HD GUIDE'S VERDICT

bands of colour and brightness. LCD still struggles to kick its

With LCD and PDP converging to asimilar level of

reputation for blurred motion detail, a ' quality' caused by

performance for every:lay viewing, then there's no longer

the slow response times of some LCs and also the so-called

asweeping case for one display technology over the
other. Even the price- per- inn deferential, which previously

'hold' nature of the display.
The former has more or less been consigned to history as

favoured plasma, has been diminishing rapidly in recent

faster LC materials and over-drive schemes have reduced

months. HD Ready 32" LCD TVs now start at around £ 700

response times. The ' hold' problem is due to the screen

and the high- end of both technologies in the popular sizes

being lit all the time, so as the eye tracks motion the image

of 42" to 50" hover around asimilar price poirt.

may persist and blur on the retina. However, switching the
backlight off for part of each frame imparts an ' impulsive'

Then there's FuIf-HD 1920x1080 resolution — readHy
available from LU but for plasma the choices remain
limited and prices ugh. Nevertheless, if you are prepared

quality to the image.
2006 has witnessed many new LCD TVs designed to

to make even alimited effort to optimize your viewing

avoid this ' hold' type blurring, using techniques including

erniroriment, the broader colour gamut, wider contrast and

black frame insertion, blinking backlight, frame rate

punchier pictures avai:able from top-end HD Ready plasmas

doubling and ascanning backlight. The latter comes

still gives this technology the edge when time comes fo

courtesy of Philips' ClearLCD innovation ( Fig. 2).

oreak out the popcorn.

LIQUID CRYS

L. DISPLAY (LCD)

L'ZI-INOLOGY

A LCD consists of avery thin layer of liquid crystals
(LC) sandwiched between two thin sheets of

While aplasma panel generates the light output from each pixel directly, this

special glass. Each sheet of the glass is imprinted

illustration of abasic LCD structure shows asingle unpolarised white light source

with acomplex matrix of thin-film transistors

illuminating the entire back surface of the panel. The amount of light that gets

(TFTs) and electrodes that are used to control the

through is determined on aper- pixel basis by `twisting' the liquid crystals inbetween

orientation of the liquid crystal molecules sighted
at each sub- pixel cell. Furthermore, the front and

Unpolarized
I
White Light

rear faces of the glass sandwich are coated with
polarizing filters.
A backlight shines through the rear vertical
filter, only allowing light waves vibrating in
the vertical direction to pass. The front filter is

Polarizer
Glass Substrate

no Film

horizontal, however, so it's only by rotating the
vertical polarization of the light back towards the
horizontal that any will exit to the viewer.

--

Liquid Crystal
Orientation Film

It's the job of the liquid crystals to do just that.
By applying avoltage to each pixel cell, the LC
molecules will twist proportionally and so rotate
the polarization of the light to the same degree.
The more voltage, the more twist and so more

TFT
Orientation Film

—

iColour Filter

ITO Film
Glass Substrate
?olarizer

light ( abrighter image) reaches the viewer.
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stunning one- box home entertainment
solution for music and movie fans
who demand the best.

let me entertain you
World class sound with clarity of vision. This powerful new performer boosts the
home cinema experience up to a whole new level.
:An upgradeable high- end, integrated
audio pre- amp and 5 channel power amplifier -

DVD-A player, CD player, AV processor,
•

one neat package. Digital audio inputs for

integration with your games console, satellite receiver and mp3 player, plus optional FM/DAB radio module.
•erience full Dolby® Digital, DTS, Dolby® Pro Logic II and Neo:6 - surround sound from the comfort of your own
armchair. Brought to you by the people with a passion for sound. So you can enjoy movies like never before.

To find out more right now visit

•

I

e

and receive your FREE new Naim product guide.
iPod is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

world class sound... with vision

SOUND AND VISION
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GROUP TEST HD READY PLASMAs

Plasmas for a
Hi-Def World

FUJITSU
PbOXHAD8L

HITACHI
42PD9700

di\

LG

42PC1D

The HID Guide pitches seven of the very best HID
Ready plasmas into the lab and home theatre.
Television will never be the same again...
PANASONIC
d-42PX60C

H

D Ready TV's are just that: purpose designed to display the feed from tne likes
of Telewest's and Sky's HD services while
scaling- up the output from your DVD player

or integrated SDTV tuner. According to our tests, they'll
even handle an interlaced ( 1080i) output from the
forthcoming Full- HD Blu-ray and HD-DVD players. And
once you've watched HDTV on one of these flat-screen
wonders, you'll need to be dragged back to Standard

HOW WE DID THE TESTS:
Each anc every plasma was run-in' for aweek
or more before being calib-ated to achieve
as linear agreyscale and as close to a6500K
colour temperature as possible. If you own
one of the seven, you can plug-in the same
values from our Recommended Settings.
Viewing was undertaken via HDMI with scaled
72011(1080i digital video from DVD, Sky HD
and, finally, from the 1080i output of aUS sourced Toshioa HD-DVD player.

Definition viewing. Welcome to the future of telly.
PLASMAS AT

END OF THE

This CIE ( Commission Internationale
de L'Eclairage) chart illustrates the full
gamut of colours visible to the human
eye. The red, green and blue primaries cl
the PAL TV colour space are bounded by
ablack triangle. Our plasma group should
match or exceed this performance.
The black body radiation curve lies
within, showing colour temperature
in degrees Kelvin ( D65 represents the
standard 6500K colour temperature).
The plasma's white point is illustrated by
the large white dot. The further up to the
right of the curve, the warmer the image
(emphasising red) while the further down
to the left, the cooler and harder the
image (emphasising blue).

Hi Fi News Readers can download
more extensive QC Suite Test Reports
on each of these displays by logging
onto www.milleraudioresearch.

MIEr

OW: UNDERSTANDING THE CIE CHART
The colour space achieved by each cri the
plasmas is bounded by the white triangle
-the purer and more saturated the colour,
the bigger this ' triangle' becomes. If
greens are less saturated than reds or
Woes. for example, then the 'triangle'
becomes squashed.
The uniformity of the panel's
greyscale and gamma is also
measured by taking the white
point output and colour
temperature from OIRE (full black)
to 'FOOIRE ( peat white). The
panel's contrast is the ratio of its
'b -ightness' from black to white.
The lowest measured contrast is
obtained when driving the panel
over 100% of its surface. Higher
white outputs are achievable
the smaller the area of the panel
that's driven, leading to ahigher
measured contrast. We used 20%
windows and ANSI checkerboard
patterns for all our tests.

HI-FI NEWS
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50"

Plasma

Fujitsu
P5OXHA58E
£3795

www.fujitsu-general.co.uk tel: 020 8731 3450
Unlike previous Fujitsu plasmas,
the P5OXHA58E has no TV tuner
or separate media receiver, so all
its connections are moved to a
position under the screen itself.
The composite, Svideo, two
component, two HDMI and PC
connections are most accessible

if the panel is wall- mounted.

T

ake one of Fujitsu's older P5OXHA40 plasmas, spray

the heavy chassis with aglossy, piano- black lacquer
and, superficially at least, you'll have the makings

TECH
BRIEFING

believable, less ' cartoon like'. HD broadcast material looks
positively stunning, especially at 1080i where the power of
Fujitsu's AVM Il processing is most evident. The BBC's Last

of this latest P5OXHA58E. This new model also

Night of the Proms broadcasts looked pin-sharp, the light

utilises a50" Panasonic panel offering awide 1366x768

glinting off brassy instruments without false contours or

XGA resolution but with all video deinterlacing and scaling

flaring and skintones revealed with, in some instances, just a

integrated into the same package, rather than separated
into amedia receiver. Fujitsu feels this single-chassis
approach will benefit its custom- install business where
there's agreater emphasis on monitors rather than TVs with
built-in tuners. As aresult, this latest P50 must be driven
from aSky HD or Freeview box for TV viewing.
The on- screen menu encompasses the same contrast,
brightness, sharpness and picture modes we've seen with
earlier Fujitsu models but the ' Precision Setting' is now
extended. This includes colour focus (where secondaries are
adjusted with respect to the RGB primaries) and progressive
scan options for 24Hz frame recognition, ajaggies filter
and motion setting compensation. Of the different Picture
Mode options, select either Fine or Natural. The so-called
Conventional and Effective modes deliver aharder and
more contrasty image less suited to long-term viewing.
LIGHTS OUT
With the sharpness wound down to — 3, there's still ahint of
edge- enhancement between strongly contrasting images,
the edges of buildings against the brightly it sky in SpiderMan 2 for example. Nevertheless, in keeping with previous
Fujitsu panels using AVM II processing, there are no jaggies
or other motion- related de- interlacing artefacts to disturb
the very smooth appearance of the picture as awhole. ' fit
lacks the sharp clarity delivered by the Philips, for example
(which uses aFujitsu/Hitachi POP) then it is more subtle in
its resolution of both dark grey detail and bright highlights.
The blue moonlit shots from the ' Rescue Party' chapter of
King Kong certainly look less artificial, just as the complex
CGI involved in the stampeding dinosaurs is all the more

DID YOU KNOW?
• Fujitsu engineered the first colour plasma display
in 1989 followed by the first 42" colour display in
1996 and the first HD panel in 1999.
• Plasmavision is its registered trademark
• Fujitsu offers afull three-year warranty on all its
plasma products.

HI-FI NEWS

Although
Fuesu uses a
Panasonic panel.
it achieves
adIsti -ictive
pedoinance
thanks to
its AVfv1 II
processing. This
Advanced Video
Moienent
regime includes
aproprietary
de- nterlacer
arm scaler that
manipJlates
the incoming
video on a
pixel- by- pixel
basis, correcting
and smoothing
'steps' in detail
that m ght
otherwise
occur .Jith
objects moving
diaconally
acrcss the
screen.
Add tonal
mot oni
compensation
lcolts ahead
several frames
to ensure
panned images
remain crisp. If
you have got
the opt on,
then this P5O's
preferred
(digitalyvideo
input resolution
is 1030i.

little too much detail!

ON THE BENCH...
•
=1, 1
,tsu's lates - drive

-DED

SETTINGS

Signal Contrast

electronics have squeezed
an extra 12% brightness and
contrast from the panel, with
amaximum 60`L output
(Eftective Modey and 500:1
contrast ( Fine] Natural
modes). Engaging the
Ambient Sensor doubles
the output of the panel
from 4to 8fL ( re. 40IRE) n
amodestly lit room, pulling
up the red at the expense
of blue. Otherwise, our
Recommended Settings
deliver anatural 6700K colour
temperature with avery
smooth greyscale resolution
from 20IRE to 90iRE, showing
no crushing of white or
compression of black detail.

+3

Brightness
Sharpness
Picture Mode

—3

Precision setting

Colour temp

User

User Colour 'ow

Red

254

Green
Blue

245
202

Fine or Natural

THE HD GUIDE SAYS...
While the panel is sourced from
Panasonic, the marriage with Fujitsu's
own AVM II de- interlacing, scaling and
drive electronics makes for an entirely
unique and inherently natural picture
quality. Performance with HD sources is
first-rate. Neither cheap nor especially
back-friendly, the heavily engineered
P5OXHA58E is a HD Ready monitor for
discerning and typically high-end
installations.

GROUP TEST:

Hi tachi £190„„,
42PD9700
www.hitachidigitalmedia.com tel: 01628 585000
Hitachi includes three SCART sockets
(two configured for RGB), composite,
S-Video, two HDMI and aVGA
connection for your PC. Stereo audio
inputs and outputs are included plus
aline- level output provided to drive
an external, active subwoofer. The
SD card reader is located on the side
of the panel.

H

aving lost touch with UK audiophiles. Hitachi. like
Panasonic and NC, has retained acommercial

Master HD regime only really kicks in with the highest

interest in the TV market. This interest reacnes a

it offers an exquisite level of detail, with little or no motion

resolution HO-DVD material ( scaled down to 1080i). Here
artefacts and no de-interlacing errors to mar the clarity of

new height with the flagship 42PD9700 pfasma,

the sweeping v'stas and hugely complex battle scenes that

featuring the same 1080HD ALiS panel used by Philips in
its 42PF96310 ( see p19). In practice, this panel is in Cie
vanguard of Hitachi's Picture Master HD range, to include a
55" plasma and smaller LCD versions.
This 42" TV has abuilt-in array of some 10 speaker drive
units, offers both analogue and digital freeview tuners, a
USB input with SD card reader and convenience features
like PIP. There's even the option of amotorised swivel stand,
controlled by the IR handset. Furthermore, this all- in- one
TV solution includes awide array of picture and colour
management options. Of the three Pictire Mode settings,
'Cinema' offers by far the warmer- looking image, although
the ' Natural' and ' Dynamic' modes are likely to be preferred
for their added punch.
LIGHTS OUT

Without doubt, 1080i is the preferred video input scaling
for this Hitachi TV. SDTV and DVD, scaled to 1080i and
delivered via HDMI, are impressively free of de- interlacing
artefacts but tend to look alittle soft, alittle defocused and
lacking in crisp contrast. Of course, it's this very softness
that can hide amultitude of sins. The heavy film grain and
MPEG noise suffusing the early chapters of The Prisoner of
Azkaban is smoothed away without increasing either of
Hitachi's YNRICNR or LTI/CTI noise reduction settings. But
so too is the finest of detail, the texture of hair and subtle
gradations in fleshtones.
The picture is brought into sharper relief with 1080i
HDTV, although even the higher --'
20Mbps BBC test
transmissions look slightly washed out, with less punch
and saturation to blues and greens. Ironically, the Picture

DID YOU KNOW?
• One of Hitachi's last ` audiophile' products was the
HMA8500 power amplifier in the early 1980s
• In 1999, Hitachi joined in equal partnership with
Fujitsu as FHP Ltd to begin the manufacture of glass
PDP substrates
▪ The FHP partnership holds many key patents and

populate the latter chapters of The Last Samurai. Finally, the
Although this
1024x1080
panel looks to
offer the magic
1080 lines of
resolution, it's
not comparable
with atruly
progressive
1920x1080
plasma like the
Pioneer PDP5000EX ( see
p26). Instead.
Hitachi is using
an ALiS panel
(Alternate
Lighting of
Surfaces) which
only addresses
half its 1080
lines at any one
time. In many
respects this is
the equivalent
of interlaced
scanning,
separating
each video
frame into two,
consecutive
540 line fields.
By only driving
half the number
of lines at a
time, there's
asaving in
efficiency while
gaining much
of the extra
brightness of a
true 1080 line
panel. It's a
neat trick but
runs the risk of
suffering similar
artefacts to
conventional
interlaced
displays.

42PD9700 can be seen to deliver the goods.

ON THE BENCH..

RECOMMENDED SETTINGS
Picture Mode
Bnghtness

Natural
+2

Sharpness

+2

Colour Temp

Normal

Contrast Mode

Normal

Black Enhancement

Middle

Colour Temp adjust

On

Hitachi drives its panel harder
than Philips in its 42PF9631D
and can achieve nearly 50%
higher peak whites as a
result, delivering ablinding
63.7fL from 20% of the panel
surface. This is equivalent
to acontrast of 580:1
although very dark greys are
compromised by the presence
of red speckles. Neither is the
colour gamut quite as wide,
especially through green, as
Philips' implementation ( see
CIE chart, opposite). There's
also some drift in gamma and
greyscale uniformity with the
colour temperature increasing
by some 2300K from 30100IRE.

Amplitude

Gut Off

Red
Green
Blue

-10

Red

+2

Green
Blue

- 10

o

THE HD GUIDE SAYS...
Hitachi's horizontal line count matches
HDTV broadcast material and, indeed,
the 42PD9700 greatly benefits from this
upgrade over SDTV. Nevertheless, it's
the grey- looking blacks and limited
perceived contrast that's at the root of
its comfortable but often slightly
uninspiring image. Until, that is, you
feed the 42PD9700 some very high bit
rate 1080i material off HD-DVD.

even licenses its technology to manufacturers as
diverse as NEC, Pioneer and Panasonic

HI- Fl NEWS

131 1012r sound.vision.soul

Life's more intense in HD.
The new Pure Vision
HDTV series.

MIE,.--==110/1

HD

WEB

digitalM

Do eyes need safety belts? What's il like to dive into infinite black depths

Is brilliant clarity ok for the optic nerve?

oness dangerous? See for yourself. Encounter images of a different kind. With the new Pioneer Pure
Vision HDT'v's. And a 50- inch display that takes full High Definition to the limits - in 1080p. To ai- intensity never
experienced before.
Get

all the facts: www.pioneer.co.uk

GROUP TEST: HD READY PLASMAs

LG
42PC1 D £2"
www.lgelectronics.co.uk tel: 0870 873 5454
LG has included two RGB-wired, bidirectional SCARTs plus athird DTV SCART
output on its back panel. Additional
composite, S- video and component inputs
are joined by two HDMI sockets, TV in/out
connections and an optical digital audio
output. The latter is useful if you want to
beef- up the sound by passing the decoded
audio to an external AV receiver.

mom-

L

aunched off the back of LG's 50" and 60" PY2R
series, the 42PC1D is an exercise in shrinking the

TECH
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same HD Ready technology into asmaller package.

surround the 42" panel, but the real bonus comes in LG
following Pioneer's lead in discarding the front sheet of POP
glass. Weight is shed along with double- images and other,
typically off- axis, distortions caused by the traditional use of
aglass sandwich. A clear filter film replaces the glass used
on competing plasmas.
Tucked away in the setup menu is avery useful panel
protection regime ( ISM or Image Sticking Minimization)
that decreases the output of the screen should any image
be left paused for more than afew minutes. Even with this
facility, however, we still noticed aslight after- image until
the screen was ' white-wiped'. There are no picture modes
or RGB colour adjustments but access to the panel's service
menu is possible via RS232 commands in either DTV or PC
input modes.
LIGHTS OUT
Left to its own devices, the 1024x768 panel will force a
720p scale from the attached OVO player and certainly
looks at its best with aSky HD box set to this resolution.
The 42PC1D has alot going for it with ahighly distinctive
picture that, with abrief viewing, looks punchy and
impressive. Look closer, however, and it becomes apparent
that the very dark black/greys are masking detail in the
most shadowy areas of the picture, casting agloomy
perspective over already dark offerings like the BBC's Bleak
House, broadcast in HD.
Then there are the false contours, readily apparent
casting ahalo around the ' Sky' logo and surrounding the

DID YOU KNOW?
▪ LG launched the World's first hang- on-the- wall DIP
projector with an Ltype lens assembly. Its patented
ICND ( Integrated Cooling and Noise Design) keeps

Recommended Settings deliver greater detail from the
darkest areas of the scene than IC's defaults while the
reduced noise reduction helps the panel realise asharper

Indeed, with its slim profile, manageable 25kg bulk

;mage quality, impressively slick, crisp and free of annoying

and pivotable standmount, the 42PC1D TV looks for all
the world like amassive desktop monitor. Integral speakers

illuminated lure of the Angler fish in Finding Nemo, Our

motion artefacts. It's this clarity and strong rendition
Now in its
second generation,
the ' XD
Engine' is LG's
corn bination of
six proprietary
image
enhancement
technologies.
The panel
scaling
reg me (called
CrystalVue)
will accept aI

of colour that is the LG's strong point rather than the
perception of deep blacks.

ON THE BENCH...
This panel has the capacity
to sustain very bright peak
whites over restricted areas
of the picture ( up ta 6411_ in a
20% 100IRE white window),
contributing to ahigh Et00:1
contrast with its ' ContrastPro'
technology working flat out! The
greyscale is not as mear over the
bottom 0-30IRE as the top 30100IRE, however. Othe7wise, it's
important to drop the ciefault
CSM setting from ' Normal'
(which delivers ah'gh and rather
hard colour temp) to ' Warm'
which brings the colour balance

inp.tts up to
1080i(60Hz
although an'v
de-interlacirg is
still performed
usiag
Faroudja's DCD
technology.
Otner
components
of the XD
Engine include
adynamic
contrast
erhancement,
10- bit colour
processing.
film mode
detection (wit -)
2-2 and 3-2
pulldown) and
V staBright
that creates
the brightest
images poisibie
without osersaturation Ant
high brigh:nesr.
is certainly the
1-2PC1D's 'ode.

down closer to the 6500K
reference at 7000-7500K.

RECOMMENDED SEC> '( NGS
Picture

PSM

CSM
XD
Advanced

User 1

D

Contrast

80

Brightness
Colour
Sharpness

62

50
25

Warm
on
Cinema

On

Black Level

I_Dw

THE HD GUIDE SAYS...
The lack of afront glass filter makes this
panel physically very manageable while
helping it achieve avery high brightness
and contrast. On balance, it is better
suited to situations that are arguably
less favourable to its competition —
brighter rooms, rather than moviewatching in ablacked-out environment.
Good value, nonetheless.

the projector cool and quiet while extending the
lamplife to 6000 hours.

•

• LG was responsible for the first commercial 71" //
Full- HD ( 1080p) plasma, weighing in at 87kg.
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Panasonic £200
TH-42PX600
www.panasonic.co.uk tel: 08705 357357
Connections to this plasma are split
between the front and rear of the chassis. A
camcorder, for example, can be hooked into
either the composite or S-video connections
at the front while your principal hardware
will use the two HDMI, the component and
three SCART ( two wired for RGB) sockets at
the back. The UHF connection for both DVB
and analogue TV tuners is located above.

P

anasonic

may not have been quickest off the mark

with atrue HD Ready plasma, but this secondgeneration TH-42PX600 TV shows that it's now hit

TECH
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together with agrand sense of depth and

eto the long,

panoramic shots. It's all very impressive- looking if lacking

the ground running. This latest version of the Viera

alittie in richness and ' soul'. HDTV matenar looks alittle

series offers anative XGA ( 1024x768) resolution and is

more opulent, as evidenced by the warmer fleshtones and

compatible with all digital video sources up to 1080i/60Hz.

vibrant interior lighting achieved by the BBC in its recent

The built-in TV and DVB tuners are areal bonus and both
may be synchronised with other ' Q- Link' compatible VCR
and DVD recorders for either direct ( one button press) or
time- shift downloading. Panasonic has also added slots for
both SD and PC memory cards and will handle both JPEG
picture and full MPEG4 movie files.
A new speaker system is included, the sound squeezed
through two fine gauze slots that border the edge of the
panel. Otherwise, and compared to the extensive setup
menus provided by other displays in this group, this Viera
automates much of the decision- making. This leaves the
Picture Menu with basic Contrast, Brightness, Colour
and Sharpness modes, for example, but no sophisticated
control over the colour temperature. Even these controls
are not graduated on any sort of numeric scale, so our
Recommended Settings are necessarily slightly ' fuzzy'.
LIGHTS OUT
Fortunately, there's nothing too fuzzy about the Viera's
image quality, which looks crisp with DVD. HDTV and
Full- HD media scaled back to

1080i. Panasonic has also

resolved the video- mode judder that afflicted the previous
generation of Viera's. Left to its own devices, the TH42PX600 will request a720p scale from any digital video
source connected via HDMI. DVD typically looks very slick,
with smooth portrayal of motion, agreat sense of detail
and subtlety even if the image can look alittle too polished,
lacking some depth of colour.
The Skull Island scenes from King Kong look especially
sharp with agreat sense of texture realised in the rocks

DID YOU KNOW?
•Panasonic beat both Samsung and LG rivals earlier
this year by unveiling a 103" Full- HD plasma, awhole
1" larger than the competition!
As a prime mover behind the Blu-ray Full- HD video
disc format, Panasonic was the first to launch in th
UK with its DMP-BD10 player.

HI- Fl
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This PX6C C
range of
plasmas is
distinguished
by Panascriic's
launch of its
V- Real vide D
processing
regime. A.I
colour and
greyscale
processing
and, where
appropriate,
de- interlacing
is performed
at either 72»
or 1080i
resolutions.
This means that
HDTV inpu:s are
handled natively
while DVD oSDTV inputs
are scaled- Jp
by Panasonic's
integrated
Digital Re
Mastering
Processor.
Panasonic has
also enhanced
its ' Real Black
Drive' and ' Wew
Deep Black
Filter' system;
to give the
impression of
blacker blacxs.
The former
is especially
innovative,
reducing the
pre-discharga
of each pixeP
to just 10% df
normal ensues
that very darK
greys are not
compromised.

transmissions of the 2006 Proms. So the Viera can deliver
amore punchy image with more convincing, deeply
saturated colours when its automated colour management
feels the need.

ON THE BENCH...

RECOMMENDED SETTINGS
P:cture Menu

Viewing Mode
Contrast

Brightness
Colour
Sharpness
Coiour Balance

lire latest & we electronics
have made ahuge difference
to the perormance of
the Viera panel. While the
colour gamut is virtually
unchanceed, this 600 series
has nearly double the
brightness at 30fL full screen and 63.5fL partially
(20%) driven. With the
new black filter in tow, this
yields an exceptionally wide
contrast of 1250:1 - quite
the widest we've measured
for a42" plasma. Greyscale
uniformity 5 excellent and
colour temperature remains
consistent at 6900-7000K
over afu il 20-100IRE range.
C'nema
75%

60%
60%
30%
Warm

THE HD GUIDE SAYS...
Whatever you choose to view, there's an
unmistakably sophisticated look to this
Viera's images, avery 'technical' picture
quality free of the various noise and
motion artefacts that may afflict lesser
displays. it might lack the last vestige of
punchiness and vibrancy of colour unless
fed from an HDTV source, but this is a
HD Ready plasma, after all.

GROUP TEST: HD READY PLASMAs

Philips
421)P961D
www.philips.co.uk tel: 0870 900 9070
There are sockets all over this plasma.
This shot shows astrip of legacy
terminals ( alongside an Ambilight) for
composite and S-video, audio and USB
connections. On the rear panel you'll
discover two SCARTs, two HDMI inputs
and afive- way cluster of component/
RGBHV sockets. Alongside, there's aUHF
input to service its digital and analogue

Tv tuners.

A

mbilight technology might represent aquiet
revolution in our viewing comfort, but it does
nothing for the aesthetic grace of the TV itself.

TECH
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Nemo suffers from an obvious and quite noisy banding just

cumbersome as a50-incher, even though its 42" screen
42PD9700 ( see p15). This plasma is the first to feature
Ambilight 2, which adjusts the output of its left and right
lamps independently but in better sympathy with pictee
content across the screen. It's also the first of Philips'
plasmas to employ the powerful Pixel Plus 2 HD image
processing regime, which monitors the incoming MPEG
video bitrate to ensure SD signals are not over- compensated
as they're scaled- up to match the 1080 panel.
Philips has moved away from the mind- numbing menu
of its earlier TVs, even including a ' Settings Assistant' to
guide you step-by-step through the various sound, picture
and Ambilight options. These encompass arange of
widgets, including Custom Tint that influences the colour
temperature, Digital Natural Motion ( motion/line flicker
compensation) and MPEG artefact reduction. Additional
image processing is offered with avariable Colour
Enhancement, Dynamic Contrast, Active Control and Light
sensor modes.
LIGHTS OUT
Despite Philips' blurb declaring this panel's obvious
suitability for direct 1080i digital video inputs, its EDID
protocol seems to request a576p feed from any HDMIcompliant source. Just make sure you force your DVD
player/Sky HD Box output to 1080i. With or without
Ambilight, this panel has astrangely compelling quality,
one that lifts its images from the screen with atremendous
sense of solidity and depth, leaving both upscaled DVD and
true HD inputs looking spectacularly three-dimensional.

DID YOU KNOW?
• Philips brought us the Compact Cassette in 1963
and the Compact Disc ( along with Sony) in 1982.
lo It launched the first 36" widescreen 100Hz CRT
back in 1991.

processing is never less than impressive, its greyscale
processing is less so. The deep blue backdrop to Finding

Hence Philips' 42PF9631D looks as bulky and

is the same 1024x1080 ALiS panel used by Hitachi in ts

Images are tactile in their solidity and aimost completely
free of motion- blur, but while its colour and motion

AMBILIGHT
Philips' dynamic
lighting system
uses lamps
either side of
the screen
to project a
modulated
colour tone that
best reflects the
saturation and
brightness of
the on screen
image. Switched
off, the panel
surface is
obviously grey
in tone, but
with Ambilight
biasing your
iris, dark greys
appear darker
still and brighter
scenes seem
less taxing. For
Ambilight to
really, er, shine,
it's critical that
the panel be
used up against
arear wall and
clear of highly
patterned paper
or curtains.
Nevertheless,
the jury is still
out with half our
viewers finding
the corona of
diffuse light
distracting,
the other half
welcoming its
impact.

as the illuminated lee of the Angler fish is surrounded by
false contours. But faced with abroad mix of colour, like
the scenes from the dentist's fishtank, and the 42PF9631D
dazzles with its very slick, precise- looking images, full of
subtle, sharply- defined details that tickle the eye.

ON THE BENCH...

RECOMMENDED SETTINGS
Picture Contrast
Brightness

70

Colour

52
75

Tint

Custom

its testament to the
effectiveness of Philips' Ambilight
that the perceived contrast of
its images looks far greater than
the mere 400:1 achieved in
practice. At full black ( OIRE), this
Philips panel actually cutputs
over twice the brightness of
Parias Viera, for example, which
is evidently ' blacker'. Hitachi may
squeeze some 30% extra peak
brightness from the same panel,
but we found our Recommended
Settings still pushing the colour
temperature up to asimilar
— 7400k, in order to deliver
some extra punch to its images.
The colour gamut, however,
is ', lightly improved in Philips'
implementation.
RWP

127

GWP

127

BWP
RBL
GBL

90
7
8

THE HD GUIDE SAYS...

The Ambilight feature has limited
bearing on the exceptionally detailed
and lucid quality of its images but may
help to disguise the relatively weak
black level achievable by the panel.
Frankly, we've not seen any other
plasma that delivers images with such
solidity and three-dimensional depth. It's
like watching once-familiar movies for
the very first time.

or Philips' Pixel Plus image processing technology
was originally devised for interlaced- scanning CRTs,
rather than progressive panels.
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HD MediaBox is a high definition media player
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GROUP TEST: HD READY PLASMAs

Pi
PDP-507XOt
oneer

£3000

www.pioneenco.uk tel: 01753 789 789
Pioneer's trademark media receiver has
finally been abandoned in this 7thgeneration product, but its connectivity
(including analogue and digital TV
tuners), speaker and sub outputs are
shoe- horned into the plasma itself. All,
that is, except the memory card reader
which was proving tricky to support with
changes in third party hardware.

\A/

hile much of Pioneer's technology is groundbreaking stuff, this hasn't prevented the odd

TECH
BRIEFING

revealing the fine texture of uniforms and bold primaries of
the flags from The Last Samurai. provided Pioneer's various

dispute about its intellectual property. One

DNR, MPEG NR and BNR regimes were set to ' Low' if not

such disagreement was allegedly resolved

defeated altogether. So even if there's not the uncanny
depth to its images achieved by Philips' 42PF9631D,

by Pioneer acquiring NEC's plasma design and production

facilities about two years ago. The combination of the two
companies expertise is now being realised in ' hybrid' panels
like the 7th-generation PDP-507XDE featured here. Proven
technologies, including Pioneer's PureBlack crystal layer and
Deep Waffle grid panel matrix are combined with ahigher
resolution1366x768 panel structure in this ' 507XDE.
So, season by season. Pioneer's 50" plasma not only
witnesses gains in performance but also benefits from a
regular drop in price. The PDP-507XDE model will not only
handle 1080i, as before, but also 1080p ( HDMI/YPbPr) at
24Hz to accommodate future HD sources, not least the Bu ray format to which Pioneer is aco- signatory. Nevertheless,
some HDCP handshaking issues have been reported with
Sky's HD box ( see Pioneer's website for updates).
LIGHTS OUT
Our Recommended Settings deliver aslightly high 66006800K colour temperature between 30-80IRE. This is
sufficient to temper the unnatural blue tinge from The
Two Towers and indeed, the overt blue illLmination from
King Kong's night time island scene without robbing the
picture itself of any saturation or punch. The deep blues of
Finding Nemo look positively luxurious and the fish gleam
with colour. There's asatisfying glossiness about SD and HD
images that belies the fact that Pioneer has removed trie
protective, shiny glass layer from the front of the panel.
Pioneer's de- interlacing and re- scaling of HDTV 1080i
inputs is also first-rate, with no obvious artefacts in the
sweeping vista of pikes from aHD transmission of The
Kingdom of Heaven. Using a 1080i/60Hz feed from our
US-sourced HD-DVD player, the ' 507 had agood stab at

DID YOU KNOW?
• Pioneer was aprime mover behind the
resurrection of the Laserdisc, the first consumer
medium to carry Dolby Digital and DTS soundtracks.
Video was analogue, however.

DIRECT
COLOUR
FILTER
A couple of
seasons back,
Pioneer made a
radical revision
to the textbook
of plasma design
by removing the
front, protective
layer of glass
from its panels.
Not only has this
cut down on the
physical weight
and depth of its
50" panels but
it also eliminates
the internal
reflections
visible on almost
any other panel
when viewed
off-axis. A
thin film, the
'Direct Colour
Filter', improves
contrast and
colour purity
in brightly lit
rooms although
this surface is
more prone
to damage
than asheet
of toughened
glass...

there is asmoothness, aconsistency of detail, abroad and
deep palette of colorir and punchy contrast that's no less
compelling. As ever, Pioneer is on top of its game.

ON THE BENCH...

RECOMMENDED SETTINGS
PI:ture

AV Selection User
Contrast
Brightness

45
-2

Sharpness
Pro Adjust

Colour Detail

Wrffie the connast figuies
claimed by most plasma
manufacturer.; are impossible
to achieve under any sort of
realistic viewing conditions,
both Pioneer and Panasonic
are still way ahead of the
pack. For this season it's
the PDP-507XDE that noses
ahead with an awesome
1450:1 contrast assisted,
in no small measure, by the
blinding 71.3fL brightness
of its peak whites. The CIE
chart shows good saturation
of blues and reds but the
greens, as with its POP506 model, remain slightly
subdued.

o
Colour Temp
RHigh

Manual
+1

G High

+3

BHigh

-5

R Low
G Low

+1
+1

BLow

-2

THE HD GUIDE SAYS...
Pioneer understands the ingredients
required to manufacture atop- class
plasma and, every season, the recipe
just gets tastier. Last year's POP- 506 was
impressive, but the PDP-507XDE offers
more features and greater picture
refinement in asingle, integrated
chassis. Plus, it's even more affordable
than its predecessor.

• The first HDMI-equipped, HD Read/ plasma was /
launched by Pioneer.
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THE HD GUIDE

Samsung
PS50(271-ID
www.samsungelectronics.co.uk
tel: 01932 455000
like much of its competition. Samsung
offers additional composite, S-video and
audio inputs on the side of its chassis. The
primary inputs, including two SCARTS, one
component and stereo audio inputs are
augmented by just one HDMI socket on the
back. This is one less than usual, but at least
Samsung offers an optical digital output for
connection to an Av receiver.

p

ion eer may have set the trend

f
or pi ano bl ac k

bezels, but Samsung has worked with thi s mo dern

day fashion to craft avery affordable, lookalike'

TECH
BRIEFING

but very slightly cool picture. Fleshtones and highlights alike

TV. The PS50Q7HD even includes apair of speakers

simply look more realistic on this panel with ahigher 7000-

integrated into its chassis, which are vented to the left
and right of the silver strip that underscores the panel. It's
usefully slim, making it ideal for wall- mounting, although
the foot- like gloss- black standmount is an equally attractive
option. Samsung really has ticked all the boxes with the
PS50Q7HD, even including both analogue and digital
freeview tuners alongside its HDMI input.
Samsung is also to be applauded for the thoroughly
intuitive layout of its graphical setup menu, with unusual
entries including ' Blue Eye' and ' Screen Burn protection'
incorporating apixel shift mode, awhite screen ( refresh)
mode and ascreen pattern mode, all designed to care for
your investment. With your DVD player set to auto, the
panel will request a 1280x720p scale although, ir practice,
it delivers its crispest- looking picture with a 1920x1080i
input from aFull- HD source like Blu-ray or HD-DVD.
LIGHTS OUT
Out of the box, both Dynamic and Standard Picture Modes
have ablue-ish colour with ahigh contrast setting that
crushes subtle highlight detail in very bright and also dark
areas of the picture. Don't even attempt to look for the alien
standing on Mel Gibson's rooftop in Signs, because only
the chimney pot is visible at any distance from the screen.
Primaries, too, lack intensity, boldness and saturation.
Plugging in our Recommended Settings using the Custom
Picture mode brings down the colour temperature from
>10,000K to 7000-8000K.
But while this panel fails to achieve the maximum
brightness offered by its costlier 50" competition it does
paint its images with very clean, noise-free if slightly
subdued colours. The PS50Q7HD's slightly ' mild' depiction

DID YOU KNOW?
ur Samsung constantly vies with LG as the largest
producer of both plasma and LCD panels. Many of
these find their way into other brands of TV.
Samsung's 82" LCD TV has been usurped by the
100" LC/Philips panel, but it's still the first to use
high brightness Osram LEDs for the backlight..

HI-FI NEWS

sinfinitely preferable to aricher but overblown picture,
allowing more detail to be realised within asmooth- looking

SMOOTH
MOTION
DRIVER
As anovel
alternative to
100Hz (or in
some cases
75Hz) flickerfree image
reproduction,
Samsung
appears to
transcode our
standard 50Hz
PAL TV system
to afrequency
that's closer to
NTSC's 60Hz
by adding 10
extra frames
per second.
The object is
the same, to
improve the
perceived
smoothness
of motion on
the screen,
whether this is
contained in a
football match
or the scrolling
characters that
run underneath
news and
weather items,
for example.

8000K colour temperature, particularly with HD T
vmaterial
which is realised with greater lustre and impact than either
DVD or straight SDTV. In short, good news for anyone who
has just invested in Sky's HD box.

ON THE BENCH...
Samsung is offering alot of
plasma tor the money, but
it's not quite Panasonic/
Pioneer performance on the
cheap. The overall contrast
is limited to about 350:1
(20% driven) and just 110:1
(full black/white) thanks to
the grey:sh black and limited
30.9fL maximum white level.
Red saturation is impressive
but greens and yellows are
muted. Furthermore, the
greyscale is influenced by
colour tempe:ature which
ranges from 6950K at 20IRE
(dark grey) to 8350K at
90IRE ( near-fflite).

RECOMMENDED
Picture

Mode

Digital NR

sr
Custom

Contrast
Brightness

60
55

Sharpness
Colour
Colour Tone

25
60
Warm 1

Off

THE HD GUIDE SAYS...
Not the ideal choice for abrightly lit
room, but placed in some shadow, the
even-tempered picture quality and
generous feature- count adds- up to a
whole lot of plasma for very little outlay.
Recommended for big-screen
entertainment on aminimalist budget.

GROUP TEST: HD READY PLASMAs

The Plasma \Ierdict
0

looks over- processed with SD content.

ne fact rang true and clear
from this test of HD Reacy

obstacle to choosing between them is the

TVs: within reason, it's not the

latest plasma is going to be viewed under

with both the 50" Pioneer PDP-507XDE

manufacturer's choice of plasma

hard fluorescent lighting, almost every

and Fujitsu P5OXHA58EB are costlier but

The 42" Panasonic TH-42PX600 together

sales environment itself. Assuming that its

panel but the image processing software

manufacturer ships its product in ademo or

subjectively more sophisticated plasmas,

and drive electronics that really make all

dynamic picture mode.

the latter aimed more at the custom- install
market or the very well-heeled enthusiast.

This yields ahard, blue-ish and typically

the difference. So pst because Fujitsu uses
aPanasonic panel, don't expect the final

over- enhanced image with avery high

If money's no object then go for the Fujitsu,

prodixt to ' look' like aViera.

colour temperature — values of 10-12,000K

otherwise it's the Pioneer every time.

out-of-the- box are not uncommon. Try this

Similarly, you'd rever guess in amillion
years that both the Philips and Hitachi

at home and it'll be odds-on whether the

VINTAGE PIXEL PLUS

plasmas featured here aie based around the

panel or your eyes will burn out first. Our

However, the real surprise of the show was

same 1080HD ALiS panel. And then there's

Recommended Settings will bring each panel

Philips' 42PF9631D. Its first-generation

Pioneer's latest generation, now produced

down to around 6500-7000K and optimize

merg;ng of Pixel Plus image processing with

at higher resolution with input from NEC but

its contrast for viewing movies in amodestly-

aprogressive plasma was very disappointing

still looking every inch a Pioneer'.

lit domestic setting, not aretail warehouse.

(AVTech. Feb ' 04) but, acouple of seasons

number of PDP suppliers is evidently no

DECISIONS, DECISIONS

Ambilight with a 1080HD ALiS panel has

ba -rier to the range of picture performances

So which to choose? Well, the Hitachi

brougrt home the bacon. The TV is not

that can be achieved.

42PD9700, LO 42PC1D and Samsung

cheap nor especially manageable, but it has

PS50Q7HD all represent alot of plasma

the potential to deliver the kind of colourful,
detailed and tactile imagery that will have

on, and the blend of Pixel Plus 2 HD and

So, the fact that there are avery limited

VIEW WITH CAUTION

real-estate fcn the money, but while the

The adage concerning books and covers

Samsung really needs subdued ambient

erthusasts and competitors alike viewing

could very easity be applied to these HD

lighting, the LO will still deliver apunchy-

with envious eyes.

Ready plasmas, and not only for the reasons

looking picture on abright summer's day.

outlined above. Arguably, the biggest

The Hitachi is not so fussy about lighting but

Download additional data from
www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech

Model Name

Price

Size

Pixels

Tuners

Video

S

HDMI PC

Spkr

Dimensions

Weight

Fujitsu P5OXHA58E

£3795

50"

1366x768

None

1

1 0

2

2

1

Opt

121.6x72.6x10

45.0kg

Hitachi 421'09700

£1900

42"

1024x1080

A+D

1

1 3

1

2

1

Yes

113.4x64.8x9.8

37.3kg

LG 42PC1D

£1200

42"

1024x768

A+D

1

1 3

1

2

1

Yes

112.9x69.5x9.9

24.2kg

Panasonic TH-42PX600

£2000

42"

1024x768

A+D

1

1

3

1

2

1

Yes

107.7x68.9x9.5

32.5kg

Philips 42PF961D

£2300

42"

1024x1080

A+D

1

1

2

1

2

1

Yes

113.6x79.6x11

44.0kg

Pioneer PDP-507XDE

£3000

50"

1366x768

A+D

1

1 3

1

2

1

Opt

122.4x71.7x11

38.0kg

Samsung PS50Q7HD

£1599

50"

1366x768

A+D

1

1

1

1

1

Yes

122.7x80.2x9.6

36.9kg

SCART Comp

2

BROUGHT TO VOL
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360 ° Entertainment. Harman Kardon Digital Lounge.
Our latest system can do alot more than just win design awards. The Harman Kardon Digital Lounge empowers you with
the full bandwidth of digital enterlainment. Watch movies, listen to music and plug in all the fun tools - game consoles,
MP3 players, cameras, PC's - you desire. It's time to experience 360° Entertainment in legendary Harman Kardon surround
sound on one of our latest 32", 40" and 46" high- definition LCD flat- screen TV's. Get more information at one of our
dealers or by visiting www.harmankardon.com

H A Harman Internationar company. © 2006 Harman International Industries,
Incorporated. All rights reserved. Harman Kardon and Harman International are
trademarks of Harman International Industries, Incorporated, registered in the
United States and/or other countries.

harman kardon

1080P: WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

1080p: Fului FL
When ' standard' HDTV is just not enough, then it's time to fast
forward all the way up to 1080p. David Perry steps on the gas

F

ull- HD is an unofficial, yet ubiquitous moniker used to describe

'aliasing' distortions are combatted by pre-filtering the video's vertical

aHDTV with adisplay capability of 1920 pixels across by 1080

resolution, at the expense of image sharpness. This practice of sapping

pixels high, capable of ( but not limited to) 24, 25, 50 and 60

resolution is common for all SDTV as it is, to the same or lesser extent,

progressive frames per second. Just to refresh your memory,

with the 1080i HDTV format.

conventional HD Ready TVs must process the full- HD format as a 1080i
input, but are not required to have the native resolution to display

INTERLACED IN A PROGRESSIVE WORLD

it. In practice, the minimum specification is mandated as 720 pixels

With the exception of one CRT HDTV from Samsung, and atype of

vertical resolution with no specification for horizontal pixels, although

plasma display known as ALiS, all HD Ready display technologies are

1024 or more is fairly typical. So this raises the question, if we already

classed as progressive. They must all employ ade- interlacing and pixel

have a ' 1080' format what does 1080p bring to the party?

scaling processor to reformat any input to match the format of the
display. As discussed in our opening HDTV feature, de- interlacing is a

THE FORMAT

complex enough task for SDTV. Here the processor must assess motion

A 1080p system is able to process, transport and display the full- HD

on aper- pixel basis, identify diagonal features and ' guess' its origin

resolution in its original progressive format. By contrast, domestic

(video or filmstock) if it is to have achance of rendering ahigh quality

video systems, with the exception of the HD Ready 720p format, are

progressive frame. However, achieving the same level of performance

designed and optimized to serve interlaced displays. In practice, this

with HD 1080i requires ahuge increase in processing horsepower.

optimizing process involves pre-processing the video frames to ensure
they'll display correctly as interlaced fields. Even the progressive

DELIVERANCE?

frames from amovie source will be encoded intact, for reasons

This is where 1080p comes to the rescue. Although not included

of efficiency, but described in the DVD or DVB data stream as an

in the HD Ready requirements, it's part-and- parcel of both HD-DVD

interlaced sequence of progressive frames. This is why progressive scan

and Blu-ray, the two next-generation optical disc formats. For the

OVO players include ade- interlacing processor to put the frames back

first time, progressive sources such as movies will be optimized for
progressive displays. Known as 1080p24, ( possibly also 1080p25 for

together again.
Interlaced scanning certainly solved some major engineering

the UK), the format requires no vertical anti-aliasing, can be decoded

problems in TV's formative years, even if any details or horizontal

as progressive frames and delivered to a 1080p display pure and

edges of ahigh enough contrast and resolution would flicker quite

untainted. This format will allow viewers in 50Hz territories, such as
the UK, to experience movies and their soundtracks at the correct

alarmingly, producing iagged edges and swirling patterns. These

speed and pitch respectively. This assumes that
1080p24 is also the mastering format for
First things first. Just because your

Besides HD-DVD and Blu-ray, 1080p

HD-DVD and Blu-ray this side of the pond.
Although 1080p50 and 1080p60 are both

TV sports a ' 1080 progressive' badge

entertainment is also available via the

doesn't mean it's atrue 1080p device

internet and from Apple Computers'

standards specified for broadcaster acquisition.

— it might need a 720p or 1080i input

sites at www.apple.comitrailers and

post- production and archiving, the necessary

that's scaled to 1080p internally.

www.apple.comf quicktime f
guide f
hd.

infrastructure is not quite ready for more

Assuming your TV or projector will

Sony's PlayStation3 not only sports a

general use. 1080p50 for consumer systems
needs to be generated by de- interlacing

handle native 1080p digital video,

Blu-ray player but can also deliver the

then the most ready supply will come

1080p goods for gaming. At the time we

1080/50i and SDTV formats, potentially

courtesy of both Blu-ray and HD-DVD in

went to press, it still represents the only

suffering the same processing issues discussed

late 2006.

source of true 1080/50p/60p video.

earlier. Finally, a 1080p display also allows
for the video processing to be performed
elsewhere in the system. This is an advantage if
the processing in the display is below par and
provides an upgrade path otherwise lacking.
FINAL THOUGHTS
It's important to be aware that the 1080p

,
Panasonic's long-anticipated DMP-BD10
Blu-ray player: read the exclusive, full
technical review in next month's HiFi News
,
Available late this year, HD-DVD from Toshiba
and Blu-ray from Panasonic ( above)

consumer format we outline here is, in many
ways, inferior to the format used in professional
broadcast facilities, movie mastering and
Digital Cinema. Perhaps we should think of the
consumer version as 1080p lite. Either way,
from source to display, there's no doubt that if
you wish to have the ultimate in HDTV, you've
got to keep it all at 1080p.

BROUGHT TO '
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Trail Blazer
First to market with a50", Full- HD 1080p plasma — who else but
Pioneer? Paul Miller warms up his HD-DVD player in anticipation...

1080P PLASMA (£6000)
www.pioneer.co.uk
01753 789789

W

ith Full- HD sources from HD-DVD to Blu-ray
now upon us. the requirement fo r na ti ve

1080P TECHNICAL CHALLENGES
In essence, the PDP-5000EX's

1080p display devices to match is no lon ger

deep waffle grid structure enabling

plasma panel is constructed in the

atechnical curiosity but apractical necessity.

as much of each pixel's internal

same way as its latest G7 models,

Just as I
Ihas been developing its 1080 DLP chip to service

surface to be coatec with phosphor

including the PDP-507XDE ( see

projector manufacturers like SIM2 and ProjectionDesign

as possible. Furthermore, the

page 21). The key difference lies

(see page 28), all the major flatscreen TV producers have

output of each cell i!. reinforced

in the huge increase in pixels

been climbing over one another to launch the first Full-

by Pioneer's Crystal Emissive layer,

-from typically 1280x768 to

HD compatible plasma. Perhaps its no surprise that the

lying directly above like a series of

1920x1080 - accommodated

manufacturer who inaugurated the HD Ready plasma is also

microscopic lenses, channelling the

within the same 50" screensize.

the first out of the starting gate with a50" plasma offering

light from each pixel.

This means each pixel is reduced

a 1920x1080 resolution.
This is Pioneer's PDP-5000EX. £ 6000 buys you 50
inches of 1080p clarity with no analogue or digital tuner,
no speakers and no media receiver. This is aWorldwide

from 0.858x0.808mm to just

Pioneer's customa-y trick of
removing the PDP's front layer

0.576x0.576mm. And bearing in

of glass also cuts down on losses

mind that each pixel houses three

through internal reflection, but the

monitor, plain and simple, albeit ahighly attractive one

individual RGB cells, it's hardly

Direct Colour Filter aoplied to the

surprising that the smaller pixel

with Pioneer's trademark piano- black bezel now decorated

surface of the panel also takes its

and phosphor volume is unable to

with asmoked overlay. And, as if to illustrate that all the

toll on the brightest of whites that

sustain as intense a plasma plume.

technology has been plunged into the fabrication of the

can be realised ( see On the Bench).

This is why a Full- HD ( 1080p)

panel and drive electronics, Pioneer has re- used its ' Home

Nevertheless, the results speak for

plasma looks less bright than an

Menu' setup regime from its last generation of HD Ready

themselves and the PDP-5000EX

'equivalent' HD Ready plasma of

plasmas. So the menu looks very familiar, albeit smaller on-

delivers pictures that are at least as

lower 720p resolution.

screen thanks to the increased pixel density of this panel.

BROUGHT TO YOU B' HI-FI NEWS

Pioneer has the benefit of its

bright as conventional 50" panels
from two or three generations ago.

PIONEER PDP-5000
LIGHTS OUT
Sure enough, provided you don't view the PDP-5000EX in
asunlit room and provided you're sitting closer than you
might ordinarily choose to, this panel has the capacity
to stun your eyeballs into next week. But reaching this
potential depends not only on your choice of source
material, but also the scale at which the digital video is
delivered over HDMI. For example, there are some residual
scaling issues with native 576p digital video, which suffers
some

-

10% vertical stretch, almost as if it's being treated as

480p instead.
Other scales from 720p through to 1080p are
reproduced correctly although adirect 1080p feed
results in arather less dynamic- looking picture with dullet
highlights than 1080i, which is the preferred input format
of the PDP-5000EX panel. This is not as ironic as it seems,
after all there's every reason to expect Pioneer's own
1080i ip de- interlacing to offer asuperior result on its own
panel. Generic 1080p outputs fitted to the latest DVD
players are just that, regardless of how expensive the box.
As arule, with upscaled DVD or HDTV resolution
sources, the image is dark and contrasty-looking with a
bold de- lineation of dark grey scenes and avery definite
improvement in subtle detailing over conventional HD
HDMI
50"

1920x1080

None

2

1

Dimensions
1

No

128.2x75.1x9.8

39.8kg

SOCKETS
The connections
are equally
straightforward,
with HDCPcompliant DVI
Ready plasmas. The daylight scenes from King Kong look

and 2xHDMI

incredibly bold, full of saturated colour and etched details

inputs joined

that extend way back into the depths of the image.

by composite,

But it's with Full- HD images that this 1080p panel shows

S-video

its true mettle, delivering deep, noise-free pictures with

and RGBHV

waving grass, fine hairs and wispy clouds taking on anew

connections for

depth and tangibility, tempting us to reach into the screen

analogue video.

and feel these subtle textures.
Driven from an early Toshiba HD-DVD player, the PDP-

Each input is
associated with

5000EX made agood fist of representing the penetrating

amatching

resolution of detail, the clarity of black level information,

stereo audio

freedom from noise and wider colour gamut achievable

input but

from the new format. The variation in textures across the

there's no

grey volcano fields of Crematoria from The Chronicles of

optical digital

Riddick looked astonishing as we sat, up close, captivated

output to

by the depth and sheer realism of these 'fantasy' images.

carry the

After this, there was little temptation to return to aplain

decoded audio

vanilla, HD Ready plasma.

or Dolby/ DTS

THE HD GUIDE SAYS...

an AV receiver.

Provided you sit close to the screen, then the finer

Pioneer

1920x1080 pixel structure does allow even HDTV and

anticipates that

scaled DVD to be enjoyed with more attention to detail,

the PDP-5000EX

although it's lower brightness capabiIity might pose some

will be used at

restriction on its final location. And the price? Well. £ 6000

the end of an

was the cost of atop-flight 50" plasma offering aresolution

HDMI chain,

bitstream to

of just 1280x768 pixels some three seasons ago. Think

and with an

of it as the cost of compatibility. So, while astandard HD

HDMI-equipped

Ready plasma guarantees alevel of future- proofing, none

AV receiver/

are so ' ready' as Pioneer's PDP-5000EX with its ability to

processor as

accommodate the 1080p digital video of HD-DVD and

the hub.

ON THE BENCH
Measured under exactly the same conditions as Pioneer's
PDP-507XDE. this Full- HD version shows pretty much the same
colour gamut ( see CIE Chart) once tuned to a-6600K colour
temperatu-e. Nevertheless it only delivers about 65% of its
comrade's peak white level (46.6fL at 100IRE) with acommensurate
reduction Ie contrast to 950:1. This is still superior to most ' standard'
HD- Ready plasmas. I
should add, while the PDP-5000EX has the
benefit of 3threefold inuease in resolution.
RECOMMENDED SETTINGS FOR THE PDP-5000EX
Picture

Contrast

45

Brightness -3
Sharpness - 1
Pro Adjust

Colour Detail Colour Temp

Manual

RHigh

+3

GHigh

+1

BHigh
RLow

-3

GLow
BLow

-1

Blu-ray at its native resolution.
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Lights... Action!
With 1080 video becoming the enthusiasts' choice, there's a
need for displays to match. ProjectionDesign offers asingle chip, two- box solution. Paul Miller is dazzled

T

hose visitors who popped into our AV demonstration
during the HiFi News Show in September will

optics are supplied by Nitoh which, when combined with its

doubtless remember SIM2's HT3000 projector, which

than through video enhancement software.

provided us with astunning example of single-chip

adjustable iris, allows the contrast to be tuned optically rather
All this is packed into an appropriately bulky chassis, with

1080p technology. Nevertheless, it was ProjectionDesign

its connections, controls and asmall OSD left to decorate

(PD) that was Texas Instruments' closest partner in the

the rear panel. Now, while the various inputs and limited

development of this technology, so it's only fitting that its

setup menu structure are useful, PD is bundling its projector

top- of-the- range single- chip projector should represent the

with the Crystalio Il scaler, aper- pixel processor that handles

breed here.

any SDTV or HDTV content at any resolution or format and

Known to its friends as the ProjectionDesign Actionl model

converts it to a 1080p stream specifically for the projector. If

three 1080, this reference-class ' semi-domestic' projector

you opt for PD's standard option (with achoice of six lenses)

uses the same 0.95" 1080p DMD ( Digital Micromirror

at some £ 15,000, then this will include some £ 3500 for the

Device) as SIM2, but combines this with no fewer than two

Crystalio II processor.

250W UHP lamps, two seven- segment colour wheels and two
light formatters as part of its ' DuArch' light path. The huge

CRYSTALIO II VIDEO PROCESSOR
You can. of course, feed 1080p digital video directly to the
projector from aHD-DVD/Blu-ray player or scaled

<7

Acrievi

model three 10Stik

111C1111111`
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1080P PROJECTOR

DVD player, but the menu options are limited to basic colour,
brightness, contrast, gamma and iris adjustments. With the
Crystalio as ago-between for all other digital and analogue

control over the colour temperature and power of each

video sources the world is your oyster tharks to its vastly

lamp, providing access to PD's Real Colour management for

comprehensive Input, Image, Output and System menus.

white point adjustment and adjustment of the iris. This is a

The projector,

combination of amechanical iris within the lens (from F2.1

below, features a

The image menu deals with colour temperature, gamma
correction, noise reduction and offers the choice of both

to F6.5) and an Illuminatior tris' that reduces scattered light

DVI-D connector

Faroudja DCDi and Gennum VXP de- interlacing regimes.

falling on the back of the lens. Fully motorised focus, a 120%

which accepts

Personally, I'd plump for the Gennum, which is one of the few

lens shift, zoom, various gamma curves ( Film 1is closest to a

a direct ( HDCP-

to apply motion-adaptive processing while de- interlacing a

gamma of 2.2) and aclutch of video test patterns round- off

encrypted)

1080i input.

this nucleus of its facilities. If you get this far into the Crystalio

1080p digital

and your brain hasn't exploded, then you must rank as atruly

video feed or a

The Output menu allows the video level and colour space
to be adjusted along with resolutions from 480p to 1080p

hardcore AV enthusiast.

scaled 1080p
feed from the

(and everything inbetween) at various PALINTSC film and
video refresh rates. Should you set the output resolution

LIGHTS OUT

partnering

to anything other than 1080p, the projector defaults to

Just as Pioneer's 1080p plasma ( see page 26) allows you to sit

Crystalio

its test pattern mode until the correct 1080p scale is re-

closer to the screen without having the structure of the panel

processor. You

established from the front menu screen of the Crystalio. In

interfere with the smoothes3 and detail of the image, so too

may order the

practice, it's possible to select from amyriad different fixed

does ProjectionDesign's fabulous projector cast an image of

projector with

resolutions right up to 1900x1200. There's even one marked

perceptively finer detail and subtler resolution than its 720p

additional

'1024x1024 ALiS' for some Fujitsu/Hitachi panels.

cousins. Adjusting the iris to suit the ambient light conditions

composite,

and size of screen is crucial in reallsing the tremendous

S- Video and

contrast that may be delivered by the 1080p.

component

Then there's the system menu, offering independent

TI'S 1080P TECHNOLOGY

Working onto a 10' screen in my media room, we found an
iris position between 70-75% delivered the best combination

inputs, all
of which are

Like all previous DLP chips from Texas Instruments,

of bright whites - free from crushing or compression - and

configured using

this 1080p variant of the DC3 ( Dark Chip 3) uses a

very deep, richly detailed blacks. Ideally calibrated, it's

the illuminated

matrix of microscopic mirrors to either wholly or

possible to distinguish between 95 and 100IRE at the top and

strip of keys,

partially reflect the light associated with each pixel.

0to 5IRE in the deepest blacks. Furthermore, the greyscale

above. Options
are displayed

In this instance, more mirrors are crammed onto the

in-between

same wafer by reducing their size from 13.68um to

that seems to positively giow with acrisp intensity from the

just 10.8um, yielding smaller pixels, smaller vias ( the

screen. Returning to King Kong and the scenes that lead

but are limited

dot at the centre of the mirror) and a finer matrix

to the brontosaurus stampede are packed with delicious

compared to the

between them. This is tied to a new driver chip

highlights as the sunlight reflects off the rocks, undergrowth

flexibility offered

that combines Ti's DynamicColor and SharpPicture

and white(ish) shirts of the sailors, contrasting perfectly with

by the Crystalio.

is

smoothly reproduced, packed with detail

on its blue OSD,

processing at the front end with Dynamic Black II
and BrilliantColor II ( BC) as part of the DLP image
enhancement.
In addition, ProjectionDesign's Real Colour
Management software has been adapted to
account for BC's increasing saturation of RGB
primaries, leading to a wider colour space. BC II
offers enhanced processing, allowing the colour
wheels to be spun at a proportionally faster
rate than they would, say, in a 720p projector.
Any increase in the rpm of the colour wheels
also holds out the promise of a reduction in
the ' rainbow flashes' that are perceived by
some viewers during highly contrasting scenes.
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the craggy shadows of the cliffs above and muddy pools

the curtains and furniture in the opening restaurant scene,

of water. Then there's Kong himself, the black and grey

builds atangible presence that strongly reinforces the

hair of this monstrous old silverback rustling in the breeze,

on- screen action. It's not quite 3D entertainment, but the

suffused with acloud of dust and small flies that look like an

penetrating detail and tremendous feeling of depth and

indistinct haze on a50" plasma.

space helps deliver atruly remarkable sense of perspective.

So what about the dreaded rainbow flicker that befalls

With this kind of imagery, it's very easy to get swept along

all single-chippers, including ProjectionDesign's own, more
affordable models? Typically, the wider the contrast and

by the silliest of movies!
Even re- mastered classics like Blazing Saddles look as if

punchier the picture, the more obvious these momentary

they were filmed yesterday (the sound's another matter...),

stripes of red, blue and green become. With 60Hz material

as the shots of the town in daylight are revealed with an

for RGBHV

we saw nothing but smooth action but a50Hz PAL source

almost cleansing brilliance that exposes the dusty street,

or RGBS with

with alot of dark, fast moving content like Sin City or Alien

craggy woodwork and rough rendering as effectively as the

SD/ED/HDTV-

vs Predator caused occasional flashes of the rainbow colour

painted backdrops that hang behind. The filmmaker's craft

to be visible. So it's not over till we get athree-chipper and

of yesteryear might be revealed with ruthless efficiency by

lose those colour wheels altogether.

the technology of today, but the end result is still riveting.

resolution
analogue
video. Standard
composite and
S- video inputs
are also offered

The colour gamut is largely determined by PD's choice of
seven-segment colour wheel, but with both upscaled DVD

THE HD GUIDE SAYS...

and native 1080i material from our Toshiba HD-DVD player,

Fabulous though the ProjectionDesign Action! model three

there is adepth and saturation to primaries matched only

1080 appears to be. it's not as readily domesticated as the

by the better three- chip solutions, including my favoured

smaller, lighter, more affordable and ( inevitably) dimmer

four digital

SIM2 C3X. Noise is especially low and film grain, where

HT3000 from SIM2. On the other hand, if you have areally

audio inputs

it does exist, becomes part of the image rather than an

big room that accommodates screens in excess of 10 feet.

obscuring or annoying artefact.

then ProjectionDesign's implementation is Hobson's choice

alongside

and three
analogue audio
inputs. These
are routed
through to a

Epic movies like The Last Samurai burst into life thanks

for bright, Full- HD massive- screen home entertainment. Of

to the rich textures, colours and detailing of the various

course, all this will be gaslight the moment we have atrue,

costumes and the sheer atmosphere of the location

three- chip 1080p solution...

shooting. Even incidental detail, such as the opulence of

single set of
stereo, coaxial
and optical
digital outputs.
The two
HDMI outputs
support
resolutions
from 480p
through to
1920x1200 and
1080p/24Hz.

You'd think that with apair of 250W lamps at its disposal, the
Action! Model 3 1080p would be just about the brightest thing
on the block, but it's not. There are numerous losses with the
two colour wheels, spectral filtering and the optical iris all
included, with a final brightness of some 17.1fL achievable at
100IRE on a 10' white screen. This is more than bright enough
of course, and about 3x the level achieved by SIM2's more
affordable HT3000 1080p solution, but it's not a patch on what
would be delivered from a 3- chip 720p projector with the same
lamps.
Any prospective purchaser will have their Action! model
three 1080p installed and calibrated by a qualified dealer, so I'll
not offer any Recommended Settings on this occasion. We were,
however, able to tune our projector to a colour temperature
that was just afraction over the 6500K white point ( see large
white dot) with a full- screen OIRE/100IRE contrast of - 1200:1.
The figures for a through- lens, 1m on- axis measurement
amounted to 1.9fL ( full off) to 1834fL ( full on), or 965:1.
Reds are deeply saturated, blues slightly less so while
greens are pushed towards the yellow, but this will not skew
the subjective colour balance of the projector unless you have
calibrated eyeballs. Greyscale linearity is superb with a gamma
of 2.2 and a variation in colour temperature of < 100K over a
full 0-100IRE dynamic range. Then again, the Crystalio is so
incredibly versatile that it's possible to tweak the Action! model

, three 1080 till the proverbial cows come home.
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MJ ACOUSTICS
SUBLIMINAL S*1 R

Steve Hams tested the S1 R.sand below are some of the

comments made in his review.
"There have been other Jordan VTL-inspired transmission-lines
from Carolina Audio ( USA) and Konus (Bosnia) for example, but
even Jordan call MJ's the best version yet" and it's hard to
believe that any could be as nicely built as MJ's

WHAT
HOME

badges are a work of art
prisingly satisfying"

CINEMA

Even the

A fine speaker room-fnendly and sur-

The SIR made me listen with far less jaded ear to the Jennifer
Wames famous blue raincoat, and in fact Icould'nt take it off
"Joan of Arc. a dark song even by Leonard Cohen's standards,
came over with amazing power.

Words can't describe just how

electrifyingly metalic the slide guitar sounded on this track - just
as it should do, of course"
The verdict was aresounding thumbs up for MJ Acoustics and
the overall rating was 19/20
SPEC/FEATURES
SOUND QUALITY
BUILD QUALITY
VALUE FOR MONEY
OVERALL RATING

VHAT HI.

\101110\

When sub-woofers look and sound tLS
2002

19/20

FOR:
Realism,
transparency,
immediacy,
build quality
AGAINST' Na CrItkb,n1.
but you do need a
oecent amp

-el 00 me'

OU/11) MID VISI

est Buy

5 / 5
5 / 5
5 / 5
4 / 5

no alternative.

The Reference 100Mk11 Audiophile Subwoofer
adds full function remote control, memory presets,
choice of real wood finishes and aclutter free and

simple panel design with digital display to all
audio and AV systems. This Reference grade sub%WARDS
2005 woofer is ajaw-dropping adjunct to complement
=al the most discerning cinema and music system! It
E
iiiinema

INIEN

has a 120 watts MOSFET amplifier feeding an
ultra long-throw super-rigid 10" sub-bass driver of
exquisite design and finish, just like its peer the
REF 200 which was awarded PRODUCT of the
year 2005 by Home Cinema Choice.
Add to this the battleship construction, beautiful furniture grade finish, and attention to the
finest and smallest detail, which ensures the Reference 100MkII delivers adroit punch and solid slam
—without the dreaded overhang — down to agutwrenching 13Hz with an in-room -3db point at
19Hz. ii. 4
à •

1>

5years
Awards
History

100% UK Design
100% UK Manufactured
100% Hand Built
100% UK Dedication

i
• 1945 467779
F: 01945 467778
W: watu.mjacoustics.co.uk

MT-30
with PV1 subwoofer

WHAT HI FI?
SOUND AND VISION

AWARDS 2006
ATM SPENSER PINIASIS
OUT STU SPUXEllt POW«
£,,œ-f2œ0

SIM AM»

>P11111
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Seeing amovie is one thing. Feeling it,

The constant in each system is the

MT- 10

MT-20

getting swept away by it, is another. What

compact M-1 satellite speaker, designed

with AS1 subwoofer

with AS2 subwoofer

you hear and how you hear it makes all

from scratch to provide lifelike cinematic

the difference. When sound surrounds you,

sound, understated looks and instant

you're drawn deeper into the movie's highs

usability. From its handpicked crossover

and lows. B&W's stylish new Mini Theatre

componentry and tube- loaded tweeter

systems deliver movie sound with all the

to its high- strength, clamshell-style outer

power and the presence to move you,

casing, the M-1 is aunified, integrated

without forcing you to move the furniture.

system in itself, optimised to deliver a

Three configurations, each based around a

natural, more organic sound to the movies

different B&W subwoofer, offer alternatives

you love.

to suit every size of private cinema.
7.44 ( 0)1903 221500

www.bwspeakers.com

browse

Stockists of:
Analysis Plus
Audia
Audio Physic
Avid
Ayre
Bel Canto
Cairn
Chord
Creek
Graaf

listen

relax

sit back

choose
simple

Destination
> Devons audio specialists

Grand Prix Audio
IsoTek
Leerra Acoustics
Lexicon
Lyra
McInosh
Monitor Audio
Moon
Nordlost
Pathos
Prim are

1ect
Roksar
Stax
Tannoy Prestige
Teme Esoteric
Tniel
Totem Acoustics
laniscn Research
VDH
VPI Tuuntables
and many more.

Call 01884 243 584

Open mon - sat 9am - 5pm
Audio Destination, Suite 7a Market Wak, Tivertor, Devon EX16 6BL
info@audiocestination.co.uk I www.audiodestination.co.uk

Do you own hiil equipment worth over £1140011?
Do you have alarge record or CD collection?

PLATINUM
haute insurance solutions

Does your existing home insurance policy cover these?
We recognise that your possessions, especially your hi-fi and music collection deserve special attention and we offer aspecific
home insurance policy tailored to include cover for this. We understand that in exchange for your hard-earned cash, you
deserve and expect afairly priced product, world-class service and professional advice. All insurance requirements are unique
and require an individual and flexible approaci.
e-Z, No call-centres or call management You get direct contact with

the people you actually need to speak to.
e_% Requests for areturn call done without stress. If you ask for
scmething to be done — you only need to ask once.
e-ta , Proper reprEsentatron in the event of aclaim.
Househcld policies can be extended to include your cars.
From aMini to aFerrari — we can package it all together.
Please contac!: Lee Brindley, Birer.or

T. 01306 874400

F. 0130E 874401

E. lee@pialinum-ins.co.uk

PLATINUM
home insurance solutions

Platinum Insurance Solutions Limited, 251 - 213 High Strei t, Dorking, Surrey RH4 1RY Regulated and authorised by the Financial Service:, Authority. ( Firm ref. 308337).
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BUDGET £ 8000

Components from two brands that might appear
strange bedfellows, but put smooth- sounding
electronics with revealing speakers and you have
aset-up boasting rare insight, says Jason Kennedy

IT

I www.hifinews.co.uk IDECEMBER 2006

first seem alittle strange.
Both Marantz and

Mordaunt-Short are key brands on
the hi-fi scene but that apart it's
hard to see what the relationship
between luxury- build electronics
and ahi-tech loudspeaker like the
Performance 6 might be.
Unless of course you look behind
the scenes and realise that Marantz
distributes M- Sin the UK and that
both the electronics and speaker
represent virtually top-of-the- range
designs from both brands.

Marantz SA11S1£2000
Luxuriously built player from the top of Marantz's
fruitful SACO tree, with fully balanced outputs,
choke input power supply alongside switchable DC
filtering, noise shaping and digital filtering. As the
literature puts it, features extend to: 'A multitude of
sound enhancements that make this player amust
for every audiophile and true music lover'

With equally overkill build quality to the player but far
greater mass, this beast weighs 28kg when packed and
delivers the finest result that Marantz Japan can extract
from an integrated amplifier. It delivers 100 watts aside
from acopper- plated chassis equipped with balanced,
single- ended and phono inputs in both flavours

100

his combination of
components might at

The most surprising thing
about the business relationship
however is that the M-Sbrand
is owned by Audio Partnership,
the manufacturing arm of
Richer Sounds. Plots don't
come much thicker, well not
often in hi-fi at least.
None of which really has
any bearing on the sound of
the components nor whether
the two are likely to gel, yet on
paper it looks quite promising.
High- end Japanese
electronics tend to have an

D/A conversion rather than

bright side. Combing the two
therefore has the potential

asingle- chip solution, hence
the availability of three filter

to produce anicely balanced
sound and I'm glad to say that
this is what results in practice.

settings that can be selected
via the remote.
The DC filter option is

RARE BUILD

apparently for combating DC

The Marantz 11S1 components

that has been included on a
CD at the mastering stage,
something that only Marantz
offers to my knowledge.

are very classy pieces of kit
boasting build quality that is
rarely matched by components
from European or American
companies at the same price
points. Japan may no longer be

extremely clean and some

able to compete on price but it
leads the world when it comes

feel overly smooth sound
by European standards.

to production engineering.
The SA- 11S1 SACD player

Conversely, technology-

is derived from the legendary

envelope- busting resin cabinets
and metal drive units have a

SA- 1and incorporates many
of the innovations developed

pristine character but err on
the exposed, some might say

for that player, including
separated digital filtering and

The final variable on offer
is noise shaping which is
traditionally used like dither to
remove quantization error and
in this instance can be applied
according to taste.
Under the lid everything
is neatly packaged in copperplated boxes to stop RF
affecting the signal, while
on the similarly finished back
panel you'll find high quality

RCA phonos for single- ended
and coaxial digital outputs
alongside apair of XLRs and a
Toslink optical out.
I'd like to describe the
PM- 11S1 as abattleship build
amplifier but that implies a
less than Lexus-esque standard
of finish. Like the player it has
blue lighting that adds bling
but can be set to extinguish
while playing.
Alongside matching
balanced inputs it offers five
pairs of single- ended inputs
and afront panel switchable
m-c/rn-m phonostage. Novelties
on this particular island include
achoke input power supply,
linear volume control and
Marantz's preferred current
feedback output circuits which
have helped it gain -0

Mordaunt-Short
Performance 6 £3500
This radical floorstander eschews traditional
cabinet making techniques and instead uses a
polymer resin to create asculpted shape that
is good for both sound and aesthetics. Metal
coned midrange and bass drivers combine
with atreble dome whose distinctive take on
venting hints at jet-propelled highs

FYI
Marantz UK Ltd,
Pad bury Oaks
Kingsbridge
House,
575-583 Bath
Road, West
Drayton,
Middlesex,
UB7 0E1-1, UK
TeL: + 44 ( 0)1753
680868
WEB: www.
marantz.com
www.mordaunt
short.com
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the enviable reputation it has at the
sharper end of the market.
Two pairs of speaker outputs
sit beside pre- amp outputs and
abridge mode selector should
you feel the urge to combine two
PM-11S1s; there's even adiagram
for using three of the things to
run a5.1 system, but not with this
particular player, which is dedicated

amould to produce ahugely rigid

BELOW: Marantz

distortion that is the wooden box.

cabinet into which are secured a

electronics

The other advantage is in terms
of imaging which is quite literally

pair of 61/2in CPC woofers, a4in

offer balanced
and single-

midrange and amore traditional
dome tweeter. The back of the
tweeter resembles avariation on

out of the box; the soundstages

ended ins and

produced are high, wide and deep
and seemingly unrelated to the
cabinets themselves.

outs; speaker
is athree-way

the pipe that B&W developed for its
Nautilus treble unit but is perforated

design, the silver

to allow the driver to ' breathe' as

Combining the M-Sspeakers with

'spike' on the
rear being part
of the tweeter

the Marantz electronics makes for

venting section

to two channels.

the spiel puts it. It certainly gives it a
rocket science look.
The Performance 6 has

RESIN TO BE CHEERFUL

three-way binding posts to suit its

In the good ' ole, bad ' ole, good
'ole days when Mordaunt-Short was

'detailed' side is extremely involving
from amusical perspective.

configuration but as no-one has
tri wire cable to hand M-Ssupplies

based in Hampshire and UK- branded

speaker cable to bridge two of the

the fast, clean sound of the source

speakers were made in the UK, M- S
took the radical step of building a

bullet- shaped terminal pairs.
This is avery impressive speaker

polymer concrete speaker enclosure.

in action, its lack of the usual

It weighed aton but delivered
impressive results. The Perfomance

cabinet colorations is noticeable

event for you to revel in.
In this system's hands Bob

pretty well from the off but becomes
increasingly more obvious as you

Dylan's 1966 Live at the Albert
Hall disc reveals quite clearly why

play familiar material. Iwouldn't say
it makes the speaker sound like a

the fans felt so angry when Dylan
went electric. The power of voice
and acoustic guitar was so much

6 is that design's natural successor
but fortunately weighs less - though
at 30 kilos, only alittle less.
This time around it is made of
polymer resin, which is formed in

an extremely revealing and precise
sound that while ashade on the

The absence of overhang and
and amplifier combine to produce
aresult that escapes the mechanics
of the process and delivers amusical

planar design but it does the same
trick of bypassing amajor source of

greater, the communication so
much stronger; songs like 'Visions
of Johanna' and ' It's All Over Now,
Baby Blue' have amagnetism that

'The fast, clean sound
of the source and
amplifier combine here
to proc.uce aresult that
escapes the mechanics
of the process and
delivers amusical event
for you to revel in'
AMMO° OUTPUTS

eclipses the 40-year gap since the
recording was made.

SUBTLE SOUNDS
This system works alittle better with
subtle music than stuff that requires
decent air movement. This is
presumably because of the volume
of the cabinets and driver sizes. They
produce powerful low bass with
ease but they don't have the energy
that heavy rock really requires.
Things get more impressive
and refined with SACD of course,
the extra depth of information
creating afiner sound still that with

-

the best recordings brings arare

Es.

transparency and insight. Arvo Part's
`Dei Profundis' combines achoir
and an organ to create asound that
is truly transporting. The quality

of bass suggests that in asuitably
stone floored environment the
speaker could produce apassable
impersonation of the original - an
ability that escapes many speakers.
This system also has an
astonishingly low noise floor, Keith
Jarrett's ' Carnegie Hall' opens with
silence as the pianist sits down and
adjust the position of the stool, but
up to that point you're wondering
if the disc is spinning. Then his left
hand starts moving and there's a
solid piano in the room, those guys
1

at ECM know how to make agreat
recording but it takes asystem like
this to let you know exactly how
great it really is. (.5

102 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk
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astintrew
audio analogue
audio research
avalon ( np range)
bauer audio
cardas
conrad johnson
copland
crystal cable
dps turntables
dream vision
ecs
finite elemente
focal
grado
harmonic
hyperion
isophon
isotek
adis
Karan
Koetsu
Krell
iavardin
ieema acoustics
-narantz

opera

pathos
prima luna
qed
resolution audio
roksan
shanling
sme
sonus faber
stands unique
stax
sterling broadcast
stratton furniture
sugden
sunfire
theta
transpareit
unison research
wadia
wilson audio
yter
zanden
& many more...

demonstratiors by appointment

\ORDOST VALHALLA DEALP
FULL RANGE: [ 2 Flat : 4 Flat : Flatline : Super Flatline : Blue Heaven
[Baldur : Heimdall : Frey ] [ SPM TYR : VALHAI LA ]

martin logan
martenser
nordost

new & used high-end audio
informative web site

Red Dawn ]

sales@guildfordaudio.co.uk
www.guildforciaudio.co.uk

01483 537 577

t

Guildfoxrd
muc io

Guildford Audio has just been appointed an agent for Conrod Johnson.

810 preamplifier
The 810 exhibits the performaice and
refinement of its predecessors h a way
no offer preamplifier poss bly couild.
By using the expert se gained from the
proven 2010, 1012.and 1010, Boulder has
created yet another preamplifier without
peer 1its price class.

850 mono amplifier
Meticulously engineered and refined, the 850
(200wpc) delivers high power into any load while
preserving the renowned Boulder sound quality.

coming soon
A ground break ng new CD Player and
Integrated Amplifier are arriving soon
from Boulder. Calf for more details.

metropolis music
www.metropolis-music.co.uk
tel: 01435 867 438

please call for additional product

information, literature and details
of your nearest specialist dealer.

Made by enthusiasts for enthusiasts

The Missing Link
Serious About High Definition

MB50 Monoblocks
HDMI-DVI

HDMI

NE Will.

HDMI>HDfv11

.1.
• IIIMM
-

VW »UM
IMI

CM05 Preamplifier
iota
4.

1:1

LINK CRY() HDMI 1080P

A5OR Integrated amplifier
Anatek's famous fully patented output stage helps to produce a
remarkably natural sound.

It has all the benefits of Class A ( non-

switching) with no crossover distortion but does not generate the
heat and consequent stresses on components.

For more information please visit:
www.anatekacoustics.co.uk
or call +44 ( 0)1903 524602

Anatek Acoustics
visit our web site for second hand listing

ie

a1011ie mamboisilam

Link Cryo 1080P Certified Reference-Standard
HDMI Cables & Adaptors
Silver Plated Conductors & Dual Shield Technology
0.5m,1,2,3,5,7 & 10m from £ 30
Direct Gold Plated Adaptors £ 10 each

See No Evil - Hear No Evil!
World First - Cryogenically Treated FIDMI Cables
www.the-missing-link.net
01623 844478 or 07967 859333
info@the-missing-link.net

Acoustic Arts has moved to a

o

residential demonstration facility.

Za...

Now you can park, relax and

kcoustic
" its

Independent audio consultants

enjoy your demostration.

(0)

You will now need to book demostrations in
advance. Please phone for further information.

SCOTT
c»
i Li a I

•1Lji

Custom installation work for Acoustic Arts
will now be carried out by Scott Audio Visual

CD

o
am.
%•—•

cct
E
cu
c.)
E
o

111
FOCAL

densen b200

focal electra 1007be

Demonsatration require advanced booking tuesday-saturday

10:00 AM to 5:30 PM

martin logan summit
t.01582.485.316 mail@acousticarts.co.uk www.acousticarts.co.uk

audio reseach . audioquest. aloia . b&w beyer . blueroom . clearaudio . copland densen . focal jm-,abs
grado . harman kardon . hutter . kef. koetsu . krell . martin logan . michell . ortofon . project . qed
quadraspire

roksan . rotel . sonneteer. sonus faber. theta . transparent audio . vibe . velodyne . wilson audio

PINEWOOD
MUSIC
+1,ovsancls of lovely news

KRELL LAT-1000
A baby speaker. A big price. But an even bigger
sound. Those who heard them at the. Heathrow
Show in September could hardly believe such a
sound could come from those tny enclosures. So if
your space is small but you're thinking big, then
think about these and let us demonstrate them to
you. Pinewood music is, as you may know, the
UK's most dedicated Krell specialist with the widest
range in the country.

artkleS akevi-

late's+ from

marivfacturert ci;Str; 6vtors arql

re+aders are sev4- ov+ eac6 year 6v+
man / are never pv0;sv,E1
41,
/
+‘-‘at's a6ov+ to cl,ànge:
www.fressblog,ne+

FINITE ELEMENTE

wk,a+ever ;rtduStr/ you

work ;
r4 -

reg;ster lour e+aI OP press6lople+
¡vela / abul you art sfar+ rubl;s1.419
your press releaseS free vnta

January 1s+ 1003. after 1-1a+ Jae
you only save to paya +; ny annual
Often looked on as a mere accessory, equipment
supports are a vitally important part of any system.
Finite elemente designs not only turn sound into
music better than anything else we know, they look
beautiful as well - especially with maple shelves and will fit gracefully into any room. The result of
extensive research into the effects of unwanted
resonance, finite elemente brings a pace and
articulation to music that is matchless.
Pinewood Music Agencies: krell, audio research, jadis,
sonus faber, martin logan, copland, wilson audio.
darTZeel,
tii.riii,
koetsu,
prima kina, unison
research, synergistic research, chord cable, transparent
yter, bcd, futureglass, finite elemente

The Pinewood Music Coniparly
Telephone: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

fee, wl);ch

for

ortly a few PebItlieS.

all +6e la+ETF 1oveIs1,;--f,

news

from mablufacturerS, ci;Strik.vfors and
dealers vis;+: www.17ress 6logme+

pi)

+: + 44
+44

05600 359 41t
01t33 633333

e: Pv 61;Serressblog.ne+
w: www.rressblog.ne+

" Ihave to say that this is the finest

"The Best Late Night Speakers in The

speaker on the planet. "
- Ken Kessler . Hi -Fi News

World...ever!
-HI Fl World

" Iknow of no other speaker id

" By the highest standards, the 2905s

rather own, regardless of price. "

get everything right to a degree that

- Sam Tellig

Stereophile Magazine

had me in awe.
- Noel Keywood. HI-FI Wodd

Sounds of Music
Tel: 01435 865 212

Fax: 01435 865 213

www.sounds-of-music.co.uk

Firgrove Business Park, Firgrove Road, Croes In hand, Nr Heathfiekl, East Sussex, TN21 OQL By appointment only.

ALL QUAD PRODUCTS IN STOCK. FANTASTIC SERVICE AND FREE NEXT- DAY UK DELIVERY.

Hear these wonderfull speakers at

Heatherdate
eaudio limited

A change in styling well beyond evolutionary when compared to other models
in the Prestige range, Glenair reveals a fresh new style with clean functional lines
and a minimalist simplicity. Retaining its thoroughbred Tannoy technology
heritage and no compromise acoustic performance Glenair presents a modem
understated sophistication Cleverly benefiting the speaker's performance, the
aesthetically elegant trapezoidal cabinet shape helps to reduce internal standing
waves thereby preventing unwanted panel resonance
With its massive 15" Dual Concentric'''. driver Glenair delivers the kind of
effortless bass dynamic that is only possible from a substantial drive unit;
something you just don't find in your average run of the mill home cinema or hi-fi
loudspeaker. Its open midrange and delicacy of treble nuances meticulously
combine in a coherent and utterly involving soundstage, delivering an
astonishingly true to life performance
Ensuring perfect integration of the driver elements, all components of the carefully
designed crossover network in the Glenair are high precision, low- loss and
thermally stable. For the high frequency feed a single Hovland MusiCap®
capacitor is used providing class- leading sonic consistency; exceptional
dynamics, speed, focus, correct timbre and depth of field. Two large laminated
iron core inductors are used to avoid saturation effects Top quality silver-plated
copper wiring is used for the low frequency section, and Acrolink® 6N ultra high
purity ( 99.9999%) copper wire is used for the high frequency wiring for complete
signal path
integrity
The finely crafted cabinet with its sumptuous solid American Cherry wood
mouldings and veneers give it a refreshing style that will complement anything
from casual and cool through to sophisticated and contemporary.

Heatherdale
•audio limited

202 Findon Road • Worthing • West Sussex • BN14 OEJ

www.hifi-stereo.com
heatherdaleehifi-stereo.com

Tel: 01903 872288
Fax • 01903 872234 Evenings • 07860 660001

The way to- play vímyli

Model 10A

Model 20

<GOLDEN
DieGON

The.'re now
considered essential
as far as I'm concerned
,and bring anew meaning to
the term "Simply the best!'

Model 20/12

Roy Gregory - Hi-Fi+ magEzine

Model 30/2A

WHAT'S

erot
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AT THE
TUBESHOP

Cryogcnicedly treated tubes
really make adifference!
Read all about :tonline:
www.cryogenictubes.c,om

Series M2

Series 300
7

41"

awl»
rut

rui,

Series I

ÜBEeSHORCOIVI
OR CALL US 0070 9220404

Series V

Ask for details of this superb range:

SME LTD • STEYNING • SUSSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND
tel: + 44 (0)1903 814321

fax: +44 (0)1903 814269

email sales@sme.ltd.uk or visit our website www.sme.ltd.uk

GÉS7 SELECTION

OF QUALITY TUBES ONLINE
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Pres ntation of the finest Esoteric Audio Products from around the World.

Signature Audio represents some of the finest brands

¡g nature Audio Systems

Ars Aures Loudspeakers

in the world At Signature our philosophy is basec on , •

iggin Hill, Kent

Art Audio Amplifiers

providing customers with a natural and open sourad that
best replicates the original recording performance, in
every aspect

•

Our product portfolio represents the highest quality fl
audio components and meets the required standards

-

el
0208 480 3333
ob 07918 022870 / 07738 007776
-mail info@signaturesystems.co.
eb www.signaturesystems.co.uk

desired by discerning audiophiles and music lovers

David Gill Audio
Eggleston Works
Ensemble
Mapleshade Audio
Silver Audio
TEAC Esoteric

s Aures
ouds • eak

In aWi5
-erè shO - rved fads and
superficial values are often in vogue.
Ars Aures embrace research and
development to produce loudspeakers
that give alifetime of listening pleasure.

Eggleston
Works

The best Valve Amplifiers manufactured
within the UK. Hand built and finished,

Introducing the new
Eggelston Works
Fontaine il.

they create a sound that is so naturally
smooth your ears may believe they've
just been born again.

Available in stunning
piano lacquer.
Introductory price £3299.

Ensemble
nsemble. rediscovering
your music collection
Fonobrio Phonostag
(Stereophile Class A) :
"like the Dirondo ( CD) the
Fonobrio produced solid
tightly focused images on
huge, open sound stage".
(Stereophile April 2006)
Dirondo CD
(Stereophile Class A)

Signature Audio Distribution
Dealer Enquiries very welcome

Award winning and beautifully designed
DACs and Amplifiers. If you want to
hear all the details that have been
hiding, this DAC will let you hear. Get
ready as it will be shocking just what
you have been missing until now.

Mapleshade Audio products are designed
to enable your audio components to
Operate at optimum performance. The
support systems will give your system a
Synergy and harmonic integrity that will
have you listening into the early hours.

li
Sietetudio produce efinest audio
cable system available. period! Hand
crafted using proprietary techniques,
and the best quality materials. These are
produced " in-house - in an ISO certified
facility. We absolutely recommend a
listen to these cables.

At it's price point this is the finest digital
source that you can buy period The
build quality design and engineering
has to be truly seen to be believed. Take
a listen and before you know it - hours
will of passed by as you rediscover
every CD in your collection.
info@signaturesystems.cO.uk
:www.signaturesystems.co.uk
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Tel: 07738 007776
Tel: 07918 022870

EXCLUSIVE TO SElliNO I
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THE PREMIUM HD-DVD
PLAYER FROM TOSHIBA

l
I

HD-DVD technology brings
a new era of high definition,
video and advanced audio.'
This new format combines

HD-XE1 HD-DVD PLAYER

emir

• 1080p, 1080i and 720p High Definition
Resolutions via HDMI
• Fully Compatible with Existing DVDs
• Upscale DVDs to HD Resolution

£649
37WLT68 LCD TELEVISION

the

convenience

cf

CND

with the incredible image'
quality of high definition.
video and advanced audio,
capabilities

thanks

to

a•

higher capacity disc allowing ,
far more information to be.
'stored than standard DVD.

• 94cm screen, HD Ready, 1368x768 Resolution
• Built-in Freeview Tuner
• 3 x HDMI
• Onkyo Speaker System

£1499
Combined with Toshiba's new 37WLT68 television, the
premium HD-XE1 player gives outstanding performance see HD-DVDs as they are meant to be seen
1
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• LEADING BRANDS

SEVEN0a<S

• EXTENSIVE RANGE

SOUND

• LEADING TECHNOLOGY
• IMPARTIAL ADVICE

&

VISION

The experts in home entertainment

Arcam

SOLO MUSIC SYSTEM

Great performance from this one box music system
combining CD, FM and DAB digital radio.
"Arcam has built a one-box hi-fi that performs

WHAT HI FI?

like separates kit"

AWAR DS 2006

£999
Pro-ject

Denon

DEBUT III /

TU-1800DAB TUNER

PHONO SB TURNTABLE

Hear DAB, FM and AM

Revive your vinyl. This 2speed

radio at its best. With 200
presets, the award- winning TU-1800DAB
impresses with its refined and full-

turntable features a built-in phono preamplifier and is supplied with Ortofon
cartridge. Simply connect to any auxiliary
input and play.

bodied sound.

£249

WHAT HI FI?
SOUND AND VISION

AWAR DS 2006
ROMS

£225

SOUND AND VISION

ifil41111.11 MUMS
let 5, . 11 SY$711111 000.

AIDA•

Panasonic
DMR-EX75
HDD & DVD RECORDER
Record and watch all your
favourite programs and movies with this
exceptional, feature- packed, recorder.

£429

(
Multi- Region)

Ot,
0111011 r.1••••••

*****
SMEIME. 21,04

Marantz

Monitor Audio

KEF KHT2005.2

CD50010SE & PM40010SE

i
-DECK PLUS

5.1 SPEAKER PACKAGE

Enjoy superb sound quality
for under £400 with this Marantz OSE
CD and Amplifier combination.

Make your iPod come alive.

Add to your cu- rent system

With the new i
deck plus your iPod is no
longer just about great music on the
move. Includes built-in AM/FM radio.

and create a home cinema

£1199

(
NEvv)

experience over Christmas.

£599

11
";;;-(:_
SOUND AND VISION

AWARDS 2006

Essential Cables
Accessories
1 Nevo SL Universal Remote
£649
2 Grado SR60 Headphones
£89
3 Soundstyle Finevvoods WG4 Rack
£279
4 QED Qunex SR- CV 1m Component Cable .. £85
5 Sennheiser PX100 (White) Headphones .. £39

5/
'
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New Technology
at Sevenoaks
C
NEVV)

Mi_s-rayAgisc

41111811.1.&44

Samsung
LE40F71BX 40" 1080p LCD TV
BD- P1000 BLU-RAY DISCTM PLAYER

•••••••••••1111111111MINIIIMIIIIP

M O,

Be one of the first to experience true high definition performance. Elegant
design, coupled with state-of-the-art technology, has produced the stunning
Samsung Blu-ray Disc" player and F7 LCD television. In combination they deliver
full 1080p high definition images along with clarity of sound that is almost too
good to be true. This Samsung system will revolutionise your home viewing forever.

Pioneer PDP427XD
HD Ready, 42 Inch Plasma TV with
Integrated Freevievv Tuner
"It may be an inch narrower or so than
its predecessor, but its performance
reaches across far greater boundaries.
The future of plasma television is here"

B&W

"An excellent screen - rivals now
have their work cut out"

'MATH.FIT

MINI THEATRE MT- 30

*****
0.011111111112004

Comprising five compact, stylish M-1
satellite speakers and the ' pressure vessel'
PV- 1subwoofer, the MT- 30 is capable of
amazing power and speed - perfect for both
music and movies.

Hi Fi Separates at Sevenoaks

Denon

DVD3930
UNIVERSAL DVD PLAYER

00 0000ll

1

111
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Cyrus

eteIr

F

P

AWARDS 2006

If you've enjoyed listening to music
before, try listening to it through a
Cyrus system. With every product
tuned by ear. Cyrus represents aquality

' of sound, which is rare at ary price.

•11••••••14enoraf
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AWARDS 2006
FLY.

"AIM En

Pru▪
mare

AWARDS 2006
RNLI
>amen. ca.

Class- leading build quality and aunique
• Multiformat player
• Plays DVD-V
DVD-A/CD/SACD

• Upscales standard
DVDs for HD displays

immuumb.
Î
Itfli

WHAT
SW"
IU
AWARDS 2006

blend of sophisticated Scandinavian design.
Primare's range includes the award winning CD31 CD player and 130 Amplifier.

ei4

BRONZE BR2
New entry-level speakers
with amazing performance.

Sonos
DIGITAL MUSIC SYSTEM
Sonos is the first and only digital music system
that lets you play all your digital music, all over
your house - and control it from the palm of
your hand.

3
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Monitor
Audio

SOUller

HIVIZIO;
Fil

AWARDS 2006 '
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AWARDS 2006
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iQ5 SPEAKERS
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• Uni Q Technology • Finish Options
• Floorstanding • What Hi Fi? Award-Winner

SEVEN0a<S
SOUND
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VISION

The experts in home entertainment

Who are Sevenoaks?

Established as Sevenoaks Hi Fi in 1972, we have grown steadily into one

of the leading independent home entertainment specialists in the UK
We have 49 stores and are specialists in:•

Hi Fi

•
•

Home Cinema
Custom Design and Installation

Exceptional Product Range
We have one of the most comprehensive ranges of the best products
from leading brands. To find out more:•
•
•

Call in to one of our stores
Call us on 0800 587 9909
Log on to www.ssay.com

Custom Design and Install
Our custom design and install service ensures that you achieve the best
results effortlessly.
•
•

We discuss your vision for your Home Cinema or Multi- Room system
We visit your home to review the best options

•

Agree asystem specification and cost

•

We manage the Installation

•

You have years of enjoyment

2006 Sevenoaks Guides
Pick-up our Hi Fi & Home Cinema or Custom Install Guides at your
nearest store. Alternatively, either can be ordered via our Website and
posted to you ( UK mainland addresses only) FREE OF CHARGE.

N> Your nearest Sevenoaks store
vvwvv.ssay.com

STAINES

ABERDEEN

CROYDON

LEEDS

PETERBOROUGH

57 CROWN STREET

369-373 LONCON ROAD

62 NORTH STRIE

36-38 PARK ROAD

4THAMES STREET

01224 252797

020 8665 1203

0113 245 2775

01733 897697

01784 460777

BEDFORD

EALING

LEICESTER

PLYMOUTH

SWINDON

29-31 ST PETERS STREET

24 THE GREEN

lc, LOSER,' LANE

107 CORNWALL STREET

8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD

01234 272779

020 8579 8777

0116 253 6567

01752 226011

01793 610992

BRIGHTON

EDINBURGH

LINCOLN

POOLE

SWISS COTTAGE OPEN SUNDAY

57 WESTERN ROAD, HOVE

5THE GRASSMARKET

20-22 CORPORATION STREET ( OFF HIGH ST)

LATIMER HOUSE. 44-46 HIGH STREET

21 NORTHWAYS PARADE, FINCHLEY RD

01273 733338

0131 229 7267

01522 527397

01202 671677

020 7722 9777

BRISTOL

EPSOM

LOUGHTON

PRESTON

TUNBRIDGE WELLS

9713 WHITELADIES ROAD. CLIFTON

12 UPPER HIGH STREET

7-9 GOLDINGS HILL

40-41 LUNE STREET

0117 974 3727

01372 720720

020 8532 0770

01772 825777

01892 531543

BROMLEY

EXETER

MAIDSTONE

READING

WATFORD

365 EAST STREET

28 COWICK STREET

96 WEEK STREET

3-4 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTRE

478 ST ALBANS ROAD

020 8290 1988

01392 218895

01622 686366

0118 959 7768

01923 213533

CAMBRIDGE

GLASGOW OPEN SUNDAY

MANCHESTER

SEVENOAKS

WEYBRIDGE

17 BURLEIGH STREET

88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD

69 HIGH STREET CITY CENTRE

109-113 LONDON ROAD

13 CHURCH STREET, THE QUADRANT

01223 304770

0141 332 9655

0161 831 7%9

01732 459555

01932 828525
WITHAM (
ESSEX)

OPEN SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

CARDIFF

GUILDFORD

NEWCASTLE

104-106 ALBANY ROAD

73B NORTH STREET

/9 NEWGATE STREET

635 QUEENS ROAD, HEELEY

029 2047 2899

01483 536666

0191 221 2320

0114 255 5861

01376 501733
WOLVERHAMPTON

1THE GROVE CENTRE

CHELSEA

HOLBORN

NORWICH

SOLIHULL

403 KINGS ROAD

144-148 GRAYS INN ROAD

29-29A ST AILES STREET

149-151 STRATFORD ROAD

29-30 CLEVELAND STREET

020 7352 9466

020 7837 7540

01603 767605

0121 733 3727

01902 312225

CHELTENHAM

HULL

NOTTINGHAM

SOUTHAMPTON

YEOVIL

14 PITTVILLE STREET

1SAVILE ROW, SAVILE STREET

597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD, SHERWOOD

33 LONDON ROAD

14 SILVER STREET

01242 241171

01482 587171

0115 911 2121

023 8033 7770

01935 700078

CRAWLEY

KINGSTON

OXFORD

SOUTHGATE

52 THE BOULEVARD

43 FIFE ROAD

41 ST CLEMEN1S STREET

77 CHASE SIDE

01293 510777

020 8547 0717

01865 241773

020 8886 2777

FOR OPENING HOURS, PLEASE
CALL YOUR LOCAL STORE OR VISIT
OUR WFBSITE

OPEN SUNDAY

PRICING
POLICY

We always try to ensure our
prices are highly competitive.
In the event you can find the
same products and excellent
service at alower price,
please bring it to our store
managers' attention.
•

28-30 ST JOHNS ROAD

SHEFFIELD

OPEN SUNDAY

•

OPEN SUNDAY

FLEXIBLE
FINANCE
OPTIONSe
Spread the cost of buying.
Flexible finance options are
available on the majority of
products we stock.
'Fintten details on request licerwed
tookers - mum .ince 15, S..,

(--PLEASE NOTE
Some products/busts are not
available at al stores. Please call
to confirm or visit our website
before travelling Special Offers
and Sale Offers - Not in
,
anjunction with any other offer
ADVERT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST
14/12/2006. EWE.
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selectaudio

exquisite audio products

t. +44 (0)1900 813064

www.selectaudio.co.uk

e. select.audio@tiscali.co.uk

we
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Melody Pure Black 101d Preamplifier

•

ivt-ete.41
Pure Black 101d ( rear)

®

AirTight
Emillé
Luxman
Melody
Reimiyo
Acoustic Signature
Basis
EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
King Sound
Basis PSTT Cables
Boston Audio
Harmonix

Astro Black 50

Pure Black 88

Astro Black 40

Melody Pure Black 101d Valve Preamplifier
In avery short time Australian designed Melody amplifiers have achieved world-wide acclaim. The company's Pure Black
101d valve pre- amplifier, for example, has already won recognition amongst Japan's hi-fi cognoscenti where it is now
considered to be one of the three finest pre-amps in the world - regardless of price. Not surprisingly, this highly specified
pre- amp features superior components throughout its state-of-the-art circuitry by specialists like Aerovox and Jensen.
What is surprising is the price, at just £3,295.
Now Melody amplifiers are available here in Europe and already the French specialist magazine " Revue du Son et Home
Cinema" has awarded the Melody Pure Black 101d its highest accolade, commenting "... this pre-amplifier is worthy of
association with the best in the world ..." Please call for further information.

www.melody-europe.com
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DIGITAL
ODD Compass • August 2002

•Ashford (Kent)

•Banbury
01295 272158
•Birmingham
0121 429 2811
•Solihull

Soundcraft Hi Fi
www.soundcrafthifi.com

Noteworthy Audio
P. J. Hi Fi Ltd

•Guildford

www.pjhifi.co.uk

01483 504801

Harrow Audio

•Harrow
020 8863 0938

vyww.harrowaudio.com

•London N7
020 7607 2'48

Bartletts Hi Fi
www.bartlettshifi.co.uk

•London SW11 1st Stop Audio Visual
020 7978 6262

www.1ststopay.corn

•London SW14
020 8876 7632

• London W1

advanced speaker cable.

•Sevenoaks

Hyper is the latest in our award-winning range of interconnects,
speaker cable and digital connects. Available in single or bi-wire,
you'll be amazed by the difference.

•Worthing

Hi -Fi Care at Shasonic

01903 245577

•Bournemouth
01202 555512

•Bournemouth
01202 529988
01202 730865
01722 322169

•Southampton

atlascables.com

,

101

Phase 3 Hi Fi

www.phase3hifi.com

South West England

•Poole

ATLAS Cables

Sound Seduction

01732 456573 www.soundseducfion.co.uk

•Salisbury

eirm,1 eK4444C

Lasyl

0845 634 0340

Plug in, sit back and enjoy the experience.

15 • 0,v%,

ATLAS RETAILERS

01296 422224 www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

Listen for yourself at one of our carefully selected retailers.

MID

Central England

•Aylesbury

Visit our website or call 01563 572666 for more information.

SVIDEO CAKE
»as V.'," • ODD., 20 .
COMMNR VINO GNU
ti Oement • May 2041

London & South East England
01233 624441

rIntroducing the new Atlas Hyper

IBK '@
ietn)!

BestBuy
2o:of

Suttons HiFi
www.suttonshifi.co.uk

Movement Audio

www.movement-audio.co.uk

Movement Audio
wwwmovement-audio.co.uk

Salisbury Hi Fi
www.salisburyhifi.co.uk

Phase 3 Hi -Fi

02380 228434

www.phase3hifi.com

•Weymouth
01305 785729

Weymouth Hi Fi
wwwweymouthe.co.uk

e/

Overture
www.overture.co.uk
Music Matters
wwvv.musicmatters.co.uk

Music Matters

0121 742 0254 www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Stourbridge

Music Matters

01384 444184

www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Sutton Coldfield
0121 354 2311

•Wilstead

01234 741152

Music Matters

vyww.musicmatters.co.uk

British Audio Products
vyww.britishaudio.co.uk

•Market Harborough Divine Audio
01858 432999
vwwv dwuleaudio.co.uk
North England
•Halifax

Huddersfield Hi Fi

01422 366832 www.huddersfieldhitcosuk

•Hull

A. Fanthorpe Ltd.

01482 223096

www.fanthorpes.co.uk

•Gateshead

Lintone Audio

0191 477 4167

www.lintone.co.uk

•Gateshead (
metro)
0191 460 0999

•Sheffield

Lintone Audio

www.lintone.co.uk

Moorgate Acoustics

0114 275 6048

Scotland
•Aberdeen

www morgateacousfics co uk

Holburn Hi Fi

01224 585713

•Glasgow

0141 332 4707

www.holburnhifi.co.uk

Glasgow Audio

www.glasgowaudio.com

North Wales
•Wrexham
01978 364500

Acton Gate Audio
www acton-gate corn

e4eteevk..,
EAR/Yoshino
Coombe Grove Farm
Ermine Way, Arrington
South Cambridge, SG8 OAL
Tel 01223 208877
Fax: 01223 208761
www.ear-yoshino.com

(NEW) EAR 868 Pre amplifier
Two Versions Available:
Line stage version : £ 2650
Line and Phonostage version £ 3450

efy wo-dolietexel-o iel€44eveA,

Tvrkt, ee6Povbevriz.evz,.

ed
FLYING

Hear every detail. Feel every nuance.

MOLE

JAPAN

Uncompromised sound that fits in
the palm of your hand.

NEW
Digital Integrated Amplifier

CA-S10

Wei

Dual Monaural Construction 100W x 2 / 812

Contact in the UK : ICG Consultancy, Ian Galloway

Mobile : 07850 705009

E- Mail

Digital Integrated Amplifier

CA-S3
CD case size

20W x2 / 8S2

ian.galloway3entlworld.com

Vivadi Saturn is the most sophisticated
Home Entertainment system ever created
•50" or46" High-Definiton ( HDTV) toin HDMI Plasma
•Full Ddby Digtal and DTS surround sound
•420 watts amplification
•Twin dgral tuners let you n3cord two channels at the same time
•DVD/CD player and recorder
•Wirelee Technology
•400GB herddrive recorder
•Music Se-ver 13rge enough to store an entire CD & MP3 col:ection
•Latest Widows XP Media Certre

•Full PC Faciiites give not only Internet browsing airbi e-mail but
full use cif thecomplete range of Windows PC Software
•Patentec modular construction called Futureprocf Electronics
Technology et-sures the system can be easily upgraCed and
updated whenever new tectinology comes along
•Choice d colour finishes
•Easy installabon, setup and day-to-day use ensures aSySteMi
that the whole
-family can use and enjoy

the world's best entertainment system!
Sounds of Music

Tel: 01435 865 212

Fax: 01435 865 213

aft

www.sounds-of-music.co.uk

Firgrove Business Park, Firgrove Road, Cross in hand Nr Heathfield, East Sussex, TN210CIL. By appointment only

Hi•fi news ACCESSOWES CL
The Sequel.
Continuing our theme of acouple of months ago, ' Testing Testing!',
we shift focus to the valve fraternity, asection of the audio family that
for some reason we always imagine complete with pipe and slippers
listening alongside aglowing stack of equipment in front of a 1920s tiled
fireplace! Funny how stereotypes get fixed...
Recently, out of the remarkably fertile electronics hinterland that is
Cambridge IQuad, Mission, EAR/Yoshino, Meridian Cambridge Audio,
Sinclair, Audio Lab, TAG Huer, Lecson, HH, Pye ... apologies for the
inevitable omissions!) we have been delivered of aremarkable new

1

valve tester. Christened the Tube Imp, this new device, designed and

'

built by Hamilton Clear, tests and compares the output characteristics
of double triode valves, one side to the other and valve to valve, a
function normally associated with banks of industrial scale equipment
rather than this small affordable piece of test gear.
The Tube Imp measures the steady state current, gain and

transconductance characteristics of any B9A Dout le Triode tube

with the standard ECC83/88 footprint. As well as ECC83( 12 AX 7 )
and ECC88I6DJ8WA/6922) valves, that includes EC:C81(12AT71,

' ECC82112AU71, ECC189, ECC803 and all other compatible forms.The

Tube Imp allows valve equipment users the opporturiity to test
'
' their own small signal valves, to match tubes on ilstallation,
to check tubes for decay and decline, to sort the good from
the bad and the indifferent. No more boxes and drawers
full of suspect devices, no more endless substituting
tubes of unknown provenance and performance late into
the small hours to get the optimum performance. The
Tube Imp offers peace of mind at last!
Meanwhile, we have extended our .25% offer on our
range of Sovtek and ElectroHarmonix valves

ACCESSORIES CLUB

Item (* All valves 25% off)

PRICES THEN

PRICES NOW

U1(1)blit .
t-OR1V1

*Sovtek/EH 3008 matched pair

Was £ 200

Now £ 150

*Sovtek KT88

Was £35

Now £ 26.25

*Sovtek 6550WE

Was £25

Now £ 18.75

Name

*Sovtek KT66

Was £ 25

Now £ 18.75

'Sovtek 5881

Was £ 12

Now £ 9

'Sovtek 6SN7GT

Was £ 8

Now 6

*Sovtek GZ34

Was £ 18

Now £ 13.50

*Sovtek E134

Was £ 8

Now £ 6

*Sovtek EL34WXT

Was £ 12

Now £ 9

"Sovtek 6L6WXT

Was £ 15

Now £ 11.25

*Sovtek EF86

Was £16.50

Now £ 12.30

*Sovtek/EH ECC81/12AT7

Was £ 12

Now £ 9

'Sovtekt EH ECC82112AU7

Was £12

Now £ 9

*Sovteki EH ECC83/12AX7

Was £ 12

Now £ 9

'SovtekiEH ECC8816922

Was £ 15

Now £ 11.25

Tube Imp Small Signal Ulve Tester

£299.00

Address

Post Code
Post Code

Telephone

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E
'HEN Accessories Club'

or

( pounds sterling) made payable to:

please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex ( delete)

Card Number

LL1 DE11111 niiiii

OUANITY

-

TO ORDER Please send completed order form ( or aphotocopy of the form) to: HFN Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box
200, Bedford MK40 1YH, UK OR Fax your completed oder form to: 01234 742028 OR Telephone: 01234 741152 OR
e-mail: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com OR Visit the secure order facility

Expires ( date)

ewww.hifiaccessodesclub.com

UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include postage and cocking for all items, whatever their size,
anywhere in the UK. EI.PORT SALES E«port sales are aKvays. verywelcome. Mere applicable they will be free of VAT ( Sales

Signature

Tax), but will be subject to additional , hipping at cost. Please c.ontac us for q,Jotation. Delivery subject to availability. F80E.
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RAW POWER

JRBAN HYMNS
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THE DOORS

Forever Changes

TAPESTRY

BORN TO RUN
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AUTOMATIC FOR THE PEOPLE
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YOUNG, GIFTED AND BLACK

SPARKS • PROPAGANDA
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MOTOWN*

STEREO
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CCO 5001

Patti Smith Horses
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DAVID BOWIE

LONDON CALLING
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The HiFi Company's

Trading
Station

£1,000

(298

f1,695

£1,395

MERIDIAN 508 20 bil

£1,850

f795

MERIDIAN 598 DVD Ployer

£2,400

£1,298

MERIDIAN 207 CD Pre Amp with 209 Remote

£1,400

£295

£400

£95

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH EBIGI Turntable ( Elk)
AUDIO RESEARCH PH5 Phonostoge Ex Demo
GOLDRING ALES (Very nice condition)

Offer

£250 £ 98
f1,799 £ 1,496
n'a

( 175

KOFTSU Black Cartridge ( New)

f1,200 £997

KOETSU Red Cartridge ( New)

f1,498 £ 1,257

MICHELL Gno ( without arre) Ex Demo

£940 £ 895

MOTH Mk11 Record Cleaning Machine ( low HRS)

£450 £348

ORACLE Alexandria

£1,500 £ 495

SMEIOA/309 Toneorm Ex Demo

£3,581 £ 2,955

SME20/20 Ex Demo

£5,537 £ 4,568

SME30 V Arm lessor. PSU
Microbe's: Ref ( 50 hrs)

£16,500 ( 8,495

TAG M<LAREN PPA20 Phonostage

£1,000 £ 498

WILSON BENESCH Full (lode ( Ex Demo)

£2,000 £ 1,496

BUSINESS HOURS: Tues

EXPOSURE 17 Pre ( inc MC Board)

£1,000

£498

GOLDMUND Mimesis 6Amplifier Ex Demo

(2,950

£1,497

GOLDMUND Mimesis 6B Pre Ex Demo

(2,500

£1,297

f495

£128

REELS KEG. Pre

(3,000

(1,095

KRELL HTS5.I Processor

£6,500

(2,398

HAFLER DH101 Pre

£500

£375

KRELL KAVISOA Power

£2,500

£1,295

£2,495

f1,298

KRILL KAV250A Power

£3,700

(1,998

PIONEER DVR7000 DOD Recorder

f1,299

£496

KEELS FPB250M ( Single Mono)

£4,497

£1,495

PLINIUS ( D101 ( Silver) Ex Demo

£2,850

£2,350

KRELL FPB300cost Stereo Power

f9,998

£4,798

(750

£448

KEELS FP8600 Stereo Power

E15,000

£5,498

f1,500

£995

KRELL 650 Monos ( Unused) pair

(28,000

£9,998

£700

£248

KRELL FPB700CX Power

£14,998

£9,998

PRIMARE D20 CD Ployer
PRIMARE D30.2 CD Player
QUAD 66 CD Ployer

LINN LK100 Power

£1,000

(595

LINN Mojik Integrated

£600

£195

McIntosh CRIA Multirone controller ( Ex Demo)

£4,467 £ 3,497

AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 MkIll ( Ex Demo)

McIntosh MC 58 Bch power ( Ex Demo)

£2,999 £ 2,497

AUDION Silver Knight Pre

£4,650 £ 1,495
£600 £ 75

YAMAHA CDV1700 CD/Laserdisc

McIntosh MHT100 AV system
controller ( Ex Demo)

£5,499 £ 4,397

Retail

Offer

ARUM Alpha 7CD Player

£230

025

ARCAM Delta 190 CD Transport ( boxed)

£500 £ 228

ARISTON ACOUSTICS ( DX 720

fl 50 £ 78

AUDIO ANALOGUE Maestro CD Player 192/24

£1,650 ( 1,075

AUDIOLAB 8000 ( DM Transport

£1,400 £ 398

AUDIOLAB 8000 DUC 16 bit

£800 £ 198

AUDIOMECCA Pierre Lerne Mephisto Trans

£3,500 £ 998

AUDIO SYNTHESIS Transend Transport

£1,000 £ 395

COPLAND CDA288 CD Player

£1,999 £ 1,195

COPLAND CDA823 Ex Demo ( Mint)

(2,100 £ 1,950

CYRUS DAD 30 CD Player

f600 £ 225

CYRUS 10 CD Ployer

f595 £ 495

CYRUS 8X col Black ( ex demo)

f1,000 £ 800

DCS Elgin Plus

£9,500 ( 4,998

DCS Verdi Encore

£9,500 £ 4,998

E.A.D. 18000 CD: LO Transport

£2,000 (598

JADIS Orchestra CD Player

£1,345 £ 897

KRELL SACD STD

(3,998 £ 2,496

KRELL KPS20i I

£11,000 ( 3,495

LINN KARIN
MARANT2 CD67 CD Player

(1,850 £ 395
(300 £ 95

ARUN DnIryi 790P
ATC SCA2 Pre Amplifier
AUDIOLAB 8000M monos

SOMOS FABER Elector Amator 1+ iron wood

( 1,200

£295

1M FOCAL LABS Electra BE927LE
£2,800 £ 1,995

(blk/rose) as new

£500 £ 375

1M Labs Electra CC30 Centre

WEGG 3Stellar 1 ( gloss b)ack) Ex Show

£300 £ 225

WHARFDALE SFE1/2 ( Classics)

nia

f398

AUDIO RESEARCH 99110 ( Ex Demo)

£3,999

f3,196

REF Model 90 Centre black

£250

(IDA

WILSON Sophia MAI ( gloss block) Ex Demo £ 11,992

f7,496

f6,400

f4,396

REF Reference Model One ( block)

£1,100

(528

WILSON AUDIO Whom ( unused)

(274,000

£ 1,250

£595

KEF Reference Model 1.2 Cherry

£1,500 £ 798
£2,700 £ 1,195

WILSON AUDIO Whew sub

£8,500 £ 4,798

AUDION Silver Knight 300B Monos ( pair) Retobe ( 2,000

£1,298

REF Reference 107 Teak ego

£2,000

£1,295

REF 035

£350 £ 175

REF 055

£500 £ 246

AUDION Sterling ETSE Monos

£748

£2,000

f995

£550 £350

EAR 816 Int Amp

(2,700

£1,698

MUSICAL FIDELITY X-150 Inc Amp

f800

£545

GRAAF GM20 OIL Monos ( pair)

£7,500

£3,996

MUSICAL FIDELITY X•AS100 Power

£800

(465

JADIS DAS Power Ex Demo

£2,199

(1,797

LEAK Mini Sandwich

n/o

£78

MAIM NAC102 Pre + NAPSC

f1,000

£595

JADIS DLP2 Pre Ex Demo

£1,799

£1,397

LEAK Original Sandwich 15 ohm/12"

n/a

(148

Olier

NAIM 135 Monos ( Block)

12,1100

1496

ROBA Explore 90 Int

11,000

LINN Kobus ( outlive)

£ 1,500

(496

( 98

MAIM tig ED

£2,000

f996

fAANLEY Reference %IL Monoblocks

(6,000

£2,798

LINN Kabers ( active)

£ 3,000

£895

MAIM NAP 180 Power ( olive)

£1,300

£748

McINTOSH ( 2200 Pre ( rnint)

£5,500

f2,998

LINN Walls ( white)

£ 300

£148

LIVING VOICE Auditorium ( cherry)

£ 2,200

£1,248

LUMLEY Moon. II S'yii.oture ( Oak)

£ 3,noo

(1798

initioTIN LOGAN Aeon Igo Demo)

£3,148

£3,497

MARTIN LOGAN Greffe active sub ( Ex Demo) £ 999

(797

£ 900

£195

PLINIO ME Pre - Rol • Remote ( Ex Demo)

£3,995

£1,498
f598

f800

(358
£1,997

AUDIO RESEARCH 150M.5

£98

mm fitted

McIntosh MC202 100 woe

£2,300

(1,896

tube power ( EX Demo)

£3,499 £2,79/

QUAD 303 Power

(200

£98

PATHOS Logos let Hybrid

£2,750 £ 1,850

QUAD 33 Pre Amp

£375

£78

PATHOS Twin Towers

£3,600 £ 1,798

£198

PATHOS Inpol 11 ( New)

£6,500 £5,496

(278

PRIMA LUNA Prologue One let
PM Components 845 Monos

QUAD 34 Pre Amp ( grey)
QUAD 44 Pre Amp ( beige)

M

QUAD 707 Power ( Carbon, boxed)

£900

£550

£900 ( 725
£3,000

0995

£300 £ 126

REF 085 ( surrounds)
KRELL Resolution 2 ( as new)

£7,333 £4,996

YAMAHA MS 1008M Block

REELS Resolution C ( centre - as new)

£2,980 £ 1,996

MARTIN LOGAN Montage moving
( 2,798

£1,997

( 1,799

(1,447
£3,767

£ 6,490 £ 4,797

OUAD 77 Pre ( Carbon,boxed)

£699

£375

MARTIN LOGAN Quest ( Ex Show)

£ 4,998

AVI 2000 Stereo Power

£ 1,000 £395

QUAD 77 let ( Grey)

£700

£248

MU KS90 Wall Speakers

£ 1,200

£396

SONY TAE-1000ESD Pre

0495

£198

McIntosh MC CS350 Centre channel ( Ex Demo) £2,499

£1,997

(3,000

0998

McIntosh LS320 2way Loudspeokers ( Ex Demo) (3,998

£2,997

£498

McIntosh 55340 3way Loudspeakers ( Ex Demo) £9,599

£7,697

f2,500

CYRUS 3Integrated

f998

£ 400 £ 245

CYRUS 5Integrated

f600 £ 795

CYRUS 6vs Black ( Ex- Demo)

( 650 (500

CYRUS 6vs Silver Quoin ( Ex Demo)
CRUS 8VS int ( Ex demo)
CYRUS DUC XP Silver Ouorh ( Ex Demo)
CYRUS PRE X Silver Quarto ( Ex Demo)

£ 650 £500

ELECTOR MFL Pre

SPHINX Project 11 Pre Amp

(1,600

TACT M2150 Digital Int Amp

(3,500

£1,298

(1,500

£598

(each) e/e

£748

TALK ELECTRONICS Qom 11 In?

£650

f285

YAMAHA DSPE390

£250

£50

YAMAHA DSP800 • 0(3 OTO

E250

£95

TAG McLAREN F3 Pre

£850 £ 635

TANNOY SR840 Stereo Power o2 ( clossks)

£2,200 £ 1,700
£ 1,000

f795

CYRUS Smart power plus Silver quarry ( Ex Demo) £ 700 ( 525
DENSEN BEAT 100 In?

SPHINX Project 12 Monos

f700 £ 448
£500 ( 118

YBA Passion 1000 Monos
(300 wans per channel)

MERIDIAN DSP5000C Mkt
MERIDIAN DSP6000 ( 24 96) Elk
MERIDIAN DSW2500 ( 24 96) Elk
MERIDIAN OSP7000 ( silver) ( New)

al Loudspeakers
Retail

Offer

Carbon 8Maple available

each £3000

£2495

AUIDIO NOTE AN-991M se Pon Silver

£800 £398

HOVLAND 841 PAIR speaker cables

£750 £ 258

LOWTHER PM2 Cdrive units pen
LUXMAN 10(780 Cassene Deck

£998

£11,000

f4,998

NAKA/AICHI CR3E

£2,950

(1,498

NORDOST SPM Sm Pair
RFVOX 877 high speed ( boxed)

(300

MONITOR AUDIO Silver 6 ( Cherry)

£600

£395

£1,600

£445

£750

£450

£1,800

£798

QUAD ACOUSTICAL FM2

MAIM SEL blk

Offer

£800 £395

MONITOR AUDIO ASWI00 sub

MAIM Intro

Aove Monitors- 2pairs
£10,000 £ 4,998

Retail

£145

MORREL BASS MASTER 802 Oak

LI,098

AUDIOLAB 8000 TUNER

( 1,950

£16,175 £11,996

nia

( 770 £ 428

• Miscellaneous

MARTIN LOGAN Mosaic moving
coil diapole ( EX Demo)

f9,998

£ 22,000 £ 10,998

IINGALI Colosseum subisots

loudspeaker ( EX demo)

coil diopole ( Ex Demo)

£ 4,000 £ 1,898

WILSON XS Sub ( piano block) 2ovoilable ( 18,498
WILSON Man Centre

£3,845 £2,847

PUA

WILSON BENESCH Centre inc siond Ex Demo £ 1,775 £ 1,496

£2,100 £ 1,428

REELS RESOLUTION 3 - 2way

(4,990 (3,998

WILSON BENESCH Adams Cherry

REF Reference Model 3.2 ( Rosenut)

5Channel power(/' dem)

CHORD CP111800 Pre

TRIANGLE Titus 202 Speakers ( New) Black,'Cherry £345 ( 276

REF 103 Cherry

£1,950

n

f495

£6,897

CONRAD JOHNSON Pf/121

NYTECH CA302 let ( Classic)

£ 1,295

TRIANGLE Celius Speakers Block/Cherry ( new) £ 1,095 £ 896

AUDIO RESEARCH VM220 Monos ( Ex Demo) £ 9,000

CONRAD JOHNSON PV11 Pre

£ 3,300 ( 2,298

TOWNSEND Ribbon Speakers

£600 £ 295

£7,250 £ 3,698

£495

£ 1,295 £ 395

f2,495 £ 1,395

SOUNDLAB Al Electrostatics ( Cherry) ( 16,000 £5,498

REF IITS 2001 o3Egg Speakers

JM Lobs Metro Utopio ( blockkherry)

f5,998

AUDIO RESEARCH 150.2 Stereo power ( 80 Demo) ( 2,499

AUDIOLAB 8000P pre

SOUS FABER Cremona Auditocstonds Ex Demo £2,536 £ 2,196

£750

£2,898

CONRAD JOHNSON PV6

£298

£ 1,600

£425

nia

ARCAM Delta 110 Pre DUC (Audioguest wired) (550 ( 198
ARUM Delta 120 Power ( Audioguest wired) £800

IMPULSE H7 black ( horn loaded)

f650
£ 1,200

£16,000

11 Amplifiers
ma

HARBETH NRG4 ( Maple)

POA

£550 ( 398

f4,995

CONRAD JOHNSON Premier 8Monos

MONRIO Asty Int Amp

Retail

HAREETH NRG2 ( beech) Ex Demo

£ 495 ( 298

£ 10,498

AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 120 Monos

MERIDIAN 562V Video switching unit

MC2 ( SQUARED) MC1250 Pro Power Amp 810w £ 4,500 £ 2,898

A8RA60 In? ( Teak)

SOMAS FABER solo centre

inc slonds

SMELL Type K

£ 7,200

AUDIO RESEARCH REF 2MK 2Pre

MERIDIAN 091 DHDVD/Pre Processor ( as new) £ 3,895 ( 2,996

MERIDIAN 568 ver II AV Processor

U Digital Sources

SONOS FABER Stradivari ( Be Demo) Violin Red £ 22,000

£1,298

£898

£495

£1,395 £596

£1,345

( 2,000

£2,590

£1,598

( 1,000 £ 346

£ 2,599

AUDIO RESEARCH LOI ( Silver)

£2,227

REGA XEL ( Block)

£95

(995

nia

£ 3,500 £ 995

£498

O518

(2,250

£650 £ 495

QUAD ES163 ( Brown Teak)

£ 950

(2,798

AUDIO RESEARCH 9'16 inc phonostoge

Pro- AC Tablette 2000 ( Cherry) Ex Demo

( 200

£1,200

AUDIO RESEARCH SP10 pre original mint

£ 795 £ 498

( 1,000 £ 445

CASTLE HARLE(H ( dark ook)

BOW 601 block

AUDIO RESEARCH 532

£800

THETA David Transport

f800

£445

AUDIO INNOVATIONS S800 Power

SHENG/YA SIOCS Tube CD Player

THETA DS Pro Progen

£275

ECLIPSE 1D512 gloss black

LINN Kairn Pre

TEAC 1500 Transport

£3,997

£ 1,200

DALI Grand Coupe ( cherry)

KRELL Mortar Reference Amplifiers

£600 £ 345

( 7,574

ARISTON ONE Monitors

£448

£178

£298

APOGEE MINI GRAND ( EX SHOW)

Offer

£375

£746

Pro« Super Towers ( teak)

Retoil

£400

n/o

OPERA Mini ! stands included ( Mahon)

£795

£1,200

£799

£1,700

£995

ANTHONY GALLO Nucleus sub peuistds Ex Demo £ 925

AUDIO INNOVATIONS S800 Monos

ROTEL RCC955 ( 5play) CD Player

£150,000 (53,998

ACOUSTAT Model XValve Powered Panels

ROW CM2/ Rosewood in< stands

Amplifiers valve

QUAD 77 Cd Ployer ( Carbon- Mint boxed)

SONNETEER IRONIC CD Player

Register on our site & receive a £50 voucher

10ani - 5.30pm - CLOSED MONDAYS

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS AUEPTED•NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLEICOMPET I
TIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR PERSONAL CALLERS

NVA Emotive Statement CD Player

MISSION PMC2000 CD Player
Retail

email: info@hifitradingstation.com

Buy, sell, exchange. Commission Sales.
MERIDIAN 007 CD Player ( Ex Demo - Blk)

Afull 12 months warranty service
now available - ASK FOR DETAILS

Tel: 0870 608 8211

components and systems.

MERIDIAN 200 CD Transport

Best part exchange prices guaranteed on
ALL leading BRANDS new or secondhand.

The Trading Station
35Cowgate Peterborough PH 1LZ

used and mint condition hi-fi

MICROMEGA Logic CD Ployer

III Vinyl

www.hifitradingstation.com

The leading reseller ofcarefully

nio £ 175
er ( 298
(700 £325
£4,500 £ 2,495
Wu £ 595

TAG MAHN T20 Tuner

£899 £396

TUC RH300 Mini Cossette Deck ( champagne)

£200 £65

QUAD 66 FM TUNER

£800 £ 298
n/a £85

Power and
Control
Chord SPM 14000
Reference Mono
Power Amplifer

T

he Chord SPM 14000 Ultimate Mono
power amplifier has been designed

as simply the best amplifier Chord
Electronics have ever built.

4

Chord SPM 14000 is an

outstanding example of applied
engineering. It is the finest solid

state amplifier Ihave auditioned
and one of the very finest amplifiers
to be found.
Stereophile

NOW ON DEMO
And out why Stereophile magazine found
it the finest on' at Rochester HiFi now.

Rochester Hi Fi
30 High Street, Rochester
Kent ME1 1LD
T 01634 880037
E info@rochesterhi-fi.co.uk
www.rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

Chord Electronics Limited
For more information
T 01622 721444
E sales@chordelectronics.co.uk
W www.chordelectronics.co.uk

For an appointment please call 01634 880037 or email info@rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

shadow audio

The finest selection of HiFi Products
in the UK, all under one roof:
ART Audio, ART Loudspeakers, Audio Analogue, Aurum Cantus,

20 - 22 Cadham Centre
Glenrothes KY7 6RU, Scotland

Audio Zone, Audio Physic, Audionet, ATC, AV!, Bel Canto, Black
Rhodium, Blue Note, Bryston, CEC, Custom Design, Croft, DK
Design, EAR/Yoshino, Eastern Electric, GamuT, Goldring, Graaf,

e. info@shadowaudio.co.uk
w. www.shadowaudio.co.uk

Hovland, Hyperion, IsoTek, JAS Audio, JungSon, Lumley,
Manley Labs, Marantz, McIntosh, Micromega, Musical Fidelity,
Musical First, Nordost, Opera, Origin Live, Ortofon, Pass Labs,

t. 01592 744 779
f. 01592 744 710

Pathos, PMC, Project, QED, Qinpu, Ref 3a, Resolution, Roksan,
Shanling, Soundstyle, Steil°, TacT Audio, Triangle, Trichord,
Townshend Audio, Unison Research, Wadia, Whest, Wilson
Benesch, Vertex AQ, VPI and many more.
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Web Site.
You will only

staff favoudt,
here are just afew and in no particular order

•

s'
Eastern Electric
Minirmax Valve CD Player
(Hi- RWorld Award Winner)

Manley Labs

JungSon

Stingray Valve Integrated Amp

JA- 1/1A-99c Pre/Power Combo

(Exceptional valie for money•

(HiFi World Award Winner)

IMS

GUM
•

111111111111.111.111M

1,

Bel Canto

£349

Meridian 200 Transport and 203 DAC combo, absolutely mint, great sound

£2495

Micromega Ada, black, ex HiFi Choire review model ( 12150)

£1595
£349

Foksan Caspian hMKII CD, boxed, immac cond, manual, remote (f1000)
Shanling CDT- 100 valve CD player, unmarked cond, gold legs (£ 1695)

Musical Fidelity

TC

E749

Musical Fidelity1DM25 DAC + Transport, only afew months old (04000)

£2995

Musical Fidelity1kW SACO player, boxed, factory sealed box ( 04000)
AVI Lab Series GD, current spec, boxed, unmarked condition ( f1499)
Shanling CDT300 Omega Drive, exlem, immaculate cond (£40001
gesolution Audio Opus 21, 2box cc player, boxed, black/silver (£2950)

£1995
£1195
£2895

SCM40 Speakers

kW250S All- in-one

(Our acvice to you - buy aset!)

(Part of anew superb ranges

(Audiophiles single box solution)

Unison Researcn Unico Valve output CD, only 3mnths old, latest ver (11250)

£895

AMPLIFIERS
Qinpu At .
0x, xx What HiFi review model, boxed in immac cond (£ 300)
Qinpu A8C00 MK II, ex FliFi World review model, boxed as new (£ 1295)

pp

Clearaudio

Musical Fidelity

Ambient Turntable

kW550 Integrated Amp

(
71.,Fi+ Award Winner)
.

(A musical gem)

(MF does it again - stunning!)

haveygu?
www,

E895
995

viusical Fidelity AS Int, 250wpc, 6months old, boxed, as new 1114991

4995

Musical Fidelity AS Power Amp, 6months old, boxed, immac 111499)
AudioNet An-pt Power Amp, silve/blue display, boxed, mint (03150)

£2195

hat's hot
d

£.169,

Musical Fidelity KW503 Int, lyr old boxed, mint (£4000)
Eastern Electric M520 Int, What Hi-fi 5star review, 4mnths old (f1539)

E279"
£109

McIntosh MA2275 Integrated, mint condition, less than ayear old

:3995
£649

'Cyrus Pre XVS, immac cond, only 5mnths old!, one prey owner (£ 1000)
PrimaLuna P•clogue 5Power Amp. EL34 valves, 35 wpc, mint (£9501

£749

Nagra PSA Power Amp, very rare, only 6months old!, immac, stunning

£3595
£1495
£1195

02, silver/blue display, mint (£ 21001

£695

11895
£1295
£749
£795

Bow Walrus Dewer Amp, boxed, erc cond, 150wpc (13995)

41995

Bow Warlock Pre, boxed, exc conc, fully balanced, r/c (134951

)11695

Hyperion 938. gloss black finish, irnmac cond, very low hours ( 13750)

£2995
£3795
£1495
£449
£4695
£749
£1149
£1295
£895
f795

Monitor Audin GR60 (4mnths old) immac, cherry (f2395)
PMC 182 in c)'erry, immac cond, boxes, 2yrs old, awesome (£6995)

£1595
£4395

Innersound Ids Hybrid Electrostatics, exce coed, incredible £23130)

£1245
£1995
£1149

PMC 0(31, ii oak, boxed as new, 1mnths old, simply stunning! ( 12700)
JAS Audio Oro, ex HiFi Plus review model, poplar tumor ( E1399)
JAS Audio 5upertweeters, Review pair, sound awesome!! (£649)

£595

Audio Phys,cTempo 4, cherry, exit model, immaculate condition. (£2199)
Audio Phys1cVirgo ill, cherry, 6mnths old, boxed, as new (£ 3999)

£1699

SME 23/2a, ie cSME Vlannearm, unmarked cond, few mnths old (£6300)
Trichord Diablo phono stage, exc cond, only 9mths old, boxed (£750)

£4495

Wilson Bene-ch Fall Circle, boxed as new, exc cond (121001

£1495

Torn Evans Groove Plus phono stage, boxed, mint cond (13600)
Eastem Electric Minimax Phonodage, exd, mint, boxed (£ 1099)

£2395

VPI Scout inc JMW-9 tonearm, immac cond, boxed, very little usage (11300)

£1195

MISC
lsotek 2K Qube2, boxed, in silver, sensational mains conditioning unit. ( 115951
lsotek Gil Minisub, silver front, current spec, immac cond (1545)
Vertex Roraima Plus mains cable. 2m long, exc cond, stunning (£ 532)
Townshend Supertweeters, titanium finish, boxed as new, exd (£8001
Isotek Than -mains conditioner, few months old, boxed (£ 1500)

ill.4-SILIAP112106

£549

ATC SCA2 pre amp, boxed, fully serviced by ATC only 7mths ago (£39001
Unison Resemch Undo Line, only 3months old!, boxed, manual (1950)
Unison Research Unico SE Int amp, mint cond, boxed, manual 1E1375)

Monitor Audi) GR20, 2yrs old, black, boxed, exc cond (11500)

used bargains

£99

Eastern Electri.: Minimay Pre, eudeer, mint condition, boxed 11769)
Krell PAM 5pre amp + phono stage, exc cond, legendary perf ( 12000)

Mission Elegante E82, 1
yr old, boxed in superb condition 1E1300)

save

f.139,

Bel Canto Evo 2i Integrated, boxed, mint coed 1E2800)

Quad ESL-63 Electrostatics, mint condition!, vintage finish (brown grills)
PMC FBI +, cherry, boxed, immac coed, few mnths old! (11695)
PMC FB1, upgraded to + spec in 2005, oak, boxed, exc cond ( 11695)

discover

11995
£595
£49',
£169,

Acoust.c Energy 1MkIII, 8stock, slight mark to front right corner ( 119951
B&W CM4 speakers, in Rosenut, 5years old, boxed
Wilson Benesch Curve, endeer, high gloss stained red cherry finish (15352)

learn

£995

Gamut 0200 Power Amp, silver, immac condition, boxed (03200)
Croft Epoch Pre Amp, ex-dem, boxed, immac cond 1E15001

Quad 989, Vntage finish, only 6months old, boxed, mint cond (15000)

..
join

wau iarnuk

£230

Musical Fidelity A308 pre-amp, immaculate, boxed, manual 101999)

Audionet Sa -nlV2 Integrated, silver, boxed, exc cond ( 12400)
ATC S1A2-150 Int amp, black, mintxon.....as good as brand new (f2400)

JAS Audio

£2395
£695
£795

AudioNet Pre

Orsa Speakers

/595

Musical Fidelicy:TriVista 21 DAC, exc cond, manual, boxed (£ 1400)
Unison Researo Unico Valve output CD, latest spec 24/192 model 1E1250)

3oksan Caspinn power amp MK2, boxed. Be quick - asteal at the price!
hord CPA2800 pre-amp+phono stage, £ 2800 new, in black, immac

e.One 4EF1000 Monoblock

£995
f 295

Rrimare D30.2 GD Player, black, 1yrold, boxed, excellent cond If 1500)
Arcam Diva 93t, silver, exc cond, boxed, manual, r/c, 1yr old, (£ 1000)

3ryston B-100 SST Int amp, unmarRed condition, boxed (£2750)
3oksan Caspian MK2 integrated, boxed with manual and remote.

II

£349

Gryphon Adagio CD Player, imma cond, boxed, remote+puck ( 15000)

Sbanling CDT200, exc cord, boxed, r/c, gold legs ( E21501

e
•

LATEST USED LISTING
'DIGITAL

£2250

£495

£895

£59.,
£395
£349
£649
£1095

conscAance
CD120 Linear CD Player

Reference CD2.2 Linear CD Player
(Triode Output) - £ 1395

(Solid State) - £ 695

"Less Is More"
New!! CD Pbyers
featuring 16 bit, filterless
DAC design, nonoyersampling, and
for superior sound, no
op-amps used.
"For the money, I've never heard a more musically
balanced digital component, and I'd be proud
and pleased and happy to own one, feeling freed
from the tyranny of digital upgraditis."

"a rhythmically taut, fast, accurate sound."
Srojan Ebaen, 6moons.com

"smooth, natural and well balanced."
Jimmy Hughes, HiFi+ Issue 46

Stereo Times

ALIUM AUDIO
Distributors of quality HiFi

01273 608332
01273 325901
sales@aliumaudio.com
www.aliumaudio.com

afew facts for music lovers.
*the B2 Rhapsody speakers (right) were launched at
September's London Sound and Vision Show

1,

'we used the new Pure Music transconductance amplifier to
drive them

* Beauhom loudspeakers are much praised for the quality of
• their bass, rather than it's extension
*transconductance (TC) amplifiers, although little known, are
especially appropriate for use with single-driver horns, like
Beauhoms, as they significantly increase the bass extension
(and the treble extension, too)
*few have yet experienced the way in which the combination

4

of SD horns and TC amplifier turns recordings into real,

emotionally engaging music

*almost areligious experience, this combination genuinely

'

offers fresh pleasure from every recording
*but don't take our word for it, check out the website offer
and then ask to hear them

BeauhornTM
website: www.beauhorn.com

email: infon@beauhom.com

Hastings TN35 4NB England

Telephone: + 44 (0)1424 813888

www.mantra-audio.co.uk

High End Cable

PRICES INC P&PFOR UK DELIVERY 1-10 DAYS SEE WERSITE FOR FULL PRODUCT RANGE AND SHIPPING
CHARGES TO EU AND WORLDWIDE

For the best prices telephone Dave Jackson on 01775 761880
Free P&P worldwide on all interconnects

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

CARTRIDGE SECTION

Sl
YLUS

Abbey Road Cable

HEADPHONE SELECTION

Audience

GRADO Award winning Headphones

Goldring
Elektra

£75

GEX £54

SR-80

£90

Nordos:

GEX £67

SR- 125

£140

Oehlbach

£126 £104

GEX £86

SR-225

£175

£144 £ 117

GEX £108

SR-325i

£260

RS1

£635

van den Hul

RS-2

£450

Wyrewizzard

DR50

£30

IsoTek Power Conditioners

00100

£40

011150

£70

HEI415

£29

£28

GEX £24

1006

£76

£62

1012 DX

£95

£76

1022 GX
1042

Eroica LX/H £ 135 £113

Ga

N/A

Elite

GEX

N/A

£238 £194

Audio Technica
AT 95 E

£25

AT 110E

£30

AT 0C9 MIN

£ 16

Prestige Series

Reference Series

New Gokking Headphones

£ 18

£330 £295

EX

Denon
DL 103

£105 £95

EX

N/A

DL 110

£79

£69

EX

N/A

DL 160

£95

£83

EX

N/A

DL 304

£210 £190

EX

N/A

Sennheiser Headphones

Grado

Black

£40

£29

Prestige Gold £110

£77

Lyra
Dorian
Argo

£495 £395

EX

N/A

£795 £695

EX

N/A

V 15 VxMR

£98
N/A
EX

Blackbird

EX

£585 £ 500

CHORD

NÉYRDOST

COSSE

Stereovox
Tannoy
Townsheid

IsoTek

Cable Tower

TOWNSMEN C

HD435

£38

HD465

£45

HD485

£54

Oehlbach Accessories
Stax h,aadphones
Echo Eusters

Cable Towe ,

Ayre CO - IsoTek CD
Creek Phono stages

HIFI ACCESSORIES

Lyra MC cartridges

Goldruig PAI Phono Amplifier
Goldnng Super Exstatx Brush

£60

°Moroi MC cartridges

£13

Sumiko MC cartridgi,s

£
24
£16

£58

Milty Zerostat Neutralifiing Gun

£38

£213

Bib Universal Standard Headshell £15

Media cables

Ounex J2P 35mrn mini- lack to two Phono plug
3m connector
£27

SCART cables

Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

Jumpers cables

CIEHLBACH

Second Hand
XLR cables

ABBEY ROAD CABL

DIN cables

S Video cables
HDMI cables

GEX - Goldring new for old exchange price for any make/type of cartridge

OVI cibles

EX - Exchange price some make moving coil cartridge

Digital cables
Sub Woofer cables

vis.i

4>

Order direct online or Tel/ Fax 01757 288652

AuDio

muryrACTAPIle Or K,.t0 ell Is

Clearlight Audio Cones

Milty Paall Il Roller plus Refill

Sumiko
Blue Pant Special £235 £200

Ecosse

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge

Shure
M 97 XE

Chord Company

SR-60

£33

Prestige

www.highendcable.co.uk

er:

MANTRA AUDIO ( HEN), TOWN END HOUSE, SKIPWITH, SELBY, NORTH YORKSHIRE

1'08 550

diverse vinyl

Cable Burn In

Reference cables include free Burn In.

The Linn Sondek LP12 turntable
is still available today as the ultimate
way to enjoy recorded music.

LP MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS

Hear it sng at..

"People will look back on the CD
era as the dark ages of sound."

www.soundgaller .co.uk

Neil Young

The Sound Gallery
65 Castle Street, High Wycombe, Bucks.
01494 531682

•

The UK's largest stockist of all brand new
LP releases, including reissues and
audiophile products.

Call for a catalogue or browse online
telephone - 01633 259661

www.diversevinecom

o

Lector

o

Alternative

AUDIO
t:

01984 624242

www.alternativeaudio.co.0
e: peter@alternativeaudio.co.uk
Taunton

Somerset

Border Patrol, Clearaudio, Diapason, EARyoshino, Experience Filtration,
Lector, LFD Audio, Lyra, Music First Audio, Nottingham Analogue,
Opera, Quadraspire, Transfiguration, SME, Shun Mook,
Unison Research, Vandersteen Audio.

UNIVERSAL MOTOR UPGRADE

TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM
"Nothing less than total dynamite"

Upgrades & replaces
motors & power supplies for ALL
bel' drive turntables

HI- F1 WORLD

If you are the proud owner of any Rega tonearm, you are now in the
enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of
super arms with our modifications. The 01, structural modification
at £75 wit enable your Rega to perform at alevel exceeding that of
some arms costing over £ 1000! High performance rewiring with
high grade litz wire is also offered at an additional £70 and external
rewiring is also £70 further increasing the performance.

"The single most important upgrade you can
ever make to any record deck concerns the motor
drive...nothing can prepare you for th e shoc kofgo i
ng DC .I
n a
word, gobsmacki ng .'
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE
"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."

LISTENER MAGAZINE

"The LP12 remains aclassic ...but .. upgrade kits by Origin Live
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"
HI FI NEWS
"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm
into areal giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of
the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have
great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge."
HI-FI WORLD ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION

Structural modification awarded 5star rating by

WHAT HUH?
SOY» MID VISION

Structural Modification - £75
*****
Internal Rewiring - £70
External Rewiring - £70
High conductivity phono plugs £20
Slotted arm tube - £85

Universal turntable motor kit
The Cinderella of HiFi - largely overlooked and dismissed, but capable of
outperforming a £2000 cartridge upgrade. No one would blame you for being
sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially one that
=proves on the hest of other power supplies costing over 4times as much or
your money back. It is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement
attained by eliminating the motor vibration that your stykrs amplifies over 8,000
times! Our DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all vorsions of Linn
Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of adrop
in replacemeni high grade DC motor and off-board 2speed control box. Why not
order now? - see web site or phone.
Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199

If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL Iarm ( manufactured

Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339

by Rega) £ 124

Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570

Arm modifications normally returned within 1-3days

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: infoporiginlive.com

Upgrade Transformer - £ 175
Upgrade DC 200 motor - £129 with kit

wvevir.originlive.com

I 1-

Audio Salon
4 Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scotland
t: 0845 4000 400
e: info@audiosalon.co.uk
w : www.audiosalon.co.uk
w : www.gryphon-audio.dk

Gryphon Mirage ( Pre-amplifier)

Central Audio
Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00

www.centralaudio.co.uk
central-audio@btconnect.com

Website:
E-mail:

Tel:

0121 747 4246

CURRENT INVENTORY
RRP
AUDIO RESEARCH LS8 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH REF3 PRE
AUDIO RESEARCH VT60
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 MK111
AUDIO RESEARCH SP16
AUDIOPHYSIC VIRGO 3 ROSENUT
ACCUPHASE DP67
ACCUPHASE DP77 CD/SACD
ACCUPHASE DP90
ACCUPHASE DP55V
ACCUPHASE DP75V +AD INPUT CARD
ACCUPHASE E212
ARCAM CD73
ART AUDIO DIAVLO
ART AUDIO VPS DM
AVI LAB SERIES CD
BAT VK31 WITH REMOTE
BAT VK6200 3 CHANNEL
BOULDER 810 PRE IN STOCK
BOULDER 850 MONOS IN STOCK
BRYSTON BP20
DARTZEEL MODEL ONE
DCS VERDI LASCALA
DCS VERONA
DCS ELGAR PLUS FIRE WIRE
EAR 834L
EAR V70
FOCAL JM LABS 714.
FOCAL JM LABS 1027 BE
FOCAL JMLABS DIVA UTOPIA IMONTH OLD
FOCAL JMLABS CC70
KRELL KPS 25SC 24/96
KRELL FPB 700CX
KRELL FPB 250 MC X2«
KRELL FPB 650M X2
KRELL FPB 600C
KRELL FPB400CX
KRELL KPS 20IL
KRELL SACO STANDARD 5.2
KRELL 2250
KRELL 280P
LEXICON MC8
LINN LP12 BASIK PLUS
LINN KLIMAX TWIN
LINN KINOS
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT 1
MARK LEVINSON NO 39
MERIDIAN DSP600 24/96
MICHELL ALECTO MONOS MK1
MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA CD
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2CR POWER
NAGRA DAC
NAGRA PLL
NAGRA VPA MONOS
NAIM 282 SN190XXX
NAIM SCAP 2 S/N216XXX
NAIM 500 3AVAILABLE S/N 181XXX 168XXX 180XXX
NAIM 250 S/N 126XXX
NAIM CD5I SN200XXX
NAIM NCENT SN215XXX
NAIM NSUB SN215XXX
NAIM ARIVA SN207XXX
PEN AUDIO REBEL2/CHARA
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS
RVOX H6 TUNER
REGA P9
ROTELL RSDX02E DVD/SURROUND AMP
SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE
SONUS FABER EXTREMA
SILTECH SPX 30 1MTP SHUKO 2AVAILABLE
SILTECH OCTOPUS SIGNATURE
SPECTRAL MIT 330 1MTR SE
SPECTRAL DMC 15
SPECTRAL DMA 100S
TRANSPARENT REF XL- SS
TRANSPARENT SIGNATURE DIGITAL
TRANSPARENT REF XL- SS
TOM EVANS GROOVE +
TEAC DV50-S
VERTY AUDIO PARSIFAL
WILSON SYSTEM 6
WILSON BENESCH ACTOR
5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6

Wanted quaility hifi

IAN EDWARDS

MAKERS OF FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE

NOW

1800
.795
9000 . . 6495
2000
.895
5000 . . 2195
6500 . . 3495
2500 .. 1695
4000
1995
4500 . . 2995
7500 . . 3995
6500
.2995
3000.. 1695
8000. . 3995
2200 . . . 1295
400. . 250
4800.. . 2995
2200. . . 1395
1500. .. . 795
2500. . . . 895
5925. . . 2295
7250
8500
1200.. . 395
11800.. . 8495
10000 . . 4495
4000. . 2995
9500. . . 4495
700 . 295
3500 . . . 1495
480. . . . 245
4000 . . 2395
8500 . . 5495
180 . . . . 95
25000. . . 7995
15000. .. 6995
12000. . . 3995
24000. . . 7595
15000 . . . 4495
12000.. . 5995
15000 . . 2995
4000. . . 2595
4000 . . . 2595
3000 . . . 1995
5000. . . 2295
N/A . . . . 395
6000 . . 2495
4500 . . 2495
4500 .. 1995
5000 .. 1995
11000 . . 4995
2000... . 695
3000 . .. 1395
1000 . . . 450
7800 . . 3995
5500.. . 3495
1100.. . 5495
3075 . . . 1995
3000.. . 2095
12850 .. 6995
2300 . . . 795
850... 550
525..
325
1650. . . . 995
1350 . . . 695
2600. . . 1295
5300 .. 2995
N/A
295
2500 .. 1695
1000 . . . 395
12000. .. 6995
7000 .. 2995
330 . . . 195
595
295
350 ... 195
4700 . . 2495
4825. . . 2495
3500. . . 1495
1000 . . . . 595
7000 . . 2995
850... 450
4500.. . 2295
14000 . . 5995
20000 .. 7995
4000 . .. 1995

Tel:
.01423 500442 5
a,T; 01423 705260
www.iansbespokefurniture.co.uk
The OU Ckapef
282 Skipton _
Recut'
Harrogate, NYorks
HG1 351.
E

definitive audio
Definitive Audio offer; you a fresh and focused way of choosing a sophisticated
sound for your home Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our
reputation peerless The systems we create are infused with an elusive quality
bat will expand your musical honzons
Sale of part exchanged and ex -dem items

Sale

New

Dscao

Clearaudio Goldfinger cartridge

£51.40
£7000

Tron Syren pre-amp with Linet phono - 3months old - boxed barely used £4500
Mactone MA300B 20 watis 3008 power amp
£ 3000
Mactone XX330 line pre-amp
£ 3000
Conrad Johnson PV14L >re- amp
£ 1000
Esoteric X01 CD playei - perfect - boxed
£6000
Jan Elects MC18 MkIlcartege - less than 50 hours use
£ 1750

£6500
£8000
£2400
£9600
£2500

Voyd Reference turntable Unique example for sale on behalf of the designer
Beautiful satin Rosewood plilth. Sale includes Audionote wired Helius £ 10000
Cyalene tonearm and ANUK 10- Limited field coil cartndge with PSU
McIntosh W-2000 Anniversary power- amp 6550 parallel push-pull monster £ 4000
Pink Triangle Da Cape- CD Player
£ 1500

£25000
£13500

Placette passive line stage - 3inputs - 120v - remote control - 6months old £ 900
Living Voice loudspeakers - venous ex-dem. part-ex, seconds, troce very
please
young to very old
Gotham Type 39 mono, ( Western Electric version of Canary CA309)

£ 6000

£1600
call
£130130
£3500

Tom Evans Groove Plus
£2000
Audio Innovations P2 ohono stage completely standard - collectible classic £ 1000
Pathos 2 box pre-amp with emote control - spotless
£1500
Canary 903 4 box pre- amp - champagne facia - 3months old - boxed
£3500
Audlon Golden Night 31108 monos - very good condition
£1250
Border Patrol 3008 SE - Western Electnc valves - 8watts - charmer
£3250
Primare 030. 2CD player
£650
Sugden Bijou mmanc phcmc stage - 100 ohms
£400
Sonus Faber Electa Amator - Walnut - stand mount - lovely condition
Art Audio PX25 - 5watts - smote ended stereo
Avalon Arcus loudspeaker - Maple
Tube Technology Prophet pre-amp - 30 hours use
Tube Technology Lima Signature Integrated - 30 hours use
Rogue Audio Mefis pre. Atlas power Ex dem - less than 20 hours use
Canary 608LV integrated amp. 25 watts with Living Voice upgrade
Tom Evans Groove - 4 vers old
Unison Research Smart .300B class A power amp - 1year old
Avid Acutus - one lady anve , - fine looking example - excellent condition
Ravel M20 bookshelf loudspeakers - Santos Rosewood - with stands
Lmn Genkt CD player
Townshend Audio Selsmik Sink - 3DHD ( 100 kilos) 48 x48
Townshend Audio Selsmtk Sink - 3DSS ( 12 kilos) 48 x48
Nordost Ouattro Fil interconnect - 1m set - boxed
Nordost Ouattro Fil Interconnect - 2m set - boxed

Tel: 0115 973 3222
Internet: wwwdefinitiveaudio.co.uk

£ 3500
£6500
£4500
£5000
£650

£1750
£2500
£3500
£1250
£1250
£1250

£ 3500
£4500
£ 7000
£2500
£2500
$2250

f950
£250
£2250
£3C00

£ 3000
£ 440
£ 4500
£ 6000

£850
£400
£450
£450
£400
£700

£ 2C100
£ 1000

£ 1000
£ 1800

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shoueeclefinitiveaudio.co.uk

IC 300 Signature, IC 200 MKII, IC
100 MKII Analog,
DI-30 Signature & DI- 20 Digital
and VI- 6Video Interconnects, AC2MKII Power cord,
SS800 MKII and SS1000 MKII
Speaker cables. Tonearm interconnects TA300, TA200 and
TA100
Solid Core Silverfused wire technology with Teflon insulation

North Star
192 top loading Transport ( Pro 2CD Mech) and
Extremo DAC.

Bosendorfer Loudspeakers
Best Loudspeaker - Wallpaper

Maga-

zine 2004.
Reviewed in
the UK by HIFI

(.

News, Hifi Plus
and HifiChoice.
Many other
great overseas
reviews. Ask
for brochure
and price
list. VC1 from

\kItr

£3450, VC2
from £4750

The world's only true Ferrite technolo gycables - ahi ghquality ferrite is extruded over the conductor
strands. Power Cords - GNLM 5/2.5
(CSA 2.5) anc GNLM 05/04. From
£48 for a1m cord
terminated with
AUDUSA
EUPEN
an IEC and MK tou ghplu g.Other
terminations include Fi g of 8, 16
amp IEC, and mains plu gsSchuko,
USA, Danish, India, Swiss etc
AUDUSA 00M products
include ceramic speaker cable
isolators from the USA, MK Tou gh
plu gs, IEC's, & Wat: gate 320L IEC
with silver plated contacts. Lockin g
banana and RCA connectors with
silver plated pins.

and VC7 from
£6400

LAT International Maintenance products
Contact Cleaner, Record Cleanin gsolution, CD/
DVD disk cleanin gsolution Enhancement products - Vibra Killers. CDiamond, Once & Done and
Green Line
Ask for product brochures and price list and or try
one of our dealers - KJ West One, Rochester HiFi,
Stoneaudio, Unilet Sound & Vision, Simply-Stax,
Custom Cable Service, Sound Academy Visit our
web site and check the list of ex-demo bargains on
offer

WWW.AUDUSA.COM

T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020

8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

HEATHCOTE AUDIO
TEL :01992 653999 MOBILE :07860 511111
FULL LIST 6d. PICTURES ON WEBSITE :www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk

EQUIPMENT URGENTLY RE QUIRED FOR CASH PLEASE PHONE GEORGE
SOLID STATE
XTC PRE- 1 & POWER- 1AMPS (SUPERB) MINT/BOXED

£1895

SONY TAE-9000ES PRE/TA9OES STEREO POWER AMP EXCLT/BOXED £1250
McCORMACK RLD-1/DNA-125 PRE/POWER MINT/BOXED
£2250
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE DECADE (3K NEW) AS NEW/BOXED
MARK LEVINSON 336 POWER AMP DUE IN

£1295
TBA

MAGNUM DYNALAB MD-208 STEREO RECEIVER EXCLT/BOXED
LUXMAN M-05 CLASS APOWER AMP EXCLT/BOXED

TBA
TBA

PERREAUX MM/MC PRE & 300 WATT 02 POWER VGC
SONY TAFB94OR FEW HOURS USE ONLY AS NEW
NAD C372 FEW HOURS USE ONLY AS NEW

£995
£275
£350

MARANTZ PM 6100 OSE FEW HOURS USE ONLY AS NEW

TBA

CONRAD JOHNSON PF1PRE (CAN PHONO STAGE) EXCLT £695
BEL CANTO LINE-1/EVO 200.2 EX DEM/BOXED
£2795
SONY TAE-1/TAN-1PRE/POWER (ULTRA RARE) MINT/BOXED
£6495
GRYPHON SONATA ALLEGRO PRE MINT/BOXED
C. JOHNSON PFR.REMOTE PRE MINT/BOXED

£4995
£1495

ELECROCOMPANIET EC 4.7 PRE BRAND NEW
£995
DPA 505 PRE AMP C/W PHONO STAGE MINT/BOXED £395
PLINIUS SA- 102 POWER AMP (£4700) EXCLT
MARANTZ MA- 700 MONOBLOCS X4MINT/BOXED
PIONEER A-400 MINT/BOXED

£2795
£1195
£195

MUSICAL FIDELITY A-100 EXCLT/BOXED
£195
MARANTZ PM 55SE EXCLT/BOXED
£99
YAMAHA AX-620 AMP EXCLT
£249
QUAD 33/303/FM3 QUAD SERVICED EXCLT
£375

LOUDSPEAKERS

KEF 01 MINT/BOXED
£175
KEF 10-5 AS NEW
£275
KEF 10-7 AS NEW
KEF 10-9 AS NEW

£350
£550

CELESTION A-2 SANTOS R/WOOD BRAND NEW

£1195

TRINITY TRIDENT 3WAY (£2700) GC.
CURA CA- 30 B.EYE MAPLE (£2700) MINT/BOXED

£895
£1295

ALA JORDAN NOTE-5BOBINGA WOOD (SUPERB) EX.DEM £ 1250
SNELL CMKN EXCLT
£995
AUDIONOTE ARE ROSEWOODGC
T+A TMR-100 TRANSMISSION UNES
CASTLE AVON
CASTLE HOWARD- 2BEECH EXCLT
REGA XEL ROSEWOOD (£1275) EMIT

£795
£750
£375
£650
£475

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE109 EXCLT
AMPHION KRYPTONS (£8500) BRAND NEW
MARTEN MILES II BOXED
MARTEN MILES III BRAND NEW
AUDIO PHYSIC CALDERAS MINT/BOXED

£275
£5750
£3795
RING
TBA

JM LABS MEZZO UTOPIA MINT

RING

EGGLESTONWORKS ANDRA-2 EX OEM
EGGLESTONWORKS ROSA BRAND NEW

£7995
£5995

EGGLESTONWORKS FONTAINE 2BRAND NEW
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM M-3 MINT

£3995
£2850

MIRAGE M1si EXCLT
KLIPSCH K-HORNS B.EYE MAPLE EXCLT
SNELL TYPE All EXCLT/BOXED

£2750
£2995
RING

VALVE AMPS

AUDIO RESEARCH VS-55(FEW HOURS USE ONLY) AS NEW/BOXED £1995
AUDIO INN FIRST AUDIO 2A3 POWER AMP EXCLT
£795
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-8PRE AMP (BLACK) MINT/BOXED £895
UNISON RESEARCH S-845 INTEGRATED MINT/BOXED £1695
ROGUE MAGNUM 66 REMOTE PRE MINT/BOXED £995
AUDIO INN.1000 MKIII 6L6 MONO'S MINT/BOXED

CD/SACD/DVD

PERP.TECH P1-A/P3-A/PSU SIG-2 (LAST 1) BRAND NEW
PRIMARE V-25 OVO/CO PLAYER (£1000) EX DIS

£1250
£1895
£450

CHORD 1500E 96/192 kHZ 3DACS/PRE (£6800 ) MINT/BOXED £2750
CEC TL51-X TRANS & 71X DAC +VOL MINT/BOXED£1995
MERIDIAN 563 DAC XLR &RCA MINT
£395
TRICHORD DIGITAL TURNTABLE EXCLT
£450
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO D-500SE GC
£99
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDS-III CD PLAYER/TRANSPORT NOS/BOXED
£395
AUDIO ALCHEMY AGOIl CO PLAYER/TRANSPORT VGC
£295
THETA CARMAN CO/OVO TRANSPORT MINT/BOXED £1595
ACCUPHASE DP-90 TRANSPORT MINT

£3250

AUDIO ALCHEMY ODE V.3 DAC NEW OLD STOCK NOS/BOXED £350
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V.1.2 DAC NEW OLD STOCK NOS/BOXED £275
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE 0.1.1 NEW OLD STOCK NOS/BOXED
£225
MSB LINK DAC-3 24/96Khz MINT/BOXED
£375
MONRIO 188 DAC/PSU VGC
£275
ZSYSTEMS Z3src UPSAMPLER (£1450) MINT/BOXED
MICROMEGA SOLO (NEW MECH) BOXED
DENON DPFJ3030 200 CD MULTI PLAYER EIDEM
DENON OVO 2800 (GOLD) MINT

£495

£895
£195
£395

VINYL
TRANSCRIPTORS & SKELETAL ARM LOVELY
QUASAR SKELETAL TURNTABLE EXCLT

FORSELL AIR FORCE REF./ARM/FLYWHEEL EXCLT/BOXED
£7495
WALKER PROCENIUM $35000 EX OEM/BOXED
£12500
ROGUE AUDIO PHONO STAGE MM/MC (£800) DCDEM
£395
PROJECT DEBUT GC
£99

TUNERS /TAPE/CD RECORDERS
LYNX THETA TUNER (VERY RARE) VGC
SONY 700ES 3HEAD TAPE MACHINE MINT
QUAD FM-4

STANDS LAST FEW!!

underpins the incomparable quality and
value of this superb range of turntablesfrom
Acoustic Signature.
Designed

and

constructed

entirely

'in-house' on the company's own 01C machines,
every Acoustic Signature model incorporates a
technobgically advanced, selflubricating bearing

£149

SOUNDSTYLE XS- 105 NEW

£199

SOUNDSTYLE XS- 100 NEW

£195

SOUNDSTYLE ST-105 NEW
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 100 NEW

£275
£250

CABLES PLEASE SEE WEB FOR FULL LIST
LOUDSPEAKER CABLE
DPA BLACK SLINK 4METRE PAIR X2LOCKING WETS

A(JDIONOTE AN-L3METRE PAIR( FACTORY TERMINATED SILVER SPADES)
OED XT-350 4MM AIRLOC PLUGS 4METRE PAIR
NORDOST FLATLINE GOLD BI-WIRE

£225
TBA

BLACK RHODIUM S-300 BI WIRE BRAND NEW ((40 METRE) PER METRE £20
BLACK RHODIUM S-130 X2 BI WIRE BRAND NEW (£20 METRE) PER METRE£9

INTERCONNECT

BULK RHO» ORARY10 NAMED XII 1IVE1FE (0387 REX) BRIM) NEW
BLACK «OW ORÇORI3 PALA403))4.R 2NUT (£15C0+ RETALJBFASDNEIN.£650
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIO 1METRE RCA BRAND NEW
£295
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO AWARD WINNING CABLE 0.5 METRE OR 1
METRE BRAND NEW
£75/95
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1METRE BRAND NEW
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE 1.5 METRE RCA

£65
595

ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE 12 FT PAIR BALANCED XLII
HOVLAND G-3 1METRE XLR BALANCED AS NEW/BOXED

£1195
£275

that'sfully guaranteedfor ten years.
Combining massive construction with
ultra-fine tolerances also ensures that these
magnificent instruments are desirably immune
to most extraneous influences and deliver a
quality ofpeformance that will greatly exceed
your expectations.
Acoustic Signature turntables costfrom
as little as £1,000.

EDINBURGH

£795

RAPPORT USA 5METRE PAIR EX.DEM
£375
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET!! PAIR BI-WIRE AS NEW BOXED ETC £795
PS.AUDIO X-TREAM BI-WIRE 3METRE PAIR
£750
NIRVANA AUDIO SLSERES 2.3 METRE PAIR EX DEM. FACTORY1EFIRINNIED £475

R ETRO R EPRODUCTIO N
28A HADDINGTON PLACE

£375

£195

SOUNDSTYLE XS- 105 EX DEM

Engineering Excellence at Retro Reproduction, Edinburgh

micro-precision engineering from Germany

£195
£250

SONY 777ES DAB/FM/AM

ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE

Advanced technology combined with

£895
£1250

TEL: 0131 558 9989

I
.
audio

...because the flame is worth the candle

e.
ea

000000 ff

111111»6—..
MUSIC FIRST MFI

LUXMAN

ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE

The MJSiC First MF1 pre- amplifier delivers
astate-of-the-ant rerformance comparable
with ( or often fetter than) some ore- amps
costinç many times its price. Amazing!

One of the most t
usted names in serious hi-fi
components. Renowned for high end performance,
incomparoble build quolity, flexibility and
outstandinç reliablity. Lipman L505f - £2,395

Massive, precision engineering ensures these
superb turntables are virt jolly immune to
extraneous influences. At jus -£1,295 (ex arm)
the Challenger has already taken the title!

BASIS Vector MkIll Tenearm
HiFi News magazine 2006 award winning product, Basis Vector MkIII.
The Jn-q.re dual pivot design offers both impeccable tracking and
damping. Indeed, the Vector's design objectives have been achieved so
successbIly, another of the world's pre-eminent tonearm designers has
been,ki-ic enough to say so, for details pease see our website.

ANALYSIS PLUS Cables and Interconnects
Designed and manufactured by this science based R&D company,
Analysis Plusiproducts feature aunique ' Hollow Oval profile specifically
created for high-eld audio signals. We've now installed Analysis Pius
Solo C-ystal Oval throughout our own 'reference' system.

EMMA

HORNING Loudspeakers

KR AUDIO

Experence the most ncrurally realistic
recrection of all types of music dynamic
contrcsts and subtleties with osense of
emotional communication that's now rcther
rare from modern hi-fi systems.
Valve friendly, room frierdly, powerful bass
and spatial finesse, hear recorcings with no
hint ri tiresome technological inhence, no
exaggerated detail, no ' edgy' frghs, rust
remarkably believable, free flowing music.

What better pedigree? Sutlime musical
reproducton from amplifiers designed
and produced by the valve manufacturers
themselves, KR Audio. We always have the
majestically graceful KR Kronzilla DM
monoblocxs ( right) on demonstration as
well as KR Audio's word renowned
integrated models like the VA340. We also
keep awide range of KR Audio valves
induding 300B, 300BXL, 845 and 611.

Part- exchange & Ex-Dem Bargains

LIKE NEW ... NOTHING LIKE THE PRICE!
ATLANTIS ACOUSITIQUE Esterel Loud9peakers (£3,500)
Mint, bid
AUDIO NOTE N12 norm Stage
Mint
AUDIO ,RESEARCH D130 Power Amplifer
SKretb, boxed
AUDIOSTATIC DOI Wing Loudspeakers Pi black
Mint, boxed
BENZ MICRO Pul4 Mod Cartridge - Very, very few hours use Mint, bxed
BOW Wozoo XL Integrated Amplifier (£ 3,000)
Mint, bud
B&W DM603 ink2 ; Black)
Superb, collection only
CARDAS Quad-Link Loudspeaker Cables, hiwire, spades 12ft+
Smob
CLEARAUDIO insider. Cortidge - Very few hours
Melt, boxed
CLEARAUDIO wider Reference Cartridp - Very few hours
Mint, boxed
CONSONANCE Refit) Jurer (£ 895)
Exdear, bend
CONSONANCE Ref 1.1 Vake Pre-omp (World class, £2,495) Endew, toted

£2495
£1495
CP95
£2795
£1295
£1795
£325
£7.95
£2595
£3495
£595
£1595

CONS,INANCE Ref 2.2 Valve output CD Player
Eudew, bmed
EAR -he Head' MC Transformer
Excellent
LINN SONDEK LP12 (Trampolin) - newOrigin Im' Ultra lImotot
Mini -t
- N9,w
111CRNIN3 !eus High Sensitivity'Speakers (£ 2,000) Ex-dern, mint, boxed
MIL-HELL Drbe with SME V
Superb
MUSIC FIRST MF1 Passive Pre-amp ( Ex-dem)
ilr milt, boxed
ORTOFON iACA-16 Moving Coil nano Transformer T,2 gain levels) Superb
REFERENCE 3a Dulcet (£ 1,5954
7.x-dem, milt, boxed
SME Series IV Toneorm
Eudear, mint, boxed
SUMC Gold! Valve Pre & 3008 nonoblocks - Shin' ,Brass fin sh
Superb
TA_ONRnen Loudspeakers, Bionic glass finish (£ 7000)
Mint, bead
RN Druid Mk IV Loudspeakers. Block (£ 2,395)
Ex-dew, mint, boxed

www.oudiolincs.com
GRANTHAM ( Al) SOUTH LINCS

audio

DEM,ONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT
NATIONWIDE DELIVERIES DAILY

EXPORT SALES

£995
£349
£1195
£1295
£2695
£1195
£95
£1095
£895
£2695
£2995
£1795

PHONE:

078 2192 5851
or

01476 591090

You Need aCD Player with Valves!

The AH! WOE DOER' Valve CD has smooth Vinyl like
sound quality. Transparency without harshness.
Rated 4.82 out of 5, with over 132 reviews on > auclioreview.com .

Rave reviews in Hi Fi World, Hi Fi News, Stereophile

llama 00011S Mt' 1/31JOS, goamos, Mains Mlle, feet
etc. You Cm Merle sound to your own regoitements.
1

Optional 192khz 24bit Swiss made Upsampler only £ 249.95

2

Dual power supply with toroidal low noise transformer.

3

Massive 30.000uf of Power Supply smoothing capacitors

4
5
6
7
8

Philips Military NOS 6922 valves supplied as standard
Supercrystal clock for super low jitter performance
Output voltage adjustable from 0.7v to 5v
AH! AC • Noise Killer' fitted as standard
Full remote control with adjustable volume

9
10

Optional Burr Brown OP amps
All versions upgradeable to Reference' model

Features include: Twin power supplies. AC noise kilIer. Low jitter
clock. Valve output stage Quality audiophile parts eg Wma &
Vishay. Swiss Upsampler by Anagram techno.ogies uses
Analogue Devices AD1895 2nd generation 24bit sample rate
converter, Upsampling a Wolfson Microeiectronics VVM8740
DAC chip, 24bit 192 kHz chip. The result is stunning value!
Inc Super Crystal'. Digital Transformer
£429.95
Upgraded version
£529.95
Reference Inc 24bit 192 khz Upsampler & all upgrades£899.95
Basic

Super

Or choose the Basic or Super and add your own upgrades

•
ce_074_

e••

are now UK agents for

To order the FREE ( NEVV) full colour
JPS Cables Brochure, please call or
alternatively email us your details.

Paper in Oil Capacitors
Warm and Smooth Sounding!

You can also download the brochure
from the audio salon web site.

Coupling capacitors are just as critical to pe -formance as

for those who don't believe in compromise
4 Park Circus. Glasgow, G3 6AX. Scotland
unfoe.audiosalon.co.uk
www.aucluosalon.co.uk
www.ppslabs.com

Treat your amplifier to new coupling caps!
valves arel In vintage amps they are likely to be " leaky" or
"out of spec". Even modern " High End" amps are often
fitted with cheap & cheerful types. Only Jensen Paper in
Oil can bring out those smooth rich musical tones.
Choose from Aluminium.
Copper or Silver foil. You
Can DIY or can we fit for
you. Prices start from about
£14.00 each. ( e.g. apair
QUAD Ils £ 84.00 or £ 125.00 fitted) See our website for
prices or jensencapacitors.com for more information.
Order now by phone or ask for aleaflet
Website at twiw.iconaudio.co.uk Auditions by appointment
Phone 0116 2440593 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
Leery._ c71-zullo— 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
'Conditions apply

Visa a- d MasterCard accepted

CE marked

i )

NEW
WEB SITE
LAUNCHED !

brighton
n
I
,
) nI:
J.L:ang.

More Favourites

Did you know?

eiers

We have moved and are now situated in the
beautiful and peaceful countryside.Why not call to
arrange apersonal demonstration and relax in
one of our two new listening studios!

Emitter 1 :

The Emitter Iis the
entry model, offering all the qualities
of the Emitter- family. Separate power
supply are keeping electromagnetic
fields and vibrations away from the
control unit.

Acoustic Signature :

Hand-crafted
masterpieces of music making, which are
developed, produced and made for natural
listening. Ask us to tell you about the Mambo'
model...

Fact:

The ASR Reference 4Box Integrated Amplifier is the best sounding, best selling
Amplifier we have ever demonstrated in our listening studio - period

Blue Note : Stibbert uses the latest Bluenote
digital technology and output proprietary filter
called ZeroClocTM. ElectroPower
voltage
power supply is the first self adjusting power supply
installed in aconsumer CD Player. It is without
doubt the most stunning £2,950 CD Player we have
ever heard!
TM

Emilie : The 4different new Emilie models
each with diverse tubes will expand the range of your
speaker choices and bring your music to life like never
before! Call us for more details and to arrange a
demonstration.

Basis make some of the most
beautiful turntables we have every laid
our eyes on. Did we also mention it
makes some of the best sounds we
have ever laid our eyes on as well?
Call for more details and to arrange a
demorstration.

Pk> 4re
Martin Logan has some competition
from abeautiful new electrostatic.
Its already making waves over here
and we think is going to be agreat
success. Give us acall to arrange a
demonstration - trust us, you will not
be disappointed!

Gershman :

The attractive stylist inherent
in any Gershman model is immediately evident.The
exotic shape of the top three designs is no accident.
Based on the strongest architectural design known to
man, the pyramidal enclosures, these speakers from
Canada are more than alittle special.

Luxman : A range of products are available and we
lust have to mention the L-509F Integrated model.
Falling in love with the sound of the L-509F Integrated
Amplifier is easy but leaving our place without one could
prove rather more challenging!

We have an extensive
range of used hi-fi
equipment. Shown on
the right is just asmall
sample of the products
we have.
Visit our web site:
www.hifiguy.co.uk
as the list changes

Did you
know we?
•can collect your hi-fi
•deliver your hi-fi
•install your hi-fi
•offer trade-ins
•offer part-exchange
•commission sales
•free advice
•home loans
•home demonstrations
•home trial
•after sales care

Clearance Specials
(be quick)
Audio Artistry Dyvorak Speakers (£6,000)
1,500
Audio Note DAC 3. IX Signature (£5,000) £2.000
Audio Research Classic 120 Mono (L8,000) £2,500
Audio Research 5Phonostage (£ 1,800)
CLOW
BATVK-55 Poweramp (£2,900)
e'£1,500
£2,995
Canary 303 Slure Monos (MOB) (£8,000)
£3,995
Conrad Johnson Premier 8Monos (£ 18,000)
£7,500
Edge Signature Preamp (£ 14,000)
£2,500
Hyperion HPS-938 çfieakers (exd) (£3,800)
£2.600
dis JPS-2 Preamp ( L12.000)
£1,200
rell KSA-100S Poweramp (£6,000)
£2,995
II KPS2OIL CD Player (£ 12.000)
£350
nSondek LP I
2 (black/basic plus) (£N/A)
£4,950
Intosh MC2000 Anniversary (£ 14.000)
thell Gyt udu_1( QC Power Siipply (L1,400)
£795
L1
,I)C10
Music First Preamp (£ 1.500)
£800
,Musical Fidelity CD/Pre ( L2,500)
£1,600
,ReferenceVeena Speakers (£2,800)
£15,000
'Rowland 301 Monoblocks (£30000)
£1,000
audio 600 powerplant (£2,800)
Rinst Audio Dominus Speaker
(
) LPOA
[POP
,Purist Audio Dominus Bal Interc (L5,000)
£2,400
)Spectral Dmc-I5 Preamp (£4,700)
Spectral Dma 1COs Power-amp (£4,800)
£2,400

P
S

rihk, Len

103 zerobox : Our sound system.
aptly called "Zerobox -,
lives up to its name and
does not draw attention to itself but rather
steps back to allow the more important task
of propagation medium to come forward: - The
reproduction of music maintaining the dynamics
and spatial imaging with which the microphone
recorded it. without any technical interference. In
other words, as amusic lover experiences alive
concertActive Bass version available soon.

o

o

MCD201 : The MCD201 will play
your CDs. CD- R, CD-RVV. SACD and MP3.
Utilizing apurpose-designed transport that
spins CDs at 4times normal read speed
and SACD discs at 2times normal read
speed gives the laser multiple chances to
extract and refocus through imperfect
discs resulting in fewer errors. A stunning
CD/SACD Player.

Did you know?
We are the only dealer in the UK to have the complete Reference
McIntosh System on permanent demonstration in our listening studio.

Jason transport
Medea dac
It it the best CD Transport and DAC
Combo we have ever heard - bar none!!
Hear what CD is really capable of in
our new listening studios today!

NEW web site launched - www.hifiguy.co.uk
1

turntableworld!
Aesthetix Rhea - the best phono stage you will ever hear?
SME 20/2a - the one you always wanted
Graham Phantom - really not that scary
Moth, VPI, Clearaudio RCMs - what a difference!
Our Dem facilities offer a wide selection of all types of analogue equipment from all the best brands including...
Aesthetix, Clearaudio, Decent Audio, Dynavector, Tom Evans, Goldring, Grado, Graham, Hadcock, Lyra, Michell, Moth,
Nottingham Analogue, Origin Live, Ortofon, Project, Roksan, Rothwell, Graham Slee, Shure, SME, Sumiko, Transfiguration,
Trichord, Whest Audio, Wilson Benesch and VPI

turntableworld!

is at hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington, DL3 71E, Tel 01325 241888 or email news@turntableworld.co.uk

Bellari (USA) Valve Phono Pre-Amp
Listen to perfect vinyl sounds (or record
on computer or CD) EXCLUSIVE ro
.„

I

..zeine

*.<•• •

"Boy does that

40«, r‘rwr,,à

supremely musical"

19/20

e

0870 8500129

Audiola
Castle

Hi Fi+
"Near perfect blend of pnce
and performance"

Hi-FiNews

• All valve circuitry
• FilAA equilization
• Headphone/stereo line
output with volume contre
• Rumble filter
Manned 24hr order line:

SMART SOUND

HiFi News

single valve serve -Provided auniverse of almost
up slam"
perfect listening pleasure,
OVERALL RATING sweet detailed and above all,

VP1 29
-

£159"

What HiFi
"Smooth, warm sound... Makes
vocal based music apleasure"
Call for full reviews

Check out our massive range of products & great prices

www.smartsounddirect.com

HORSHAM HI- Fl & HOME CINEMA LTD
Ex-Dem and Used equipment for sate

Original Price

eft Rowland Model 8T & BPS- 8 Power Amp

Price Now

£ 18,000

dCS Elgar DAC

£9,000

£ 5,995
£ 2,995

dCS Purcell Upsampler

£ 4,500

£ 1,595

Magnum Dynalab MD -106T FM Tuner

£ 3,600

£ 2,250

EAD Powerrruster 2000 5 Channel Power Amp
Krell Showcase Prearnp/Processor
Revel Voice Centre Speaker
Lexicon MC4 Preamp/Processor
Lexicon CX-7 7 Channel Power Amp

£ 6,000
£ 4,500

£ 2,495
£ 2,995

£ 6,000

£ 2,995

£ 3,500

£ 2,500

£ 3,500

£ 2,500

Lexicon RT-I0 DVD/CD/SACD Player

£ 2,000

£ 1,295

ATC SCM• 12 Loudspeakers

£ 1,000

Dynaudio Audience 8 Loudspeakers

( 695

£ 1,500

£ 595

Revel 8-15 1000w Subwooter

£ 2,750

£ 1,995

Revel F50 Loudspeakers
Revel CSO Centre Speaker

£ 6,000
£3,495
£ 2,500
£ 1,795

Revel S30 Dipole Speakers

£ I,800

Sim2 HT 300E Link DIP Projector
Sim 2 HT3000 1080p HD Projectror
Sirri2 C1X Lite 3 Ch ..DIP Pro ector

£ 12,000
L12,000

£ 1,295
£ 4,995
( Phone

( II 000

( Phone

Please Visit Our Website For More Quality Equipment
Tel: 01403 272931 or 07890 390310
email: projectorsareusgbtinternet.com website: www.projectorsareus.com

Award Winning North of England Retailers...

Chord
Cyrus
KEF
Marantz

All Chord Electronics available. with up to 3yrs 0% finance

Meridian
Michell
Mission
MJ Acot
Monitor
Mordaui
NAD
Nordost
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos
Pickering
Primare
ProAc
Project
Quad
Roksan
Shanling
SME
Sugden
Tannoy
TEAC
Van den Hut
Wharfedale
Yamaha

24 Gillygate, York
01904-629659
www Vickers Hin co uk

- Since 1967

Rewriting the
rulebook...
DEMONSTRATOR AND USED ITEMS
FRONT END/PLAYBACK

Digital
Rodeo Syntheses DAD Decade 22 Bit Balanced S H
Audio Synehesee DAD Decade 22 Bor Song. ended S.
Arce,, Dora CD92 5,1cc, dCS Ring Player SIS
Densen Bear400 XS • demo
dCS Verdo Lo Scala tronsportIllpsampler mderno
DAC mderno
dCS Cigar Plus foreswore ILL 394
eICS PR. SACDoCDIDSD Player ', ern°
Krell KP520.1 CD 1Processor SIM
Orpheus labs One DAC teeth
nt
demo
Orpheus labs Zero CD player • demo
Promote V 10 COIDVD Ploye• acderno
So, (DP 0940 SACO Player S H
Sourer. CD2I CD Player X•demo
Theta Generanon V Balanced 5/09
Theta Pro Bosco 11 DAC troth OscornIllalanced
Wad., 302 Block ', demo

Led Edreeon

Clearaordro Emoroon
Dynarector DVS 7d2
Heed Audio

Orbot

NIC Carreodge

Turntable
MLII S/H

I IT PSU

Package

New do

Now

3500
2999
fO

1199
1499
449

2600
9500
9500
6995
:4995
)150
4600
795
549
1089
6200
2990
4000

Analogue
Crown Jewel

Was

1199
4999
4999
) 999
3299
1799
2999
499
249
730
1299
695
2999

2650
650
599

100hrs
X•demo

275
N A
650
270
N A

Booed

Mc Cat,eock M,cco Duce Choco Stage S/M
Rego P2 / Boas Torntoble SIH
Roksan Detect Alphaton Xenon XIS,' SI14

Acoustic Signature '
Reimyo

499
499
299

Movers

179
1399
399
179
549

Emille

Preamplifi•rs
Audoo Anologue Belton, Remore Preamplofier 0- deco
Audoo eeeeee ch LS I Hyhred Preamplefeer SIM
Andoo eeeeeee h 1.S16 RernotellSolonced S/H

AMPLIFICATION

Conrad Johnson PVIOIA calve Preamplcrrer mderno
Con•od Johnson 1,1 1•L Remote co,ro/led rot, mderno
Conrod Johnson Prenteer 18LS •- deco
Conw eeeeee Audio CAT SL I Se, eeeeee Block SIFI
D
8200 Preamplrfoer S.

615
198
2999

199
1150
1999
2299
299

Krell KRC HR preamplofoer SIll
Orphens Two Prearnploreer xcdemo
Roisan Ll Preontp 'requires PSLIo SIFT
Roksan LI 5 PreamploGer Hequeres PSUI 5114
Soorden rn eeeeee lass ', romp',/,' a- demo

68198
3100
2299
26.99
2300

2499
1999
995
1299
1599

Spectral ° PAC

7600

4999

HMO
N

599
299

Audoo Research VM220 Valre mono AmploNers ', demo
Audeo research VT 100MKIll Valve Power Amplorter SiI4
Bel Canto EVO 200.2 Class T eeeee o power S.

9000
64'00
2499

7499
3999
995

Bel conic ( VOZ Genll melon.,
Conrad Johnson MV60 SE Volre Ampler,' SIN
Conrad Johnson Preen," 35054 • demo

2899
25.00
81100

1899
1895
5999

301

Reference

Preamplorter

mderno

Amplifiers

And., Analogue Domeetro Mono Power AmploGers
Audoo Research CIAO
Re Bull, SHE

g
,
,
-.2

Densen
Denten

Amo,p., Psu

'
8.01
950 )40 • demo

X•deono

S/H

1800
N1/A

bear 350 mono. r-dema
heat30Ors a- demo

3999
999

5000
1499

2499
749

MVO
2995

2999
1799

/ 4ros

1299

879
$99

695
419$

299
119

4880
6600

2250
4999

ATC SCMI 2 Cherry SIH
Audeo Physrc Toro Mange, Cherry r-derno
Audeo Physoc Spark 1 maple X•derno
JAI Lab M1cro Utopia CialSIC a-dema
IM lob Chorus 714s Style •- demo

10110
5.19
164,
4,00
4179

619
399
1199
3150
349

yeel lab Electra 921 be Ann eeeeeee y last poor! New
¡NI Lab Sob XL x5 Grey PH
Marton Logan Aeon I Oak an115
Marten Logan Aeon Oak S/H
Pen Audio Rebel 2 0- deco
Pen Audoo Charm Active Subwoofer a- deco
ProAc Response 2.5 Mahogony S/H
Re•el 910 Perforrno In Syearnore Sell
Sonus robe' Concert,. Nome Poano lacquer SIN
Sonus Faber leathe• Stands. foxed heoght. x- demo
Spend°, SI Cherry 594

28100
1000
3089
3189
995
1,95

2400
499
2400
1599
699
999

6500
6199
RIO
5199

3299
399
199
019

1
.79
5.79
/165
1680
MIA
550
9-40

69
299
99
899
99
299
499

Modrogal MDCI Irn AESIEBU IlOohm Dogotal Cable new boxed
Nordost Shorts 2m moons cable •- deco
Nord., Voshnu lm mains cable 5.
Nord,' Vishnu 2m moons ( able S/H
Shun Moak 1pr 40001 Controller',demo
Shun Moan Ultra Doamond Resonators set of 3 er.derno
Shun Monk Mpongo dos( x•dento
Soloech 18188 CilloSIC 2•3on Solver 8. Gold Speaker cable 811/11
Se/serh Sagnatures GS 0 SOrn AESIEBU balanced Dogotal cable SI34
Safer', SPX20 In, 1EC•Shuko Mao, cable o- demo
Sound Organesemon Record Rack tooth CD Ielect SIN

420
120
4.19
419
SW
/10
45
MO
410
P9,

249
175
2,9
299
229
999
29
2991
179
95
40

Spectral M1-350 20ft Ingerconnec, RCA- RCA ', demo
Spectral Z Chord Ill 2rre moons cabie te -demo
Spectral AC I 2 Cord Ins mains cable S/21
Transparenr Moser le, Ultra It,, RCA- RCA SIH
Toansparen, Malec lonk UlÉra Im RCA- RCA S/H

I400
999
/500
998
1129

799
19,
499
499
579

/ 199
TOO

5,9
99

650

549

850
195

59,
199

Groat' GM20 OIL Mono Valve Amplopers
Orpheus Three power omplorrer •- derno
Pathos Model One
Roloson SI 5

SIN

SIFT

Veeeee n II z•demo
power ampIrroer Hirer

vm

Robson DS/.5 PSU Solver S/N
Rokson 1354 ISU Black SIM
Spectral DMA100s Amplorom e- deco
Sugelen en eeeee class monos • demo

Puresound

Shakers

Eben
Kingsound

22
9,9

52'00
11300

(CS LAI latest spec upgrade monas S.
Elecrrocompanter AVV220 Steeeo Power AmploNer

Luxrnan

399
649
/ 619

1299
2999
4000
60'00
// DO

Extras

Murata
Vertex AQ

Loudspeakers

V)
Ce

iii
Y
<o
r

..-.,.
1
...1

CABLES & TABLES

CL
Vel

Cables and A

2rot)

Transparent MII1If Ware Plus
2• 7 62rn ', demo
Voodoo Aorerk platform $ 0,011 seee S.
Elmo.

wwwsounclsurgery
.co.uk

ies

Atacama 50em Sand Idled stands 5114
duda Note 2•511 be veered AN $ pa Speaker cable S/H
Audoo Note Ion ANle• AESIEBU balanced Drgoral S/H
BCD Engeneeeong 1000 Tabfe 4 roer S/H
Cogan Hall Interrnerzo ( MD 0 7Son RCA 5114
Cardas Cross I Sc RCA- RCA $ 104
Cordes Golden Cross I Sc Balanced Sill

W

1299

3000 Values

lea,,

NEW

01392 662920

thesoundsurgery

hifi components and accessories

Tuners & Tape decks, power supplies
Dense, 13r, ROO AM/CM Tuner • demo
Magnum Dynalab ( TR rernarelTune• /or Elude

S131

[tote& Substaroon spec cal muse, VII
Hotel. Qubelll 5114
PS And, Ulternate Ontlei S H
Midland Audio X- change are looking foe * unto Re ter re h.
Maim Audio, SNE.

1600
195
/ 495
849
128
169
11,11 . Mark Levinson .

Warne

www.midlandaudio-xchange.co.uk

MIDLAND

AUDIO

XCHANGE

t.01562 731100 L01562 730228 m.07721 605966
THE OLD CHAPEL, FORGE LANE, BELBROUGHTON. DY99TD

Pick up abargain on our Used lExdemo webpage!

cartridges

AUDIOJUMBLE

lyra
ortofon
sumiko

sistance is

>cables

2007

chord company
eichman
nordos

SALE OF VINTAGE AND MODERN HI-FI EQUIPMENT AT
THE ANGEL LEISURE CENTRE TONBRIDGE, KENT

headphones
grado
stax

SUNDAY 11TH FEBRUARY 2007
10.30AM - 4.30PM
Stalls £25.00
10.30am Standard Entry £4.00
9.30am Early Entry £10.00
BOOKINGS/ENQUIRIES 01892-540022 /
info@audiojumble.co.uk

hardware
atC
aI
-Ca rT1

castle
creek
epos
focal

pm labs
harbeth
lexicon
michell

conveniently

m +I<

talented focal

naim audio

REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE ALL DAY
MAIN LINE RAILWAY STATION WITHIN

electra 1000 Be

neat acoustics

range now

nottingham

providing

origin live

WALKING DISTANCE.

temptation

primare

at :

runco

•VALVE AMPS • TURNTABLES • RECORDS •
SPEAKERS • COMPONENTS •
•BOOKS • TUNERS • CD PLAYERS •
•VINTAGE RADIOS •

www.audiojumble.co.uk
Are you hearing your Naim Audio
system at anywhere near its full
potential? The inherent sonic ability of aNaim

Audio system has never been in doubt, however with

products such as the Fraim support and more recently
the Hi Line interconnect and CD 555PS CD power supply,
Naim Audio themselves have amply demonstrated the
ever greater levels of performance that are achievable
with your existing components. ITom Tom Audio can
optimise your Naim Audio system through thoughtful
and creative upgrade routes, and by utilising anumber
of products and accessories that are both compatible
with and sensitive to the Naim Audio ethos. IAs well
as a range of loudspeakers and analogue products
that work wonderfully with Naim Audio electronics we
also have arange of compatible accessories that will
unlock the potential of your system and maximise the
investment you have already made. IThese include the
incredible range of products from Vertex AQ, an end to
end solution of supports, filters and cabling that will
simply stun you. The incredible effect of this system
can be demonstrated here or in your own system, but
prepare to be shocked.
Loudspeakers:

Naim

Audio,

Kudos

Audio,

Neat

Acoustics, ART, Shahinian, Audio Physic, Living Voice

Supports & Cabling: Naim Audio, Vertex AQ, Nordost,
Chord Company, Isoblue, Kudos Audio
Analogue: Nairn Audio, Avid, Dynavector, Lyra, Tom Evans

Call St Albans 01727 86 86 59
Visit www.tomtomaudio.com

sme
spendor

signals

tnchord

hi-fi for grown-ups

something solid

ipsw tch
fax

01473

655172

0 14 7 3

6 55171

email:eng@signals.uk.com

signals
bucklesham
Ipswich
suffolk
w
w
w.sig
n
a
Is.uk

IP10 ODY
c o
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SOMETHING DIFFERENT?
At V'audio we do try and look out for something that little
bit different from the usual products available at your average HiFi shop, if only because we are not ashop, and deal
more directly with our customers. The AVI products we
mainly sell because they sound excellent, are very good
value, and within the budget of the average customer.
The Integrated Amp and CD Player at around £. 1500

each, plus one of their floorstanders ( Duo, Trio, Brio for
£1300/3250/4950 respectively), take some beating. The
Brio is aparticularly good bargain, if you can afford it! For
something different. we have the Electrocompaniet (E/C)
range of electronics, with the EMC- I
UP top loading CD
player, being aparticular favourite at £ 200. Their new
Multiplayer will be available shortly. On the speaker front,
the Nola range from the USA, competes with the best in the
world, particularly the Viper range (see www.nolaspeakers.com), and we are looking forward to the most recent
addition, namely the Viper Reference, which we should
have in around November. Larger than all the others in the
range, this replaces the original Signature, and similarly
has an outboard cross-over, and uses bass drivers from
their $ 100,000 Grand Reference IV. The Signature sounds
great with the E/C front end. Will report once in stock and
evaluated! Do phone for achat or demonstration.
HI-FI Consultants
36 Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol BS9 lEJ
0117 968 6005
icvhifi@yahoo.co.uk

Offering you the very best in audio and visual system solutions
•Two Channel Audio • Multi Room
•Home Cinema

nai

•

- urntable

Workshop

• Custom Installation • System Set-up

ARCAM

LOEWE.
Lamm

fie

Metronome Technologie
Von Schweikerf
Renaissance Amplification
Verbatim Cables
SRA

efpc)

•
...and others

Visit our showroom at:
Calveley Court, Southburgh Road,
Reymerston NRy 4QD
tel: 01362 820800
email: enquir ies@basicallysound.co.uk
wviv.. basicalrysound.co.uk

BASICALLY

SOUND
AND VISION

www.2ndhandhifi.co.uk ... what are you up for?
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Call us before you trade
Commission Sales too
Quality hifi equipment always required for cash

M ADISOUND

PROVIDES SPEAKER

BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY
PARTS AND ADVICE.
le,ed DU

..../Y•P.R11.•U111

seas
C Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

Skaaning
l
.
oudspeakers

u

Fostex

II( PANELS

morel'
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NÔÉDOST

222
Ifire

HEIN
scanspeaK
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC.
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON. WI 53744.4283 U.S A
TEL 608.831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
e-mail info@madisounC corn
Web Page Mfg lwww madisound corn

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
hi -fi by

enthusiasts

some of the exciting products

we

Offer:

The Denon DL110 is ahigh
output moving coil cartridge
it offers great performance for
the very reasonable price of
£70 and can be plugged
directly into any MM phono
input
The Denon DL- 103 Moving Coil
cartridge is a true classic, not
just because its been in
production since 1963 but
because rt still offers a
performance to rival designs
costing much more than its low
£100 price tag would suggest
A se now in DL- 103R £200

I25 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
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£ 2895

Kef Concord Speakers

£ 150

Living Voice OBX-R2 speakers

£2800

Origin Live CL speakers

£ 250

Revel Salon Black gloss, Aluminium side panels. Mint. £9995
Tannoy Westminster Royal HE speakers (£ 15,000)

£9995

TDL RTL3 speakers

£95

£395

Mark Levinson ML28 superb condition Boxed

£ 995

Nairn NAG 92 Pre Amp & Naim NAP
90/3 Power Amp

The Dynavector DV-20 is available
in both high and low output versions
the former for use into MM phono
inputs and the latter into MC inputs or
astep-up transformer £ 395

Ortofon Kontraptmkt ' BACH' range
of miiving coil cartndges start with the
'A' at £ 450, and evolve through the H'
tit £E30. the a at 1.750 and ultimately
tp the ' C' at £ 900

£595

Proceed PAV Pre Amp

£995

4uti•Ln•zaRs
Arcam Alpha 8P power amp

£ 195

Audio Note Nero Mono Blocks

£ 5,495

Ayre AX- 7 Integrated Amp

£1495

Classe CA201 power amp

£1995

Exposure 15 integrated amp with phonostage

£ 345

Kora Trio 100SB Mono Blocks
Music Maker 3The Music Maker is a
moving iron cartridge that rightly has
become a legend in its own lifetime Its
effortlessly musical presentation makes

ii

hand crafted cartridge that features Alnico magnets and coils
made from pure silver wire
Its sound is Iran matent yet dynamic, with amid band that has
tiemendous subtlety and tonal neutrality £ 1.595
The Op model of trie range model, the Audio Note lo Ltd
dspenses with permanent magnets and uses silver wired
electromagnetic cola instead, which are powered from an
external power supply Its performance has to be heard to be
believed and we believe it truly represents the state of the art
cf cactridge des gn This masterpiece costs £ 7,500 including
pnwer supply

£3500

Mark Levinson ML383 integrated Amp

£2995

Mark Levinson 431 Amp Ex Demo

£3,750

Mark Levinson ML432 Power Amp

£ 4995

Perreaux 200ip integrated amp

£1,095

D PLAYERS 6. TRANSPORTS
Mark Levinson 390S CD player. Over 2 years
manufacturers warranty left

£3495

MIcromega Drive 3 DAC 1

£495

Pioneer PD/S502 CD player

£95

Sonic Frontier Transport 3

£ 1995

Sony CD pm41 CD player

£60

.¡SCELLA NEOUS
3/4 meter Kimber KS2020 digital interconnections
Boxed

£ 250

5 tier equipment stand superb condition
Hitachi FT550 Mark II tuner

£275
£ 125

Quad FM4 tuner ( Late model)

£ 195

Sony ST-SE570 Tuner

£60

Technics ST-GT 550 tuner

£ 65

Techniques St- 610L tuner fm/rnwilw

£ 65

Transparent Music Wave + 10ft pair

£425

Winds 01 stylist gauge

New 495.00

Zerodust Stylus tip cleaner gel ( retails £35)

COMPONENTS
iACCESSORIES
IMPTUBES

CABILE

£395
£ 995

RE-AMPS

• FREE of all US taxes.

1116 compnny

Main dealer for
Tannoy Prestige Speakers

Conrad Johnson MC- 10 FET pre- amp

brands, 238 cable products.

THE

Visit our Web Page www.hifi-stereo.com

Thiel 72 speakersin bids eye maple Vortboxed (£13200) or .. £5995

• FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.

Visit our website ot:
http://www.fatwyre.com
email: totwyre@fotwyre.com

with guarantee
Export facilities available

Hales Transcondance 5 speaker

The Audio Note lo range of
cartridges starts with the loi
(pictured left), a beautifully

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 862 4870 • fax ( 215) 862 4871

Worthing, BN Iq' OW

Pre-owned equipment available

Elac CL330 jet speakers with Stands

Audio Note 103 This is Audio
Note's top MM cartridge and it
features the same diamond and
Manion cantilever also used in
the lot featured beiow
It successfully captures the energy on an LP witi an involving
dynamic and fast round £ 350

superb value foi money at £ 795
with a refined yet weighty
performance

•60

Road,

SPEA KERS

Denon DL-304 This is awoncerfully
transparent sounding MC cartr dge that
is almost unmatched for its mrdband
quality which is especially amazing
when its low £210 price is taken into
account

lhe Lyra Argo is ahigh
performance nude design that
uses a Boron cantitver and line
contact diamond We feel it offers

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell i
best
you
n your
what
system.
cables will work

Claudio limited

202, Findon

Dynaudio Audience 7 speakers with stands

most other cartridges sound as if they're
trying much to hard £625

CIFIO K IN G
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Heatherdate

Below is just a small selection of

£25

Zerodust CD & lens cleaning cloths ( retails £ 25) £ 17.50
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARIES
We firmly believe that the way to get the best performance
tern any MC carridge is to use a high quality step up
tr.insfc rmer
Itis fo . this reason tfiat we stock a range of designs from the
new Note Products StepNote at £200 ( pictured above left)
the Audio Note range priced between £ 390 ( above right) to
£4 50C and the Music First Audio copper or silver wired
designs which range from £ 1,500 to £ 2 750 and offer avanetv of ratios and impedances via front mounted switches

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks HP20 2LH.
Open 9.30 to 5 30 Tuesday to Saturday

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

Tri Delphini Phono stage with PSU

£595

Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years.
'On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Tel:

Evenings

LM.

Email:

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

CALL 020 8726 8317 TO ADVERTISE

c

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

sound
e-..a.ecinergy
Speceahsts;n home Érntertammenr

Creek, Epos, Exposure, Fujitsu, Linn, Marontz,
Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short, NAD, Okki
Nokki, Pro¡ect, REL, Rokson, Thernescene, Trichord
37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926

Oranges & Lemons
efir

atc
arcam
castle
creek
epos
harbeth
lexicon
m*k
nains audio
neat acoustics
nottingham
Primare
sme
spendor
ronco

HIGH END SALE

signals

KRELL FPB-400cx
CALL
WILSON WATCH rears £ 2500
KRELL KAV-250A
£ 1200
EAR 8L6 integrated £ 1100
ARC SP16 w/phono £ 1800
AA 192/24 MAESTRO CD
£1000
COPLAND CVA306 5ch.pre £ 1100
CVA535 5ch power
£ 1850

hi-fi for cr

Various cables

qpb

I
pswic ( 01473) 655171
fax ( 01473

WWW.

Pinewood Music: 01460 54322
e-mail: brianrivemac.com

1:enq@s:gnals.Jk.co

5512;

q Fi 3

ulk.co

'Lockwood Audid

Hi Fi,

live music at home?

VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED

Home Cinema
& Multi-room
Specialists

020 7924 2040
vi‘%1*.oandlhiti.co.uk
61 %% ebbs Road, Battersea, SWII 6RX
oranges.lemons(a virgin.net

CALL

amplifier sound is the key
transistor, valve, class A, AB,

Spares and repairs
See the TAN/WY Cones
Hotline at
18111/IN. lockwooda ucl

SE, push-pull?

o_ co. uk

www.dnm.cauk

Call for appointment lo visit us at Hanwell on
.50(0) 20 8579 7755
or Fan 4-44(0) 20 8579 7156
mail: salesglockwoodaudio.co.uk

DRIVERS:

An indulgence in pleasure...

> ATC

111

> AUDAX

ART Acoustic
Loewe

> ETON

Pioneer
Panasonic

> FOSTEX
> LPG

Sony

Toshiba

> MAX FIDELITY

> MOREL

Systemline
Arcam

> PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK

Audiolab
Bose

> SEAS

Denon
Linn

> SILVER FLUTE

Naim
Quad

> VIFA > VISATON

Yamaha

> VOLT

and many more

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

Free site survey
At

feel

e

`etFie

r(enz"sN SOLEN
\\%‘-

4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax: 450.443 4949
Email: soleresolen.ca
Web . www.solen.ca

for your Custom

Kimberley Audio and Visuoi we offer excellent

We also

specialise in Multi

highly

Hi-fi

Automation

systems and Home

Cinema equipment.

room audio systems with custom installations for all our products. Come in

,tore to experience the quality of our
with our

quality

audio

and visual systems in one of

our

top demonstration rooms

experienced and qualified staff at hand. We have easy access parking for our store
and also provide a free local delivery service.

514:PER.> eed*C te.

1112=ral

EST 1985

Bespoke Audio & Visual Consultants
PLMIVISTRIAD
SHOWROOM
71, ! huh Street
Plurnstead, Louder SE Ig

Tel: 020 8316 5572

ettaCMP

1116XLISytil5ATM

SHOW RI X 1M
54 1110 sits,
Sideup. Kent D.SI4

SHOW 1200S1
193 Broadway
Bns ieyhnuth. Kent DM

Tel: 020 8309 5400

Iel: 020 8304 3272

altor>om
sr tom R0051
352-354 Lower Addiscombe Road
Croydon, Surrey CRU
Tel: 020 8654

1231
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MUSIC MATTERS

Our extensive range of products includes
• Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
• Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
• Chapter Audio • Chord Company
• Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • lnfocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
• Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
• Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B92 8IL
0121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 IAB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Boldmere Road
West Midlands 873 STD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HA5 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON.
17 Coniscliffe Road
County Durham DL3 7EE
01325 481418

OPEN TUES - SAT 10.00 - 530
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of
complete systems integrating hi-fi,
home cinema, multi- room and
lighting. Home trials are available
for many products

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham BI7 8DL
0121 429 2811

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30PM

MUSIC
MATTERS

Interest free credit on selected items • 0% APR
Written details on request • Licensed credit broker
BADA
CEStA

totlIrrr

e *"Yf
e
THE AUDIO
SPECIALISTS

www.musicmatters.co.uk

O'Brien Hi-Fi

Martin Logan - Vantage

60 Durham Road, London, SW20 OTW
T 020 8946 15285331 E shop@obrienhifi.com
Free parking • Five minutes from A3 • Opon Tue - Sat 9 - 330

Sonus Faber — Domus

Moon - Supernova

Audio Research • Avid • Copland • Chord Company
Creek • Drearrivisirm • Dynavector • Epos • Gutwire • Lyra
Krell • Martin Logan • Michell • Moon • Nairn • Opera
Onkyo • Origin Live • Prima Luna • Resort • Sonneteer
Sonus Faber • Stands Unique • Sugden • Theta • Totem
Transpanmt • Unison Research • Velodyne • Waterfall
Please contact us for a list of ex- dent ar display product

Chord - Cables
We are currently
demonstrating thee
stunning new products
Please contact us to
arrange
demonstra non

Sugden - A21SE Amp & CD

THE

QUAD

mum Premier Audio
Now demonstrating

Room

Des Elgar, Purcell & Verdi Transport, Plinius CD Lad &

SPECIALIST
ESL 57

Spares and Repairs

LE I
Replacement panels for ESL 57.ESL63 and LE I

250 Power, Verity Fidelo & Sonsa

Contact us for our free zatalogue.
QUAD Musilcwiedergabe GmbH
Brunnenstrasse 57, 56751 Gering, Germany
tel. +49(0)2654 987977 fax. +49(0)2654 987976
email:QUAD-GrabH@t-online.de
www.QUAD-MUSIK.com
www.quadatelier.de

Faber Speakers, Siltech

Arcici Equipment Stand, Isotek Sub Station P/S
Audio Synthisis - Audio Physics - Audio Ario - Absolute Sounds
DCS

Kom - Plinius - Siltech - Arcici - BDA - Pink Triangle

Avid Turntables
Pt( we l
come

Project - Ortofon - Van den Hull - Mirage

game denumstration

good".:ection of SA-Gid

We are 10minsJ 39 - M1 10mins J30 M62
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grundy
Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS . LINN • LOEWE

theta contact:

•
MICROMEGA NAN AUDIO . NEAT • REGA • ROTEL

It doesn't have to cost an arts and aleg
to get the best — HiFi News awards 2005
"BEST CARTRIDGE UNDER £ 1000!
Agents tbrünft, Moth, Hadcocic, EAR. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'

Plus cartridge re-tipping service
Web She:
Email:

www.cartridgeman.com

thecartridgeman@brinternet.com

020 8688 6565

138
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British. Japanese
8. American, ni -fi
catered for.

Audio Acto, Audio Synthisis, Kern Pm & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan Aud:o Physics Speakers,

Front End Problems?

"The Cartridge Man ,"

4a.aactin servicing
specietlists,
upgrades available.

oomCables, lsotek Sub Station, BDA Equipment Stands

?Z

Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner.
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers.

K I_IA/ Cook

•ROYD.SHAMNIAN. 'fEAC.YAMAII4 & MORE

n
tidelit Y
indecently good hi-fi

9High Street, Hampton Wick, Kingston upon Thames,
Surrey KT1 4DA Tel: 020 8943 3530
Open Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm

Phase Linear 8. SAE
specialists.
Custom equipment clesigrvecl
EA built in house.
Sale caf pre-ownecl
equipment.

Tel:

01264

323573

WILMSLOW
AUDIO
LOUDSPEAKER SPECIALISTS

The first choice for all your
loudspeaker drive units,
sern..•

components and
accessories

r% Phone today for your FREE
FULL COLOUR Catalogue or
check out our website.
50 main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LEO 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
WebsIte: vvww.wIlmslowaudIo.com

CALL 020 8726 8317 TO ADVERTISE
Does This Seem Familiar?

DYNVECTOR LEADS THE WAY WITH SUPERSTEREO

0

A 2- speaker system cannot reproduce the life- like sound heard in aconcert hall because it can-

Loud

not recover the dispersive elements of the original sound. And the many multi- channel systems
dependent time delays to the stereo signal for replay through 2extra small satellite speakers
without affecting the normal stereo signal to the front speakers. The inter- action of the sound
from the front and sub speakers produces significant groups delays in the listening room result-

with pre/power or integrated
problems
of
excess
gain

ing in asound much closer to the original with greater ambience, naturalness and immediacy.

2111_111/1

TRANSMISSION LINE KITS FROM ¡PL ACOUSTICS
The ¡
PL range now includes six superb bi-wired Transmission lines

W
"
A

£800 to £ 000. The Plus kits include all that is required apart from
the woodwork, but plain or veneered MDF cabinet kits are available.
Please see website or catalogue for full details.
KIT

SPEAKER UNITS

CAB SIZE mm

M3thn

5"IPL Metal, I"Seas treble

810 x191 x261 £215.00 £9.50

530

6.5"IPL PP, I" morel treble

903 x230 x350 £253.00 £ 10.00

S311m

6.5"IPL metal, I"Seas treble 903 x230 x350 £234.44 £ 10.00

S3thnitib 6.5"IPL metal,Ribbon treb
S4dm
8"IPL metal, I" Seas treble
S5tI

PLUS KIT

P&P

903 x230 x350 £337.28 £ 10.00
960 x276 x400 £305.75 £ 11.00

10"IPL,3"Dome mid,1"treb 1080 x320x 400 £419.00 £ 12.00

Send cheque (ix postal onier) made payabk to Mr IPLeslie at IPL Acoustics, Chelsea
%Ina, Torrs Park, Ilfracombe, Devon, EX34 8A1', tel 01271867439. Altemaivly visit
our uebsite at in,
ntiplaconstics.co.uk or send a50p S.A.E for catalogue detailing

Transmirsion Lines, Hi-Ft and AV kits, including Aelbe Subwoofers, drive units,
SilverlYITE cables, and Quality Accessories.

Absolute Analogue

It is not necessary to have
great
equipment in

Address: PO Box 30429, London, NW6 7411.'
Tel / Fax: +44 ( 0)20 8459 8113
Email: Absolute Analoguea email.msn.com
Website: sosw.absoluteanalogue.co.uk

order to listen to music_

Rothwell: 041111•066133 or
www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
See the excellent reviews In 1-11 Fi Choice, HI- F1 World.
HI-FI Plus and on the web at www Mt-audio.corn

IAN HARRISON HIFI
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

SALE

using top quality drive units and components to achieve sound quality and bass extension equivalent to speakers costing in the range of

amps to cure the
and
bring
sonic

benefits, even with the most experte equipment.
The coat is only £ 39 per pair delivered. To order, call

Further details at: http://web.onetel.com/-dynmector
Dynavector SuperStereo Tel/fax: 44 + ( 0)1202) 767873.
E-mail: dynasectoría onetel.com

0

Way too Loud

It's acommon problem. The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In- Line Attenuators. They can be used

on offer do not offer asolution either. Dynavector's SuperStereo processors use frequency

ebi

0

Too Loud

DENON DLIO3R
DENON DL103
DENON DL160
DENON DL110
DENON DL304
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
TOM EVANS GROOVE
KOETSU RED T
MICHELL TECNOARM "A"
GRADO RS I
TRICHORD DIABLO
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
TOM EVANS VIBE
GRAHAM PHANTOM
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES
MICHELL TURNTABLES
STAX HEADPHONES
CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES

£175
£90
£85
£75
£175
£1900
£1500
£1300
£370
£625
£599
£800
£2200
&OA
EPCIA
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA

IALSO SUPPLY:
VAN DEN HUL, ZYX, SUMIKO, GRADO,
COLORING, ORTOFON, RESON, SHURE,
CARTRIDGE MAN, AUDIO TECHNICA, SME,
MOTH, HADCOCK, HEED, GRAHAM SLEE,
WHEST AUDIO, CREEK, EAR., OPERA,
TRIANGLE, FINAL, ELAC, HARBETH, EPOS,
MISSION, DIAPASON, BEYER, SENNHEISER,
AEG, HALCRO, CAT., GAMUT, ALOIA,
AUDIO VALVE, GRAAF, ORELLE, MONRIO,
PATHOS ACOUSTICS, UNISON RESEARCH
BLACK RHODIUM, TRANSPARENT, SUPRA,
UVIREWORLD, PURE DIGITAL, VIRTUAL
DYNAMICS, APOLLO, ALPHASON, OPTIMUM, SOUND STYLE, SOUND ORGANISATION,
CUSTOM DESIGN

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE it AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WM1FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX-DEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES.
ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA• - Exchange price on application.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DEES 6G0
TEL: 01283 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

ATV Services ( Mid Surrey)
For all your HiFi servicing needs.Valve and transistor amplifiers repaired and serviced. Kits built

41r

and rescued. Bespoke one-offs designed and
built to your requirements. Restorations,
...hui it helps.

Get it right!

w
For more information
please see our uebsite.

modifications and upgrades carried out.
Special one- day courses run on audio
electronics and acoustics to help demystify
all the industry gobbledegook!
Call 01372 456921 or
email toprepairman@aol.com

Hifisound by enthusiasts, for enthusiasts, in the north east
hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington, County Durham, DL3 7TE. Tel: 01325 241888 Email: news@hifisound.co.uk

NEW DEMONSTRATORS INCLUDE
AYRE ACOUSTICS 7EVOLUTION SERIES,
CHORD ELECTRONICS CHORAL RANGE,
WADIA 302, USHER DANCER 8571 Mk2
Acoustic Energy, Apollo, Atacama, Audio Analogue, AVI, Ayre Acoustics, Chord Cable, Chord Electronics,
Consonance, Creaktiv, Custom Design, Esoteric, Grado, lsotek, Kudos, Monitor Audio, Nbien, Neat, Opera,
Pathos, Primare, Pure, Resolution Audio, Revolver, Roksan, Shanling, Standesign, Sugden, System Audio,
TEAC, Triangle. Unison Research. Usher Audio, Van den Hul, VVadia
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CLASSIFIEDS

THE PLACE TO
BUY & SELL AUDIO
EQUIPMENT 8c
ACCESSORIES

To help to ensure accuracy your classified advertisements
must be submitted by email, fax or post. Please send your
entries to: carole_molloy@ipcmedia.com. For your security

ARCAM AV8 processor
+ P7 7channel amplifier
£2750 (£ 5500), item as
new, boxed Tel: 07879
816151 [ LA14]
KRELL KPS 28c and
Krell KCT ( cast II
upgraded) 65 hours
usage, Transparent
Audio cast cable

please don't include acredit card number in an email. Please

22m, Terminator T

call our reader ad department on 020 8726 8321 with your

0.3 ( balanced mains

credit card details or fax them to 020 8726 8399

purifier), 2 custom
made powercords,
£7000 excl shipping.

FOR SALE
ACCESSORIES

AUDIO RESEARCH

Rowland Model 5

ono Tel: 01923 219711

cybemetic0@hotmail.

reference two MKII

£1695, Levinson 336

[MA14]

com Tel:

pre-amplifiers £4950

(£10k) few marks

(£10000), Krell

£2995 serviced Tel:

AUDIOLAB late F

0046(0)16144478 [ M8]

FPB 700CX £ 7950

07966 267404 ( Essex)

serial power amplifiers,

ION Obelisk, mint,

PURIST AUDIO

(£15,000) Tel: 01797

[LA17]

PX and SX versions,

upgraded £ 175,

Colossus 2 power

253073 [ KM17]

cord £ 60 (£ 200)

AUDIO RESEARCH

both in unmarked

Kondo M7 inspired

condition, working,

custom built valve

Electrocompaniet

EAR 509 MK2 mono

LS16 MK2 pre- amp,

boxes and instructions,

line pre-amp, R- Core

Power cord £ 40 (£ 125)

blocks, recently

remote, as new

can demonstrate

transformer, Shinkoh

[MB17]

serviced £ 1700,

(£3700) £ 1650, Densen

£350 and £ 250,

tantalum resistors

Sugden A21a including

Beat B100 Mk2, B300

deal for both, email:

inc. attenuator, Teflon

PS AUDIO

phono stage, months

Mk3 integrated power

p.deeprose@deeprose.

capacitors, solid silver

multi-wave,

old £ 750, Music First

amp, black, mint

co.uk ( Guildford,

Rcas silk insulated

regeneration power

pre-amp £ 950 ( Buyer

£395, £ 550, Nordost

Surrey) [ MB17]

Dct si.ver wiring giant

plants, 2xPS1200s

collects) Tel: 01604

Blue Heaven £ 200

and 1xPS300,

644250 [ KM17]

Tel: 07973 189538

MERIDIAN 502 pre

Concept monoblocks

(London) [ LA17]

with MM & MC phono

amps Schottky

PS12005 unused and
in original boxes,

KRELL KRC3 pre-

retail approximately

amp, 12 months

SONIC FRONTIERS

killer £ 750, Gaincard

BDS + 505 monoblock

rectifiers, black gate

power amps + MSR +

super Ecapacitors,

£2400, sell for £ 800

manufacturers

valve amp FSF-40, £ 650

bal. cables £ 1150 Tel:

Shinkoh tantalum

each, PS300 in pristine

guarantee, reference

Tel: 01527 543442

01474 326220 [ MA14]

resistors inc. attenuator

condition, very slight

quality, fully balanced

[LA17]

use and in original

£1695 ono Tel: 01225

box, sell for £ 400

869236 [ KM17]

Tel: Hugh on 01224

£750, Arc SPY specially
DEQX 2.6P highly

upgraded £ 695, Naim

MARK LEVINSON

regarded active

NAP 160 specially

3805 pre- amp,

crossover with room

upgraded, beats

484470 or email:

CYRUS Pre/Quad

excellent condition

correction and pre-

NAP250 £ 395, email:

hughthom@btinternet.

909 £ 795, EAR 8L6

and superb detailed

amp, all balanced

solderjunky2005@

corn [ MB14]

50w tube £ 1950,

sound, costs £ 6500,

operations £ 1600 ono

yahoo.co.uk Tel: 01642

poss p/ex Tel: 01206

sell £ 2900, Tel: Arun on

Tel: 07766 567683

644064 [ M8]

BLOK three shelf hi-fi

510392/07966 400745

07711 064480 [ LA17]

or email: stephen@

stand, rosewood, mint

Jim [ KM17]

mcleodglobal.com

CONRAD JOHNSON

SUPRATEK Cabernet

[LM30]

Premier 18LS pre- amp,
and power cord all for

condition £ 100 ono
Tel: 07748 111795 [ M]

GRAAF WFB2

world class valve line

pre- amplifier £ 550, for

stage from famous

AUDIO RESEARCH

P.S.AUDIO P300

more details call Roger

designer £ 1900 ono,

1.525 Mk2 hybrid

£1350, near 115-M6 Tel:

powerplant with

Williams on 01453

Belcanto eVo 4

pre-amp, silver,

01782 633088 [ M8]

multiwave 2 £ 850

810842 [ KM17]

Gen II Class D muscle

matched pair of spare

amplifier, no speaker

valves, original box and

LINN Klimax power

too difficult, upgraded

manual, great sound,

preamp bal/unbal offers

amplifiers, pair of

with Blackgate

best of both worlds,

Tel: Andrew on 0121

(£1750) Tel: 07812
084848 [ MB17]

PS

18 months, old lat inter

MERIDIAN 502

500 solo £ 6500, pair

capacitors, beautifully

mint condition £ 2800

744 5068 ( evenings)

of Chakra 500 twins

detailed sound £ 1500

Tel: 01527 857495

[M8]

[MA14]

£5500, excellent

ono Tel: 07766 567683

GRYPHON Callisto Int

condition, boxed,

or email: stephen@

amplifier 2005, v.g.c.

will sell separately

mcleodglobal.com

ELECTRO

£1500, Quad 33, as

200w, terrific clarity,

Tel: Barrie on 01323

[LM30]

COMPANIET ECI-3

new £ 150 Tel: 077917

black £ 2250 (£ 4500)

487781 ( East Sussex)

balanced integrated

20602 [ M8]

Tel: 07968 189647

[KM17]

UNISON RESEARCH

amplifier, elegant

[KM17]

Z- SYSTEM RDP 1, vgc

Smart 845 monoblocks

sound £ 525 (£ 1000)

JADIS DEFY7 power

£1600 ono, Graaf WFB

Tel: 01308 868044

integrated amp twin

amp, (£ 8000) £ 2295,

One pre-amp £ 700

[MB17]

volume controls,
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AUDIO ZONE amp- 1

£1650, Linn 5103

(£7000) £4,500 Tel:

processor/pre-amp,

01707 896760 ( Herts)

MAFtANTZ PM7200

latest edition, D.T.S.

[M8]

old, excellent condition

integrated amp, mint,

boxed, as new £ 975

SPECTRAL DMC305

£4500, also Chord

boxed, instructions,

Tel: 003531 8373490

MICHELL Orca and

Pre £ 3500, Spectral

phono stage ( balanced

remote, Class A AB

[MA14]

Alecto stereo £ 1000,

DHA 150 power amp

and unbalanced in

£150 Tel: 01202 481

£3000 Tel: 020 8531

and outs £ 999, also

386 [ MB17]

QUAD 405.2 amp,

084848 [ MB17)

5979 [ MB17]

excellent condition

8688 6397 [ MB17]

outboard power supply,

CHORD CPA4000E

mint £ 995 Tel: 07765

pre-amp and 4 integra

808374 [ M8]

legs ( silver) 31 months

no offers Tel: 07812
rebuilt by Quad, mint,

and 31 months old,

QUAD 405 II £ 200 Tel:

boxed, and manual

AUDION Golden Night

PHONOMENA two- box

well within Chord 5yr

01268 758378 ( Essex)

£220 plus carriage Tel:

PX25 valve power amp,

battery power phono

warranty call Ken on

[MA14]

01903 247779 [ MA14]

amp, very neutral

01903 690055 [ MB17]

new KR PX25 valve,
good condition £ 1795

KRELL 400.X

JADIS DA88S superb

Tel: 01924 893372

£1200, sell £ 650 Tel:

CROFT Absolut 1

integrated amp,

integrated amplifier,

(W.Yorkshire) [ MA14]

Arun on 07711 064480

pre-amp £ 275, Quad

boxed, as new, mint,

great reviews, hardly

77 amp £ 325 Tel: 020

outstanding sound

used due to illness

and open sound, cost

Hifi news

HOW TO USE YOUR
CLASSIFIEDS FORM

Placing an advertisement in the CLASSIFIEDS section...

Fill in your advertisement copy here...
(please print your entries in BLOCK CAPITALS). For how to fill this form in properly see the example shown below, right. We will
insert the telephone number you want to appear in your advertisement(s) as many times as is needed. You only need to fill it in
once and it only counts as one word - even if you run multiple ads.

From this month the new
Hi Fi News CLASSIFIEDS
pages have anew, simpleto- use category system that
means you get multiple
entries for selling your hi-fi
equipment and buyers can
target exactly what they
want. All you have to do
is fill in the form printed
left but for each product
category ( eg. accessories,
amps, CD players etc)
ensure that you write the
category code number
in the top left hand
corner of the box ( see our
example below) and when
acomponent falls into a
new category fill in anew
number in the correct box.
The product categories are:
1- Accessories; 2 - Amps;
3 - Cables; 4 - CD players:
5 - DACS; 6 - Software
(CDs, records, DVDs etc.);
7 - Speakers; 8 - Tuners;
9 - Turntables; 10 - Events

Tel ( to appear in advert):

Cheque/postal order enclosed for

£

( pounds sterling) made payable to * IPC Media'

or please charge my Access/Visa/Amex ( delete as appropriate)

Number of issues
Please print the above
advertisement for
issues

Card number
3 digit card security code
Expiry date

I

(the last three digits printed on your signature strip)
Signature

•No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions
•We are not responsible for clerical errors

For sale or wanted?

fl

Please tick this box if
you want your advert
to go into the WANTED
category

•NB: Classified rates are
£8 ( inc. VAT) per 30-word
insertion for one issue; £ 14
for two issues and £ 17 for
three issues. Additional
words are 50p each
NB: Telephone or product
reference numbers count as
one word ( eg. Meridian 201
=two words).

Name:
Address -

Postcode Daytime tel (so we can contact you)
E-mail address
Date of sending
Hi Fi News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process your entry. Would you
like to receive e-mails from HiFi News and IPC containing news, special offers, and product service information
and take part in our magazine research via e-mail? If yes, please tick here D. HiFi News magazine and IPC
would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services.
Tick here if you prefer not to here from us D. IPC may occasionally pass your wdetails to carefully selected
organisations so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their
products and services. Tick here if you prefer not to be contacted D.

Start each new advert with acircled number indicating the
section/category the ad should go in. The below example
contains three separate ads totalling 32 words. If this ad was tl
appear in two issues, this would cost £ 14 for the first 30 words
plus asingle payment of £ 1 ( 50p for each extra word).
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CABLES

racks 2x7tier, 2x
Sound Base, 2xSound

KIMBER Silver mains

Stage, 1xtier amp

cable, stunning £ 450

rack, Kimber Bi Focal XL

(£940) Tel: 07968

speaker cable, KS 1130

189647 [ KM17]

balanced interconnect,
KS 1021 interconnect,

CHORD Odyssey, 2m

Merlin and Isotek mains

set double bi-wire

cables, Panasonic

speaker cables, mint

TH 42 PW6 plasma,

condition £ 170 Tel:

Nordost RGB. All

01224 826372 [ LA17]

Hi Fi 40% reduction
from new £ 14,000

TRANSPARENT Music

(£24,000 new), as new

Link Super 1.5m RCA

Tel: Matt on 07876

interconnect with

451279/01803 293805

network boxes £ 375,

(Devon) [ KM3450]

Organising an audio event such as a
hi-fi fair or jumble? Why not advertise
it in Hi Fi News' classified section?
See the form on page 141 for how to
submit your advertisement.

Monsterlink digital
cable optical 200, £ 50

CS

Tel: 07810 434589

DCS Elgar Plus £ 4250

[MB17]

(Buyer collects) Tel:
01797 253073 [ KM17]

OCAS 5 metre speaker

510392/07966 400745
Jim [ KM17]

aquired one months

for ' ist and prices

younger but without

email: rstephen@

GRYPHON Mikado

remote, hence wanted

btopenworld.com Tel:

top loading CD player,

S2000MC remote large

01474 823001 ( Kent)
[MA14]

cable £ 100, Harmonx

CHORD Dac 64 £ 1600,

award winning design,

or small or CD21 MC4

1.5 metre CL230 cable

boxed with manual, for

exceptional sound,

remote Tel: 01323

£100 Tel: 077917

more details call Roger

built for life, less than

893805 [ M8]

20602 [ M8]

Williams on 01453

2years old, recent

810842 [ KM17]

factory service £4600

KRELL KAV 280 CD,

VARIOUS Hi Fi AV

SPEAKERS

ono Tel: 07766 567683

silver remote, boxed,

DUNLAVY SCV1

cables, high quality

ORELLE

or email: stephen@

mint condition £ 2500

Signature speakers,

please call for details

DA- 180 Dac £ 250

mcleodglobal.com

ono Tel: 07748 111795

cost 24k, £4000, as

Tel: 07748 11795 [ M8]

solderjunky2005@

[LM30]

[M]

yahoo.co.uk Tel: 01642
SPECTRAL cables

644064 [ M8]

£800, Odyssy 2speaker

new, buyer collects!!!!
450Ibs each Tel: 01243

SONY mini disc MDS

MERIDIAN 206

584728 ( Bognor, West

-JA2OES, £ 325 Tel:

bitstream CD

Sussex) [ KM17]

01474 326220 [ MA14]

player with remote,

cable 3 metres £ 80,

REIMYO DAP 777

Nordost Blue Heaven

as new £ 2000, NOS

interconnect, very

AVALON Eidolon

Rev II speaker cable

Dac, as new £ 100 Tel:

ARC CD3 Mk 1, £ 2600

good condition £400

unmarked, cherry

£200, Kimber D-60

077917 20602 [ M8]

Tel: 07810 434589

Tel: 01902 782015

£10,950 (£ 23,000)

[MB17]

[MB17]

(Buyer collects) Tel:

digital inter 0.5m £ 80
Tel: 020 8531 5979

MUSICAL FIDELITY

[MB171

Tri Vista 21, 192k tube

MERIDIAN 598

CAMBRIDGE CD3

01797 253073 [ KM17]

Dac, mint, instructions

CD/DVD/DVDA player

excellent £ 175 Tel:

QUAD ESL 989

AUDIOSOURCE

£795 Tel: 01202

£1450 (£ 3200), item as

01268 758378 [ MA14]

speakers in black cloth,

distribution block and

481386 [ MB17]

new, boxed Tel: 0787

mains cable £ 160 Tel:

9816151 [ MB14]

07810 434589 [ MB17]

DVD/CD'S
DNM Rainbow speaker

'Audiophile Dream'
MARANTZ CD17 K1

mint, boxed and

Signature CD player,

manuals. N-T-W please,

SHANLING CDT300

mint condition, £ 550

job change forces sale

CD player £ 2600,

Tel: 01224 826372

£3250 ovno Tel: 01562

Meridian 500/566 CD

[LA17]

827710/07904 442721

cable 2x7m £40 Tel:

SHANLING CDT300

020 8688 6397 [ MB17]

Omega drive, 200

player £ 850, all boxed

hrs use only, perfect,

with manual, for more

[KM17]

SOFTWARE

MIT (
Spectral) MH7504

crated, £ 2750 Tel:

details call Roger

3m £ 350 (£ 1000) Tel:

01243 584728 ( Bognor,

Williams on 01453

SHEFFIELD LABS

07812 084848 [ MB17]

West Sussex) [ KM17]

810842 [ KM17]

Kodo Drummers,

good condition £ 950

drum and track CDs

Tel: 020 8418 9437
[KM17]

RUARK Talisman 3,
walnut, boxed, very

DCS Verdi Encore,

ACCUPHASE CD

£50 each, email:

£4250 ( Buyer collects)

player, DP-70y, £ 1750

solderjunky2005@

Tel: 01797 253073

Tel: 01527 543442

yahoo.co.uk Tel: 01642

GALE GS402A, chrome

[KM17]

[LA17]

644064 [ M8]

and black loudspeakers,

WADIA 301 CD,

CEC TLO vgc £ 5500

AUDIOPHILE vinyl,

drivers and crossover,

DVD, demos welcome,

immaculate condition

Tel: 077917 20602

sealed some out

superb £ 575 ono Tel:

Meridian 507, Krell Kay

in silver, £ 2500 Tel: 020

[M8]

of print rareities,

01225 869236 [ KM171

2250 power and 280

8418 9437 [ KM17]

COMPLETE
SYSTEMS
FOR SALE as complete
system - CD/music

recently restored

pre, Wilson Benesch

Christmas treat?
AIT! S2000MC

Maybe bargain second

B&W Signature 805s

Arc, Isotek 4k cube,

NAICAMICHI 700,

Reference CD player, 4

copy, own collection,

in grey Tigers Eye

Isotek Substation, Mana

£195 Tel: on 01206

_years old £ 350, just

selling copies,

luxury finish, complete
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with dedicated stands,

refurbished cosmetics

speakers with flight

two years old, totally

will demo, mint, black,

cases £ 3000 Tel: 020

immaculate, as new

just completed £ 975

8531 5979 [ MB17]

condition, complete
with packaging,

for more info contact
Andy on 0116 2392373

instructions and

[M8]

cleaning cloths £ 1950

500VA TTPSU £ 150,
unused expert rebuilt

NAIM NATO1

Decca C4E £ 395 email:

superlative tuner,

solderjunky2005@

QUAD ESL 63 serviced

early model, excellent

yahoo.co.uk Tel: 01642

May £ 875 Tel: 020

condition, reluctant
sale, original packaging,

644064 [ M8]

£600 including

GARRARD 401 with
RB 300 both in good

8688 6397 [ MB17]

Tel: Paul on 07747
564251 [ LM14]

FOCAL/JM LABS

HORNING Agathon

special finish inc.

Guarneri Homage
speakers, pristine

Bronze, new drivers

granite top, extensively
modified internally &

condition, no stands,
£3250 Tel: 01707

externally, purchase
price £ 7250, sale

Utopia System, Mezzo
Utopias, 7years old,

TUNERS

SONUS FABER

carriage and insurance
Tel: ( Dublin) 003531

condition £ 349, inc.

4591432 [ LA17]

plinth, also Ortofon
Rohmann MC £ 299 or

896760 ( Herts) [ M8]

LEAK Troughline
Series Three with

sold all together £ 549
Tel: Steve on 07745

"one thing" decoder,

450581 [ MA14]

price £ 2500 obo,

HARBETH Compact

just completed full

Sub Utopia, 6yrs old,
matching special finish,

7ES.2 owned from

overhaul, find condition

TANNOY Buckingham

new, pristine condition,

loudspeakers £ 2000,

inc. granite stand/top,

cherry finish, boxed,

and performance £ 345
Tel: 01424 203192 [ M8]

Clements loudspeakers

last internal upgrades

superb, standmount

model 300Sland Target
stand, £ 100 Tel: 01527

2006, purchase price
£2000, sale price

30kg, Custom stands
available £ 875 inc.

543442 [ LA17]

£900 obo, Tannoy
ST- 100 supertweeters

stand, £ 800 ono with

ARCAM FM1T31
am/fm RDS, mint,
guaranteed £ 225

5yrs old, matching
finish inc. fittings, last
factory upgrade 2006,
purchase price £ 1100,

stands Tel: 01205
366691 [ MB17]

(£449.50) Tel: 01268
758378 [ MA14]

SONUS FABER Electa
Amator 2 £ 1195

TURNTABLES

sale price £ 500 obo,
all original owner,

084848 [ MB17]

GARRARD 301, grease

photos/more info, will

PROAC Response 1.5

bearing, full bastin
plinth, buyer collects

accept £ 3500 or euros

floor standing speakers,

£800 Tel: 01604
644250 [ KM17]

WANTED Musical
Fidelity Trivista DAC21,

TECHNICS
SL110/3009/M95HE,

fully functioning and

£459 Tel: 01206

will pay good price Tel:

510392/07966 400745
Jim [ KM17]

07772 291425 [ LM14]

£1495, Sonus Faber
Extremas recent drivers,
£3595 Tel: 07966
267404 ( Essex) [ LA17]

SOUNDLAB A3 full
range electrostatic
speakers, excellent
condition, only two
owners, cost £ 13,000,
sell £ 4000, buyer
collects Tel: Arun on
07711 064480 [ LA17]

(£2800) Tel: 07812

email or call for latest

PMC FB1 floor standing

equiv. for the lot inc.

3year old, lovely

loudspeakers £ 700

floor fittings, cash or

ono Tel: 01923 219711
[MA14]

bank xfers only, no
cheques please. Email:

sound, boxed £ 795
Tel: 01924 893372
(W.Yorkshire) [ MA14]

barig@internet.lu
QUAD 63's late models

Tel: 00352 407705 or

in rosewood, Quad

00352 621 500756
mobile in Luxembourg

serviced 2005, boxed,
£1000 Tel: 01424

APOGEE Duetta
Signature full range

SME arm M10, £ 525
Tel: 01474 326220

[M49]

£1600 Email:
p.c.b.page@eboro.

[MA14]

PAIR OF superb limited
edition, Marantz ( Ken

ac.uk Tel: 01664
822161 ( North Leics)

AUDIO TECHNICA

edition speakers, Burr
magnolia piano finish,

Ishiwata) floor standing

[M8]

Active or passive,

loudspeakers with twin

reluctant sale, bought

moving coil plus twin

new Feb'06 fixed price

ribbon units, finished

Anniversary limited

£7250, ( new £ 13000),

rich piano standard

contact Ian on 07941

dark brown, truly upper
class, cost £ 8000, will

424322/01789
261585 or email: ian.
brunt@zen.co.uk [1K14]
SONUS FABER
Concerto speakers,
piano/black finish, good
condition, offers Tel:
Andrew on 0121 744
5068 ( evenings) [ M8]

sell @ £ 2500 the pair,
buyer collects, also pair
of British Titan floor
standing speakers with
MC and ribbon units,

folk, jazz, rock, blues,
reggae, soul, classical.
Must be in excellent
condition, please
see website for more
information www.
tantrel@bigfoot.com
Tel: 0845 0941997
[KM17]

in excellent condition,

ribbon speakers,
anthracite grey,
excellent condition

ATC SCM100 TSL

VINYL LP'S WANTED,

tantrel.com lists to

(can assist delivery 8,
install, within reason)

203192 [ M8]

WANTED

AT- 0C9 M.0 cartridge
£125 (£ 360) Tel: 01308
868044 [ MB17]

CLASSIHEDS

CONTACT US
If you're sending in Hi Fi
News classifieds by post,
please make sure you

finished in genuine

address them to:

light oak veneer, cost
£3000 will sell @ £ 950

Carole Molloy, HiFi News,

the pair, buyer collects

IPC Media, Leon House,

from Chessington Tel:

233 High Street, Croydon

QUAD ELS 57's

Tony on 020 8397

complete rebuild using

4978 [ M27]

CR9 1HZ

one thing panels, new
electronics, new wiring,

VARITY AUDIO Fidelio
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www.choice-hili.corn
Faster... Safer.... Cheaper...

Accessories
AHRC Grim Reaper
Gryphon Exorcist
Jamo COO Pod Docking,Sats
Kimber 350i
LP Record Boxes
Ongin Live Digital Stylus Force Gauge
Ringmat Full Version
Various Valves See List

Choice
hi-fi
• Buy/ Sell/ Part Exchange
• No Sale No Fee
• No limit to numbers of items
• No Time Limit on adverts
• Credit Card Payments
• Tried and tested items Guaranteed
• Insured Delivery
• World wide Online Exposure
• Independent & Safe brokerage
• 15 Years Experience & Dedication to

Quality Used Audio Equipment
• New, Used and Dealer Demo Equipment
• Call or Register Online

AV Processors
Arcam AV8
Vacare ASO
Krell AGO
Krell HIS
Lexicon MC12 Rev 4
Lexicon MC12B
Lexicon MC8
Meridian Audio 565
Meridian Audio 668ADV
Parasound Halo Cl
Parasound Halo C2
Proceed PAV/PDSD
Yamaha DSP-E800

£2395
£2295
£3750
£11300
£9500
£3995
£4150
£695
£3995
£4500
£2995
£1995
£220

AV Decrees
Arcam AVR300
Arcam FMJ 51/29
Pioneer VSX-02011-S
Yamaha AX640SE

£995
£1249
£450
£225

Cables
Argento Serenity Master Reference
Black Rhodium Requiem
Cardas Audio Golden Reference
Cerious Technologies 1.5 Meters XLR
Ecosse Reference MS 215
Ecosse Reference Quartet MS2
'timber Monade
Kimber Orchid
Kimber Select 1130
Marcus Cables Krell CAST 3metre pair
Siltech Cables balanced
Tara Labs OS ISM Onboard ( 10m)
Transparent Audio Audio Reference Spk
Transparent Audio Digilink
Transparent Audio Music Wave
Transparent Audio Music Wave 10ft Bi Wire
Transparent Audio Fiel MM Speaker Cable
Transparent Audio Ultra interconnect
van den hui CS 122
van den hui revelation
XL0 Signature
CO Players and DACs
Accuphase DP- 75V
Acoustic Arts DAC 1mk111
Acoustic Arts Player 1
Acoustic Arts Drive 1
Arcam 5
Arcam CD27T
Arcam CD62
Arcam Cd731
Arcam C,0821
Arcam CD92
Audia Flight CD1
Audio Alchemy 200 transport /v1.0 DDE
Audio Research CD 2
Audio Research CO3
Audio Research CD3 Mkt
Audio Synthesis DA.X Discrete
Audio Synthesis Transcend
audionet art v2 CO Player
BOW Technologies ZI-8 ( 24/1921
Burmester 001CDP
CEC DX 51 DAC
Cyrus CD70
Cyrus cd7q/pse
Cyrus PSX-R
dCS Delius 24/192
EAD DSP 9000 Pro Ill
EMM Labs DCC2 and COSO
Exposure 3010
Gamut CO
Genesis Technologies Digital Lens
Goldmund Meta- Laser- II
Gryphon ADAGIO
Gryphon MIKADO
kenwood DPF-J5010
Krell KPS 20 iL
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96
Krell KPS 28c CAST H
Linn Karik
Mark Levinson 390S
Mark Levinson ML 390s
Meridian Audio 200 CO Player
Meridian Audio 203 DAC
Meridian Audio 563 DAC
MSB Link DAC 324/96
Muse Moe DVD/CD
Musical Fidelity Pe13 NU-VISTA 3D CD
Naim Audio CO 3.5
Bait Audio CD3
Balm Audio CD3.5+Flat C.31)
Onkyo MSB-111f/D+CD MOB- 1HOD recorder
Pioneer PD F1009
Ratel RCD-02 cd player
Sonic frontiers Anthem
Sony COP557E50
Tag CDT2OR-121
Theta Data II Transport
Theta Data II Transport
Theta Pro Gen Va
Theta Pro Prime 2
Theta Progeny
Trichord GENESIS
Wadia 2000 Digimaster
Wadia 830
Wadia WT3200 Transport
YBA 3Alpha
YBA CDI Delta 2PSU
grrelSYstems
Linn active system
Meridian Audio System
Nairn Audio SOL System
Naim Audio CM/102/180/Sn
ReTel Plee2tecoea
Resu
te
yenr« RA 01 amplifier

w.clunce-hifi.coin
Tel: 020 8392 1959
Mobile: 07768 720456
email: info@choice-hifi.com
We accept all major credit cards.
Finance available subject to status

f90
£70
£0
£125
£75
£57
£150
£395

Custom installation Products
Linn Knekt Line Drive

£3320
£695
£850
£495
£150
£160
£295
£325
£450
£395
£200
£1750
£1995
£125
£150
£350
£12990
£900
£25
£350
£250
£4000
£2795
£2295
£2250
£200
£325
£299
£345
£525
£699
£3795
£420
£1695
£2250
£3550
£3000
£2250
£1495
£3300
£6500
£1095
£650
£750
£390
£2500
£1495
£8250
£750
£1495
£495
£1650
£3250
£6995
£90
£4250
£8995
£4995
£350
£3300
£3495
£180
£190
f375
£350
f1450
£1695
£550
£350
£775
£500
£120
£230
£300
£350
£675
£895
£295
£1250
£395
£395
£250
£1785
£1395
£800
£995
£2895
£2000
£4500
£995
£6975
£2350
£2000
£350

£ 175

DIM Players
Arcam 0079
£850
Arcam 0579
£600
Arcam 01/79
E850
Aroam DV88
£795
Arcam 0089
£999
Arcam FMJ DV29
£ 1300
Lexicon RT
£1395
Meridian Audio 598 CD/DVD/DVDA
£1550
Meridian Audio G98AH
£2595
Pioneer DVD656A
£ 150
Hi Fl Other
Bose Duet Comfort II Noise Cancelling Headphones m g
Hannon Kardon Citation 23 FM Tuner
Musical Fidelity 03 Tuner
£250
Nakamichi 682zx
£390
Nakamichi DR 8
£200
Rotel RT925 tuner
£75
Interpreted Amplifiers
Albarry PP1
£ 140
Arum A85
£450
Audio Analogue Prime Setlanta
£250
Audio Valve Assistant 20s Integrated £995
Bel Canto Evo 21 integrated
£ 1900

BOW Technologies Waxoo XL
01599
Conrad Johnson CAV50
£ 1295
Conrad Johnson MF2500A
f1695
Gryphon CALLISTO 2100
£2795
Gryphon CALLISTO 2200
£3295
Krell KAV 300m
£ 1095
Krell (AV 4000
£2250
Maranta 17 Ki Sig MKII Platinum
£595
McIntosh MC 275 mkN tube amp
£2000
McIntosh MC- 275 SS
£2200
Musical Fidelity A1000
£895
Pathos Logos
£ 1600
Ro/sun roe/sun Fundy kal
£450
Rotel RA01 amplifier
£ 120
Loudspeakers
Acoustic Labs Bolero
£495
Alun Phalanx/Poseidon £ 10003
£300
Arcam One
Audio Acoustics Fundamental 112
00
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti C
£0
Audio Acoustics Sapphire 11-C Mocha
LO
Audio Note AN J
£450
Audio Physic Medea II
£ 13000
Audio Physic Minos Subwooler
£2500
Audio Physic Spark (latest) £ 1099
Audio Physic Tempo 31
£ 1350
Audio Physic Tempo SE
£ 1595
Audio Physic Virgo 3
£2500
Audio Physic Yara Floor
£795
Audioveclor M3signature active £219)
B&W Nautilus 802
£4995
Bose ACOUSTIMASS® 3
£ 150
Dali Euphonia MS4
£3495
Definitive Technology BP3000
£2500
Dynaudio Contour 1.3 mkt
£600
Dynaudio CONTOUR 51.4
01495
Dynaudio Contour 55.4
£2950
£ 595
Dynaudo FOCUS 110
Dynaudio FOCUS 140
£895
Dynaudio FOCUS 200
£495
£ 1395
Dynaude FOCUS 220
Dynaudio SI . 4
£ 1095
Dynaudio 53.4
£2495
Dynaudio 55.4
£4250
Eggleston Works Fontaine
£ 2850
Efac Jet CL310 Jet
£ 550
Genelec 205 Active Monitors £ 395
Goldmund EPILOGUE 1+ 2
£26120
Gryphon CANTATA SPEAKERS
£ 7995
Hales concept 5
£2200
Infinity Primus Centre speaker
£60
Jamo D830
£650
JAS Orna
£995
JBL TLX103,121.111
£ 180
JMLab Diva Utopia
£ 5900
JMLab Electra 1027 BE
£3400
JMLab Electra 906
£ 595
JMLab Mezzo Utopia
£2850
JMLab Micro Utopia BE
£2850
JMLab Micro Utopia BE + Stands
£ 3600
JMLab Micro Utopia Be + Stands
£ 2750
JMLab Nova Utopia
£ 10500
JR Jordan JR 150 yStands
£450
KEF 105 mkt
£450
KEF Coda 80
£60
KEF Reference three 2
£850
leema SPLX12 sub-woofer
£650
Magneplanar MG 20x
£8500
Magneplanar MG3.6/R
£3600
Marlin Logan AEON I
£ 1995
Martin Logan Ascent i
£2495
Martin Logan DEPTH
£ 1299
Martin Logan SL3
£ 1500
Mirage PICOR
£600
Mission 780 SE Alder
£ 175
Naos Audio SRL Walnut
£800
Pen Audio Rebel- 2/ Chary bass towers
£ 1550
Perigee FK 1Loudspeaker
£2995
Piega P4xL MIL2
£ 1295
PMC Loudspeakers BB5
£6995
Proue Studio 150
0800
Proac Tablettes mid
£254)
Quad ELS 57
£995
REL 0200E
£350
£295
REL Strata
Revel bl ha ovbwooler£1800
Richard Allan Dimension Five 3
0300
Sanas Faber Extreme & Stands
£ 3995
Sonus Faber Minuetto yAdj. Stone Wood Stands E595
System Audio SA2K
Triangle MAGELLAN CONCERTO
Triangle VOLANTE
Triangle ZEPHYR II
Triangle ZEPHYR XS
Velodine FOR 10
Vibe Alpha 2sub
Vienna Acoustics BERG
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
wharfedale Diamond 9.1
Wilson Audio MAXX 2
Wilson Audio Sophia
Wilson Audio Sophia
Wilson Audio System 5.1
Wilson Audio Watt/Puppy 5.1
Wilson Audio Watt3/Puppy2
Wilson Audio Witt

£1595
£7995
f3395
£495
£495
£495
£250
£475
0459)
£95
02899)
£6500
£5749
£5900
£6495
£3750
£3295

Multi Channel Amps
Arcam P7
Parasound 051
Pioneer VGA E07
Theta Theta Dreadnaught II
The Space PR/PA 2508

£2595
02895
£575
£3900
£2250

Multi
M Channel Speaker Systems
Aud Physic Cenfre 1
creative 7700
Definitive Technology BP 3000 + LCR
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Vienna Acoustics 3Webem/2 Berg/ Subson

0450
f150
£3250
£195
£2650

Power
Accuphas
et7
ir
Acoustic Vats Amp 2
Accustic Arts Power 1
Aloia ST 13.01
alosa ST 1501
Vacant A80
Arcam A90
kcam P85
Audia Flight Flight 100
Audia Flight Flight One Integrated
Audio Research M300 Monoblocks
Audio Research Ref 600 Mk1
Audio Research 070
Audio Research 1rt200 MKII
Audio Synthesis Desire Decade
Audio Synthesis Desire Monos
Audio Valve Beldar 70
Audiolab 8000 P/C
Audiolab 8000a mklIl
Audiolab PO Power Amp
Audiolab SO power Amp
BAT. 150SE
BAT. 600SE
BAT. AK 600se
Beard M1000 monoblocks
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
Boulder 500 AE
Boulder 500 AE Monos
CAT 12 Signature
Carver A-5000
Carver TFM-42
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS
Cary SLA 70
Cello Duet 350
Conrad Johnson 095125

£4000
£3495
£2150
£995
01095
f500
£749
£395
£4495
f3195
£5000
£12995
£1595
06000
£700
03450
£1795
£785
£300
£450
f250
£6950
£4950
£5995
£1900
£1250
£2300
01950
£4650
£11500
£275
£360
£1200
£895
£3995
f895

Cyrus Illi
£275
£1250
Dared - Vacuum Tube amp MP 60
Dared - Vacuum Tube amp VP 20 SL 2000 Al f1850
Dual mono block200w 23.5
£2200
Exposure 18 POWER
£790
Exposure XVIII Power Amp
£475
Gamut D100 mk11
£1395
Gamut D200 mkiii
£3395
Goldmund 18.4
£7365
Gryphon ANTILION SIGNATURE
£8995
Gryphon DIABLO
f5595
Halcro DM 38
£9995
Halcro DM68
£15500
Harmon (ardan AP2500/PA2200
£395
Jeff Rowland Model 12 Monoblocks
£5500
Jeff Rowland Model 12 Monoblocks
£5500
Krell FPB 300
£3750
Krell FPB 600c
£5995
Krell FPB 700 cx(600 Upgraded)
£7995
Krell FPB 750 mcx
£22250
Krell FPB 750mcx Monoblocks
£13550
Krell FPB600 C- Upgrade
£3995
Krell FPB-700CX
£9995
Krell (SA 250
£1950
Krell KSA 80 Ballanced
£1295
Lumley Reference M120
£1750
Mark Levinson ML 436
£6250
Mark Levinson K41.434 Monoblocks
£4995
Mark Levinson ML436
£7975
Mark Levinson No 23
£1750
McCormak DNA 125
£1150
McIntosh MC352
£3250
McIntosh MC501 Moncblocks
£5750
meradas Inhere 6
£850
Musical Fidelity A300 CR
£1095
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power
£2495
Nairn Audio 180
£595
NuForce Reference 902
£1350
Passlabs 0350
£3395
Passlabs 0600
£6495
Passlabs X600
£6995
Ouad 33, 303, FM3
£280
Rotel RB-06
£220
Rotel RB-06
£230
Samuel Johnson Audio PPA100
£695
Tag Avantgarde 100x4
£1295
Tube Technology Genisis Monobloc
£2500
PERITAS P400
£999
XTC power one
£1300
YBA Passion Monoblocks
£6995
Pre Anildifitfo
Acoustic Arts Pre 1
Motor Modus
01
£
129
49 5
5
1
Aloia PST 1101i
1450
0
Nola PST 11.011
£995
Aragon aurum15
Audia Flight Flight Pre
£3495
Audio Note M3 Ulbmate
£2795
Audio Refinement Pre 5
Audio Research LS22
13
89
95
5
0£
Audio Research LS9
Audio Synthesis Passion Ultimate
£0999
0
£
17
8
500
95
9
5
Audio Valve Eklipse
£ 1500
B.A.T VI(31
Bonnec Timpano
£2000
Boulder 1012£
6495
Boulder 2010 Pre
£2995
C.A.T SL1 Signature MK Ill
C.AI Ultimate Reference
Chord Electronics CPA 4000E
£4
£
57
99
50
5
Conrad Johnson PREMIER 16LS2
£3995
Conrad Johnson PREMIER 17LS
00
24 9
95
5
Conrad Johnson PAS Pre Amp5
DNM 3d twin
03750
DNM series 2/3
£325
Electrocompaniet EC 46
£550
Gryphon Sonata Allegro
£5500
Gryphon SONATA ALLERGO
£7995
Jadis JP 80mm
£3595
Krell NCI CAST It
£4995
Mark Levinson 380s
£2850
Mark Levinson ML 32 Ref iii Phono module
££
10000
1150
McCormak MAP1
£
1295
McCormak RID 1
Meridian Audio GO2
£ 1100
Michell Argo HR/Hera
£550
Michell ISO HR/Hera
£295
Naim Audio 102
£595
Nairn Audio Flat Cap
£225
Nan Audio Bac 62
£250
Autel RC 06
£230
Tact RCS 2.0
01575
Tact RCS 2.000
£ 1995
Tom Evans The Vibe
£ 1995
Tube Technology Prophet Pre 8. Power Supply £ 1000
YBA 2Alpha
£995
YBA Passion Pre
£3995
P
I
r
loec
c
u
t
s
°5

7205
Madrigal MP 9CRT

02250
£ 19990

Stands
Attacama Equinox
£ 175
Base Cabinet
£550
Black Diamond Racing Shelf 8Cones
£400
Cyrus Hark Rack
£300
Mana Acoustics reference sound table
0175
Mana Acoustics Reference Table
£ 250
Partington Dreadnought
£90
Stands Unique chunky
£275
TurntablesfArtersiCariridges & Phonostabas
AHRC Gum Reaper
Basis Debut Gold Std/SME V
Breuer Type 8
Chord Electronics Phono Stage
Clear Audio Accurate
EAR The Head
Garrard TPA 10 Pick Up km
Graham Glee Era Gold V
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE
Kedsu Rosewood Sig. Plat.
Linn LP12/ARO/Armegedon
Michell Odyssey
Origin Live Encounter
Ortofon 510 MM
Ortofon 540
Ortofon Jubilee
Ortofon Kontrapunkt B
Oxford Crystal Reference yGraham 2
ReBa Inia)(nejs
Roksan Xerxes 10/DS1 5/Artemiz/Jubilee
SME Model 10A
SME Model 20/2A
SME Model 30/2A
SME Senes IV Arm
SME Series VArm
SME VCounterweight
Systemdek 110E900
APT TNT 4+ Rokport Arm
TV/Plasma/ LCD
NEC 42 XM3/XR3
NEC 50 XMA/XR$
Panasonic 42 PWD8
Panasonic 42 PWD8110
Pioneer 502 mite Plasma

£4995
£2000
£999
£2395
£390
£200
f395
£200
£3250
£2495
£1595
0750
£35
£85
£1000
£550
£2900
£90
£700
£3500
£2899
£4995
£10999
0750
01450
£20
£350
£6500
£1495
£3000
£1495
01995
£800
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Whether on viny or CD, vocal- based
Big Calm is adisc that serves as a
sure-fire test of aset-up's bass and
timing abilities, explains Tony Bolton

))) Morcheeba
Big Calm

Indochina Records 1998 ZEN017LP(vinyl)/ZEN017CD (CD)

E

ach decade produces certain
albums that can be regarded as
classic examples of their time and

genre. Morcheeba's Big Calm is
one of those, nestling alongside other ' 90s

This arrangment
applies to most
of the tracks. The
vocals are very close
miked, and hopefully

greats such as Primal Scream's Screamadelica

produce an almost

and Leftfield's magnificent opus Leftism. All

tactile sensation of

three combine conventional instruments
and voices with modern electronic sounds
and effects, to appeal succesfully to listeners

being able to reach
out and touch the
Morcheeba singer.

of both conventional and electronic- based
music. Regular readers will have spotted
that Ioften use Big Calm as one of my test

GOOD TIMING
To test asystem's timing Iuse track two, side

records. It is very well produced and boasts
afull pallet of sounds to explore.

two. ' Friction' (track 8on the CD). This should
have an easy rolling rhythm. If asystem is not

When it comes to purely analytical
listening my first stop for is track one, ' The

timing correctly then this flow decends into
alumpy, almost lurching sensation. There is

Sea', which opens with alush-sounding

tried to artificially ' richen up' the bass, tend
to degenerate into asoggy rumble at this
point, as the overhang from the previous note
intrudes into the start of the next.
Throughout the record the electronic
effects are panned from side to side, weaving

mixture of guitar and electronic effects,

deep bass in this track which, at high volume,
Ifind to be agood test of the speed and

overlaid with strings. Singer Skye's smooth

definition capabilities of both amplifier and

Skye always in front of any other sounds.

velvety vocals should then appear centre

speakers. An amp with apoorly designed

stage, with the drums set to her left and

power supply will tend to slur the bass as it

Big Calm should be just that. Big, detailed
and rich in content, and smoothly flowing,

slightly back in the soundstage. Strings
should be on the right along with the guitar.

endeavours to deliver the power with. Overly
resonant speakers, where amanufacturer has

leaving the listener in acalm and mellow
frame of mind by the album's end.

all

among the other instruments and voices, with

e)
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ON TEST:
•Group test of Universal DVD players
•Pass Labs pre/power amp combo
•Rego Apollo CD player
•Origin Live Conqueror arm

PLUS:
How to...Align apickup arm and
cartridge
On Location at Chord Electronics
Inside Story: how cinema sound
shaped disc- based superfi

A
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MX- Rmono amplifier

a.

The Ayre MX- Rrepresents aradical new approach to power
amplifier design, exceeding all previously known performance
limits. Housed in an ultra- rigid chassis machined from asolid
block of aircraft-grade aluminum, the MX- R's unique form factor
provides for easy placement as well as astunning appearance.

symmetry

Innovative new circuit technologies combine to create a

t: 01727 865488

previously unrealized sonic experience that will deepen

e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk

your appreciation of your favourite music.

w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk
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THE SOUND WAS SO MÁGICA
MERLIN HIMSELF WOULD SURELY BUY ONE"

111111111111111

THE SOUND OF THE PH7 IS WHAT COUNTS AND

IT'S A STUNNER"

OPERATE

LOAD
47E

STEREO

MOLI.

"IT JUST SOUNDS LIKE YOU ALWAYS HOPED
CD COULD SOUND, IF CD WAS DONE RIGHT"

AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE CD 7VACUUM TUBE CD PLAYER

Audio Research has always used the knowledge gained through designing their Reference series components to benefit every model in their
range. Phono stages, pre- amplifiers, power amps - Audio Research believes, like Formula 1cat designers, that the benefits gained at the
cutting edge should be shared.
A new entry-level pre- amp delivers ataste of Reference sonics to awider audience: the LS17. Fully- featured and supremely functional, it is a
dream match for the VS55 stereo power amplifier - an astonishingly affordable introduction to Bill Johnson's wizardry. And we remain dazzled
by the LS26, which we suspect will find itself driving more than afew Reference 110s.
Reference 110 is the first ever single- chassis, stereo power amplifier in the Reference range: the 2x1 10W Reference 110 - aperfect match for
the LS26 or the Ref 3, the finest pre- amp ever issued by Audio Research. But there's more.
So fine is the CD3 Mk II that Audio Research was inspired to develop it further. The resultant CD7 is so good - its internals include a
Ref 3- derived output stage - that this player has earned the honour of becoming the first- ever Reference series digital source component. For
analogue supporters, the all- tube Ref PH7 phono stage is probably the best phono section available today. Completed with either the flagship
Ref 610T or 210 monoblocks, the Reference models reign supreme.
The bloodline strengthens.

absolute sounds ltd
58 Durnam Road, London SW20 07W — —
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